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Besides the names enumerated above, the following were ex-officio members of the Board

of Trustees under the original charter, from the date of organization until April 28, 1904:

the President of the United States, the President of the Senate, the Speaker of the House

of Representatives, the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, the President of the

National Academy of Sciences.



STAFF OF INVESTIGATORS FOR THE YEAR 1950

ASTRONOMY

Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories

8ij Santa Barbara Street, Pasadena 4, California

Mount Wilson Observatory organized in 1904; George E. Hale, Director 1904-1923, Honorary Director

1923—1936; Walter S. Adams, Director 1924-1945. Unified operation with the Palomar Observatory of

the California Institute of Technology began April 1, 1948.

Ira S. Bowen, Director

Walter Baade

Horace W. Babcock

William A. Baum
Jesse L. Greenstein

Edwin P. Hubble
Milton L. Humason
Josef J. Johnson

Paul W. Merrill

Rudolph L. Minkowski
Seth B. Nicholson

Edison Pettit

Robert S. Richardson

Albert G. Wilson

Olin C. Wilson
Ralph E. Wilson

Fritz Zwicky

TERRESTRIAL SCIENCES

Geophysical Laboratory

2801 Upton Street, N.W., Washington 8, D. C.

Organized in 1906, opened in 1907; Arthur L. Day, Director 1909-1936

Leason H. Adams, Director J. Frank Schairer

Norman L. Bowen O. Frank Tuttle

John S. Burlew Hatten S. Yoder

Felix Chayes

Gordon L. Davis Visiting Investigators

Joseph L. England fR. R. Franco

*Roy W. Goranson MacKenzie Lawrence Keith

Joseph W. Greig tKaarlo J- Neuvonen
Frank C. Kracek K. Yagi

George W. Morey

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism

5241 Broad Branch Road, N.W., Washington 15, D. C.

4-1929; John A. Fleming, Acting Director 1 929-1 934,
Organized in 1904; Louis A. Bauer, Director 190

Director 1935-1946.

Merle A. Tuve, Director

Philip H. Abelson

L. Thomas Aldrich

Lloyd V. Berkner

Dean B. Cowie
Scott E. Forbush

Norman P. Heydenburg
*Ellis A. Johnson

Richard B. Roberts

Howard E. Tatel

Oscar W. Torreson

Ernest H. Vestine

*George R. Wait
Harry W. Wells

Research Associate

tHugh H. Darby

Visiting Investigators

Ellis T. Bolton

tEdgar O. Bowles

William R. Duryee

John W. Graham
Jatinder N. Nanda
Gerald C. Phillips

Irena Z. Roberts

* On leave of absence.

+ Term of appointment completed in 1950.
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BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Division of Plant Biology

(Name changed January i, 195 1 to Department of Plant Biology)

Stanford, California

Desert Laboratory, opened in 1903, became headquarters of Department of Botanical Research in 1905;
name changed to Laboratory for Plant Physiology in 1923; Daniel T. MacDougal, Director 1 906-1 927.
Reorganized in 1928 as Division of Plant Biology, including Ecology; Herman A. Spoehr, Chairman
1927—1930 and 1931-1947, Chairman Emeritus 1947—1950.

C. Stacy French, Director James H. C. Smith

Jens C. Clausen #Herman A. Spoehr

Paul Grun -(-Harold H. Strain

William M. Hiesey

David D. Keck Guest Investigator

Violet M. Koski JRichard H. Goodwin
Harold W. Milner

Department of Embryology

Wolfe and Madison Streets, Baltimore 5, Maryland

Organized in 1914; Franklin P. Mall, Director 1914-1917; George L. Streeter, Director 1918—1940

George W. Corner, Director Consultant

Robert K. Burns George W. Bartelmez

Louis B. Flexner

*Chester H. Heuser, Curator of the Research Associate

Embryological Collection Elizabeth M. Ramsey

Samuel R. M. Reynolds

David B. Tyler

Department of Genetics

Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island, New York.

Station for Experimental Evolution opened in 1904; name changed to Department of Experimental

Evolution in 1906; combined with Eugenics Record Office in 1921 to form Department of Genetics.

Charles B. Davenport, Director 1904-1934; Albert F. Blakeslee, Director 1935-1941.

Milislav Demerec, Director Margaret R. McDonald
Alfred D. Hershey Evelyn M. Witkin

Berwind P. Kaufmann
Edwin C. MacDowell Visiting Investigator

Barbara McClintock Niccolo Visconti di Modrone

HISTORICAL RESEARCH
Division of Historical Research

(Name changed January 1, 195 1 to Department of Archaeology)

10 Frisbie Place, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

Department of Historical Research organized in 1903; Andrew C. McLaughlin, Director 1 903-1 905;

J. Franklin Jameson, Director 1905-1928. In 1930 this Department was incorporated as a section of

United States history in a new Division of Historical Research; Alfred V. Kidder, Chairman 1930

—

October 31, 1950.

Harry E. D. Pollock, Director, Anna O. Shepard

November 1, 1950 Edwin M. Shook

Margaret W. Harrison, Editor A. Ledyard Smith

Earl H. Morris Robert E. Smith

§Alexander Pogo Gustav Stromsvik

Tatiana Proskouriakoff J. Eric S. Thompson
Karl Ruppert . _, , , , •

+ Term of appointment completed m 1950.
* Retired in 1950. § To Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories

t On leave of absence. April 1, 1950.



STAFF OF INVESTIGATORS FOR THE YEAR 1950

RESEARCH ASSOCIATES

Research Associates Engaged in Post-Retirement Studies

Alfred H. Joy, Astronomy Ralph L. Roys, History

Emanuel G. Zies, Geophysics

Research Associates Connected with Other Institutions

Ralph W. Chaney (University of California), Paleobotany

Frank T. Gucker, Jr. (Indiana University), Chemistry

Caryl P. Haskins (Haskins Laboratories), Biology

Arthur T. Hertig (Boston Lying-in Hospital), Embryology

E. A. Lowe (The Institute for Advanced Study), Paleography
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Office of the President

Vannevar Bush, President

Paul A. Scherer, Executive Officer

Samuel Callaway, President's Secretary

Office of Publications and Public Relations

Frederick G. Fassett, Jr., Director

Ailene J. Bauer, Assistant to the Director

Dorothy R. Swift, Editor

Adviser in International Scientific Relations

John A. Fleming

Office of the Bursar

Earle B. Biesecker, Bursar

J. Stanley Lingebach, Assistant Bursar

James F. Sullivan, Assistant to the Bursar

Investment Office {New Yor\ City)

Parker Monroe, Investment Officer

Richard F. F. Nichols, Assistant Investment Officer



ORGANIZATION, PLAN, AND SCOPE

The Carnegie Institution of Washington was founded by Andrew Carnegie,

January 28, 1902, when he gave to a board of trustees an endowment of registered

bonds of the par value of ten million dollars. To this fund an addition of two

million dollars was made by Mr. Carnegie on December 10, 1907, and a further

addition of ten million dollars was made by him on January 19, 191 1. Further-

more, the income of a reserve fund of about three million dollars, accumulated

in accordance with the founder's specifications in 191 1, is now available for general

use, and in recent years a total of ten million dollars has been paid by the Carnegie

Corporation of New York as increase to the Endowment Fund of the Institution.

The Institution was originally organized under the laws of the District of Columbia

and incorporated as the Carnegie Institution, articles of incorporation having been

executed on January 4, 1902. The Institution was reincorporated, however, by an

act of the Congress of the United States, approved April 28, 1904, under the title

of the Carnegie Institution of Washington. (See existing Articles of Incorporation

on following pages.)

Organization under the new Articles of Incorporation was effected May 18, 1904,

and the Institution was placed under the control of a board of twenty-four trustees,

all of whom had been members of the original corporation. The trustees meet

annually in December to consider the affairs of the Institution in general, the progress

of work already undertaken, and the initiation of new projects, and to make

the necessary appropriations for the ensuing year. During the intervals between

the meetings of the trustees the affairs of the Institution are conducted by an

Executive Committee chosen by and from the Board of Trustees and acting through

the President of the Institution as chief executive officer.

The Articles of Incorporation of the Institution declare in general "that the

objects of the corporation shall be to encourage, in the broadest and most liberal

manner, investigation, research, and discovery, and the application of knowledge

to the improvement of mankind."

The Institution is essentially an operating organization. It attempts to advance

fundamental research in fields not normally covered by the activities of other agencies,

and to concentrate its attention upon specific problems, with the idea of shifting

attack from time to time to meet the more pressing needs of research as they develop

with increase of knowledge. Some of these problems require the collaboration of

several investigators, special equipment, and continuous effort. Many close relations

exist among activities of the Institution, and a type of organization representing

investigations in astronomy, in terrestrial sciences, in biological sciences, and in

historical research has been effected. Conference groups on various subjects have

played a part in bringing new vision and new methods to bear upon many problems.

Constant efforts are made to facilitate interpretation and application of results of

research activities of the Institution, and an Office of Publications and Public

Relations provides means for appropriate publication.



ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

Public No. 260. An Act to incorporate the Carnegie Institution of Washington.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress assembled, That the persons following, being persons who are

now trustees of the Carnegie Institution, namely, Alexander Agassiz, John S. Billings,

John L. Cadwalader, Cleveland H. Dodge, William N. Frew, Lyman J. Gage,

Daniel C. Gilman, John Hay, Henry L. Higginson, William Wirt Howe, Charles L.

Hutchinson, Samuel P. Langley, William Lindsay, Seth Low, Wayne MacVeagh,

Darius O. Mills, S. Weir Mitchell, William W. Morrow, Ethan A. Hitchcock,

Elihu Root, John C. Spooner, Andrew D. White, Charles D. Walcott, Carroll D.

Wright, their associates and successors, duly chosen, are hereby incorporated and

declared to be a body corporate by the name of the Carnegie Institution of Wash-

ington and by that name shall be known and have perpetual succession, with the

powers, limitations, and restrictions herein contained.

Sec. 2. That the objects of the corporation shall be to encourage, in the broadest

and most liberal manner, investigation, research, and discovery, and the application

of knowledge to the improvement of mankind; and in particular

—

(a) To conduct, endow, and assist investigation in any department of science,

literature, or art, and to this end to cooperate with governments, universities, colleges,

technical schools, learned societies, and individuals.

(b) To appoint committees of experts to direct special lines of research.

(c) To publish and distribute documents.

(d) To conduct lectures, hold meetings, and acquire and maintain a library.

(e) To purchase such property, real or personal, and construct such building or

buildings as may be necessary to carry on the work of the corporation.

(f) In general, to do and perform all things necessary to promote the objects

of the institution, with full power, however, to the trustees hereinafter appointed

and their successors from time to time to modify the conditions and regulations

under which the work shall be carried on, so as to secure the application of the

funds in the manner best adapted to the conditions of the time, provided that the

objects of the corporation shall at all times be among the foregoing or kindred thereto.

Sec. 3. That the direction and management of the affairs of the corporation and

the control and disposal of its property and funds shall be vested in a board of trustees,

twenty-two in number, to be composed of the following individuals: Alexander

Agassiz, John S. Billings, John L. Cadwalader, Cleveland H. Dodge, William N.

Frew, Lyman J. Gage, Daniel C. Gilman, John Hay, Henry L. Higginson, William

Wirt Howe, Charles L. Hutchinson, Samuel P. Langley, William Lindsay, Seth

Low, Wayne MacVeagh, Darius O. Mills, S. Weir Mitchell, William W. Morrow,

Ethan A. Hitchcoc\, Elihu Root, John C. Spooner, Andrew D. White, Charles D.

Walcott, Carroll D. Wright, who shall constitute the first board of trustees. The

board of trustees shall have power from time to time to increase its membership
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to not more than twenty-seven members. Vacancies occasioned by death, resignation,

or otherwise shall be filled by the remaining trustees in such manner as the by-laws

shall prescribe; and the persons so elected shall thereupon become trustees and

also members of the said corporation. The principal place of business of the said

corporation shall be the city of Washington, in the District of Columbia.

Sec. 4. That such board of trustees shall be entitled to take, hold, and administer

the securities, funds, and property so transferred by said Andrew Carnegie to the

trustees of the Carnegie Institution and such other funds or property as may at any

time be given, devised, or bequeathed to them, or to such corporation, for the purposes

of the trust; and with full power from time to time to adopt a common seal, to

appoint such officers, members of the board of trustees or otherwise, and such

employees as may be deemed necessary in carrying on the business of the corporation,

at such salaries or with such remuneration as they may deem proper; and with

full power to adopt by-laws from time to time and such rules or regulations as

may be necessary to secure the safe and convenient transaction of the business of

the corporation; and with full power and discretion to deal with and expend the

income of the corporation in such manner as in their judgment will best promote

the objects herein set forth and in general to have and use all powers and authority

necessary to promote such objects and carry out the purposes of the donor. The
said trustees shall have further power from time to time to hold as investments

the securities hereinabove referred to so transferred by Andrew Carnegie, and any

property which has been or may be transferred to them or such corporation by

Andrew Carnegie or by any other person, persons, or corporation, and to invest

any sums or amounts from time to time in such securities and in such form and

manner as are permitted to trustees or to charitable or literary corporations for

investment, according to the laws of the States of New York, Pennsylvania, or

Massachusetts, or in such securities as are authorized for investment by the said deed

of trust so executed by Andrew Carnegie, or by any deed of gift or last will and

testament to be hereafter made or executed.

Sec. 5. That the said corporation may take and hold any additional donations,

grants, devises, or bequests which may be made in further support of the purposes

of the said corporation, and may include in the expenses thereof the personal expenses

which the trustees may incur in attending meetings or otherwise in carrying out

the business of the trust, but the services of the trustees as such shall be gratuitous.

Sec. 6. That as soon as may be possible after the passage of this Act a meeting

of the trustees hereinbefore named shall be called by Daniel C. Gilman, John S.

Billings, Charles D. Walcott, S. Weir Mitchell, John Hay, Elihu Root, and Carroll D.

Wright, or any four of them, at the city of Washington, in the District of Columbia,

by notice served in person or by mail addressed to each trustee at his place of resi-

dence; and the said trustees, or a majority thereof, being assembled, shall organize

and proceed to adopt by-laws, to elect officers and appoint committees, and generally

to organize the said corporation; and said trustees herein named, on behalf of the

corporation hereby incorporated, shall thereupon receive, take over, and enter into

possession, custody, and management of all property, real or personal, of the cor-

poration heretofore known as the Carnegie Institution, incorporated, as hereinbefore
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set forth under "An Act to establish a Code of Law for the District of Columbia,

January fourth, nineteen hundred and two," and to all its rights, contracts, claims,

and property of any kind or nature; and the several officers of such corporation, or

any other person having charge of any of the securities, funds, real or personal,

books, or property thereof, shall, on demand, deliver the same to the said trustees

appointed by this Act or to the persons appointed by them to receive the same;

and the trustees of the existing corporation and the trustees herein named shall

and may take such other steps as shall be necessary to carry out the purposes of

this Act.

Sec. 7. That the rights of the creditors of the said existing corporation known as

the Carnegie Institution shall not in any manner be impaired by the passage of this

Act, or the transfer of the property hereinbefore mentioned, nor shall any liability

or obligation for the payment of any sums due or to become due, or any claim or

demand, in any manner or for any cause existing against the said existing corporation,

be released or impaired; but such corporation hereby incorporated is declared to

succeed to the obligations and liabilities and to be held liable to pay and discharge

all of the debts, liabilities, and contracts of the said corporation so existing to the

same effect as if such new corporation had itself incurred the obligation or liability

to pay such debt or damages, and no such action or proceeding before any court

or tribunal shall be deemed to have abated or been discontinued by reason of the

passage of this Act.

Sec. 8. That Congress may from time to time alter, repeal, or modify this Act

of incorporation, but no contract or individual right made or acquired shall thereby

be divested or impaired.

Sec. 9. That this Act shall take effect immediately.

Approved, April 28, 1904



BY-LAWS OF THE INSTITUTION

Adopted December 13, 1904. Amended December 13, 1910, December 13, 1912, December 10, 1937,

December 15, 1939, December 13, 1940, December 18, 1942, and December 12, 1947

Article I

THE TRUSTEES

1. The Board of Trustees shall consist of twenty-four members, with power to

increase its membership to not more than twenty-seven members. The Trustees shall

hold office continuously and not for a stated term.

2. In case any Trustee shall fail to attend three successive annual meetings of the

Board he shall thereupon cease to be a Trustee.

3. No Trustee shall receive any compensation for his services as such.

4. All vacancies in the Board of Trustees shall be filled by the Trustees by ballot

at an annual meeting, but no person shall be declared elected unless he receives the

votes of two-thirds of the Trustees present.

Article II

OFFICERS OF THE BOARD

i. The officers of the Board shall be a Chairman of the Board, a Vice-Chairman,

and a Secretary, who shall be elected by the Trustees, from the members of the

Board, by ballot to serve for a term of three years. All vacancies shall be filled by the

Board for the unexpired term; provided, however, that the Executive Committee

shall have power to fill a vacancy in the office of Secretary to serve until the next

meeting of the Board of Trustees.

2. The Chairman shall preside at all meetings and shall have the usual powers of a

presiding officer.

3. The Vice-Chairman, in the absence or disability of the Chairman, shall perform

the duties of the Chairman.

4. The Secretary shall issue notices of meetings of the Board, record its transactions,

and conduct that part of the correspondence relating to the Board and to his duties.

Article III

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

The President

1. There shall be a President who shall be elected by ballot by, and hold office during

the pleasure of, the Board, who shall be the chief executive officer of the Institution.

The President, subject to the control of the Board and the Executive Committee,

shall have general charge of all matters of administration and supervision of all

arrangements for research and other work undertaken by the Institution or with its

funds. He shall prepare and submit to the Board of Trustees and to the Executive
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Committee plans and suggestions for the work of the Institution, shall conduct its

general correspondence and the correspondence with applicants for grants and with

the special advisers of the Committee, and shall present his recommendations in each

case to the Executive Committee for decision. All proposals and requests for grants

shall be referred to the President for consideration and report. He shall have power

to remove, appoint, and, within the scope of funds made available by the Trustees,

provide for compensation of subordinate employees and to fix the compensation of

such employees within the limits of a maximum rate of compensation to be

established from time to time by the Executive Committee. He shall be ex officio a

member of the Executive Committee.

2. He shall be the legal custodian of the seal and of all property of the Institution

whose custody is not otherwise provided for. He shall sign and execute on behalf

of the corporation all contracts and instruments necessary in authorized administrative

and research matters and affix the corporate seal thereto when necessary, and may
delegate the performance of such acts and other administrative duties in his absence

to the Executive Officer. He may execute all other contracts, deeds, and instruments

on behalf of the corporation and affix the seal thereto when expressly authorized by

the Board of Trustees or Executive Committee. He may, within the limits of his

own authorization, delegate to the Executive Officer authority to act as custodian of

and affix the corporate seal. He shall be responsible for the expenditure and disburse-

ment of all funds of the Institution in accordance with the directions of the Board

and of the Executive Committee, and shall keep accurate accounts of all receipts and

disbursements. Following approval by the Executive Committee he shall transmit

to the Board of Trustees before its annual meeting in December a written report of

the operations and business of the Institution for the preceding fiscal year with his

recommendations for work and appropriations for the succeeding calendar year.

3. He shall attend all meetings of the Board of Trustees.

4. There shall be an officer designated Executive Officer who shall be appointed by

and hold office at the pleasure of the President, subject to the approval of the

Executive Committee. His duties shall be to assist and act for the President as the

latter may duly authorize and direct.

5. The President shall retire from office at the end of the calendar year in which

he becomes sixty-five years of age.

Article IV

MEETINGS

1. The annual meeting of the Board of Trustees shall be held in the City of Wash-

ington, in the District of Columbia, on the first Friday following the second Thursday

of December in each year unless the date and place of meeting are otherwise ordered

by the Executive Committee.

2. Special meetings of the Board may be called by the Executive Committee by

notice served personally upon, or mailed to the usual address of, each Trustee twenty

days prior to the meeting.
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3. Special meetings shall, moreover, be called in the same manner by the Chairman

upon the written request of seven members of the Board.

Article V

COMMITTEES

1. There shall be the following standing Committees, viz. an Executive Committee,

a Finance Committee, an Auditing Committee, and a Nominating Committee.

2. All vacancies occurring in the Executive Committee, the Finance Committee,

the Auditing Committee, and the Nominating Committee shall be filled by the

Trustees at the next regular meeting. In case of vacancy in the Finance Committee,

the Auditing Committee, or the Nominating Committee, upon request of the re-

maining members of such committee, the Executive Committee may fill such vacancy

by appointment until the next meeting of the Board of Trustees.

3. The terms of all officers and of all members of committees, as provided for

herein, shall continue until their successors are elected or appointed.

Executive Committee

4. The Executive Committee shall consist of the Chairman and Secretary of the

Board of Trustees and the President of the Institution ex officio and, in addition,

five trustees to be elected by the Board by ballot for a term of three years, who shall

be eligible for re-election. Any member elected to fill a vacancy shall serve for the

remainder of his predecessor's term.

5. The Executive Committee shall, when the Board is not in session and has not

given specific directions, have general control of the administration of the affairs of

the corporation and general supervision of all arrangements for administration,

research, and other matters undertaken or promoted by the Institution. It shall also

submit to the Board of Trustees a printed or typewritten report of each of its meetings,

and at the annual meeting shall submit to the Board a report for publication.

6. The Executive Committee shall have power to authorize the purchase, sale,

exchange, or transfer of real estate.

Finance Committee

7. The Finance Committee shall consist of five members to be elected by the Board

of Trustees by ballot for a term of three years.

8. The Finance Committee shall have custody of the securities of the corporation

and general charge of its investments and invested funds, and shall care for and

dispose of the same subject to the directions of the Board of Trustees. It shall have

power to authorize the purchase, sale, exchange, or transfer of securities and to

delegate this power. It shall consider and recommend to the Board from time to

time such measures as in its opinion will promote the financial interests of the

Institution, and shall make a report at each meeting of the Board.



CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON

Auditing Committee

9. The Auditing Committee shall consist of three members to be elected by the

Board of Trustees by ballot for a term of three years.

10. Before each annual meeting of the Board of Trustees, the Auditing Com-
mittee shall cause the accounts of the Institution for the preceding fiscal year to be

audited by public accountants. The accountants shall report to the Committee, and

the Committee shall present said report at the ensuing annual meeting of the Board

with such recommendations as the Committee may deem appropriate.

Nominating Committee

n. The Nominating Committee shall consist of the Chairman of the Board of

Trustees ex officio and, in addition, three trustees to be elected by the Board by

ballot for a term of three years, who shall not be eligible for re-election until after

the lapse of one year. Any member elected to fill a vacancy shall serve for the

remainder of his predecessor's term, provided that of the Nominating Committee

first elected after adoption of this By-Law one member shall serve for one year, one

member shall serve for two years, and one member shall serve for three years, the

Committee to determine the respective terms by lot.

12. Sixty days prior to an annual meeting of the Board the Nominating Com-
mittee shall notify the Trustees by mail of the vacancies to be filled in membership

of the Board. Each Trustee may submit nominations for such vacancies. Nomina-

tions so submitted shall be considered by the Nominating Committee, and ten days

prior to the annual meeting the Nominating Committee shall submit to members of

the Board by mail a list of the persons so nominated, with its recommendations for

filling existing vacancies on the Board and its Standing Committees. No other

nominations shall be received by the Board at the annual meeting except with the

unanimous consent of the Trustees present.

Article VI

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION

i. No expenditure shall be authorized or made except in pursuance of a previous

appropriation by the Board of Trustees, or as provided in Article V, paragraph 8,

hereof.

2. The fiscal year of the Institution shall commence on the first day of July in

each year.

3. The Executive Committee shall submit to the annual meeting of the Board a

full statement of the finances and work of the Institution for the preceding fiscal

year and a detailed estimate of the expenditures of the succeeding calendar year.

4. The Board of Trustees, at the annual meeting in each year, shall make general

appropriations for the ensuing calendar year; but nothing contained herein shall

prevent the Board of Trustees from making special appropriations at any meeting.

5. The Executive Committee shall have general charge and control of all appropria-

tions made by the Board. Following the annual meeting each year, the Executive
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Committee may make allotment o£ funds for the period from January i to termi-

nation of the fiscal year on June 30. It may also make allotment of funds for the

period from July 1 to December 31 in advance of July 1. The Committee shall,

however, have full authority for allotment of available funds to meet necessary

expenditures by other methods, if desirable, and for transfer of balances to meet

special needs. It shall make provision for outstanding obligations and for revertment

of unexpended balances at termination of the fiscal year.

6. The securities of the Institution and evidences of property, and funds invested

and to be invested, shall be deposited in such safe depository or in the custody of

such trust company and under such safeguards as the Finance Committee shall

designate, subject to directions of the Board of Trustees. Income of the Institution

available for expenditure shall be deposited in such banks or depositories as may
from time to time be designated by the Executive Committee.

7. Any trust company entrusted with the custody of securities by the Finance

Committee may, by resolution of the Board of Trustees, be made Fiscal Agent of the

Institution, upon an agreed compensation, for the transaction of the business coming

within the authority of the Finance Committee.

Article VII

AMENDMENT OF BY-LAWS

i. These by-laws may be amended at any annual or special meeting of the Board

of Trustees by a two-thirds vote of the members present, provided written notice of

the proposed amendment shall have been served personally upon, or mailed to the

usual address of, each member of the Board twenty days prior to the meeting.





ABSTRACT OF MINUTES OF THE FIFTY-SECOND MEETING OF
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

The annual meeting of the Board of Trustees was held in Washington, D. C,

in the Board Room of the Administration Building, on Friday, December 15, 1950.

It was called to order at 10:30 a.m. by the Vice-Chairman, Mr. Root.

Upon roll call, the following Trustees responded: James F. Bell, Robert Woods
Bliss, Lindsay Bradford, Homer L. Ferguson, W. Cameron Forbes, Caryl P.

Haskins, Barklie Henry, Ernest O. Lawrence, Alfred L. Loomis, Roswell Miller,

Henry S. Morgan, William I. Myers, Henning W. Prentis, Jr., Elihu Root, Jr.,

Henry R. Shepley, Charles P. Taft, Juan T. Trippe, James W. Wadsworth, and

Lewis H. Weed. The President of the Institution, Vannevar Bush, was also present.

The minutes of the fifty-first meeting were approved.

Reports of the President, the Executive Committee, the Finance Committee, the

Auditor, the Auditing Committee, and the Nominating Committee, and of the heads

of Divisions and Departments and Research Associates of the Institution were

presented and considered.

The sum of $1,671,174 was appropriated for the calendar year 1951 for expenditure

by the Institution under the general charge and control of the Executive Committee.

A vacancy in the membership of the Board of Trustees caused by the death of

Frank B. Jewett was filled by the election of Keith S. McHugh.
Elihu Root, Jr., was elected Chairman of the Board for the term ending in 1951

to succeed Walter S. Gifford, whose resignation as a member of the Board was

submitted by him at the time of his appointment as Ambassador to the Court of

St. James. Lindsay Bradford was elected Vice-Chairman of the Board for the

term ending in 1951 to succeed Elihu Root, Jr.

Mr. Root's election as Chairman of the Board carried with it ex-officio member-

ship in the Executive Committee, and, inasmuch as his term as an elected member
of this Committee has not yet expired, the number of vacancies in this Committee

was increased to three. Caryl P. Haskins and Barklie Henry were elected to serve

three-year terms, and Henning W. Prentis, Jr., was elected to serve a two-year term

as members of the Executive Committee. Lindsay Bradford was re-elected as

Chairman and member of the Finance Committee to serve for three years.

Henning W. Prentis, Jr., was re-elected a member of the Finance Committee to

serve for three years. Robert Woods Bliss was elected a member of the Nominating

Committee for a period of three years, succeeding Henning W. Prentis, Jr.

The meeting adjourned at 12:05 P -M -





REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

For the Year Ended June 30, 1950

To the Trustees of the Carnegie Institution of Washington:

Gentlemen: In accordance with the provisions of the By-Laws, the Executive

Committee submits this report to the annual meeting of the Board of Trustees.

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1950, the Executive Committee held four

meetings, printed reports of which have been mailed to each Trustee and constitute

a part of this report.

The detailed record of the activities of the Institution is presented in the reports

from the Departments and Divisions, which are contained in the Year Book, a review

of some of the highlights being given in the report of the President. The estimate of

expenditures for the calendar year 1951 contained in the report of the President has

been considered and approved by the Executive Committee, and the Committee has

also provisionally approved and recommends to the Board the proposed budget based

thereon.

The Board of Trustees, at its meeting of December 9, 1949, appointed the firm of

Haskins & Sells to audit the accounts of the Institution for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1950. The report of the Auditor, including a balance sheet showing assets

and liabilities of the Institution on June 30, 1950, is submitted as a part of the report

of the Executive Committee.

In addition to the report of the Auditor there is also submitted a financial state-

ment for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1950, showing funds available for expenditure

and amounts allotted by the Executive Committee, and the customary statement of

aggregate receipts and disbursements, together with a schedule of real estate and

equipment. These statements together with the tables in the Auditor's report com-

prise the statement of the finances of the Institution.

Terms of Messrs. Morgan and Prentis as members of the Executive Committee

and of Messrs. Bradford (Chairman) and Prentis as members of the Finance Com-
mittee will end at the annual meeting. The term of Mr. Prentis (Chairman) as a

member of the Nominating Committee will also end at the annual meeting.

The vacancy in the membership of the Board of Trustees resulting from the death

of Dr. Frank B. Jewett in November 1949 still exists. An additional vacancy has

been created by the resignation of Mr. Walter S. Gifford, who served as Chairman

until October 1950.

Elihu Root, Jr., Vice-Chairman

Robert Woods Bliss

Vannevar Bush

Henry S. Morgan
Henning W. Prentis, Jr.

Henry R. Shepley

Lewis H. Weed
October 19, 1950
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Real Estate and Equipment, Original Cost

June 30, 1950

A dministration

1530 P Street, N.W., Washington 5, D. C.

Building and site $797,632.96

Equipment 20,123.48 $817,756.44

Division of Plant Biology

Stanford, California

Buildings and grounds $73 , 229 . 67

Laboratory apparatus 41,651.47

Library 23,778.20

Operating equipment 19,060.99 157,720.33

Department of Embryology

Wolfe and Madison Streets, Baltimore 5, Maryland

Laboratory apparatus $27 , 262 . 85

Library 8,190.91

Operating equipment 5,498.11 40,951.87

Department of Genetics

Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island, New York

Buildings and grounds $275,522.37

Laboratory apparatus 53 , 192 . 26

Library 66,680.34

Operating equipment 27,455.38 422,850.35

Geophysical Laboratory

2801 Upton Street, N.W., Washington 8, D. C.

Buildings and grounds $170,383.79

Laboratory apparatus 144,586.97

Library 37,862.78

Operating equipment 42,420.74 395,254.28

Division of Historical Research

10 Frisbie Place, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

Library $1,024.09

Operating equipment 19,039.06 20,063.15

Mount Wilson Observatory

813 Santa Barbara Street, Pasadena 4, California

Buildings and grounds $268,629.81
Instruments 542,881.20
Library 71 ,316. 12

Operating equipment 65 , 564 . 96

Hooker 100-inch reflector 651,752.91 1,600,145.00

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism

5241 Broad Branch Road, N.W., Washington 15, D. C.

Buildings and grounds $401,418.69
Laboratory apparatus 192,090. 17

Library 36,811.50
Operating equipment 66,322.77 696,643.13

$4,151,384.55



HASKINS & SELLS 500 Equitable Building

Certified Public Accountants Baltimore 2

ACCOUNTANTS' CERTIFICATE

To the Board of Trustees of Carnegie Institution of Washington:

We have examined the balance sheet (and supporting schedule of securities owned)

of Carnegie Institution of Washington as of June 30, 1950 and the related statements

of income and expenditures and current funds surplus for the year then ended. Our

examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards,

and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing

procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances, except that we did not

examine the records in support of expenditures made (approximately $158,000) by

five of the seven branch offices of the Institution, but we have reviewed internal audit

reports of the Bursar's office covering examinations of all branch records during

the year.

In our opinion, subject to the exception stated above with respect to the limitation

of the scope of our examination, the accompanying balance sheet and statements of

income and expenditures and current funds surplus present fairly the financial posi-

tion of the Institution at June 30, 1950, and the results of its operations for the year

then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on

a basis consistent with that of the preceding period.

Haskins & Sells

October 11, 1950
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Statement of Income and Expenditures for the Year Ended June 30, 1950

Income :

Investment income:
Interest and dividends on securities $1,837,348.41

Less—Amortization of bond premiums 15 , 799 . 67

$1,821,548.74
Proceeds from sale of stock dividends 7,721.33 $1,829,270.07
Less—Income allocated to:

Special Income Reserve $7,721.33
General Reserve Fund 205,054.73
Pension Fund 222.48
Bickel Fund 393.91
George E. Hale Relief Fund 138 . 90
Harkavy Fund 125 . 19
Woloff Fund 672.36 214,328.90
Net investment income appropriated for current
purposes $1,614,941.17

Other income:
Sales of publications $10,018.24
American Cancer Society—grants 19 , 362 . 00
Carnegie Corporation of New York—grants 28,000.00
Dormitory and mess hall 9 , 742 . 66
Bickel estate $17 , 999 . 65
Less—Expenses and distribution 9,308.77 8 , 690 . 88

Hall Laboratories, Inc.—grant 5,000.00
Life Insurance Medical Research Fund—-grant 1 ,000.00
U. S. Public Health Service—grants 17,533.83
The Viking Fund, Inc.—grant 2 , 500 . 00
Woloff estate 15 , 192 . 10
Miscellaneous 3,773.18

Total $120,812.89

Less—Amounts credited to:

General Reserve Fund $2,436.46
Special funds 24,546.26 _ 26,982.72 _ 93,830.17

Total income* $1,708,771.34

Expenditures:
Pension Fund—annuity and insurance $111,116.34
Harriet H. Mayor Relief Fund 801 .80
Harriman Fund—income account 100 . 00
Departmental Research Operations:

Salaries $960,201.51
Operating expenses 291,302.21
Dormitory and mess hall—-salaries 3,404.57
Dormitory and mess hall—operating expenses .. . 7,548.91 1,262,457.20

Research Projects, Fellowships, Grants, etc.:

Salaries
_

$15,943.26
Grants and miscellaneous 39,377.52
Fellowship program:

Grants and stipends 40,066.69
Salaries 15,288.67 110,676. 14

Office of Publications:
Printing and publishing expenses $35,200.06
Office expenses:

Salaries 29,896.28
Stationery, postage, etc 4,175.98 69,272.32

Administration 151,254.45

Total expenditures 1,705,678.25

Excess of income over expenditures $3 , 093 . 09

*Does not include net gain from sales and redemptions of securities shown in summary of security transactions, page xxxvi

Statement of Current Funds Surplus for the Year Ended June 30, 1950

Balance, July 1, 1949 $880,947.66
Additions:

Transfers from:
Harriman Fund—income account $100 . 00
General Reserve Fund 5,000.00
Pension Fund 9,116.34
Harriet H. Mayor Relief Fund 801 .80

Excess of income over expenditures 3 , 093 .09 18 , 1 1 1 . 23

Balance, June 30, 1950 $899,058.89
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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
OF THE

CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON
As this report is presented to the Trus-

tees in conformity with the By-Laws, the

research programs of the Institution are

proceeding with encouraging success.

Various aspects of the progress made dur-

ing the past year in our investigations are

reviewed in a later section of this report,

and the full record is contained in the

reports of the several directors.

This progress has been facilitated by

the philosophy and operating structure of

the Institution. Important phases of these

have been considered in recent reports.

Thus the way in which programs of re-

search become formulated in the Institu-

tion has been reviewed, as have the or-

ganizational relations involved, and the

individual responsibility of staff members

in an institution which devotes its full

efforts to providing them with the freedom

and opportunity for creative work. All

this has had to do with the furthering of

research. Some discussion of the nature

of research itself may contribute to that

purpose.

Research is the systematic effort to secure

new knowledge. In basic scientific research

the effort is to extend our grasp of the

workings of nature and of man. The
knowledge is sought for its own sake, and

the attempt centers about the establish-

ment of theories and generalizations to

systematize initially unrelated facts and

observations. The prime characteristic is

a set of theories, maturing into generali-

zations dignified by the name of laws, and

undergoing continued alteration under the

impact of new and more refined observa-

tion which procures data that are called,

with due reservation, fact.

Applied research, on the other hand,

seeks to produce a new and useful device,

material, or process by capitalizing on the

growing body of fundamental knowledge.

The knowledge which applied research

adds is how to render the growing body

of fundamental knowledge useful. Applied

research starts, sometimes, with a new
piece of fundamental knowledge and seeks

its applications. More often it starts with

a need, and plows through the whole range

of accumulated knowledge seeking the

optimum way in which to meet it. When
the economic factor enters and costs are

considered, and the adaptation to produc-

tion methods is examined, applied research

merges gradually into engineering.

The Institution is concerned entirely

with basic scientific research, and it is with

methodology in this broad field therefore

that we are primarily concerned. What is

it, specifically, that a scientist does when he

attempts to increase the extent of human
knowledge? No real generalization is

possible, for methods vary as much here

as they do in any field of human activity,

and widely different methods succeed in

the hands of scientists of widely different

personal characteristics. Still there is a

broad pattern, and, as in applied research,

there are two general approaches.

One approach is to improve the tools.

Every time that the precision or extent

of measurement of an important instru-

ment is improved, fresh results are almost

bound to follow. Our knowledge of nature

is based entirely on what we can observe.

Our precise knowledge is based on what

we can also measure, and when more can

be measured with increased precision there
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is not merely an extension of the number
of facts available; entirely new relations

may emerge, and these sometimes force

recasting the whole philosophical and the-

oretical structure of a field of knowledge.

This, for example, is the motivation

which led to the creation of the Hale tele-

scope. True, there are various theories

which various people would like to test,

such as the theory of the expanding uni-

verse, where Hubble's consideration of

the remote nebulae offers what may prove

to be a critical standard; but the building

of a telescope of greatly increased aper-

ture was undertaken primarily because it

seemed certain that if we could photo-

graph eight times the volume of space that

earlier telescopes could record, we would

learn new things.

As another example, when Loomis

placed precise amplitude controls on the

gravity astronomical clock, thus adding

another significant figure to its precision,

and compared the result with quartz

oscillation, one object was to make a more

precise measurement of gravity, extraordi-

nary in fact, for departures between the

two clocks were measured in thousandths

of a second in a day. There followed the

first observation of the direct effect of the

moon on the gravitational force, confirma-

tory this time, but nevertheless tying to-

gether theory by a new experimental bond.

The approach in this manner is seldom

by a flash of genius, although sometimes

it is. Wilson's innovation of the cloud

chamber was of this sort. So was Thom-
son's concept of the suspended oil drop,

to measure the charge of an electron

directly, later extended and rendered

highly precise by Millikan. More often

the work proceeds by refinement, by pains-

taking examination of sources of error, by

long testing of available materials under

unusual conditions, and by mathematical

examination of the inherent limitations

and the soft spots where improvement is

possible. The whole history of electron

microscopes falls in this category. The
original concepts, flowing from the realiza-

tion that the performance of electrons

could be accurately described either in

terms of waves or in terms of particles,

resulted in crude devices indeed. But the

thorough and sometimes brilliant work of

dozens of investigators, over two decades,

rendered it a reliable instrument with

which one does not hesitate to make de-

tailed photographs of objects which are

as far below the limit of the optical micro-

scope as this goes below the limits of un-

aided human vision. It is sometimes as

important to increase the convenience and

versatility of an instrument as it is to make
it more precise.

Whenever there is notable advance in

instrumentation, there is usually an objec-

tive in the offing. The scientist seldom

sweats to improve his instrument merely

for the joy of it; he usually has something

that he very much wishes to measure, he

has walked all around the thing and

probed it from all angles, and he finally

sees a way in which he can break it open,

if only he can measure well enough. This

is a far cry from measuring for the sake

of measuring. Merely to apply existing

methods to the accumulation of more

facts is not scientific research; there must

be relevancy, a need, an object. True, in

the course of a broad research it is often

essential to amass a deep pile of data

by meticulous measurement—using great

skill and sound judgment on the details

of the process—before the truly scientific

work can go forward. This sort of under-

taking is primarily for the technicians

and for the young scientists as they earn

their spurs, and the established scientist

need enter only to set up the methods and
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later to use the results. Moreover, he can

often today relegate the routine measure-

ments to an automatic machine, as he does

with much of his routine computation.

But at times it may profit him to partici-

pate throughout, and for a subtle reason

which is worth examining. It is often

recognized that the creative worker, in

literature or art as well as science, accom-

plishes 90 per cent of his real creation in

10 per cent of his time. True enough.

But often a fallacious corollary is drawn

from this, and an individual decides that

he need work only that 10 per cent. The
fact is that the crucial 10 per cent cannot

be singled out and isolated from the total.

This is why the scientist of full stature

may sometimes wisely do work which

because of its nature could be turned over

to the technician; the scientist busying

himself thus is not only keeping himself

well fitted to direct the technician and

following directly the limits of precision,

but also, and more important, is, by keep-

ing his conscious mind engaged on a

subject, giving his subconscious mind the

free play out of which creation flashes.

There are also cases where the method of

measurement is so new, or so difficult,

that the scientist must be present through-

out if he is to be sure of his data. Also

there are great masses of data which must

be painstakingly accumulated and pub-

lished for the general use of science rather

than for a specific purpose. But measur-

ing something merely because it hasn't

been measured before is not science, and

becomes so only when there is novelty in

the method or genuine relevancy in the

result.

Much of the improvement of tools cen-

ters about the isolation of variables, for

the scientist ordinarily wishes to examine

effects one at a time rather than super-

posed. Another, and very significant,

aspect involves devices for so manipulat-

ing matter that it will exhibit the phe-

nomena which need to be measured. Such,

for example, was the long program on

methods of bombarding the atom, notably

by Lawrence and his group, out of which

has flowed much of our present-day knowl-

edge of atomistics.

Nor should it be forgotten that analysis

is also a tool and a very powerful one.

Many of the great advances of the past

generation, particularly in the whole field

of ferreting out the properties and rela-

tions of the elementary particles of matter,

have come about because mathematics

pointed out the paths along which ex-

perimentation could most usefully pro-

gress. This is more important than the

mere use of mathematics to correlate ob-

servations with general laws, important

though that is; it has involved the creation

of new forms of mathematical reasoning

and the revitalization of old ones, which

have projected reason far beyond where

mere intuition could roam, and explored

bizarre interrelations, sometimes seemingly

fantastic at the outset, and often later sup-

ported by experiments and measurements

which would hardly have been undertaken

otherwise. The discovery of Neptune be-

cause analysis of the motion of the known
planets showed the presence of an addi-

tional one, and told the astronomers where

to searsh to find it, has been far exceeded

in recent years by these explorations by

masters of abstruse mathematics, pointing

out where whole ranges of phenomena and

even new elementary particles of matter

would be found.

The great new tool of the scientist is

seldom found merely because some indi-

vidual is bound to improve what exists;

more often it comes into existence because

of a need for it, because a tough scientific

problem refuses to be cracked otherwise.
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Thus it is often a part of the second great

aspect of scientific research.

This centers about concerted attack upon

a specific problem, bringing to bear all

the methods and instrumentalities that

will apply, and creating new ones for

the purpose. Often the attempt to solve

a particular puzzle presented by nature

occupies the efforts of scientists in many
countries and extends over a generation.

The great puzzle breaks down into sub-

sidiary ones, the mass of literature and

the complexity of the problem mount, and

the main question appears as far from

solution as ever.

The problem of the mechanism of photo-

synthesis in plants is an excellent example.

So is that of the origin of the mineral

constituents of the earth's crust. Another

is the problem of the source of the earth's

main magnetic field. Often the intensive

search yields by-products, and light is

thrown on the subject from most unex-

pected sources. In the case of the earth's

field, the examination of the nature and

performance of the charged layers of the

atmosphere at high levels has indeed in-

dicated the source of a small part of the

field. But out of this study of the iono-

sphere have come many volumes of knowl-

edge of the propagation of radio waves.

Out of one of the special instruments de-

vised to study the ionosphere came in fact

the earliest experiments which finally led

up to radar. Ionospherics developed into

quite a science in itself. Yet one of the

latest pieces of evidence on this whole

matter of the earth's field arrived from a

rather distant area. The astronomers,

notably Babcock of our own group, in

studying the magnetic fields of the stars,

have found cases in which those fields

perform evolutions which would be quite

unbelievable if the evidence were not well

supported. It is entirely possible that,

before we account for the main magnetic

field of the earth, we shall have to revise

some of our basic theories regarding

magnetism itself. The objective central-

ized attack, planned and programmed,

often works out like this, and turns the

investigator into quite unexpected paths.

The true relation between the scientist

and the instruments which he uses must

be borne in mind, lest the discussion of

tools be misinterpreted and emphasis dis-

tributed wrongly. Much of the work of

the researcher revolves about the use of

tools—increasingly so as the growing body

of fundamental knowledge becomes more

complex. But these tools are aids, not

objects; means, not ends. They are im-

portant only as they foster the creative

activity of the investigating mind. The
conscious, systematic intellectual effort of

highly capable men is the fundamental

consideration. This must in every way
be facilitated, whether through the rele-

gation of routine work to machines or

through the extension of man's powers of

perception by means of specialized in-

struments. The machine, the instrument,

should be the servant of the scientist.

When it becomes his master, we have a

perversion.

There is no possibility of classifying

scientists, any more than one can write

a blueprint for the scientific method. What
makes a great scientist is ability, but this

is of highly diverse sorts. All scientists

are either masters of some form of logical

reasoning, or highly skilled experimen-

talists of one sort or another, and a few

are both. The form of reasoning extends

from abstruse formal mathematics to

something which is fairly closely akin to

intuition and might be called guided in-

tuition. The experimental skill usually

involves true understanding of the capa-

bilities and limitations of instruments and

6
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methods rather than the mere manipula-

tion of them. It extends from the assem-

blage of an interconnected congeries of

thermionic tubes to respond with pre-

cision to the appallingly small, to the

deliberate architecture of organic mole-

cules by rearrangement of parts of an

entity which has never been seen. All

scientists have some of these attributes,

and many have several. But there seems

to be one attribute which usually dis-

tinguishes the really great scientist. It is

the ability to sense, in some strange way,

the timely opportunity, to discern in the

enormous maze of often contradictory

current advance of knowledge those places

where truly great significance lies, and

those places where the available tools in

their utmost development will be able to

open up a really wide crack in the wall of

the unknown. It is of course the ability

not only to discern such unique oppor-

tunities, but to exploit them, and this

takes more than skill; it requires often

doggedness and determination, infinite

patience, and infinite pains. It requires

also the firm faith that the search is worth

while, and a lust for the chase, however

it may be outwardly dissembled.

It was Andrew Carnegie's conviction

that an institution which sought out the

unusual scientist, and rendered it possible

for him to create to the utmost, would be

worth while. More than forty years of

experience has justified this conviction.

The scientists of the Institution differ

widely in their interests and methods;

they differ also in their skills. But they

are all of the same faith in the worth

of what they do, and they all seek to ex-

tend the horizons of man's knowledge

of his environment and of himself, in

the conviction that it is good for man
to know.

Research Activities

From the detailed surveys of research

activities for the year presented in the

reports of the directors of the Institution's

departments, a number of projects and

significant results are selected for brief

review here.

The essential completion of one of the

largest projects undertaken by the Mount
Wilson Observatory was accomplished

during the current year with the publica-

tion of the radial velocities of 21 11 stars

by Dr. R. E. Wilson and Dr. A. H. Joy.

Begun in 1910, at a time when the radial

velocities of a relatively small number of

the brighter stars were known, this pro-

gram, and similar programs at a few other

institutions mainly in North America,

have yielded velocities of about 14,000

stars of all spectral types. The statistical

study of these radial velocities and of the

corresponding proper motions has pro-

vided the main basis for our present

knowledge of the positions and motions

of the stars in our galaxy. This includes

the currently accepted value of the sun's

motion and quantitative information on

star streaming in the sun's neighborhood.

Similar statistical investigations of this

same material have yielded the best values

of the absolute magnitudes of several

types of stars, including those of the

cepheid variables. These magnitudes in

turn form one of the necessary steps in the

determination of the distances of the ex-

tragalactic nebulae and therefore of the

whole scale of the major features of the

universe.

For nearly forty years about 40 per cent

of the total observing time of the 60-inch

telescope has been devoted to spectro-

graphic observations of radial velocities,

spectral classes, and absolute magnitudes.
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During this period 31,650 spectrograms

have been taken of 7000 stars. Mount
Wilson observations are therefore available

for about half of all the stars whose veloci-

ties have been measured. In general the

stars selected for observation were chosen

to provide the necessary data for the gen-

eral problems mentioned above.

In an observational science such as

astronomy it often occurs that photo-

graphs taken for one purpose bring to

attention objects that are of importance in

an entirely different branch of the subject.

Thus on a plate taken with the 48-inch

schmidt camera by Dr. Walter Baade on

June 26, 1949, an unusually long asteroid

trail was noticed. Additional images of

the object were found on a series of plates

taken for the purpose during the ensuing

month. The orbit calculated from these

first observations was sufficiently accurate

to permit the object to be picked up again

on photographs taken in the summer of

1950.

The calculated orbit shows the asteroid

to be a very unusual object. It has the

shortest known period (409 days) of any

comet or asteroid. At one point in its

orbit it passes inside the orbit of Mercury

and at the opposite point it is outside the

orbit of Mars. Under the most favorable

conditions, it may pass within 4,000,000

miles of the earth. It is one of the smallest

astronomical objects known, its estimated

diameter being less than one mile. Be-

cause of its unusually close approach to

the sun, this asteroid has appropriately

been named Icarus after the mythical

youth who came to an untimely end when

he attempted to fly near the sun on wings

attached with wax.

The minerals quartz and feldspar have

been the focal points of some new investi-

gations of far-reaching significance at the

Geophysical Laboratory. Quartz, which is

probably best known for its industrial

applications, is one of the essential minerals

of granite and of other rock types. Petrol-

ogists are familiar with the fact that, at

a temperature somewhat less than 600 ° C,
quartz changes from one crystalline form

to another, and this transformation, like

the melting of ice, has long been con-

sidered to be a constant of nature. It is

now known that the inversion tempera-

ture is not constant, but varies from sample

to sample of natural quartz. This dis-

covery, made about two years ago by the

use of a device for rapid and precise ther-

mal analysis, has led to further detailed

studies. Careful measurements on about

300 specimens of this mineral have shown

easily measurable differences in the be-

havior of crystals from granite and from

those believed to have formed in the later

stages of igneous activity. This work

appears to open up a whole new field of

inquiry extending on one side into struc-

tural crystallography and on the other into

historical geology.

The same mineral has also provided an

initial test of the new high-pressure high-

temperature apparatus recently developed

at the Laboratory. Measurements were

successfully carried out on the effect of

pressure on the inversion point up to

pressures of 10,000 bars (metric atmos-

pheres). The results, which show that at

the maximum pressure reached—corre-

sponding to a depth of 20 miles below

the surface of the earth—the inversion

point is raised by over 200 °, may have an

important bearing on seismology in rela-

tion to the nature and constitution of the

earth's crust.

Another key to petrologic processes is

furnished by the new work on the feld-

spars, which also are among the most

common rock-forming minerals. Recent

studies on the conditions of stability and
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coexistence of the various feldspars have

given reliable quantitative information and

will shed much new light on the con-

ditions of temperature and pressure under

which the feldspars and all rocks contain-

ing them have been formed.

As in the past, a considerable fraction

of the Laboratory's effort has been devoted

to the continuing series of measurements

on the melting behavior of mixtures of

silicate minerals. Steady progress is being

made with both "dry" and "wet" melts.

The results are reaching their fullest value

through being supplemented by measure-

ments of thermal effects and various

other physical properties of rock-forming

minerals.

A discrepancy which has long troubled

investigators in geophysics was cleared up

during the year in connection with the

joint program of the Geophysical Labora-

tory and the Department of Terrestrial

Magnetism, in their studies of the earth's

crust using waves produced by large ex-

plosions. In various parts of the world

where local earthquakes are frequent, the

velocity of the waves in the upper 10 to

20 km of the crust was found by seis-

mologists to be about 5.6 km/sec. On the

other hand, explosion waves, usually not

available in the regions studied by local

earthquakes, showed a higher velocity, in

the vicinity of 6.0 or 6.1 km/sec. This

discrepancy regarding the upper part of

the crust has been unresolved for decades.

Measurements, made jointly by our in-

vestigators and the earthquake specialists,

over a region of southern California which

previously had been well mapped by earth-

quakes resulted in a major revision of

the earthquake interpretations, and an

agreement that the velocity of earthquake

waves is 5.9 to 6.0 km/sec. This new
result also reduces our estimate of the

thickness of the upper layer, and brings

the shear-wave arrival times for near

earthquakes into agreement.

Measurements of the residual magnetic

properties of sedimentary rocks have con-

tinued at the Department of Terrestrial

Magnetism. The directions of residual

magnetization in rock samples taken from

vigorously folded strata in the Appa-

lachians show that this magnetic direc-

tion has been preserved in the rocks since

before they were folded, about 210 million

years ago. When the rock samples from

a sandstone bed are rotated to return each

sample to its original horizontal position,

the directions of magnetization for the

various samples become parallel to each

other, although differing widely from the

present direction of the earth's magnetic

field. This result, reported last year, shows

that the very faint magnetization has been

preserved in these rocks since before the

time of folding. New studies this year on

the direction of easiest magnetization in-

dicate that these directional magnetic prop-

erties had their origin at the time the

rocks were laid down as sediments. This

deduction is based upon the near coinci-

dence of the directions of easiest magneti-

zation with those of the permanent mag-

netizations in a few selected cases. This

gives additional hope that the study of the

magnetic properties of the flat-lying sedi-

ments will ultimately lead to knowledge

of the earth's early magnetic field.

In the report of last year examples

were mentioned of rocks which are mag-

netized with the south-seeking pole point-

ing downward, as though these beds were

laid down in the southern hemisphere.

These "reversals," which are found in beds

of Silurian age extending over hundreds

of miles in the Appalachians, have not

been found as yet in a search through

flat-lying beds of similar age in New York

and in New England. A detailed exami-
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nation of selected sites this year has shown

that a special fossil, used by geologists for

cross dating these Silurian formations,

overlaps the magnetic reversal. This indi-

cates a constant climate and weathering

situation for a long time during the re-

versed period and for a similar time after

the northerly direction was restored; hence

no major shift of the land mass can be

supposed. The result may be evidence for

a transient local reversal of the magnetic

field, perhaps arising from localized electric

currents deep inside the earth. In our

own epoch these deep-lying localized cur-

rents cause "secular variations" of the

compass. They do not now overpower

and reverse the general magnetic field of

the earth, although violent deviations of

the compass are produced, in a pattern

which slowly moves westward over the

surface of the earth.

The investigations on photosynthesis at

the Division of Plant Biology have been

concentrated primarily upon the photo-

chemical part of the reaction by which the

light absorbed by the various chloroplast

pigments is converted into chemical

energy. Red algae contain the phycobilin

pigments, phycoerythrin and phycocyanin,

which are capable of absorbing light for

photosynthesis. In an investigation of the

possible transfer of energy from one chloro-

plast pigment to another it has been found

that the light which is absorbed by chloro-

phyll is not transferred to the phycobilin

pigments. These pigments show a con-

stant fluorescence intensity upon illumi-

nation, while by contrast the chlorophyll

fluorescence undergoes large changes of

intensity in the first few minutes of ex-

posure to light. Means of avoiding such

changes are being studied so that chloro-

phyll fluorescence measurements can be

used to find out whether the light absorbed

by the phycobilins is or is not first trans-

ferred to chlorophyll before being used

for photosynthesis.

By following the development of the

capacity for photosynthesis, upon illumi-

nation of previously dark-grown leaves,

Dr. Smith has found that when first illumi-

nated they develop chlorophyll but are not

capable of carrying out photosynthesis

until further time has elapsed. Other

necessary components of the mechanism

are formed more slowly than is the

chlorophyll.

A mutant of Chlorella has been found

by Dr. Davis which contains chlorophyll

but which nevertheless is incapable of

reducing carbon dioxide. It can evolve

oxygen when illuminated, whereas two

similar mutants cannot do so. This result

indicates that different steps of the com-

plete photosynthesis apparatus can be in-

activated while the other parts of the mech-

anism are left intact.

The effectiveness of different wave

lengths of light in driving the photo-

chemical water-splitting step of photo-

synthesis in suspension of isolated chloro-

plasts has been determined by Dr. Chen.

Chlorophyll, and not carotinoid pigments,

is active. It was found that the effective-

ness of light in this step of photosynthesis

decreases at a shorter wave length in the

red end of the spectrum than does the

chlorophyll absorption.

The adaptation of different strains of

grass species and hybrids to contrasting

climates is being investigated in both

laboratory and field studies. These strains

have been grown under various controlled

conditions in greenhouses at the California

Institute of Technology by Dr. Hiesey to

define more precisely those factors of

climate that affect the vigor of the differ-

ent races. Preliminary results indicate

markedly different responses of the races

to varied day as well as varied night tem-

10
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peratures. Plantings of these same strains

in the varying climates of the western

United States and Europe are also being

studied to increase the basis of knowledge

concerning differential responses under

field conditions.

A study of the mechanism of chromo-

some pairing, an important stage in the

formation of sex cells, has indicated that

in bluegrasses the pairing is determined

not only by the heredity of the plant, but

also by its environment. A greater pro-

portion of chromosomes failed to pair in

some plants when they were grown at

10,000 feet altitude than when the same

plants were grown at 4600 feet or near sea

level. Other plants showed no difference

in pairing at the three altitudes.

For more than five years at the Depart-

ment of Genetics, Dr. McClintock has

been studying the mechanisms responsible

for the mutations occurring with high

frequency in certain genes of maize, and

during the past year she found the clue to

interpret this behavior. The basic concept

of this interpretation requires the trans-

position of minute pieces of chromosomes

from one position to another. When such

a piece is inserted next to an active gene,

the normal action of the latter is inhibited.

With the methods developed by Dr. Mc-

Clintock, it is possible to carry further the

analysis of this very intricate mechanism

affecting the biological processes responsi-

ble for heredity.

Using bacteria, Dr. Demerec and his

coworkers have discovered that several

ferrous and manganous compounds are

much more potent in inducing certain

hereditary changes than any other chemi-

cals with which they have worked. They
found that the effect of these very muta-

genic chemicals could be increased by

treatment that affected the permeability

of the bacterial cells. Thus by varying

certain environmental conditions they are

able to regulate the effects of these chemi-

cals on hereditary change, and investigate

the nature of the processes involved.

Drs. Kaufmann, Gay, and McDonald

continued to apply cytochemical methods,

using purified enzymes in combination

with staining procedures, to an analysis

of the chemical constitution of chromo-

somes. They were able to demonstrate in

fixed cells the association of ribonucleic

acid with a histone-type protein, and of

desoxyribonucleic acid with a more acid

protein, rich in tryptophane. These ob-

servations emphasize the intricate patterns

of combination of cellular nucleoproteins,

since previous studies had revealed the

existence of complexes of desoxyribonucleic

acid with histone and of ribonucleic acid

with tryptophane protein.

Studying resistance to leukemia in mice

induced by the injection of small doses

of leukemic cells, Drs. MacDowell and

Taylor have shown that the antigenic

action of these cells is the basic mechanism

responsible. Their experiments indicate

that a virus which was present in a certain

leukemic strain played only an indirect

role in the induction of resistance.

The Department of Embryology made

progress during the year in its program

of analyzing both the anatomical and the

functional stages of embryonic growth.

Among the chief advances on the ana-

tomical side was the achievement by Dr.

R. K. Burns of sex reversal of the gonad

in the opossum by experimental treat-

ment in the embryonic stage (pouch

young) with the female sex hormone

estrogen. Such a result, obtained some

years ago in lower vertebrates, has not

previously been clearly produced in a

mammal. A detailed study of the em-

bryonic development of the external

muscles of the human eyeball, about which

II
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almost nothing has been known, is being

prepared for publication by Dr. Perry W.
Gilbert.

The program of studies led by Dr. L. B.

Flexner on the developing brain and

liver, with respect to chemical factors in

the synthetic activities which characterize

fetal growth, has been carried on with

ever accumulating detail. A picture of

interrelated structural and chemical de-

velopment is beginning to appear from

this work. Specific chemical changes can,

for example, be correlated with changes

in the form of the developing nerve cells

as seen under the microscope.

The investigation on the physiology of

the uterus, begun by Dr. S. R. M. Reyn-

olds as a physiological inquiry, has con-

tributed a highly practical device for use

by obstetricians, the multichannel toko-

dynamometer. By this instrument the con-

tractions of all parts of the human uterus

in childbirth can be recorded and normal

patterns of contraction distinguished from

abnormal types that do not permit smooth

and properly timed passage of the infant.

Studies of the action of drugs upon the

uterus and other problems of physiological

interest are being continued.

An intensive investigation by Dr. Arpad

Csapo of the biochemistry of uterine

muscle, in relation to functional states of

the reproductive system, i.e. in the estrous

cycle and in pregnancy, begun during the

year, has already yielded significant re-

sults; it is found, for example, that the

presence of an effective amount of the

contractile protein, actomyosin, in the

uterus depends upon the ovarian sex hor-

mone or estrogen.

The working collection of embryos of

the human species and other primates

continues to grow and to attract long- and

short-term visitors from all over the world.

It is scarcely too much to say that almost

all that is known of human development

during the first two weeks has been learned

from specimens of this collection.

The period under review has seen the

staff of the Division of Historical Research

with few exceptions withdrawn from the

field and at their desks. A program of

researches that has extended over two

decades is nearing termination. A vast

amount of data must be transferred from

notebook and file to printed page before

further field work is undertaken. During

the year, two large and important mono-

graphs, as well as a number of smaller

articles and papers by members of the

staff, made their appearance. At present

there are completed and under prepara-

tion no less than twenty-three manuscripts.

The editor of the Division will be occu-

pied with these materials for many months

after the research staff has turned to other

problems.

Staff

The judgment of their compeers is the

criterion by which the accomplishment

of scientists is reckoned. On that account

it is with particular satisfaction that dis-

tinctions accorded members of the Insti-

tution's staff during the past year may
be recorded. The Roebling Medal of the

Mineralogical Society of America was

awarded in November 1949 to Dr. H. E.

Merwin, retired staff member of the Geo-

physical Laboratory. The Mary Soper

Pope Memorial Award of the Cranbrook

Institute of Science was presented in

December to Drs. Jens C. Clausen, David

D. Keck, and William M. Hiesey of the

Division of Plant Biology, signalizing

their contributions in experimental tax-

onomy. In March 1950, the Catherine

12
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Wolfe Bruce Gold Medal for distinguished

services to astronomy was awarded to

Dr. Alfred H. Joy, retired staff member

of the Mount Wilson and Palomar Ob-

servatories, who was chosen as medalist

by the directors of the Astronomical

Society of the Pacific from nominations

made by the directors of six large observ-

atories throughout the world. The high-

est award of the Geological Society of

London, the Wollaston Medal, was pre-

sented in April to Dr. Norman L. Bowen

of the Geophysical Laboratory, and in

May the William Bowie Medal of the

American Geophysical Union, in recogni-

tion of distinguished attainment in and

outstanding contribution to the advance-

ment of co-operative research in funda-

mental geophysics, was awarded to Dr.

Leason H. Adams, Director of the Labo-

ratory. The Howard A. Potts Medal of

the Franklin Institute was presented in

October 1950 to Dr. Merle A. Tuve, Direc-

tor of the Department of Terrestrial Mag-

netism, honoring his leadership in de-

veloping the proximity fuze. Dr. Tuve

has received the degree of Doctor of Sci-

ence honoris causa from Johns Hopkins

University; in May he was elected a Fel-

low of the American Academy of Arts

and Sciences. Dr. R. E. Wilson of the

Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories

has been elected a member of the National

Academy of Sciences. Dr. George W.
Corner, Director of the Department of

Embryology, has received the degree of

Doctor of Science honoris causa from Ox-

ford University; to Dr. Ira S. Bowen,

Director of Mount Wilson and Palomar

Observatories, and to Milton L. Humason
of the Observatories, Lund University of

Lund, Sweden has awarded the degree of

Doctor of Philosophy honoris causa. The

University of Montevideo has conferred

the title of Professor honoris causa on

Dr. S. R. M. Reynolds of the Department

of Embryology.

As Special Consultant to the Secretary

of State, Lloyd V. Berkner, Chief of the

Section on Exploratory Geophysics of the

Atmosphere of the Department of Ter-

restrial Magnetism, directed during the

year a far-reaching study of the problems

of international science policy which

eventuated in the presentation of recom-

mendations for adjustment and augmenta-

tion of the organization of the State De-

partment in order to assure appropriate

expert support and direction of the Depart-

ment's activities at home and abroad as

they concern science and technology.

Dr. George Sarton, a member of the

Division of Historical Research from 191

8

to 1949, who for many years headed the

Section of the History of Science, and

whose monumental Introduction to the

History of Science is among the Institu-

tion's most distinguished publications,

retired on September 1, 1949. Dr. Sarton

is continuing research.

Dr. Herman A. Spoehr, who has been

associated with the Division of Plant

Biology for forty years, and served as

Chairman of the Division for twenty of

them, during which notable advances were

made both in consolidation of the Division

operationally and in highly significant

basic research, retired on July 1, 1950.

Dr. Spoehr continued his investigations

after relinquishing administrative duties

in 1947. Serving as Consultant to the

Secretary of State since the summer, he

has given generously of his knowledge of

scientific affairs in furthering the develop-

ment of national policy on scientific

matters.

13
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Finances

During the fiscal year ended June 30,

1950, income available for operating pur-

poses amounted to approximately $1,821,-

000. This was about $140,000 greater than

the income for the preceding fiscal year

and $340,000 greater than for the fiscal

periods ending in 1947 and 1948. The in-

crease in income was almost entirely due

to increased dividends on common stocks,

since the Institution's investment hold-

ings did not change appreciably during

the past year. The income yield at book

value was 4.42 per cent and the yield at

market of the securities held was 3.85 per

cent.

In anticipation of increased income,

some adjustments were made in the budget

for 1950, especially where allocation of

funds seemed justified for special projects,

in addition to some increase in staff

salaries. It was recognized, however, that

increased income which was due in a large

part to greatly expanded dividend pay-

ments could be seriously affected under

any future adverse economic trend. With

these factors in mind, budgeting was

approached on a basis which appeared

realistic and which could be supported in

future years even in the face of reduced

income. Fortunately, the Institution seems

to have ample reserves to weather a rea-

sonable period of adjustment.

At the close of the fiscal year slightly

over $200,000 of income collected in ex-

cess of appropriations was transferred to

reserves.

Retirements and Social Security

It is anticipated that opportunity will

be presented to Institution employees to

obtain benefits resulting from coverage

under the federal Social Security program,

and consideration has been given to initial

steps toward co-ordinating the Institution's

Retirement and Insurance Plan with the

federal Old Age and Survivors Insurance

program. This will include a careful study

of the benefits which might become avail-

able from a co-ordination of the two

programs.

Frank Baldwin Jewett

A member of the Board of Trustees from

1933 to 1949, Frank B. Jewett, whose death

occurred November 18, 1949, brought to

the oversight of the Institution's affairs

a wealth of knowledge, experience, and

understanding. Himself a scientist and

engineer of the first rank, he achieved note-

worthy distinction as guide and director

of the research of others in the famous

laboratories of which he was president.

His public spirit and sense of civic re-

sponsibility responded to the call of his

country in war as in peace. He was the

first scientist from the industrial field of

research to win the distinction of the presi-

dency of the National Academy of Sci-

ences. His judgment and comprehension

will be sorely missed by the Institution.

H
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During the present report year operations

on Palomar Mountain have shifted rapidly

from construction and testing to a normal

schedule of observations. By the middle

of the report year both the 200-inch Hale

telescope and the 48-inch schmidt camera

had taken their place along with the 100-

inch and 60-inch telescopes on Mount

Wilson on the regular observing schedules

of the Observatories.

At the end of the last report year the

200-inch mirror had been removed from

the telescope and was undergoing the final

figuring necessary to remove the slightly

raised edge and other minor errors. By

September 1949 the Hartmann and knife-

edge tests showed that satisfactory cor-

rection of these errors had been attained.

The mirror was successfully aluminized

during October, and regular scheduled

observations during the moonless period

of each month were started on November

12, 1949.

During the fall and early winter further

tests of the behavior of the mirror when
subjected to sudden temperature changes

were made on moonlight nights which

could not be utilized for taking direct

photographs. These tests showed that the

fans, installed during the preceding win-

ter, had only partially equalized the rate

of cooling of the center and edge of the

mirror. Thermal insulation was then

applied to the outer edge and the outer

Edwin P. Hubble
Paul W. Merrill
H. P. Robertson

part of the back of the mirror to equalize

still further the rate of heat flow. Final

Hartmann tests at times of large tempera-

ture changes between successive nights

indicated that this insulation had reduced

the thermal distortion of the mirror to a

point where it is no longer a disturbing

TABLE 1

Final optical tests of the 200-inch mirror

Percentage of light

Hart-
mann

constant

WITHIN CIRCLE OF

Date
diametee

25/x 50/i 100 ,1

Dec. 28, 1949... 0.18 53 83 99

Dec. 30, 1949... 0.17 57 87 100

Jan. 26, 1950... 0.34 27 49 88

Jan. 27, 1950... 0.19 46 80 99

Feb. 23, 1950... 0.21 40 74 98

Feb. 24, 1950... 0.19 53 82 96

factor in the proper performance of the

telescope.

The final Hartmann tests of the per-

formance of the mirror were run also dur-

ing the moonlight periods of the winter

of 1950. Table 1 lists the final values of

the Hartmann constant. Since "seeing"

conditions never permit a telescope of this

size to approach its theoretical resolving

power, the most significant statement of

the quality of the mirror is probably made
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in terms of the percentage of the light

collected from a given star which at the

focus falls in a circle whose diameter is

about equal to the resolving power of the

fast photographic plates normally used

with the instrument. These observed per-

centages are also given in table i. It should

be emphasized that the values listed in

table i represent the results attained under

actual observing conditions. The table

contains the results of all measurements

made between December i, 1949 and

March 1, 1950 except for a few runs in

which the telescope had been deliberately

subjected to a very large thermal shock or

was tested at very large zenith distances.

The present tests as well as those carried

out during the preceding two years have

emphasized over and over again the im-

portance of having the final adjustments

and even the final figuring of a large

mirror carried out on the basis of tests

made with the mirror in the telescope in

its final operating position. The flexibility

of any large mirror under its own weight

is so great that the support mechanism

must be considered an integral part of the

mirror system. Because of this no tests of

the mirror are significant except when the

support system is functioning in the same

manner and in the same range of orienta-

tions that it will have in active operation.

These tests have also shown the practi-

cability of eliminating "seeing" errors from

tests with a star as the source through the

use of sufficiently long exposures to aver-

age out atmospheric effects.

By June 20, 1950 a total of 510 direct

photographs had been obtained with the

Hale telescope. In general these photo-

graphs were taken as the first step in a

series of detailed investigations that are

part of the broad program planned to ex-

tend our knowledge of the large-scale

structures of the universe. This is the first

of the Observatories' two major programs

as outlined in last year's report. As was

mentioned last year, determination of the

distances and dimensions of all the larger

and more distant structures of the universe

depends on comparisons of the apparent

and absolute brightness of certain easily

identifiable types of stars in the objects.

The greater depth-penetrating power of

the Hale telescope makes it possible to

recognize and measure these types of stars

in much more distant objects than was

possible with previous instruments. Since

most of these stars are recognized by the

manner in which their brightness varies,

each object requires a series of photographs

extending over a period of some months.

During the first eight months of opera-

tion a large number of such plates were

obtained of the extragalactic nebulae NGC
2403, NGC 3031, NGC 5194, and NGC
5457, the Sextans system, and a newly

discovered member of the local group at

a = n h
io

I

?8, §=+22°26/
. When these

investigations are completed, they will

substantially increase the number of these

extragalactic nebulae whose distances and

therefore dimensions are accurately known.

This enlargement of the sample of these

objects for which quantitative sizes and

absolute magnitudes are available will in

turn increase the accuracy of the distance

measurements of all these objects out to

the farthest limits that can be reached by

the telescope.

Another series of plates has been taken

of two regions of the Andromeda nebula

in an effort to resolve a discrepancy that

exists in regard to the relative absolute

brightness of two types of variable stars

that are used for these distance measure-

ments. The removal of this discrepancy

will substantially decrease the uncertainty

that now exists in all distance measure-

ments of this type.

The small focal ratio F 3.3 of the 200-

inch mirror has made it feasible to photo-
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graph in the outlying regions of many
objects faint details that were previously

unknown. The great speed which results

from this small focal ratio also makes it

practicable to use very heavy filters that

isolate narrow ranges of the spectrum. The
photographs thus obtained in nearly mono-

chromatic light often bring out features

and details not observable when all wave

lengths are present. Taking advantage of

these methods, the Hale telescope has been

used for the study of the structures of

several planetary nebulae. These studies

should provide further information on

the physical mechanisms operating in these

objects.

Many new objects discovered in the

course of the National Geographic Society—

Palomar Observatory Sky Survey with the

48-inch schmidt telescope have been investi-

gated in detail on photographs taken with

the 200-inch telescope. In particular, a

large number of very distant clusters of

nebulae brought to light by the survey

have been studied as to suitability for "red

shift" measurements.

Most of the observing time of the 48-

inch schmidt telescope has been devoted

to the National Geographic Society—Palo-

mar Observatory Sky Survey, which was

announced in last year's report. After a

delay of about four months caused by an

accident to a large order of 14 X 14-inch

plates in transit, the survey was started on

a full-time basis in November 1949. At the

end of the report year about 90 pairs of

plates of acceptable quality had been

obtained. In the 10 per cent of the

available sky already mapped, over 350

clusters or compact groups of nebulae,

many of them near the limit of the plates

at a distance of 300 million light years,

have been discovered. Several near-by

dwarf nebulae, including two additional

members of the local group, have been

found.

OBSERVING CONDITIONS

For the season of 1949—1950 the total

precipitation on Mount Wilson was 25.05

inches. Though the season ended with a

precipitation only about two-thirds of

normal, the storms were well spaced, the

ratio of rain to snow was high, and the

ground was well covered with snow dur-

ing times when rain fell. These favorable

conditions prevented almost all runoff, so

that although the water situation is still

below normal, it is probably better than

at the end of the preceding season.

Solar observations were made on 340

days between July 1, 1949 and June 30,

1950. During this period the 60-inch tele-

scope was used on 274 nights and the 100-

inch on 271 nights. The 60-inch was out

of use for 48 nights for the installation of

major improvements. The 100-inch was

out of service for repairs for 6 nights.

SOLAR RESEARCH

Solar Photography

Solar observations were made by Hick-

ox, Nicholson, Parker, Richardson, and

Roques. The numbers of photographs of

various kinds were:

Direct photographs 664

Ha spectroheliograms of spot groups,

60-foot focus 942

Ha spectroheliograms, 18-foot focus. . . 993
K2 spectroheliograms, 7-foot focus. . .106,700

K2 spectroheliograms, 18-foot focus. . . 981

K prominences, 18-foot focus 1,110

Sunspot Activity

The magnetic classification and study

of sunspots and related phenomena have
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been continued by Nicholson and Roques.

Co-operative programs have been carried

out with the United States Naval Observa-

tory, the Observatory of Kodaikanal, the

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism of

the Carnegie Institution, and the Central

Radio Propagation Laboratory of the

National Bureau of Standards.

During the calendar year 1949, solar

observations were made at Mount Wilson

on 317 days, on all of which sunspots were

visible. The total number of spot groups

observed in 1949 was 600, which was 18

more than in 1948, but 63 less than in 1947.

Previous records were 547 in 1938 and 540

in 1893.

The northern hemisphere with 333 spot

groups was more active than the southern

with 267. This is the first year since 1943

that activity in the northern hemisphere

has exceeded that in the southern. Con-

sidered separately, the two hemispheres

differ about two years in their times of

maximum, the southern maximum having

been in 1947, the northern in 1949.

The monthly means of the number of

groups observed daily during the past two

and one-half years are given in table 2.

Following the maximum of the cycle

at 1947.5, tne average activity decreased

very slowly until the first half of 1950,

during which solar activity definitely

entered the decreasing phase of the cycle.

Sunspot Polarities

Magnetic polarities in each spot group

have, so far as possible, been observed at

least once. The classification of groups

observed between July 1, 1949 and June 30,

1950 is indicated in table 3. "Regular"

groups in the northern hemisphere are

those in which the preceding spot has S

(south-seeking) polarity and the following

spot N polarity; in the southern hemi-

sphere the polarities are reversed.

Flares

As a result of the discovery of apparent

relations between solar flares and such

phenomena as radio transmission, terres-

trial magnetism, and cosmic rays, there

has been a steadily increasing interest in

TABLE 2

January

February

March
April

May
June

July

August

September

October

November
December

Yearly average

Daily number

1948

10.6

8.1

8.0

14.4

12.7

12.2

11.4

12.4

10.8

10.7

9.2

10.2

10.9

1949

8.7

13.6

14.7

12.1

10.2

9.6

10.0

8.6

10.7

9.6

12.4

10.1

10.9

1950

8.7

6.9

8.7

6.9

8.1

6.2

TABLE 3

Hemisphere Regular Irregular Unclassified

North 210

140

7

2

92

59

Whole sun 350 9 151

data on flares and the spot groups asso-

ciated with them. The automatic patrol

program was amplified in March 1949 to

take five times as many spectroheliograms

as before. The photographs are now

taken at the rate of about one per minute.

Exposures with various diaphragms over

the collimator serve as an intensity cali-

bration.
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In 1935 attention was called to cases in

which flares occurred over widely sepa-

rated spot groups more often than they

would be expected to occur by chance.

The question has been reinvestigated by

Richardson. For homogeneity he confined

the material to flares recorded at Mount
Wilson during the period 1937 to 1949

on days when from 6 to 14 groups were

visible upon the disk. The time intervals

thus selected for investigation were divided

into consecutive half-hour and into four-

hour periods, and the number of flares

occurring in each period was counted. In

table 4 the columns headed "Observed"

indicate the number of such periods in

TABLE 4

No.
FLARES

0.5 HOURS 4.0 HOURS

Observed Calculated Observed Calculated

0. 17,655

276

16

2

17,638

309

3

1,077

104

17

2

1,064

1281

2 8

3

which zero flares, one flare, two flares,

etc., were found. The columns headed

"Calculated" give the number to be ex-

pected if the flares occurred at random,

as given by Poisson's law. It is seen that

the number of multiple flares observed is

much higher than would be expected.

The formal statistical results, as well as

the visual impression conveyed from ex-

amination of these records, suggest that

some form of coupling exists among spot

groups by which the energy of the flare

disturbance may be transmitted rapidly

from group to group.

Prominences

All the existing evidence for tornado

prominences has been assembled by Pettit.

This consists of drawings by visual ob-

servers, photographs that show the helical

structure, and evidence of rotation obtained

by Doppler effect and by projection of the

motion-picture film of a tornado. Tor-

nadoes were found to disappear by in-

creased rotary motion which makes them

explode, or by entering the eruptive stage.

A tornado which showed rotation by

Doppler effect was followed across the

disk as it was carried along by solar rota-

tion over a period of two weeks. The
position of the base was compared with

that of a sunspot of the same latitude; no

displacement in latitude could be found.

Only a small displacement in longitude

occurred, and that seemed to be oscilla-

tory, the prominence advancing about 6°

and returning during the 14-day period to

the previous longitude.

The Turbulent Velocities of Solar

Granules

A spectrum of the solar granulations

was obtained at the 150-foot solar tower

under unusually fine conditions showing

individual granules with good definition.

Doppler shifts measured by Richardson

and Schwarzschild corresponded to a

random turbulent velocity of ±0.37 km.
From the granulation data, together with

turbulent velocities determined from other

solar observations, a tentative distribution

of dimensions and velocities of turbulence

elements was derived. This distribution

indicates the possible existence of elements

100—200 km in diameter, with velocities

of about 2 km/sec, and brightness con-

trasts exceeding those of the directly

observable larger granules.

Relative Abundances of Isotopes

Greenstein, Richardson, and Schwarz-

schild made an attempt to observe isotope

bands of CN in which C13
rather than C12
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might be present. High-resolution solar

spectra did not reveal any trace of several

rotational lines that would be essentially

unblended and observable if the ratio of

abundance C13/C12 were as high as 1/40.

Theoretical importance attaches to this low

ratio because recent work in nuclear

physics has suggested that the ratio

C1S/C12 might be 1/5, if the Bethe carbon

cycle produced the solar energy, and if the

core and atmosphere of the sun were well

mixed.

Curve of Growth

The effect of temperature stratification

in the solar atmosphere upon the excita-

tion temperature derived from a curve of

growth has been studied by Sandage

using V 1 lines. The effective depth of line

formation for weak V 1 lines was found to

increase with increasing excitation poten-

tial. The excitation temperature therefore

was found to be a function of the excita-

tion potential. This indicates that the

temperature derived from a curve of

growth is a mean taken through the atmos-

pheric layers producing the lines. Theory

and observation agree in giving 5100 K
as the mean excitation temperature of

these line-producing layers.

Relation between Solar and Terrestrial

Phenomena

Nicholson and Dr. Oliver Wulf, of the

U. S. Weather Bureau, have extended

their studies of the relation of bright solar

flocculi to geomagnetic activity. Much of

the magnetic activity of 1941 and 1942 was

not multiply recurrent, and in these years

the effects on geomagnetism of relatively

short-lived solar activity such as flares

were more evident; consequently this re-

lationship was emphasized in this inves-

tigation.

STELLAR INVESTIGATIONS

Light-Curves of Novae

The visual magnitudes of Nova Puppis

as measured by Pettit averaged 11.8 during

the observing season, showing no change

from last year.

All the measures of visual magnitude

of T Coronae Borealis made over the past

4 years show a tendency to increase in

light during the past 2 years. When cor-

rected for the light of the M-type com-

panion, the light of the nova was a mini-

mum of mag. 1 1.5 in May 1946 and 11.1

in January 1949. It is now about mag.

10.2.

The search for common novae in our

galaxy is being vigorously pushed by

Zwicky. Preliminary results indicate that

these novae do not occur so frequently as

had been calculated on the basis of the

now accepted dimensions and content of

the galaxy.

STELLAR SPECTROSCOPY

Radial Velocities

The older Observatory programs of

radial velocities have been completed, and

the velocities and spectral classifications

of 21 1 1 stars have been published by R. E.

Wilson and A. H. Joy. During the year,

486 plates were taken with the 60-inch

telescope on these and supplementary pro-

grams, 463 of them by R. E. Wilson, and

unpublished velocities of over 150 addi-

tional stars are now available. With rea-

sonable weather the observing on the sup-

plementary programs should be completed
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by January i, 1951. In addition, 325 plates

were obtained with the 60-inch in connec-

tion with special investigations by various

observers.

The card file for a general catalogue of

radial velocities has been kept up to date.

In addition to the Mount Wilson list men-

tioned above, there have been received

and entered four published lists from the

Astrophysical Observatory at Simeis,

Crimea, and three extensive lists of un-

published velocities, two from the Lick

Observatory and one from the Dunlap

Observatory. All data in the catalogue

are being checked, systematic corrections

are being applied, and mean radial veloci-

ties are being determined.

E. R. Dyer, Jr., Carnegie Fellow on leave

from the University of Virginia, in con-

tinuation of his program on dwarf M-type

stars, has obtained 99 additional 60-inch

and 40 100-inch spectrograms. This pro-

gram includes: (1) the radial velocities of

175 stars; (2) studies of the bright lines

of selected stars; (3) systematic observa-

tion of all stars brighter than the 15th

magnitude within 30" of any known
dwarf M. This has resulted in the dis-

covery of several new physical systems

and three late dM stars with strong hydro-

gen emission. Measurement of more than

100 spectrograms and preliminary exami-

nation of the remainder have shown that

at least 30 per cent of the program stars

have Ca 11 in emission, and more are sus-

pected to have it.

Radial velocities of 62 variable stars of

the RR Lyrae class were determined by

Joy from low-dispersion spectra. The
velocities confirm the large peculiar mo-
tions previously found for such variables.

Variable Stars

Studies of the radial velocities obtained

from coude spectrograms of 7 cepheid

variable stars, of AC Herculis, of Boss

1074, and of the Algol variable AR Lacertae

have been continued by Sanford. The
four short-period cepheids TU Cassiopeiae,

DT Cygni, FF Aquilae, and U Vulpeculae

showed no significant velocity differences

from different classes of lines; whereas the

long-period cepheids T Monocerotis and

SV Vulpeculae showed differences of

radial velocity between neutral lines on

the one hand and ionized lines and hydro-

gen lines on the other. These differences

are most marked near maximum light.

The duplicity of the absorption lines of

W Virginis near maximum light pre-

viously reported has been confirmed by

further observations. On July 10, 1949,

AC Herculis was near secondary maxi-

mum and many of its absorption lines

were definitely double, a condition never

observed before. The relative intensities

of the lines of the primary and secondary

of AR Lacertae were found to change,

a circumstance that may be connected

with Kron's findings from photoelectric

observations, which, as he suggested, may
result from variable large-scale spottiness

of one component.

The measurement and reduction of the

line intensities of spectrograms of the 1939-

1940 eclipse of C Aurigae has been virtually

completed by O. C. Wilson, and a theo-

retical investigation of the results is in

progress.

Following the receipt of information in

a letter of December 23, 1949 that the star

HD 73857 appeared to be variable in the

uncommonly short period of 0.18 days,

7 plates were obtained with the 60-inch

by R. E. Wilson. These were measured

by Joy and it was shown that the star is

a spectroscopic binary with a range of

52 km/sec. The star is without doubt a

short-period variable of the RR Lyrae

class.
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Stars with Emission Lines

During the year the third section of the

general catalogue of bright-line stars has

been published by Merrill and Miss Bur-

well, and an additional list of 519 bright-

line objects, probably mostly stars of type

B or A, is now in press. The survey of

the southern sky being carried out at

Bloemfontein, South Africa, under the

auspices of the University of Michigan

is making excellent progress. Many scores

of bright-line stars have been discovered

in the Magellanic Clouds.

Exploratory studies with relatively high

dispersion, 10 A/mm, have been made by

Merrill in the spectra of the symbiotic stars

RW Hydrae, BF Cygni, and CI Cygni,

in continuation of earlier work on Z
Andromedae. In the spectrum of RW
Hydrae, displacements of bright lines indi-

cated a probable cycle of about 376 days.

The triplets of He 1 yielded velocities

differing from those of the singlets. The
velocity-curve for the dark lines had a

slope opposite to that for the bright lines,

tending to support the binary-star hy-

pothesis. The rich bright-line spectrum

of BF Cygni presented many points of

interest. Several lines of Fe n exhibited

changing relative intensities that are diffi-

cult to explain. Certain lines remain un-

identified. In the spectrum of CI Cygni,

forbidden lines of the following ions were

measured : 111, Ne in, Ne v, Fe 11, Fe v,

Fevm. The permitted in line A3444 is

sharp, whereas the forbidden [2V<?v] line

A3425 is broad; this behavior is opposite to

that regularly observed in planetary nebu-

lae. Extensive observations with fairly high

dispersion will be needed to reveal the true

nature of symbiotic stars.

A brief description of the spectroscopic

behavior of R Aquarii during the years

1936-1949 has been completed by Merrill.

Throughout this interval the red variable

has continued the striking periodic changes

characteristic of Me variables. The dis-

placements of the bright and dark lines

exhibited the usual difference. The "com-

panion" or nuclear star made little direct

contribution to the photographed spec-

trum. The nebular lines were weak in

1936, increased in intensity toward 1940,

and have since remained strong; they ex-

hibit variable velocities, those arising in

regions of lowest density yielding the

largest changes. The velocity-curve for

A4363 [O in] resembles that of a spectro-

scopic binary of period 26.7 years, eccen-

tricity 0.5, but the orbital interpretation is

dubious. The outer expanding arcs suggest

a nova-like outburst some centuries ago.

The changing inner nebulosity and the

motions indicated by the nebular lines

reflect continuing activity. Thus R Aquarii

might be called a simmering nova.

Merrill has in progress detailed spectro-

scopic studies of the following peculiar

Be stars: HD 190073, XX Ophiuchi,

BD +n°4673, Pleione, HD 33232, and

48 Librae.

A detailed study of the spectra of 40

bright-line stars which are apparently in-

volved in the dark Taurus clouds was

made by Joy. These stars show emission

lines on objective-prism photographs taken

with the 1 o-inch refractor. Slit spectro-

grams indicate that the stars are, with few

exceptions, dwarf stars of late spectral

type, resembling T Tauri variables in

many respects. Strong emission lines of

H and Ca 11 were found, and weak bright

lines of He 1, Fe 11, Fe 1, and [S 11] often

appeared. On some of the spectra an over-

lying high-temperature continuous spec-

trum, such as was found in UZ Tauri,

nearly blots out the absorption spectrum of

the star.

During the routine observations for

radial velocities, the spectrum of the star
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HD 4174 was found by R. E. Wilson to be

of the very rare combination type known
to occur in possibly a dozen stars. This

particular spectrum has no exact dupli-

cate. The background absorption is that

of a normal M2 giant, in which the strong

continuous spectrum masks the emission in

the ordinary photographic region. In the

violet region, however, where the con-

tinuum is weak, the emission lines stand

out. The emission spectrum consists of

the hydrogen series from H$ to H 18 and

the three nebular lines AA3868 and 3967

of [Nein] and A4363 of [O in]. There is

no evidence of A4686, He 11, generally

found in combination spectra. The emis-

sion lines are displaced 8.0 km/sec long-

ward from the absorption lines.

A coude spectrogram of T Coronae

obtained by Sanford in April 1950 shows

no striking spectral changes from 1949

except in the strengthening of the neutral

helium line both in emission and in ab-

sorption. Observations were made by

Dyer of Nova Scuti 1949, Nova Lacertae

1950, and R Coronae.

Abundances of Chemical Elements and

Curves of Growth

The investigation of the spectrum of

u Sagittarii has been continued by Green-

stein. This high-excitation star has very

strong absorption lines of the ionized

metals and of He 1, N 11, Si n, Mg 11, Fe 11,

etc., with relatively weak hydrogen absorp-

tion. For this reason, high-dispersion

spectra have been analyzed and the equiva-

lent widths of 400 lines measured. The
curve of growth showed that a moderate

turbulence, 8 km/sec, was present. From
the curve of growth, line absorption coeffi-

cients were obtained for lines of high

excitation not measurable in the laboratory

or in the sun. These "empirical gf-values"

will be useful in analysis of other stars of

spectral types B, A, and F, and have, in

fact, already been used by Aller and by

Buscombe. The curve of growth for He 1

shows some apparent anomalies.

P Cygni absorption components ap-

peared at Ha and weakly at H$ and Hy
in August 1949, and were still visible in

June 1950. In co-operation with Eggen and

Kron, of the Lick Observatory, who ob-

served the star photoelectrically, it was

found that u Sagittarii is an eclipsing star,

with a hotter invisible component. An
extraordinary feature of the eclipse is that

it occurs about 12 days later than the pre-

dicted date of spectroscopic conjunction,

i.e., about 0.09 of the period too late.

Observations of F and G stars to obtain

material for abundance determinations

have been continued by Greenstein with

the coude spectrograph. Analysis of the

plates with the direct-intensity micropho-

tometer is about half completed. An
attempt will be made to investigate the

detailed absolute-magnitude effect from

bright giant to subdwarf, as well as any

possible abundance differences. The stars

observed are: y\ Pegasi, r\ Herculis, \x Her-

culis, a Herculis, t Ceti, £ Bootis A,

Groombridge 1830, 10 Canum Venati-

corum. Lines of Fe 1, Cr 1, V 1, and 77

1

will be used to form the curves of growth.

Stellar Magnetic Fields

Approximately 35 stars in whose spectra

the Zeeman effect has been detected are

being systematically observed by H. W.
Babcock over a period of years for deter-

mination of magnetic field strength and

its variation, as well as for related changes

in line intensity. Most of these stars are

found to be magnetically variable; several

were previously known as spectrum vari-

ables or peculiar stars of type A. Among
the best examples of magnetically varying

stars are HD 10783, HR 710, a
2 Canum
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Venaticorum, 79 Virginis, HD 125248,

HD 133029, HD 153882, and HD 188041.

The magnetic changes are found to be

synchronous with the changes in line

intensity in those spectrum variables for

which the elements of variation are already

known (HD 125248 and a
2 Canum Venati-

corum).

A detailed study of one star, HD 125248,

has been completed with the measurement

of 28 high-dispersion spectrograms by

Miss Burd and H. W. Babcock. The polar

magnetic field as determined from the

lines of Fe r, Fe 11, and 77 11 varies in a

period of 9.3 days between the extremes

+ 7000 and —6200 gauss, being repre-

sented by the formula:

Hp (gauss) = +2000 +
6600 cos 6— 1600 cos 26.

In this star the varying lines of Eu 11 are

strong when the field is positive, the lines

of Cr 1, 11 when the field is negative. Four

types of evidence point to the conclusion

that HD 125248 is in fact a magnetic

oscillator in which the dipole axis is essen-

tially coincident with the axis of rotation

and with the line of sight. The principal

term of magnetic variation seems best

explained according to the theory of M.

Schwarzschild, wherein a large fluctuat-

ing dipole field is magneto-mechanically

coupled to large-scale pulsations of the star.

The alternative hypothesis of the "oblique

rotator" has been abandoned.

It is concluded that the spectrum varia-

bility of HD 125248 and similar stars re-

sults from the changing magnetic field in

two ways: (a) selective concentration of

particular elements in atmospheric zones,

probably by electromagnetic forces, and

(b) magnetic intensification of saturated

lines by Zeeman broadening.

A so-called "cross-over effect" was found

in the profiles of a majority of the lines of

HD 125248 near those phases of the mag-

netic variation when the rapidly changing

field passes through zero; it is interpreted

as a combination of Zeeman and Doppler

effects, and suggests that the reversal of

polarity occurs in a rapid progressive man-
ner over the surface of the star, rather than

instantaneously.

Calculation shows that the rapidly

changing magnetic field induces an electric

field of the order of 50 volts/cm around

the equator of the star (with respect to

fixed co-ordinates) when the conductivity

is low, as it is when the magnetic field is

strong. A clue to the segregation of ele-

ments in the stellar atmosphere is found in

the fact that the velocity of drift of ions

in crossed electric and magnetic fields is

dependent upon e/m, the ratio of charge

to mass, and under the prevailing con-

ditions differential velocities of several

km/sec may be expected between Eu 11

and most lighter elements.

The general type of magnetic oscillation

that prevails in HD 125248 is almost cer-

tainly representative of that occurring in

the numerous other magnetically variable

stars, although there are great differences

in the amplitudes and in the periods, which

range from two days up to at least several

weeks. Electromagnetic forces on ions in

the atmospheres and in the vicinity of

such stars are of predominant interest;

they have been suggested as a possible

source of cosmic rays.

Interstellar Bands

The strength of the interstellar band at

A4430 was measured in 38 stars on Mc-

Donald plates by Greenstein in co-opera-

tion with Dr. Aller. Correlation of the

equivalent width of the band with that of

A6284 is very good; correlation with color

excess, moderately good. It seems probable

that the band arises in a relatively abun-
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dant constituent of the interstellar gas or

dust.

Atlas of N-Type Spectra

In 1904 a classic investigation by Hale,

Ellerman, and Parkhurst confirmed and

extended the earlier identification of the

chief bands in the spectra of N-type stars

with some compound of carbon. About

1930 Merrill found that not only the band

heads but also much of the fine detail

could be attributed to absorption by carbon

or cyanogen molecules. Since that time

Sanford has been extending our knowl-

edge by making more and more detailed

comparisons of N-type spectra with labora-

tory spectra of carbon and cyanogen. One

important result was the positive identifi-

cation of the carbon isotope C13
. The work

culminated this year in the publication of

an atlas of high-dispersion spectra of six

stars of classes R and N which shows in

beautiful detail the spectra from A3600 in

the ultraviolet to A8800 in the infrared.

The laboratory spectra of C2 or CN are

placed alongside many sections of the

stellar spectra; thus direct comparisons

can be made with great ease. The atlas

will make available to all astronomers a

large amount of new material. Sanford

included with the atlas a brief discussion

of the intensities of the bands and of

numerous atomic lines.

GALACTIC NEBULAE

Monochromatic Photography of

Planetary Nebulae

The large scale and high speed of the

Hale telescope offer unique advantages in

the study of planetary nebulae. Many plate-

filter combinations, some having relatively

low speed, can now be used for direct

photography in the light of isolated emis-

sion lines or groups of lines. Minkowski

is using the technique in a survey of struc-

tural features of planetaries, and the pre-

liminary results indicate that a quite new
field has been opened to investigation.

The ejection process (in the develop-

ment and growth of the gaseous envelopes)

does not always show even approximately

spherical symmetry. Certain planetaries

(NGC 40, 650-1, 2371-2 among the better

known) show roughly the shape of an

hourglass, and one object, NGC 2392, may
be an hourglass figure viewed nearly along

the axis. In these and similar cases, the

ejection process appears to have a high

degree of axial symmetry.

O. C. Wilson has obtained slitless spectra

of NGC 2392 (among other planetaries)

at the coude focus of the 100-inch, using

an image rotator. When the spectral

images are blinked against the direct mono-

chromatic images, mass motions within the

planetary are readily detected. Since the

internal radial velocities are rather high,

details in the spectral images are displaced

with respect to the direct images according

to the amounts and signs of the velocities

concerned. The pattern of the motions

renders untenable any assumption of

approximately spherical symmetry.

EXTRAGALACTIC NEBULAE

Much of the year's work on extra-

galactic nebulae can be discussed under the

two headings of precision work with the

large reflectors and exploratory work with

the schmidt telescopes. The large reflectors

have been used for detailed studies of the

contents of near-by nebulae, for improving

the scale of extragalactic distances, and for
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precision measures of nebular magnitudes

and colors. One of the principal objectives

in these programs is to broaden and

strengthen the base from which new
attacks can be launched on the cosmo-

logical problem.

PROGRAMS WITH THE LARGE

REFLECTORS

Studies of Near-By Nebulae

Among the studies of near-by nebulae,

the completion of Baade's four-color survey

of the Andromeda spiral (Messier 31),

mentioned in previous reports, and the

discussion of the data for the north-fol-

lowing half, where more than 400 emis-

sion patches were found, are of exceptional

interest. The results emphasize the simi-

larity between Messier 31 and the galactic

system, and the desirability of studying

each of them in the light of our knowledge

of the other. One specific result may be

noted in this report. The intimate connec-

tion between dust, supergiant stars, and

emission patches in the spiral arms may be

of evolutional significance. It suggests that

the spiral arrangement of the dust in ro-

tating systems is the primary phenomenon

from which develops the spiral structure

with its abundance of supergiant stars.

Scale of Extragalactic Distances

The scale of extragalactic distances is

derived from classic cepheids whose abso-

lute luminosity for a given period has

been established by the parallactic motions

of a few in our galactic system. The re-

sults were first used to establish the dis-

tances of the Magellanic Clouds, in which

classic cepheids abound, and later, with

the 100-inch, for deriving distances of

nebulae which are members of the local

group. Two programs have been initiated

during the year, one to extend the applica-

tion of this distance criterion to nebulae

outside the local group, the other to rede-

termine the numerical values of the unit

(i.e., the zero point of the period-lumi-

nosity curve).

Variables and Novae in Near-By

Nebulae

The first of these projects was initiated

by Baade and Humason, who began the

long program of assembling 200-inch

plates of a few near-by systems outside

the local group, including NGC 2403,

Messier 51, 81, and 101, and the Sextans

system. Variable stars are found in all

these systems, but the material is not yet

sufficient to establish light-curves for any

cepheids that may be included. In the

most extensive series, however (13 plates

of Messier 81 scattered over 4 months in

1950), Hubble and Humason found 7

normal novae, and such objects, in time,

should furnish a reliable distance relative

to that of Messier 31 even if no cepheids

can be recognized.

Calibration of the Cepheid Criterion of

Distance

The second project is being carried on

by Baade in two steps. One step is the

direct comparison of cepheids in a stellar

population of type II. Population types

I and II are found in the outer arms and

central lens, respectively, of Messier 31.

This step is important because there are

various reasons for suspecting the validity

of the previous assumption that cepheids

in the two populations are strictly com-

parable.

The other step is to use the relation

between cepheids of population type II

and cluster-type variables, as known in

the total collection of globular clusters, and

to determine the absolute magnitude of

cluster-type variables from Hertzsprung-



Plate i

NGC 5194. Messier 5/. Photographed with the 200-inch Hale telescope.

Messier 51, sometimes called the whirlpool nebula, is in the constellation of Canes Venatici. Its

distance is roughly three million light years. One of the most beautiful spirals known, it is a

double nebula, with the two forming a physical pair. Their projected separation is about 3500 light

years.

The brighter nebula is famous as being the object in which spiral structure was first recognized

by Lord Rosse in 1845. Its total luminosity is about 250 million times the luminosity of the sun.

From an individual star in Messier 51 the earth receives 1/150,000 as much light as from a star

barely visible to the naked eye.

The very faint light surrounding the companion nebula is real and has been brought out on

200-inch photographs in more strength than ever before.

Both the bright nebula and the companion are moving away from the earth with a velocity of

310 miles per second.



Plate 2

NGC 224. Messier 31, the great nebula in the constellation of Andromeda. Photographed with

the 48-inch schmidt telescope.

The Andromeda nebula, at a distance of 750,000 light years, is the nearest and brightest of all

extragalactic nebulae. It can be seen on clear dark nights with the naked eye, appearing as a hazy

patch of about the 4th magnitude.

The numerous stars scattered over the photograph are foreground objects much nearer than the

nebula. The two small nebulae are companions of the Andromeda and at approximately the same
distance.

It was in this spiral that discoveries were first made that cepheid variables, globular clusters,

open clusters, star clouds, and ordinary stars of different spectral types existed in the extragalactic

nebulae, showing that some of the spirals are gigantic systems similar to our own Milky Way
system of stars.

Observed from the distance of Messier 31 our own system would appear a little larger, but in

other respects quite similar to Messier 31. The same types of stars, clusters, and clouds would be

observed.



Plate 3

NGC 4594. Messier 104. Photographed with the 200-inch Hale telescope.

Messier 104, in the constellation of Virgo, is a spiral nebula seen nearly edge-on. It is a stellar

system in rapid rotation. The period of rotation has been measured spectroscopically, and is of the

order of 25 million years.

The narrow dark lane is a strong band of absorbing matter blotting out the nebulosity. The
distance of Messier 104 is roughly eight million light years. It is moving away from the earth with

a velocity of 733 miles per second.

The very faint small nebulous objects surrounding Messier 104 are more distant extragalactic

nebulae, some of them of the same type as Messier 104.

Stars which appear in the photograph are relatively near and belong to our own system. On
this one photograph, therefore, three distinct distances are illustrated: (1) the stars which appear

scattered over the whole photograph, and whose average distance may be of the order of two or

three thousand light years; (2) the large spiral nebula Messier 104, whose distance is eight million

light years; and (3) the tiny nebulous objects, appearing only slightly larger than the stars, whose

distances range up to 500 million light years or more.



Plate 4

NGC 661 1. Messier 16. Photographed with the 200-inch Hale telescope.

The term "nebulae" is used for two quite different kinds of astronomical bodies. On the one

hand are the relatively few clouds of dust and gas which are scattered among the stars of our own
stellar system. They have been called galactic nebulae. On the other hand are the objects, numbering

many millions, which are now recognized as independent stellar systems, scattered through space

beyond the limits of our own stellar system. They have been called extragalactic nebulae.

Messier 16, in the constellation of Serpens, is a diffuse galactic nebula, or cosmic cloud. It is rela-

tively near, being at a distance of 7100 light years, and is part of one of the Milky Way clouds. It is

composed of fine dust and gas, the dust particles being only a small fraction of a thousandth of an

inch in diameter. These dust particles are sometimes so numerous that they shut off completely the

light from the background stars and give the appearance of holes in the bright surface of the cloud.

When the clouds are less dense they produce a marked reddening of the transmitted light of the stars,

an effect familiar to us in the reddening of the sun at sunset.

This photograph of Messier 16 was taken on a plate sensitive to red light.
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Russell diagrams (colors vs. magnitudes)

for a few variable-rich clusters pushed

down to the level of solar-type stars. This

level can be reached with the 200-inch.

The final results should furnish a defini-

tive calibration of the cepheid criterion of

extragalactic distances quite independent

of the limited evidence of the parallactic

motions.

Apparent Diameters as a Criterion of

Distance

Another contribution to the distance

scale was a re-examination by A. Wilson

of the possibility of using apparent diam-

eters as a criterion. The criterion was

investigated extensively in the past but

was abandoned because of the many un-

certainties involved in its use. Wilson,

however, by restricting the application to

uniform exposures on nebular clusters

(actually, a series of exposures made by

Humason with the 200-inch) and select-

ing what appeared to be comparable mem-
bers of the clusters, set up a satisfactory

relation between known red shifts and

diameters measured with a micrometer.

The relation has been used to estimate

distances of new clusters for which red

shifts are not yet available, and will, when
the latter are obtained, test the validity

of the criterion. The new clusters were

selected from the many examples found on

the schmidt plates and examined with the

200-inch telescope in a search for objects

suitable for extending the observed range

of the law of red shifts.

Supernova in the Coma Cluster

In the course of photographing clusters

with the 200-inch, Humason found a super-

nova in IC 4051, a member of the Coma
cluster. From its color and rate of fading,

Minkowski estimated that it was type I,

found perhaps 4 weeks after it had reached

its maximum absolute magnitude of about

-16.

Photoelectric Magnitudes and Colors

of Nebulae

Pettit has continued his measures of

photoelectric magnitudes and colors of

nebulae for which red shifts are available.

His measures of more than 400 nebulae

include about 56 of the 175 previously

measured by Stebbins and Whitford, and

fully establish the strict comparability of

the scales and zero points, both of magni-

tudes and of colors, in the two lists. Thus
there is available, for the first time, a

large (and still growing) body of accurate,

reliable data for quantitative and statistical

investigations, and for the calibration of

other methods of measurement used for

limited purposes.

Pettit's data include colors of the nuclei

of 22 nebulae, and of the inner zones of

108 objects, for comparison with the colors

of the entire systems. The color indices

for magnitude classes average about 0.8

down to mag. 14, but thereafter rise

steadily to 1.12 at 16 (and an isolated value

of 1.71 for an E nebula near 17).

Internebular Matter

Zwicky reports that "new and decisive

evidence has been produced for the ex-

istence in large quantities of intergalactic

matter . . . both red and blue depending

upon its location." The data, he states,

are derived from the central regions of

large clusters, the space between compo-

nents of multiple nebulae, and certain out-

lying objects (variable stars, white stars,

etc.) associated with the galactic system,

and he considers that they may lead to

a density of matter in the observable region

of the universe of the order of io"
26 g/cm 3

.
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Two New Members of the Local Group

Among the new dwarf stellar systems

recorded by the 48-inch schmidt, two,

found by A. Wilson on survey plates, are

assigned with confidence to the local

group. They are unique because of their

position. Hitherto the known members

of the local group (with the exception of

the near-by Magellanic Clouds) were con-

centrated in one hemisphere of the sky,

and this distribution suggested that the

galactic system lay near one end of the

group. The new members, both in Leo,

are in the other hemisphere.

Both systems resemble the Sculptor sys-

tem. One, now under investigation by

Baade, contains many presumably cluster-

type variables, and the other will doubtless

prove to be equally rich.

with a filter of plexiglass no. 160). The

blue exposures reach the sky background

and record stars down to about 20.3 photo-

graphic magnitude, and the red exposures

balance the blue for yellow stars (spectral

type about Go). The two exposures on

each field are made one directly following

the other, in order that possible variations

in luminosity may not affect the derived

colors.

The plates, 14 X 14 inches, each cover an

area of about 44 square degrees, and the

fields are centered to provide a safe overlap

on each edge. The main survey will ex-

tend from the north pole down to 30
°

south of the celestial equator (three-

quarters of the total sky), and the total of

935 pairs of plates should be assembled

within four years.

PROGRAMS WITH SCHMIDT

REFLECTORS

The National Geographic Society-

Palomar Observatory Sky

Survey

The observing program of the National

Geographic Society-Palomar Observatory

Sky Survey with the 48-inch schmidt reflec-

tor was officially launched in July 1949, but

full-time operation was interrupted for

nearly four months of the best observing

season by the loss of a large shipment of

plates. The accident, together with the

minor problems generally encountered at

the start of a new program of this magni-

tude, seriously restricted the output. Never-

theless, at the end of the year 10 per cent

of the total fields had been covered with

plates of a quality meeting the high stand-

ards set for the survey.

Each field is photographed in blue (12

minutes on Eastman i03a-O emulsion)

and in red (48 minutes on Eastman i03a-E

Distribution of Nebulae

Examination of the growing collection

of 48-inch schmidt plates, many included

in the National Geographic Society-Palo-

mar Observatory Sky Survey, emphasizes

their unique value for studies of the dis-

tribution of nebulae. The large numbers

of clusters and compact groups, and the

occasional clouds, are especially impressive,

but much of the definitive investigation

of the distribution problems must be de-

ferred until the completion of the survey.

Meanwhile Zwicky, on the basis of ex-

tensive counts, reports that "the distribu-

tion of galaxies in apparent magnitudes

shows tremendous variations," and refers

to typical areas which are very rich in

objects within limited and different mag-

nitude ranges. A. Wilson mentions "an

increase in density eastward from the

north galactic pole reaching a maximum
near the Corona Borealis region" which

will be followed as the survey progresses.
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Luminosity Function of Nebulae

Counts of nebulae in clusters and in

groups are now interpreted by Zwicky as

indicating that no maximum exists in the

luminosity function, and he finds further

evidence for this conclusion in various

dwarf stellar systems found on the schmidt

plates.

THEORETICAL STUDIES

An attempt has been made by Green-

stein to explain the spectra of the dwarf

T Tauri variable stars in dark nebulae by

analogy with the solar chromosphere and

solar flares. It is found that a bright (3+ )

solar flare has an integrated brightness

equal to that of an M dwarf star. Super-

flares could then contribute appreciably to

the observed total light of the G and K
dwarf T Tauri stars; they would provide

the high-excitation emission lines present

in T Tauri stars and the unexplained blue

continuous spectrum observed by Joy and

Humason and by Struve. Such flares may
occur if interstellar matter, carrying with

it a magnetic field, falls into the atmos-

phere of a dwarf star. Compression of the

gas results in an increase of an initially

small interstellar magnetic field to a

strength which may initiate electromag-

netic discharges in the star's chromosphere.

The high kinetic temperature of in-falling

matter may itself provide the star with an

envelope similar to but larger than the

solar chromosphere.

The theoretical investigation of the

origin of interstellar polarization has been

concluded by Greenstein and Dr. Leverett

Davis, of the Physics Department of the

California Institute of Technology. It is

found that if the small interstellar dust

particles have an ellipsoidal figure, they

can produce the observed polarization. It

is then necessary to find a mechanism that

will align such particles over large regions

of space. An interstellar field of io"
5 gauss

suffices, if the kinetic temperature of the

interstellar gas is between iooo and

10000 , and if the particles contain any

paramagnetic materials. Iron in almost

any compounds, with an abundance of a

few per cent, suffices. The process of

alignment depends on the existence of

high-frequency paramagnetic absorption

when a particle rotates rapidly in a mag-

netic field. The magnetic energy dissipa-

tion produces a torque which finally re-

sults in the particle's rotating about its

shortest axis, which becomes parallel to the

lines of force. The observed polarization

vectors then lead to the conclusion that the

interstellar lines of force lie mainly in the

galactic plane, presumably along spiral

arms of gas and dust.

MISCELLANEOUS

On a plate taken with the 48-inch

schmidt camera on June 26, 1949, Baade

discovered the trail of a very unusual

asteroid. On the basis of observations

obtained during the ensuing month, its

period was found to be 409 days, its mean
distance from the sun 1.08 astronomical

units, and its eccentricity 0.83. The object

therefore goes inside the orbit of Mercury

and outside that of Mars, and has the

shortest period of any known asteroid or

comet. This object has been assigned the

name Icarus. Additional unusual aster-

oids and comets have been found on the

48-inch telescope plates during the year.

Measurements of the positions and fre-
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quencies of meteor trails on 3000 films

taken with the 18-inch schmidt camera

are being made by Abt.

A new type of quantitative analysis of

telescopic "seeing" has been developed by

Zwicky using the patterns which appear in

the drifted spectra of stars obtained with

objective prisms or gratings attached to a

telescope which sweeps the sky at a rela-

tively high angular speed.

INSTRUMENTATION

In addition to the completion and final

tests of the Hale telescope at Palomar, dis-

cussed in the first part of this report, very

substantial progress was made in the con-

struction of auxiliary equipment. The
nebular spectrograph designed primarily

for the measurements of red shift was

completed just before the end of the year.

It is provided with a camera operating at

F 0.47, and preliminary tests indicate that

exposures can be obtained in about one-

fourth of the time required with the cor-

responding instrument now in use with

the 100-inch telescope.

The large coude spectrograph of the

Hale telescope was nearing completion at

the end of the report year, and it is ex-

pected that this instrument will be in

service by the fall of 1950.

The first of the Ross corrector lenses

designed to give a well corrected field

4 inches in diameter at an effective focal

ratio of F 3.6 has been in use since the

middle of the report year. Construction

has been started on a second lens which

will provide an enlarged image with a

focal ratio of F 4.7.

During the year very substantial im-

provements have been made on the 60-inch

telescope at Mount Wilson. A remote-

control rater for the clock has been in-

stalled. A new support system for the

mirror and a new counterweight system

for the telescope have also been con-

structed.

A photoelectric star photometer has been

developed by Baum for the purpose of

determining more accurate stellar magni-

tudes in eight Selected Areas. Stars in these

areas will then be available as standards

for subsequent photometric investigations.

The new photometer is designed to use a

new photoelectric technique whose accu-

racy is largely independent of the con-

stancy and linearity of the electronic com-

ponents.

The new ruling engine has been in

production for the greater part of the year

on large plane gratings designed for the

coude spectrographs of the 200-inch and

100-inch telescopes. Ten aluminum-on-

pyrex gratings, each measuring 6Xj [/2
inches, and having 400 grooves per milli-

meter, have been made by Prall under the

direction of H. W. Babcock. Four matched

gratings have been tentatively set aside

for installation in the 200-inch, and a

fifth has been in use for several months

in the 100-inch. The latter permits an

increase in aperture of the collimator in

the coude spectrograph from 3% to 6

inches, with a consequent doubling of

speed; furthermore, scattered light and

ghosts are now completely negligible.

In all these new gratings, critical atten-

tion has been paid to groove form and

angle, so that 60 to 65 per cent of the inci-

dent light is diffracted into the "blaze"

which is centered in the third-order violet

close to A4000. In the best of these gratings,

Rowland ghost intensity in the third order

is 0.0003 °f tne primary line, and the

resolving power approaches the theo-

retical. Temperature during ruling was

held constant to ±0.01 ° C; no evidence

of "error of run" is found in the gratings.
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GUEST INVESTIGATORS

The enlargement of facilities brought

about by the completion of the Palomar

instruments has made it possible to invite

an increasing number of guest investi-

gators from other institutions to make use

of the Observatories' equipment for their

observational programs. Invitations have

been based primarily on the astronomical

importance and suitability for the Observa-

tories' equipment of the programs sub-

mitted by the guest investigators. The
photographs or other observations have

been made with the Observatories' tele-

scopes, but most of the final assessment

and interpretation of results have been

carried out at the guest investigators' home
institutions, and final conclusions are re-

ported from the latter institutions.

During the late summer and fall of

1949, Dr. Lawrence Aller, of the Uni-

versity of Michigan, carried out extensive

observations of several of the brighter

planetary nebulae. Long-exposure spectro-

grams with intensity calibrations were

obtained, from which quantitative meas-

ures of the energy in various spectral lines

and in the continuous spectrum can be

made. The variation of these intensities

as a function of position in the nebulae

was also studied. The information thus

obtained is used as a basis for a quantita-

tive study of the physical processes occur-

ring in these objects.

Dr. Massimo Cimino, of the Osserva-

torio Astronomico su Monte Mario, and

Dr. Emilio Kruger, of the Osservatorio

Astronomico di Merate, spent the fall of

1949 and the winter of 1950 at the Observa-

tories on fellowships provided by the

Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche of

Italy.

Dr. Cimino investigated changes in the

solar spectrum from the center to the

limb of the solar disk, especially with

regard to their effect on the spectrographic

determination of solar rotation. In par-

ticular he studied the contours of the in-

frared calcium lines at different distances

from the sun's limb. The calibrated spec-

trograms which he obtained with the 75-

foot spectrograph of the 150-foot tower

are to be studied in detail with the micro-

photometer at Rome.

Dr. Kruger undertook a study of the

spectrum of the fainter component of

Capella. To this end he made tracings of

spectrograms taken when the lines of the

two components were separated by the

orbital velocity. He also made tracings for

a photometric study of the complex spec-

trum of T Coronae Borealis.

Starting in January 1950, Dr. Leland

E. Cunningham, of the University of Cali-

fornia, has carried out observations of faint

comets, minor planets, and satellites. The
purpose was to follow objects of these

types discovered at the Observatories in

the course of other studies, and the faintest

objects on Cunningham's own working

list of comets, unusual minor planets, and

distant satellites. The 85 plates obtained

chiefly with the 60-inch telescope con-

tained 51 images of 8 comets and 7 minor

planets; 17 other objects were not located.

The faintest object observed was Periodic

Comet Vaisala, the magnitude of which

on June 18 was about 20.5.

Dr. Armin J. Deutsch, of the Harvard

College Observatory, studied high-disper-

sion spectra in our files and also obtained

additional spectra of several spectrum vari-

ables. This is part of an extended program

intended to throw light on the relations

between the spectrum variations, the ve-

locity variations, and the recently dis-

covered variable magnetic fields of these

peculiar objects.

In January 1950 Dr. George W. Herbig,
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of Lick Observatory, obtained a series of

high-dispersion plates of the irregular varia-

able RW Aurigae with the coude spectro-

graph of the i oo-inch telescope.

Dr. E. Herzog, of the University of

Basel, Switzerland, has collaborated

throughout the year with Zwicky in his

search for common novae in the galaxy

and in his study of the distribution in

luminosity of the extragalactic nebulae.

In the spring and early summer of 1950

Dr. Gerald E. Kron, and Dr. Olin J.

Eggen, of Lick Observatory, carried out

photoelectric investigations of the light-

curves of cluster-type variables in the

globular cluster M 5, and established color-

magnitude sequences in the same cluster.

Good light-curves for 14 variable stars

were obtained in May. In addition, stand-

ard red magnitude sequences in Selected

Areas 57 and 61 were successfully com-

pleted for 35 stars extending to 16.0 photo-

graphic magnitude.

Using two hours of unusually fine seeing

at the 200-inch Hale telescope, Dr. Gerard

P. Kuiper, of Yerkes Observatory, made a

new determination of the diameter of

Pluto. The value obtained, 0.23 seconds

of arc, was about one-half of the best

previous determination, and made neces-

sary a very large revision of the estimated

mass of this planet.

Dr. B. Lindblad, Director of the Stock-

holm Observatory, Saltsjobaden, and Presi-

dent of the International Astronomical

Union, stayed at the Mount Wilson and

Palomar Observatories from April 13 to

June 14. He made a photometric study of

barred spirals in order to compare the

structure and the intensity distribution of

the "bar" with the results of a dynamical

theory of the formation of spiral structure

in the nebulae. Plates were taken by him

for this purpose with the 60-inch and 100-

inch telescopes. In addition, Baade took

on this program a few plates with the 200-

inch telescope. Dr. Lindblad also took

with the 60-inch telescope plates for a con-

tinued photometric study of the nebulae

NGC 4216 and NGC 5055. Plates taken

by Baade with the 200-inch telescope of

the nebular regions of NGC 4216 reveal

several details which are of great interest

in this connection. Dr. Lindblad further

measured and studied the spiral structure

of NGC 4594 on plates taken by Humason
and Baade with the 200-inch telescope, in

order to establish the relations between

the sense of rotation and the direction of

winding of the spiral arms in this nebula.

Dr. Guy C. Omer, Jr., of the University

of Chicago, undertook a theoretical review

of the cosmological problem in the summer
of 1949. Earlier results were revised in

the light of recent six-color photoelectric

measurements by Stebbins and Whitford

and advances in the knowledge of stellar

populations of various types of nebulae.

Throughout the year Dr. Daniel M.
Popper, of the University of California at

Los Angeles, and Dr. Everett C. Yowell,

of the National Bureau of Standards at

Los Angeles, have made occasional spectro-

scopic observations of long-period eclipsing

binaries, and of a selected group of G to M
dwarfs with H and K emission lines in an

effort to detect possible cyclic variations

in the intensities of the lines. Miscellaneous

projects included observations of W Ursae

Majoris, 40 Eridani B, and stars in M 67,

a possible near-by loose globular cluster.

Dr. Martin Schwarzschild and Mr.

William Buscombe, of the Princeton Uni-

versity Observatory, obtained a set of

plates of the ultraviolet and blue spectra

of a Cygni and y Geminorum with the

coude spectrograph of the 100-inch tele-

scope. Tracings of these plates were made

with the direct-intensity microphotometer.

In connection with Dr. H. L. Johnson's
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photoelectric work on M 15 (see below),

a set of plates of this cluster was taken

by Dr. Schwarzschild in the blue and

yellow with the 100-inch telescope. It

is hoped that the combination of photo-

electric and photographic measurements

will give accurate colors and magnitudes

for about 300 stars in this cluster. Addi-

tional plates of M 3 were taken with the

60-inch in continuation of the investiga-

tion of the light-curves of the variables

in this object begun in 1947. Spectra of

several F stars were taken for the purpose

of comparing high- and low-velocity main-

sequence stars.

In addition, Dr. Schwarzschild collabo-

rated with Richardson in the study of

turbulent velocities of solar granules, and

with Greenstein and Richardson in a de-

termination of the upper limit of the ratio

of C13
to C12

in the solar atmosphere.

Dr. Bengt Stromgren, of the University

of Copenhagen and visiting professor of

astronomy at the California Institute of

Technology, observed several standard

stars with high dispersion for analysis of

the abundances, using computed model

atmospheres. Spectra of the subgiant C

Herculis and dwarf A and F stars were

obtained.

Dr. Harold Weaver, of the Lick Ob-

servatory, completed and checked a prob-

able rediscovery of Nova Sagittae 1783,

the second oldest known authentic com-

mon nova. He first tentatively identified

the nova on Mount Wilson Observatory

plates in 1942. Identification rests upon

such criteria as apparent magnitude, color

index, variability, and position. Weaver

also obtained a fair set of plates of M 5

for a photographic study of the color-

magnitude diagram.

During visits in the summer and fall

of 1949, Dr. A. E. Whitford and Dr. H. L.

Johnson, of the University of Wisconsin,

extended the work on photoelectric mag-

nitudes in Selected Areas to include

fainter stars in SA 61 and SA 68. In the

latter the 19th photographic magnitude

was reached. The photoelectrically de-

termined magnitudes are systematically

fainter than the photographic values be-

yond the 1 6th magnitude. Dr. Whitford

made further observations of reddened

B stars in the infrared out to 2.2 microns.

The results confirm the S-shaped inter-

stellar absorption curve previously found.

Dr. Johnson obtained material for a color-

magnitude array of NGC 2362, an un-

obscured galactic cluster rich in B-type

stars. The colors and absolute magni-

tudes appear to be similar to those for

main-sequence B-type stars near the sun.

Dr. Johnson also obtained magnitudes

and colors of a number of stars in the

globular cluster M 15 to use as standards

in a photographic study.

Throughout the year the Snow solar

telescope has been used by Mr. Arundale

Vrabec for investigations of the infrared

solar spectrum with a lead sulphide cell.

This program is sponsored by the McMath-

Hulbert Observatory of the University of

Michigan and is under the direction of

Drs. Leo Goldberg, Robert McMath, and

Orren Mohler, of that institution.

STAFF AND ORGANIZATION

Dr. Roscoe F. Sanford retired on No-
vember 1, 1949. Dr. Sanford first became

connected with the Carnegie Institution

in 1906, when he was employed as an

assistant at the Lick Observatory on a

meridian-circle project which was being

supported by the Institution. After two

years he transferred to the southern ob-

servatory of the Carnegie Institution at

San Luis, Argentina, where he remained
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until 191 1 making meridian-circle observa-

tions. In 1917 Dr. Sanford again became

associated with the Institution when he

joined the Department of Meridian As-

trometry at Albany. Early in 1918 he

transferred to the Mount Wilson Ob-

servatory.

During his thirty-two years at the Mount
Wilson Observatory Dr. Sanford has

carried out a very extended series of

observations in the field of spectroscopy.

The early years were devoted to investiga-

tions of the spectra of novae, nebulae, and

star clusters. During the 1920's his atten-

tion was shifted to measurements of the

radial velocities of spectroscopic binaries,

cepheids, and other types of variable stars.

Later he made a long series of observations

of interstellar H and K lines. In recent

years he has made very complete high-

dispersion observations of stars of types

R and N extending through the visual and

near infrared regions. This culminated

during the present year in the publication

of an extensive atlas of these late-type

spectra. In the course of these later studies,

several stellar bands were identified with

C% and CN molecules, of which one com-

ponent is the carbon isotope of mass 13.

This made possible for the first time studies

of the relative abundance of isotopes in

stars.

Miss Elizabeth Connor retired from her

position as librarian and assistant editor

on May 1, 1950, after thirty-four years with

the Observatory. During this period while

she has been in charge of the library it

has grown from about 4000 volumes to

its present size of over 17,000 bound

volumes. During the same period Miss

Connor has ably assisted in the editing

and preparation for publication of the

contributions of the Observatory.

Dr. Alexander Pogo, formerly of the

Division of Historical Research of the

Carnegie Institution, has taken over the

duties of librarian and assistant editor.

On January 1, 1950, Dr. William A.

Baum joined the staff of the Observatories

as assistant astronomer. Dr. Baum will

devote his attention to photometric studies,

his first problem being the establishment

of precise photometric standards extend-

ing down to the faintest practical magni-

tude in eight Selected Areas.

Research Division

Solar Physics: Seth B. Nicholson, Edison

Pettit, Robert S. Richardson, Joseph O.

Hickox, Paul E. Roques.

Stellar Spectroscopy and Motions: Paul W.
Merrill, Horace W. Babcock, Ira S. Bowen,

Jesse L. Greenstein, Milton L. Humason,

Rudolph L. Minkowski, Roscoe F. Sanford,

Olin C. Wilson, Ralph E. Wilson, Fritz

Zwicky, Edward R. Dyer, Helmut Abt,

Sylvia Burd, Mary F. Coffeen, A. Louise

Lowen, Barbara Olsen.

Nebular Photography, Photometry, and Spec-

troscopy: Edwin P. Hubble, Walter Baade,

William A. Baum, Milton L. Humason,

Joseph J. Johnson, Rudolph L. Minkowski,

Edison Pettit, Albert G. Wilson, Fritz

Zwicky, Halton C. Arp, Alice S. Beach,

Allan R. Sandage.

Secretary of the Observatory: Milton L.

Humason.

Editor: Paul W. Merrill.

Assistant Editor and Librarian: Elizabeth

Connor, Alexander Pogo.

Photographer: William C. Miller.

Instrument Design and Construction

Design: Bruce Rule, project engineer; Edgar

C. Nichols, chief designer; Harold S.

Kinney, draftsman.

Optical Shop: Don O. Hendrix, superintend-

ent; Floyd E. Day, Melvin W. Johnson,

opticians.

Instrument Shop: Albert T. Mclntire, super-

intendent; Elmer D. Prall, instrument

maker; Fred Scherff, Oscar Swanson,
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Albert Labrow, Donald Yeager, machin-

ists.

Maintenance and Operation

Mount Wilson Observatory and Offices

Office: Anne McConnell, bookkeeper;

Wilma J. Berkebile, secretary; Dorothea

Otto, Polly Palmer, Ruby A. Ross, ste-

nographers and telephone operators.

Operation: Ashel N. Beebe, superintendent

of construction; Hugh T. Couch, car-

penter; Kenneth DeHuff, engineer; Mur-

doch McKenzie, janitor and relief en-

gineer; Thomas A. Nelson, Ralph R.

Bennewitz, Eugene L. Hancock, Al-

fred H. Olmstead, night assistants;

Emerson W. Hartong, truck driver and

machinist helper; Anthony Wausnock,

Margie Wausnock, stewards; Arnold T.

RatzlafF, Homer N. Joy, janitors.

Palomar Observatory and Robinson Labora-

tory

Office: Eleanor C. Ellison, secretary and li-

brarian; Dorothea Davis, secretary.

Operations: Byron Hill, superintendent,

Palomar Observatory; Ferd Feryan,

Gladys W. Feryan, Paul Jett, Harley C.

Marshall, George W. Pettit, Joe Stehlik,

Benjamin B. Traxler, Gus Weber, Ray-

mond L. White.1

1 The Palomar Observatory is still in a transi-

tion stage from construction to operation. In

most cases the final positions in the operating

organization have not been assigned at the time

of this report.
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The introductory section of the Labora-

tory's report usually reviews a few high

lights of the year's work. This year, how-

ever, we substitute for the usual introduc-

tion an inclusive but cursory account of

essentially all our major projects.

For many of us the work of the past

twelve months has been stimulating be-

cause of the extent and variety of co-

operative effort and because of the inter-

mingling of the old and the new as we
grapple with basic problems in an effort

to know more about the conditions under

which rocks and minerals were formed.

Among the old inquiries that have been

reactivated with profit and satisfaction,

our principal exhibit this year is the tem-

perature of the high-low quartz transfor-

mation. At a temperature somewhat less

than 600 ° C, the mineral quartz changes

from one crystalline form to another.

Characteristics of this inversion at atmos-

pheric pressures were admirably described

by Wright and Larsen in 1909, and the

effect of pressure on the inversion tem-

perature was studied by Gibson in 1928.

We have now returned to the prob-

lem with much-improved instrumentation,

some of it specifically designed for this

work.

Keith and Tuttle noted that the in-

version temperature varied considerably

among different quartz specimens, and

their preliminary results were recorded in

Year Book No. 48, together with a descrip-

tion of the experimental apparatus and

procedure. Since that time they have ex-

amined nearly 300 samples of quartz and

have found inversion temperature closely

related to origin. Phenocrysts from lavas,

porphyries, and tuffs tend to invert at

572.7 °, whereas quartz from granite in-

verts at a temperature that averages fully

one-half degree higher. There is a real

difference here, and one that has deep

petrologic significance.

When inversion points for both heating

and cooling are considered, there is no

overlap between the two groups. Quartz

from pegmatites shows a much greater

range of inversion temperature than that

from either granite or rhyolite, and every

large vein quartz crystal so far examined

has yielded at least two inversion points.

This work opens up a whole new field of

inquiry, extending on one side into

structural crystallography and on the other

into historical geology.

The effect of pressure on inversion tem-

perature is a matter of considerable in-

terest, not only in physical mineralogy but

also in certain aspects of seismology. This

inversion has been re-examined by Yoder

for pressures up to 10,000 bars (metric

atmospheres), which is about 150,000

pounds per square inch, nearly four times

the maximum reached in the earlier studies

on quartz at this Laboratory. Using mate-

rial shown by Tuttle and Keith to undergo

a simple transformation at about median

temperature, Yoder made sixty determina-

tions which are quite accurately repre-

sented by a quadratic equation. The
change in temperature under pressure is

at the rate of 29 ° per 1000 bars at lower

pressures and 20 per 1000 bars at the

top of the pressure range.

As in the past, intra-Institution co-opera-

tion covered a variety of subjects and was

highly rewarding. Greig, England, Davis,

27
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and others continued their collaboration in

the joint seismic research program with

the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism.

They found that our own Laboratory is

a satisfactory locality for a permanent re-

ceiving station; and Greig made a special

field study of certain mining districts in

Ontario with a view to extending the net-

work of stations into a region of a typical

Pre-Cambrian Shield. Keith and Davis

prepared oxygen concentrates from selected

quartz specimens for isotope ratio deter-

minations by Tuve and Doak with the

mass spectrograph at the Department of

Terrestrial Magnetism. The samples were

chosen to represent materials of widely

differing origin, and in the seven deter-

minations so far completed these differ-

ences in origin appear to be correlated with

the readily measurable differences in mean
isotope ratio.

The rock analysis program is an example

of our co-operation with non-Institution

laboratories. Two standard rock samples,

one of which was provided by the Labora-

tory, were analyzed by several U. S. Geo-

logical Survey chemists and by chemists

from twenty-three other laboratories

throughout the world. The administrative

and financial burden of this work was

borne by a Massachusetts Institute of

Technology group under the direction of

Professor H. W. Fairbairn. At MIT the

standard samples are being used in the

development of the spectrographic method

for quantitative analysis of rocks. Petro-

graphic analyses were made in this Lab-

oratory, with successful results. The work

had been carried along for two years as

an incidental part of our statistical petrol-

ogy program; but as the chemical analyses

accumulated, it became increasingly evi-

dent that the problem they posed was of

critical importance to much other work

in the Laboratory.

Uncertainties in chemical analyses are

likely to be a continuing annoyance in

connection with feldspar studies such as

those that have been carried out by Bowen
and Tuttle. Because basic data can fre-

quently be obtained from synthetic stand-

ards, analytical error does not influence

this experimental work, but the passage

from experimental results to interpreta-

tions of natural occurrences is always

hindered and sometimes rendered impos-

sible by uncertainty about the size and

variation of analytical error. On the other

hand, in much of the hydrofluoric acid

calorimetry it is not possible to use syn-

thetic standards. In the interpretation of

the experimental findings, and sometimes

even in decisions about calculative pro-

cedure, investigators are thus forced to

rely heavily on the results of chemical

analysis. The Laboratory has, therefore,

accepted a more active role in the testing

program, and our next contribution will

be synthesis of a glass of known composi-

tion corresponding to a typical granite.

The informal daily collaboration of

colleagues is likely to escape notice because

publications based upon it rarely include

elaborate acknowledgments or long lists of

coauthors. Co-operation of this sort is the

lifeblood of a laboratory like ours and has

been particularly important during the

past year. Schairer, Kracek, and Yoder

have all worked on jadeite, and Yoder's

published review of the jadeite problem

includes accounts of a variety of experi-

mental work that was something of a

surprise even to those who had partici-

pated in it. The close integration of the

"dry" and the hydrothermal experimenta-

tion has continued to be fruitful, and there

was also valuable interchange this year

among those parts of the program dealing

with calorimetry, statistical petrology, and

hydrothermal synthesis as applied to the
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feldspar problem. One consequence of

this was a study, long needed, of the rela-

tion between refractive index and com-

position of plagioclase by Chayes, in the

course of which important new evidence

for a discontinuity in the plagioclase series

was unearthed. It is hoped that a furnace

designed by Davis for use with the X-ray

spectrometer will prove valuable also in

the study of feldspars.

The bulk of our work has continued

in the broad pattern described in Year

Book No. 45. In carrying forward the

anhydrous silicate studies, Schairer and

his group have made marked progress on

two complicated four-component systems,

potash—magnesia—alumina—silica and

soda—alumina—ferric oxide—silica. The
first of these is of interest at present pri-

marily as a foundation for future hydro-

thermal experimentation on stability rela-

tions of biotite and muscovite, the two

micas that are abundant in many meta-

morphic rocks and almost invariably pres-

ent in granite. Data for the second system

will provide useful information regarding

relations among the minerals nepheline,

olivine, pyroxene, melilite, and plagioclase.

Closely related work by Keith on the sys-

tem ferrous oxide—magnesia—alumina

—

silica, which involves the important meta-

morphic minerals cordierite, spinel, and

corundum, as well as the rarity sapphirine,

is nearing completion.

In their hydrothermal experimentation,

Bowen and Tuttle have completed work

on the system orthoclase—albite at steam

pressures of 1000 and 2000 bars. They con-

clude that certain complications arising

from the incongruent melting of ortho-

clase are greatly reduced and finally elim-

inated by increase of steam pressure, so

that under sufficiently high pressure a

complete series of solid solutions exists at

liquidus temperatures. These new find-

ings confirm the earlier, and somewhat

arbitrary, conclusions based on the results

of dry synthesis. A region of solid im-

miscibility exists, however, and with slow

cooling the homogeneous alkali feldspar

unmixes, forming the perthites so often

found in granites and pegmatites. On this

basis, perthite would be expected to be not

only ubiquitous in granite, as it is, but

also extremely abundant. But in the calc-

alkaline quarry granites of New England

and Texas, Chayes has recently observed

that perthite resolvable under the micro-

scope is never a major constituent and is

usually found in very small amounts. In

the presence of a little lime, apparently,

most of the albite associates itself with

anorthite in plagioclase, and what soda

does enter the orthoclase lattice either

remains in solution or unmixes on a sub-

microscopic scale. This is at present no

more than speculation, but hydrothermal

crystallization of a series of ternary feld-

spar compositions prepared by Schairer

and Franco should soon throw light on

the matter.

A final report of the work on the system

soda—silica—water is being prepared for

publication by Morey. Apparatus required

for study of this difficult system was de-

scribed in Year Book No. 48. Particularly

striking is the difficulty—and perhaps im-

possibility—of obtaining liquids having the

composition ratios of the compounds

sodium di- and metasilicate. At a tempera-

ture of 400 °, for instance, a pressure of

2000 bars is not sufficient to give a liquid

solution in which the soda-silica ratio is

that of the metasilicate, the liquids formed

always being considerably "off composi-

tion." This situation with respect to liquid

composition holds even for soda excesses

as large as 20 per cent. For such mixtures

(70 per cent soda), the gas contains 24.2

per cent soda and 8.4 per cent silica. For
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compositions intermediate between meta-

and disilicates, the initially solid material

can be completely liquefied at much lower

pressures; but as the composition ap-

proaches that of the disilicate, the pressure

of 2000 bars is again insufficient, and the

equilibrium composition of the liquid

changes very slightly if at all with increase

in pressure and refuses to pass through the

disilicate composition. With increase in

silica content, e.g., for compositions inter-

mediate between disilicate and quartz,

liquids can again be formed at pressures

considerably below 2000 bars. The curves

depicting liquid composition versus pres-

sure increase in slope so rapidly, when the

disilicate composition is approached from

either side, as to suggest that disilicate

liquid may not be obtainable at 400 ° with

any pressure. Considerations such as these

point up the forbidding complexities that

are encountered whenever we deal with

systems including a volatile component.

The investigation by Morey on the solu-

bility of quartz in superheated steam has

been brought to a satisfactory conclusion.

Determinations have been made at tem-

peratures of 400 and 500 ° and at pressures

ranging from about 600 to 1000 bars. At

maximum observed solubility (500 , 1000

bars), the gas contains 0.26 per cent silica

by weight and has a partial pressure of

silica of 2.62 bars.

Ultimately, work of this type should

have a powerful influence on theories as to

the origin and nature of magmatic residues

and ore-forming solutions. The silica con-

tent of steam passed over pure silica does

not exceed 0.26 per cent, but the same gas

passed over certain sodium silicate mix-

tures might carry 8.4 per cent of silica.

It should be noted that the rate of cooling

and the variations in that rate will be im-

portant factors in determining the com-

position of both liquid and gas residues.

Other work involving water at high

pressures and temperatures has been carried

out by Burlew, who continued develop-

ment of his high-pressure steam filter auto-

clave. Performance of the apparatus has

been much improved, but the problem of

maintaining water content during cooling

remains unsolved, so that the composition

of the filtrate is subject to considerable

variation. This difficulty appears to be

correlated with variation in cooling rate,

and present work is concentrated on im-

proving and standardizing the cooling

schedule. Twenty-two solubility deter-

minations have been made in the system

potash—silica—water at 300 ° and 50 bars.

A change in cooling technique has also

been helpful in Kracek's hydrofluoric acid

solution calorimetry. In the old procedure

small pieces of "dry ice" were dropped into

the acid, but better results have been ob-

tained by volatilization of acetone contained

in a gold tube suspended in the acid. Pass-

ing air into this tube has been even more

effective, for by changing the velocity of

air feed the rate of cooling can be adjusted

at will. With proper adjustment the calo-

rimeter is at nearly equilibrium condition

on completion of cooling, and time loss

between runs is thus materially reduced.

Heats of solution have been obtained for

glass and crystals of synthetic diopside,

wollastonite, pseudowollastonite, nephe-

line, and carnegieite, as well as for natural

jadeite and for a series of natural plagio-

clase and alkali feldspar specimens.

The new apparatus for extreme high

pressure experimentation was completed

early in the report year and has already

been used by Yoder in several pilot studies.

In addition to making the measurements

on quartz mentioned above, he has ex-

amined the effect of pressure on the melting

interval of diopside, has made a series of

runs at 5500 bars in the system albite

—

water, and has collaborated with Schairer
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in studies of the acmite-jadeite and diop-

side-jadeite joins and with Keith in an

examination of certain atomic substitu-

tions in spessartite.

During the year substantial progress was

made in the work on statistical petrology.

The remarkable internal homogeneity of

some New England granite masses has

been described quantitatively by Chayes.

He has shown that small but significant

differences in composition among these

granites can be detected and measured by

thin-section analysis. Experimental work

on the system soda feldspar—potash feld-

spar—silica by Schairer and Bowen pro-

vides an excellent but previously unsus-

pected basis for interpretation of Chayes'

findings, which add up to a telling argu-

ment in support of the magmatic origin of

granite. Similar results have been obtained

for the granites of central Texas. Sampling

has been extended to some of the granites

of Georgia and the Carolinas.

It has so far been necessary to confine

this work to moderately fine-grained rocks

because of the obvious but not yet satis-

factorily understood influence of differ-

ences in grain size on thin-section variance.

Intermittent attention has been given to

this problem for more than a year, and a

useful solution, one which will permit con-

siderable extension of the sampling, is ex-

pected to mature during the coming year.

The work in statistical petrology has al-

ready been dovetailed into the general

program of the Laboratory with gratifying

results.

A more detailed account of the major

studies mentioned above is given in the

following pages.

GEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF VARIATIONS IN THE HIGH-LOW
(o-3) INVERSION OF QUARTZ

In the readily accessible portion of the

earth's crust, quartz is second only to the

feldspars in abundance; this mineral is a

major constituent of the granitic rocks,

and because of its resistance to weathering

processes it becomes quantitatively more

important than the feldspars in sedi-

mentary rocks. Despite the abundance

and wide distribution of quartz, little

attention has been directed toward certain

differences in its properties, which prob-

ably result from the great variety of en-

vironments in which it grows. Mineralo-

gists and physicists alike tend to consider

quartz as a pure substance, with only

negligible differences in composition or

properties, for chemical analyses indicate

that the quartz structure has a remarkably

low tolerance for atoms other than silicon

and oxygen. It now appears, however,

that the amount of impurities present in

quartz, although small, may be of great

importance in petrologic deduction.

The results of recent investigations

(Keith, Tuttle) indicate some substitution

of various elements for silicon in the quartz

structure, with a direct relation between

the amount of substitution and the tem-

perature of growth of the quartz. The

resultant differences in structure, or dis-

tortions of structure, are believed to be

the primary cause of observed variations

in the temperature of the inversion from

the a to the 3 form.

The preliminary measurements of varia-

tions of this high-low inversion (Year

Book No. 48) have been refined and ex-

tended to include almost 300 samples of

quartz from various sources. Two avenues

of approach were followed: one, the in-

vestigation of inversion characteristics of

quartz synthesized under known condi-
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tions of pressure, temperature, and chemi-

cal environment; the other, studies on

the inversion of suites of natural quartz

that had formed under widely different

chemical and physical conditions. Com-
parison of the properties of these two types

of material should add significantly to an

understanding of the mode of origin of

quartz and quartz-bearing rocks.

rated on a plot of heating inversion versus

cooling inversion (see fig. i). These re-

sults can be reconciled with the magmatic

theory of the origin of granites by assum-

ing (i) that phenocrysts do not represent

hypabyssal crystallization, or (2) that a

part, at least, of the quartz of granites

actually grew at a lower temperature than

the quartz phenocrysts of rhyolites, or (3)
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Fig. 1. Different samples of the mineral quartz invert at different temperatures to the high-

temperature modification. This variability, which is connected with the environment in which the

crystals grew, offers promise as a useful indicator of the conditions of rock formation.

Quartz from granite and from rhyolite.

When classified according to the tempera-

ture of beginning of inversion, natural

quartz samples fall into groups which are

clearly related to the conditions of origin.

For quartz phenocrysts of rhyolites and

related intrusive porphyries and welded

tuffs, the inversion temperatures are clus-

tered around 572.7 C. Quartz from

granites inverts at higher temperatures

clustered around 573.2 . Granite quartz

and rhyolite quartz are completely sepa-

that granites, which may have had initially

some "rhyolitic" quartz, may have all

recrystallized at some lower temperature.

The first of these assumptions appears un-

likely because many of the rhyolites repre-

sent explosive volcanic activity, and under

such circumstances there is little oppor-

tunity for phenocrysts to grow, except be-

fore eruption. Also, the crystals themselves

invariably show evidence of dissolving, not

growing, under the extrusive conditions

last prevailing. The second assumption as
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to a temperature range of crystallization is

equally untenable, if the first is assumed

to be invalid. Quartz phenocrysts com-

monly occur in amounts greater than 10

per cent of the normative quartz; the

method used in this study can detect an

amount less than 5 per cent of one quartz

mixed with another of contrasting inver-

sion characteristics; and there is no evi-

dence of more than one kind of quartz in

the 30 specimens of granites examined.

The third assumption, then, appears to be

the most plausible, because quartz is

notably susceptible to recrystallization, as

evidenced by recent petrofabric studies of

metamorphic rocks and laboratory investi-

gations of quartz fabrics.

Many geologists now believe that a large

proportion of the granitic rocks formed

by some metasomatic process. One group

contends that the process takes place by

diffusion in the solid state; another group

suggests that granite ichor, or hydro-

thermal solutions, are the principal agents

for transfer of material. In either case,

evidence of two or more different kinds of

quartz should be found in such rocks,

particularly along the contacts with quartz-

ites where some replacement can be dem-

onstrated. Although there appears to be

only one type of quartz in granite, there

are commonly two or more types of quartz,

intimately intergrown, in the pegmatites,

where replacement is unequivocal.

The results of the present studies of

quartz from granite and rhyolite are en-

couraging, but they have not yet provided

a complete solution of the granite prob-

lem. A collection of igneous-looking ma-

terials, which appear from field evidence

to have developed by replacement proc-

esses, is being made for further investi-

gations.

Quartz from pegmatite. Quartz from

pegmatite bodies shows wide variations in

inversion characteristics, even within one

pegmatite mass. The total spread of in-

version temperature of pegmatitic quartz

is about as large as that of quartz from

all other sources. Some pegmatite bodies

contain quartz of fairly uniform inversion

behavior; other pegmatite bodies, such as

the zoned quartz of the Black Hills, exhibit

differences in the quartz from one zone

to another, with some zones containing in-

timate mixtures of two or more types of

quartz. As an example, quartz from part

of the central core of the Helen Beryl

pegmatite mass in the Black Hills gives

an overlapping double inversion. Exami-

nation of the crushed sample after it had

been heated through the inversion showed

two types of quartz, one of them dis-

tinguishable by a pale yellow color. The
two varieties were separated by hand pick-

ing under a binocular microscope and were

found to give two single inversion peaks,

the two temperatures corresponding to the

temperatures of the two parts of the over-

lapping double inversion of the unsepa-

rated material. Subsequently, it was dis-

covered that the same overlapping double

could be synthesized by mixing in the

proper proportion samples of quartz from

two other zones of the same pegmatite

mass.

Here then is evidence of different kinds

of quartz in different zones, and evidence

also of the mixing of contrasted quartz,

probably by replacement. It is difficult to

reconcile such contrast and complexity

with the recently advanced theory of the

development of zoned pegmatites by a

single process of magmatic crystallization

inward from the borders of a mass.

Vein quartz and quartz from large

single crystals. Most samples of vein quartz

studied to date have moderately high in-

version temperatures. They do not show

the wide variation observed in quartz
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from pegmatites. No consistent relation

has been found between inversion tem-

perature and depth for samples of vein

quartz collected over a vertical range of

more than 7000 feet in the Mclntyre Porcu-

pine Gold Mine in Ontario.

Large single crystals of quartz are gen-

erally found in open spaces, either in

quartz veins or in pegmatites. All such

large crystals examined appear to have had

a varied history of growth, as indicated

by the variation in inversion temperature.

A further examination of the large

quartz crystal from Minas Geraes, Brazil

(Year Book No. 48), by spectroscopic

means showed a greater amount of im-

purities, such as iron, magnesium, alumina,

and calcium, in the core than in the outer

zone. According to our picture of the

general relation between temperature of

growth and inversion, the low-inverting

core probably grew at a higher tempera-

ture, and then, following a change of con-

ditions, the outer zone grew at a lower

temperature.

It is possible to select a portion of a

single zone to give a sample with a single

inversion, but it has proved impossible to

find a large natural crystal which does not

show a complex inversion when adequately

sampled by crushing and mixing sections

cut through the crystal. The phenomena

of double and multiple inversion in quartz

are clearly related to the complexity of a

given sample and should not be regarded

as a thermodynamic characteristic of the

high-low inversion.

Abnormal inversions in natural quartz.

The inversion temperatures of most

samples of natural quartz fall within a

range from 570 to 574 °. Quartz crystals

from vugs in limestone show high inver-

sion temperatures; one sample of quartz

from a geode from Keokuk, Iowa, inverts

at 573.6 on heating and at 574.0 on cool-

ing. Novaculite, which inverts at a tem-

perature near the top of the range, 573.7

to 573.8 ,
presents a special problem. This

material is composed of a very fine-grained

mosaic of quartz which for some reason

is prevented from inverting when in a

single piece or in granular material sized

to 100 mesh or a little finer. In this con-

dition, the samples of novaculite either do

not invert or invert so sluggishly that no

heat effect is obtained. Only when the

material is so very finely ground as to

release the individual grains does the no-

vaculite invert readily.

Low inversions, down to 571.7°, are

characteristic of quartz phenocrysts from

lavas and some extreme specimens from

zoned pegmatites. The lowest inversion

temperatures encountered are associated

with very sluggish inversion.

The inversion characteristics of a num-

ber of samples of synthetic quartz have

been studied. Synthesis of quartz under

controlled conditions is difficult and time-

consuming. In certain environments, for

example in sodium hydroxide—water solu-

tions, growing of quartz is relatively easy

above 300°, but when the chemical en-

vironment is changed and the alkali

omitted, the rate of growth is exceedingly

slow. It has been possible, however, to

duplicate some of the inversion phe-

nomena and variations found in natural

quartz. One series of samples grown in

a pressure vessel shows a progressive

change of the inversion with temperature

of growth. In some runs in which silica

glass was heated with sodium hydroxide

at a water pressure of 1000 bars (metric

atmospheres), the silica glass crystallized

to a fine mosaic of quartz which has a

striking similarity to novaculite under the

microscope. Like novaculite, the synthetic

mosaic is inhibited from inverting until

it is ground to a size close to, or less than,

the size of the individual grains of the
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mosaic. It has also been possible to pro-

duce abnormal quartz with a sluggish in-

version many degrees above and many
degrees below the normal range by the

introduction of elements, such as ger-

manium and aluminum, which can

"proxy" for silicon in the quartz structure.

Further investigations. The investiga-

tion of the behavior of synthetic quartz is

being continued; and plans are being made
to extend the studies to other types of

natural quartz, particularly those from

different varieties of granites and from

successive facies of metamorphic rocks in

mapped areas of regional metamorphism.

The quartz inversion appears to be a

useful indicator of the conditions of rock

formation. It may be expected to yield

information as to whether a given quartz-

bearing rock had a complex origin or a

simple, single-stage origin. Quartz inver-

sion data may assist in determining

whether two types of rock had similar or

widely different conditions of origin, and

in some cases it may be possible to dis-

cover the direction in which one process

differed from another on a relative tem-

perature scale.

HIGH-LOW QUARTZ INVERSION UP TO 10,000 BARS

The pressure-temperature relation for

the inversion of quartz may have an im-

portant bearing on the transmission of

earthquake waves (either natural or man-

made) through the crust of the earth, for

the elasticity of rocks containing quartz

and the corresponding wave speeds de-

crease sharply at temperatures near the

inversion.

An apparatus has been constructed for

research at temperatures up to 1400 C.

and pressures up to 15,000 bars (Yoder).

With this equipment, an investigation of

the effect of pressure on the high-low

quartz inversion temperature has been

carried out up to 10,000 bars—several times

the pressure range of any previous meas-

urements on this inversion.

The inert gas argon was used to trans-

mit the pressure. Argon is particularly

advantageous for high-pressure, high-tem-

perature research because it does not react

with the metals of the containing vessel;

it has a slow rate of diffusion; it has a

smaller compressibility than helium, nitro-

gen, or hydrogen; it is available in a high

degree of purity; and it does not appear

to embrittle furnace windings as much
as other gases.

The quartz sample was placed in a

nickel block, and the temperature at the

center of the sample and the difference in

temperature between the quartz and the

reference material (alumina) were meas-

ured by means of iron-constantan thermo-

couples. Pressure was determined by the

change in the resistance of a manganin

coil, this resistance change being measured

by means of a modified type of Wheatstone

bridge with four equal fixed arms. In

accordance with the practice at this Labo-

ratory, the usual galvanometer was re-

placed by a potentiometer for reading the

unbalanced electromotive force, which is

related to the resistance of the gauge coil

and thence to the pressure. The coils were

calibrated in terms of the freezing pres-

sure of mercury and the I—II transforma-

tion pressure of carbon tetrachloride. The
circuits were arranged so that the sensi-

tivity was one microvolt for one half bar.

A quartz from South Dakota was

selected for study because its temperature

of inversion at atmospheric pressure lies

approximately midway in the range of

temperatures of inversion of the many
types of quartz examined in the course

of the investigation mentioned above. Fur-
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thermore, the heat effect on inversion of

the South Dakota quartz is of a simple

nature; its differential heating curve con-

sists of a single smooth peak, which shows

no indication of drift during repeated

heatings and coolings. The sample of the

crushed quartz passed 35 mesh and was

retained on 200 mesh, and approximately

0.3 gm of the material was tapped into

one compartment in the nickel block.

The average of four runs at atmospheric

pressure determined the base point, that

is, the temperature of the beginning of

inversion from low to high quartz at

atmospheric pressure. All further runs at

the various pressures were referred to the

base point (572.3 ). Pressure readings

were made after the heating began and

after the inversion was completed. The
rise in pressure due to any increase in

temperature was assumed to change at a

constant rate between readings.

Some sixty determinations of the quartz

inversion temperature under pressures up

to 10,000 bars have been made. The data

obtained from these determinations may
be expressed by a quadratic equation. The
initial pressure coefficient is about 29 X io"

3

deg/bar, and the coefficient at 10,000 bars

is about 2oXio~3
deg/bar.

From the previously known volume

change, the heat of inversion was calcu-

lated to be 2.3 cal/gm. This is low as

compared with the heats of transition

calorimetrically determined by other in-

vestigators. This calculated heat of in-

version, however, is the instantaneous heat,

or anomalous change of enthalpy, at a

point; and the value is comparable with

calorimetrically determined values only

if the latter are measured at a point and

are not bulk values over a finite tempera-

ture interval. The volume change is diffi-

cult to determine with any degree of

accuracy, since quartz continuously in-

creases in volume at an increasing rate to

the inversion point, at which point a

"sudden or discontinuous" change is gen-

erally thought to take place.

The new measurements of the effect of

pressure on inversion temperature give

useful information on the depth below the

surface at which anomalies in earthquake

velocities should occur in granite or other

quartz-bearing rocks.

RATIO OF OXYGEN ISOTOPES IN QUARTZ OF CONTRASTED ORIGIN

In order to obtain further information

on quartz in relation to the conditions of

origin of the mineral and its associated

rocks, some experiments have been made
in an effort to determine the ratio of

oxygen isotopes in samples of quartz of

contrasted geologic origin (Keith, Davis,

Tuve, Doak).

In preliminary tests it was found that

a sample of crushed quartz will react com-

pletely with graphite in a vacuum graphite-

resistance furnace at a temperature near

2000 C. to yield silicon carbide and a gas

which is composed mainly of carbon mon-

oxide. Attempts were made to measure

isotope ratios in the carbon monoxide

gas, but the mass spectrometer read-

ings were inconsistent; it was concluded

that for the purpose in hand the use

of carbon monoxide was unsatisfactory

because of interference of the nitrogen peak

(mass 28) and of hydrocarbon peaks that

lie close to the position of the C12Oie

peak on the mass spectrometer scale.

It was decided, therefore, to change the

gas to carbon dioxide for the mass spec-

trometer measurement. In the later runs,

the gas sample produced in each run was

collected in a bulb which contained copper

oxide and which had been previously
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evacuated to about 3 X io
-5 mm of mer-

cury. The bulb was then heated to 455
°

in order to convert the gas to carbon

dioxide. The conversion probably is com-

plete after ten minutes; and complete con-

version was assured by heating all samples

for an hour. The reaction, of course, in-

volves a 50 per cent dilution of the oxygen

from the quartz sample with oxygen from

the copper oxide, but this is not a serious

disadvantage.

The abundance of O18
in the atmos-

phere is about 1 part in 500. Expressed as

CO2, the ratio becomes 1 part C12 16 18

in 250 parts C12 16 16
, that is, the ratio

of the C0 2 of mass 46 to that of mass 44

is approximately 0.004.

From the results that have been obtained,

it has been found that the samples of

quartz known to have been formed at low

temperatures have a higher content of O18

than do the samples that have been formed

at high temperatures. The differences are

small but readily measurable. They point

to a dependence of the oxygen isotope

ratio on the chemical environment during

growth of the crystals.

In the simple case of quartz phenocrysts

in rhyolite glass, it should be possible to

determine the concentration factor by

measuring the oxygen isotope ratio in the

FELDSPAR

The molten lavas that are poured forth

from volcanic vents contain dissolved gases

which escape, often with explosive vio-

lence, when the confining pressure is re-

leased as the lava approaches or reaches

the earth's surface. Studies of the gases

have revealed that water is the prepon-

derant constituent, and an understanding

of the effects of water in molten lavas, or

"magmas," has long been a cherished

dream of the petrologist. Some progress

has been made in laboratory investigation

of the solubility of water at high pressures

crystals and in the glass. This particular

measurement has not yet been made. In

the case of those quartz crystals that prob-

ably grew from dilute solutions, the prob-

lem is less simple. It is possible that a

concentration factor could be obtained by

comparison of the oxygen isotope ratio of

a quartz crystal with that of the entrapped

fluid inclusions. Except in rare crystals,

however, the quantity of fluid inclusions

is very small. It is generally difficult to

distinguish between primary and secondary

inclusions, and the extraction of the fluid

without contamination would present

a major problem.

The results already obtained indicate

that the oxygen isotope ratio of quartz,

taken in conjunction with other data, may
provide a useful clue to geologic tempera-

tures in a relatively low temperature range.

It is planned to carry out further investiga-

tions which will include a study of syn-

thetic crystals as well as more measure-

ments on natural quartz. A series of quartz

samples will be grown at several tempera-

tures from a single supply of silica, and

then a comparison of the oxygen isotope

ratios in the synthetic crystals will be made

so as to obtain a measurement of the mag-

nitude of the temperature effect.

EQUILIBRIA

in the molten silicates of which lavas are

constituted, and of the effects of the dis-

solved water on the melting relations of

the silicates.

Background of previous studies of anhy-

drous melts. The various feldspars are

among the most common rock-forming

minerals. Petrologists and mineralogists

have devoted much time to studies of the

properties, occurrence, and interrelations

of feldspars, particularly those of soda, pot-

ash, and lime. The melting behavior of

each of the individual feldspars of lime,
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soda, and potash has already been deter-

mined. In the course of the earlier investi-

gations at the Geophysical Laboratory it

was found that lime feldspar (anorthite)

and soda feldspar (albite) melt congru-

ently and that potash feldspar (orthoclase)

melts incongruently to crystals of leucite

and a liquid more siliceous than feldspar.

Over a period of years detailed studies of

the systems CaO—AI2O3—Si0 2 , albite

—

nepheline, Na 20—Al 2 3—Si02 , and K2

—A1 2 3—Si0 2 established the melting re-

lations of the various feldspars in the pres-

ence of an excess of different components.

The investigations included a careful

delineation of the solidus and liquidus

curves of the three pairs of the feldspars

taken two at a time. For soda feldspar-

lime feldspar there is a continuous series

of solid solutions with a steady rise in

liquidus and solidus temperatures form-

ing pure soda feldspar to pure lime feld-

spar. Furthermore, there is a complete

series of solid solutions between the two

alkali feldspars. In this case, however, there

is a minimum on the melting and heating

curves, and there is a further complication

owing to the circumstance that all such

mixtures with more than 49 per cent pot-

ash feldspar melt incongruently to leucite

and liquid. The melting relations of all

feldspars ranging in composition from lime

feldspar and potash feldspar were deter-

mined in connection with the study of the

system leucite—anorthite—silica.

Stability relations in the presence of

water. The behavior of potash feldspar

and of soda feldspar individually at high

temperatures in the presence of water at

high pressures was investigated some years

ago. In last year's report there were out-

lined in a preliminary way the results of

investigation of mixtures of these two

feldspars at high temperatures and at high

pressures of water. This investigation is

now completed for pressures up to 2000

bars, and the results are presented in a

communication now in press (Bowen,

Tuttle).

A graphical representation of the results

is given in figure 2, which shows side by

side the melting relations of the "dry"

melts and of the melts containing water

dissolved under pressures of 1000 bars and

of 2000 bars. The figure shows that melt-

ing takes place at much lower tempera-

tures in the presence of dissolved water.

If we concentrate attention on the mixture

of minimum melting temperature, we note

that in the absence of water, that is, in dry

melts, the melting takes place at 1063 C;
at 1000 bars pressure of water vapor it

takes place at 840 °, and at 2000 bars there

is a further lowering to 770 °. The lower-

ing of melting temperature is caused by

solution of water in the liquid or molten

phase, which can, of course, be effected

only when the water is under high pres-

sure. The actual quantity of water dis-

solved in the liquid is about 7.5 per cent

at the 840 ° point mentioned and about

9 per cent at the 770 ° point.

There is in addition a noteworthy sim-

plification of the equilibrium diagram as

the concentration of water increases, the

incongruent melting of potash-rich feld-

spars, with development of leucite, being

progressively less extensive until at pres-

sures only a little above 2000 bars it is

suppressed altogether. At such pressures

the leucite field disappears, and the feld-

spars give a simple diagram of the type

with a minimum. Such a diagram can

result only when the two components form

a complete series of solid (or crystal)

solutions, that is, crystals which contain

both the feldspar "molecules" in every

proportion ranging from one end member
to the other.

This condition is indicated in figure 2
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by the field labeled "One feldspar." The

diagram also shows, however, that such

homogeneous feldspars of all intermediate

compositions cannot exist in equilibrium

at lower temperatures. The solid, or crys-

tal, solutions separate into two feldspars,

the separation beginning at a definite tem-

perature for a definite composition of the

homogeneous feldspar. The compositions

of the two feldspars in equilibrium with

feldspar, cooled very slowly, separates into

an intergrowth of two feldspars, all this

occurring in the solid state. That this

relation exists for the alkali feldspars has

long been suspected by petrologists, for

they find the two feldspars in many natural

occurrences intergrown in a manner which

could hardly be interpreted otherwise than

as the result of unmixing of a homogeneous

feldspar.

£ 800

Leucite

One Feldspar

Ph,o 1000 k%m z

One Feldspar

PH „ 2000 Tcm 2

One Feldspar

KAISi3 8
Wt percent

NoAlSlj0 8 KAiSi
3 8

Wt percent

NoAISi
3 8 KAISijOg

Wt percent

NQAISijOg

Fig. 2. The melting relations of feldspars are strongly affected by the presence of water under

pressure. This diagram represents graphically the behavior of the alkali feldspar series in the "dry"

form and with two different pressures of water vapor. A pressure of one kilogram per square centi-

meter is approximately equal to a pressure of one metric atmosphere, i.e., one bar.

each other at any temperature are given by

the two points on the two limbs of the

unmixing curve at that temperature. This

unmixing curve, unlike the melting curves,

shows a maximum temperature which lies

at 66o°, and at the composition 55 per

cent soda feldspar, 45 per cent potash feld-

spar. Again unlike the melting curve, the

unmixing curve is not affected by the

presence of water, though there is a very

small effect of pressure as such.

At this unmixing curve a homogeneous

These feldspar intergrowths are known
to the petrologist as perthites, or as micro-

perthites when the individual constituents

of the intergrowth are of microscopic di-

mensions. Although our results furnish

confirmation of the accepted explanation of

natural perthites and add the quantitative

element, it must be emphasized that these

relations obtain only for some natural

perthites. Others present a more complex

picture which we are endeavoring to

decipher, with some progress. The com-
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plications stem from the fact that each

of the two end members of the alkali feld-

spar series exists in more than one crystal-

line form. In synthetic preparations, only

the forms stable at high temperatures are

encountered; consequently, only the inter-

relations of the high-temperature feldspars

are revealed by our studies of the synthetic

feldspars. In natural occurrences, on the

other hand, the forms stable at low tem-

peratures are encountered as well, and

these present a whole array of additional

problems. For the solution of these prob-

lems, it has been necessary to get together

a copious collection of analyzed natural

feldspars covering the whole range of

chemical composition, and to supplement

the information obtained with synthetic

materials by studying the behavior of the

natural minerals when they are exposed in

the laboratory to measured conditions of

temperature and pressure. Their behavior

is found to be complex in extraordinary

degree and correspondingly interesting. A
great deal must yet be done, but sub-

stantial results have already been achieved;

and, when a sufficient range of composi-

tion has been covered, much new light

will necessarily be shed on the conditions

of temperature and pressure under which

all the natural feldspars have been formed.

One difficulty involved in the use of

natural minerals arises from the fact that

they are never of a simple binary character.

They always contain at least a little, and

in most instances notable quantities, of the

third feldspar component, lime feldspar,

CaAlSi 2 8 . The contribution of this com-

ponent to observed behavior must be de-

ciphered. To this end, synthetic ternary

feldspars embodying the soda, potash, and

lime components in controlled proportions

have been prepared and their temperature-

pressure equilibria are now under inves-

tigation.

Returning now to the melting relations

of the alkali feldspar mixtures, we may
point out that we have in these mixtures

a very close approach in composition to

some natural igneous rocks of the syenite-

trachyte clan, trachyte being the rapidly

crystallized variant that has poured out on

the surface as lava, and syenite the variant

which cooled more slowly within the crust

of the earth. The results obtained on these

feldspar melts containing water have,

therefore, rather direct application to the

problem of the temperatures of crystalliza-

tion of these natural magmas. Even though

the natural magmas may initially contain

only a moderate amount of water, the

crystallization of silicates from the magma
will, under appropriate conditions, build

up the water concentration in the residual

liquid until it matches the values found

in the experimental studies. Our tempera-

ture values in the neighborhood of 800
°

may, therefore, be taken as indicative of

the temperatures of crystallization of sye-

nitic rocks at more or less advanced stages

of crystallization, though, of course, under

a thick cover of earth's crust, crystalliza-

tion might continue to temperatures sig-

nificantly lower than the 770 ° value which

we found for 2000 bars, a pressure pre-

vailing at the rather moderate depth of

about 4.5 miles in the earth's crust.

Syenites and trachytes are not very

abundant rocks, but if quartz is added to

the alkali feldspar, a composition is attained

which is essentially that of granites, the

most abundant of terrestrial rocks. Such

mixtures have accordingly been made;

their thermal behavior in the dry way has

already been studied in so far as this has

proved possible for these recalcitrant mix-

tures, and now they are being studied

under high pressures of water vapor. Crys-

tallization and melting are readily attained

under such conditions, and studies of

equilibrium show that in these more com-
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plex mixtures there is again, as in the

feldspar system, a minimum-melting com-

position. When the pressure of water is

1000 bars, the melting temperature of this

minimum-melting composition is a little

below 700 °, so that the additional lowering

due to the presence of quartz is about

145 . Granites thus have much lower

crystallization temperatures than syenites.

These studies are being carried farther in

order to gain information on the fusion

surfaces at various pressures of water for

a wide range of compositions in the system

NaAlSisOs—KAlSi3 8—Si02—

H

20.

Ternary mixtures {dry). Forty-two

ternary feldspar compositions, including

compositions at each 10 per cent interval

by weight of soda, potash, and lime feld-

spars, were prepared during the past year,

and the liquidus temperatures for all these

compositions were determined (Schairer,

Franco). Only the feldspar and leucite

fields appear on the liquidus surface. The
temperature of appearance of a second

solid phase was determined for some of

the compositions, and measurements of the

index of refraction of all glasses were also

made. A study of these same compositions

with water as an additional component

will be made in due course.

SILICATES IN THE PRESENCE OF WATER UNDER PRESSURE

The system H20—Na20—Si02 (Morey,

Hesselgesser) . Work on this system is

practically complete. At 2000 bars, the

highest pressure used, sodium metasilicate

and sodium disilicate remained in a region

of gas plus crystals. This means that at

400 ° C. a steam pressure of 2000 bars is

not sufficient to give a liquid mixture com-

posed of water plus sodium metasilicate

or water plus sodium disilicate; the liquids

formed are always "off composition." Mix-

tures intermediate between metasilicate

and disilicate and between disilicate and

quartz can be completely liquefied at much
lower pressure, .but the compositions of

the compounds remain in a region of gas

plus crystals. Even a mixture containing

70 per cent Na 20, a 20 per cent excess of

Na 20, is still in the region which gives

gas plus metasilicate crystals. The gas

contains 24.2 per cent Na 20, 8.4 per cent

Si0 2 , and 67.4 per cent H2O, and it has

a density of 1.37.

The curves showing the change in com-

position of the solutions that are saturated

with disilicate and that contain an excess

either of Na 2 or of Si0 2 are steep. At

2000 bars the curves show no indication

of meeting, as they would if a disilicate

liquid could be obtained. It may be that

at 400 ° conditions are such that liquid

cannot exist stably because of the occur-

rence of critical phenomena.

Such critical phenomena increase in

complexity as the number of components

is increased. With a single substance the

critical point is a constant; for example,

the critical point of water is at a tempera-

ture of 374-1° and a pressure of 221 bars.

In a two-component system, such as

alcohol—water, the two critical points are

connected by a critical curve; each mixture

of alcohol and water has its own critical

temperature and pressure. A line in three-

dimensional space depicts the relations

between critical pressure (P), critical tem-

perature (T), and composition (X). The
line showing the solubility of a solid, such

as Na 2S04, dissolved in water is also

curved in a three-dimensional P-T-X

model. When these two lines intersect, as

is the case with Na 2S04, their intersection

is a point (critical end point) at which

gas becomes identical with liquid in the

presence of a solid. There are two such

intersections, a lower and an upper critical
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end point; between them liquid cannot

exist at any pressure.

In a three-component system there is one

additional variable, since composition is

now represented by X, Y, and (i—X— Y).

The complete representation thus requires

four dimensions; the space is a hyperprism

of four dimensions, P, T, X, and Y. The
critical points of the three components

are not connected by a curved line in three-

dimensional space as with two components,

but by a surface (hypersurface) in a four-

dimensional P-T-X-Y hyperprism. Simi-

larly, the solubility, or saturation, curve

now becomes a hypersurface. The inter-

section of these two hypersurfaces is a

curved line in four-dimensional space (the

critical end-point line). This is a closed

curve, except when it ends at the lower

and upper critical end points in a limiting

binary system. It is necessary to consider

the hyperspace, because on the critical end-

point curve P, T, X, and Y all change;

but since the curve is a line fixing any one

of these variables, it fixes them all.

In the system H 20—Na aO—Si0 2 there

are three critical regions. One of these

starts on the side H 2 —Si0 2 from the

lower critical end point in this binary

system, extends into the hyperprism as a

curved line, and ends at the upper critical

end point in the binary system. This

region has not been approached experi-

mentally. At a temperature of 400 ° and a

pressure of 2000 bars, the liquid of the

three-phase curve in equilibrium with

quartz contains 32 per cent H 20; the gas

contains 73 per cent.

The critical region is separated from the

others by the boundary line, which is at

400 ° temperature and 240 bars pressure,

between the regions of quartz and disili-

cate. Both disilicate and metasilicate have

a critical region, and the two critical end-

point curves intersect at the boundary be-

tween the two crystalline compounds. The

lower part of this critical end-point curve

is practically at the critical temperature and

pressure of water, since the solubility is

very slight. Its course from there is un-

known. The upper temperature on each

critical curve is probably below 450 , but

more work is necessary to fix the co-ordi-

nates even approximately.

The investigation of the isotherm at

500 ° is well under way; and that for the

isotherm at 450 has been started. At 500

the system H 2 —Na 2 —Si02 requires

much less pressure, and both metasilicate

and disilicate can be melted easily. Not

much further work will be necessary at

temperatures above 500 ° to complete the

information on the system up to the melt-

ing point.

Progress is being made on the 250 °,

300 °, and 350 ° isotherms.

Solubility of quartz in superheated

steam (Morey, Hesselgesser) . This inves-

tigation is now complete and a manuscript

has been submitted for publication.

The solubility of quartz was determined

at several pressures up to 1000 bars at each

of the two temperatures 400 ° and 500 °.

The results, expressed as grams of Si0 2

per million grams of H 2 versus pressure,

are shown in figure 3. The curve is passed

through the mean of the group of measure-

ments at a given pressure and temperature.

The circles represent the mean deviation

from the mean of those measurements.

The maximum solubility shown, 2596

parts per million at a temperature of 500

and at a pressure of 1000 bars, is equiva-

lent to 0.26 per cent Si0 2 dissolved in the

gas, or to a partial pressure of SiC>2 of

2.62 bars.

A striking feature of the curves is that

they cross each other at two different pres-

sures. At these pressures, the solubility is

the same at 400 as at 500 ; between these
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pressures the solubility is greater at 400
°

than at 500 °, and above and below these

pressures it is greater at 500 ° than at 400 °.

The surface representing the solubility at

Fig. 3. The solubility in steam of quartz, a

crystalline form of silica, increases strikingly

with steam pressure. Results are shown here for

two Centigrade temperatures, 400° and 500 .

The maximum pressure of 15,000 pounds per

square inch (psi) is approximately equal to 1000

metric atmospheres, i.e., bars.

different pressures and temperatures evi-

dently has a double curvature, and it does

not necessarily follow that at the pressure

of the intersection the solubility would be

the same as at an intermediate tempera-

ture, say, 450 °.

The unexpected appearance of the curves

is due in large part to the peculiar pres-

sure-volume relations at high pressure of

superheated steam, and in particular to

the proximity at 400 ° of the critical point

03 04 05 06
DENSITY OF H 2

Fig. 4. By comparison with figure 3, it may
be noted that the solubility of quartz in steam

can be represented more simply in terms of

steam density rather than steam pressure.

of water. When the solubility in grams

per million grams of water is plotted

against the density of water at the tem-

perature and pressure of the measured

solubility, the curves no longer cross, each

shows a continuous curvature, and the

solubility at 500 ° is always greater than

that at 400 ° (see fig. 4).

HIGH-PRESSURE STEAM FILTER AUTOCLAVE

The filter autoclave has been further

developed, and a number of measurements

have been made with the apparatus (Bur-

lew, Carroll). The cause of the addition

of extraneous water to the filtrate during

cooling has now been discovered and elimi-
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nated, but still unsolved is the problem of

maintaining the water content unchanged

during cooling.

In the series of solubility determinations

reported last year, no correlation could be

found between the water content of the

filtrate and the many variations of cooling

schedule that had been tried, because the

extraneous water that usually entered the

crucible containing the filtrate overshad-

owed all other variations in water content.

In order to determine the cause of the

extraneous water, an additional series of

experiments was conducted using a multi-

stage water trap in the lower chamber of

the autoclave without a silicate charge in

the reaction chamber. While the auto-

clave and the boiler were being cooled in

accordance with some of the schedules

used with solubility determinations, the

extraneous water was collected in the trap.

The presence of the extraneous water

was found to depend on both the operating

pressure and the degree of filling of the

boiler. Some light was shed on this sur-

prising relation by means of another series

of special experiments. Temperatures in-

side the lower chamber of the autoclave

(instead of just in the body of the steel

autoclave that contained this cavity) were

measured by means of a thermocouple

inside a steel tube that was substituted for

the usual stirring shaft. The temperature

of a crucible in the lower chamber de-

creased faster than that of the steel body

of the autoclave, until at about the halfway

point of cooling it equaled that of the

boiler. After dropping below the tem-

perature of the boiler, as cooling continued,

the temperature in the lower chamber

again became greater than that of the

boiler, provided there was not too much

water in the boiler. The cause of this un-

expected behavior, which served to explain

the previous erratic results observed when

a filtrate was present, was not investigated

further.

Although the amount of water in the

steam boiler exerted an influence on the

temperature gradient in the lower part

of the autoclave during cooling, it was

not the primary cause of that gradient.

Further temperature measurements dem-

onstrated that it resulted from the practice

of cooling the autoclave by blowing air

up through the furnace from below. The
autoclave furnace, therefore, was modified

so that the cooling air could be admitted

at the top.

Downward cooling has introduced other

problems that must be solved before it

can be considered satisfactory. The most

serious difficulty is condensation of steam

in the upper chamber. This has been con-

trolled to a large extent by the installation

of a tubular heater on the end-plug exten-

sion of the autoclave; but, even with this

tubular heater in use, the rate of cooling

can be only half as great as before, or

flooding results.

The main seal of the autoclave is made

tight with a copper gasket; and a second

difficulty with the downward cooling is

that it sometimes causes a leak at this

spot. The same difficulty had been experi-

enced with a similar gasket in the steam

boiler. A new sealing plug using an un-

supported area gasket of silver, which

seems to hold regularly during cooling, is

being tried for the steam boiler, and the

same type of plug is to be installed in the

autoclave.

Recently 22 solubility determinations in

the system K2O—Si0 2—H2O were made.

All the mixtures were subjected to a tem-

perature of 300 ° C. and a pressure of 50

bars. At the end of the run the water con-

tent of the 22 filtrates showed an extreme

variation of from 18.8 to 58.0 per cent; but

for 11 of them the water content was in the
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range from 23.67 to 27.71 per cent. The
difference between these results and those

of previous determinations is that the varia-

tions in water content now can be cor-

related with variations in the cooling

schedule.

Cooling of filtrates. An effort is being

made to develop a cooling schedule that

will give reproducible results in terms of

the water content of the filtrate. A recent

approach has been to isolate the filtrate so

that its water content will be unaffected

by slight variations in cooling schedule.

This attempt involves a small funnel inter-

posed between the filtering crucible and

the receiving crucible. From tests using

funnels with holes of several diameters

it has been found that a 1.2-mm hole

allows somewhat over a gram of filtrate

to remain in the funnel by capillarity.

Separate analyses are then made of the

material that goes through the hole in the

funnel and is collected in a crucible below.

During the first complete trial of this

receiving funnel, the cooling schedule was

not so uniform as desired. The two por-

tions of filtrate were affected differently

by the fluctuations in steam pressure, for

the water content of the filtrate in the

funnel was 26.55 and in the crucible 24.41

per cent.

The above arrangement gave very little

protection to the filtrate in the funnel dur-

ing cooling, because the upper part of the

funnel had access to the main steam space

in the lower chamber of the autoclave.

The principal utility of this method is to

indicate whether any change in composi-

tion takes place during cooling. A some-

what more elaborate trap for the filtrate,

which will give it protection from fluctua-

tions in steam pressure, is being prepared.

Also, after the new end plug has been

installed in the autoclave, the autoclave

will be shut off from the boiler and cooled

alone, so that condensation will take place

on the under surface of the plug instead of

in the steam boiler. The temperature of

the end plug will be measured during

cooling by means of a thermocouple in-

stalled in it. The temperature difference

between the end plug and the autoclave

body will then serve as a measure of the

degree of condensation, just as the tem-

perature difference between the autoclave

and the boiler has in the experiments al-

ready performed.

As soon as reproducible results are ob-

tained at 300 and 50 bars pressure, it is

planned to test the effect of variation in

reactants under these same conditions. A
series of solubility determinations will then

be made at a number of other temperatures

and pressures in the system K2O—Si0 2
—

H2O to test the apparatus under a variety

of conditions.

ANHYDROUS QUATERNARY SILICATE SYSTEMS

System KzO—MgO—AhOr-SiOz. In

addition to three joins already studied in

the region between leucite, forsterite, silica,

and potassium disilicate, the data for which

are essentially complete, 36 separate com-

positions were prepared for the join leucite-

K 20-MgO-5Si0 2-Si02 and are being

studied. From the results obtained so far

it appears that this join is not ternary.

Nineteen separate compositions for the

7

join leucite-K 2 MgO • 5Si0 2-K 2 MgO
3Si0 2 have been prepared and studied. It

has been determined that the system leu-

cite—

K

2
, MgO*5Si0 2 is not binary, but

it has not been possible to interpret the

crystallization behavior of these melts com-

pletely, nor that of the melts in the trian-

gular join leucite-K 2 •MgO • 5Si0 2-K 2 •

MgO*3Si0 2 . All of them yield crystals of

forsterite (2MgO*Si0 2 ) at some tempera-
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ture. Whether this is normal behavior has

not been ascertained. The join leucite-

forsterite-K 2 • MgO • 3Si0 2 was started in

parallel with the study of the join leucite-

K 2 • MgO •

5Si0 2-K 2 •MgO 3Si02 . Nine

separate compositions have been prepared.

The join is not a ternary system because

of the complex behavior of melts of leucite

and K 20*MgO'3Si0 2 . The investigations

on these three joins are being continued

(Schairer, Theokritoff)

.

Data for the join cordierite-mullite-

potash feldspar are complete (Schairer,

Thwaite). This join helps locate both

the temperatures and the compositions of

two quaternary invariant points which

lie near the Al 203-Si0 2 edge of the tetra-

hedron. Fourteen separate compositions

were prepared and studied. Two piercing

points, mullite + corundum+ spinel+ liq-

uid at 1478 ±3° C. and spinel + corundum

+ leucite+ liquid at 1370 ±3°, have been

accurately located.

System Na 2
—AUOi.—Si0 2 . Substantial

progress in the preparation of melts has

been made during the course of the past

year on this interesting and important

system.

Information is nearly complete for the

join jadeite-acmite (Schairer, Yoder). The
use of X-ray data has been very helpful in

identifying nepheline solid solution and

soda feldspar in the presence of each other

in the quenching runs. All compositions be-

tween acmite and about 70 per cent jadeite,

30 per cent acmite become completely

crystalline on cooling, or, conversely, upon

heating begin to melt, at the same tempera-

ture, 915 ±5°, the temperature of the

quaternary invariant point nepheline solid

solution + soda feldspar+ hematite (AI2O3-

Fe 203 solid solution) + acmite+ liquid.

Only those compositions near the jadeite

end of this join still require interpretation

from data now being obtained on addi-

tional joins in the quaternary system.

Twenty-nine separate compositions were

prepared and studied to delineate the rela-

tions in the join Na 2 4Si0 2-Al 203-Fe 203
(Schairer, Thwaite). The piercing points

in this join have been accurately located

for temperature and composition. Equi-

librium is easily obtained, even at low

temperatures (750-800 ); and quartz

readily crystallizes from these melts in its

stability range. It is interesting to note

that on crystallization, cristobalite is first

formed and in a few hours or days is

transformed to quartz, the form of silica

stable at low temperatures. The quartz

grows as small, sharp-faceted crystals of

pyramidal habit.

Eighteen separate compositions were pre-

pared and studied to locate the three

piercing points of univariant lines in

the join nepheline-silica-acmite (Schairer,

Thwaite). The data for this join are

nearly complete.

The join nepheline-sodium disilicate-

acmite was selected for study because in

it should lie the piercing point nepheline

+ sodium disilicate + acmite+ liquid; and

the join nepheline-5Na 2 Fe 2 3 8Si0 2
-

acmite was selected because in it should

lie the piercing point nepheline + 5Na 2

Fe 2 3 '8Si0 2 + acmite + liquid. Two more

piercing points and a ternary eutectic

should lie in each of these joins. The join

sodium disilicate-albite-acmite was chosen

for investigation because the piercing point

soda feldspar + acmite+ sodium disilicate+
liquid should lie in it. The ternary eutectic

and one additional piercing point of a

univariant line should lie in this join. In

each case the first-mentioned piercing

points should be ternary eutectics and

should define temperature maximums on

the univariant lines with the same phases,

and would thus set upper temperature

limits for the two quaternary invariant

points which are joined by the univariant

lines. Quenching runs are in progress on
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the compositions thus far prepared and

crystallized for these joins (Schairer,

Thwaite)

.

System FeO — MgO — Al2 3— Si0 2

(Keith). The investigation of the join

FeO-MgO-2Al 203-5Si02 , including the

compositional subjoin Fe cordierite-Mg

cordierite-FeO, is nearly completed. There

is only one piercing point in this join, that

of the univariant line cordierite-mullite-

spinel plus liquid at 1460 ±io°.

Three piercing points have been deter-

mined for the join FeO-Mg cordierite-en-

statite: cordierite-mullite-spinel plus liquid

at 1460 ±io°; cordierite-olivine-spinel plus

liquid at 1330 ±io°; and cordierite-olivine-

pyroxene plus liquid at i36b±io°. An-

other three-phase boundary line, that of

olivine—spinel—magnesio-wiistite plus liq-

uid, probably is cut by this join, but its

piercing point was not located because it

lies near the FeO corner in a region in

which charges cannot be quenched to a

clear glass. The samples are all opaque,

or nearly so, because of the rapid growth

of dendrites of wiistite below the liquidus;

and it is, therefore, difficult to establish

the liquidus temperatures. By the exami-

nation of polished sections of charges in

reflected light, approximate determinations

are possible in the high-iron region.

The investigation of the low-iron part

of this join proved to be slow and laborious.

The old method of making runs in an

atmosphere of purified nitrogen was in-

adequate because compositional changes

during a run due to crucible charge reac-

tion produced mixtures only on the FeO
side of some of the phase boundaries to be

located. It was found possible to obtain

some of the low-iron compositions by plac-

ing initially iron-free charges in iron

crucibles and sealing them in evacuated

silica glass tubes. Quenching runs were

made in this manner at temperatures up to

1470 . At the higher temperatures, the

silica glass tubes soften and collapse, but

the charges remain protected from oxida-

tion. The amount of the compositional

change depends upon the size of the

sample in relation to the small amount of

available oxygen in the evacuated tube.

Charges with a final FeO content greater

than 5 per cent were run in iron crucibles

in a nitrogen atmosphere.

Some results have been obtained on the

mutual relations of mullite, pyroxene,

cordierite, spinel, olivine, sapphirine, and

magnesio-wiistite in this system. Solid

solution occurs in all the above phases,

with the exception of mullite and possibly

sapphirine. Corundum, tridymite, and

cristobalite also occur in the system, but

not in the two planes investigated. An
examination, including some chemical

analyses, was made of a suite of specimens

of natural cordierite in order to develop a

method for determining the composition

of synthetic cordierite crystals obtained in

the quenching runs. Although there is

only very slight change of spacing in the

cordierite structure as iron is substituted

for magnesium, there is considerable change

in the relative intensities of certain peaks

on the X-ray spectrogram. Present infor-

mation indicates that there is a straight-

line relation, which may be of value for

determining cordierite composition. It

must be noted, however, that both syn-

thetic and natural cordierites, which con-

tain appreciable amounts of alkalies, devi-

ate from the straight line by an amount

which apparently depends upon the per-

centage of alkalies.

There is only a very small pyroxene

field in the low-iron part of the join FeO-

Mg cordierite-enstatite. Pyroxenes are ob-

tained, however, as a subliquidus phase in

adjacent parts of the cordierite and olivine

fields, and it is noteworthy that the or-

thorhombic modification, enstatite-hyper-

sthene, appears at temperatures well above
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the previously determined maximum inver-

sion temperature of ortho- to clinopyrox-

enes. A few runs are still to be made to

determine which form of the pyroxene is

stable under given conditions of tempera-

ture and composition in the system.

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF MINERAL SUBSTANCES

During the past year the gold calorim-

eter for use with hydrofluoric acid has

been adjusted to give a better performance

(Kracek, Neuvonen, Michael). One im-

provement was in the method for cooling

after a run. Previously this was done by

dropping in small pieces of "dry ice," pro-

ducing a spray of acid, some of which

unavoidably entered the jacket space. It

has now been found possible to introduce

into the acid a gold tube, sealed at the

bottom. Cooling is accomplished by drop-

ping acetone into the tube, or by running

in air at a controlled velocity. Cooling by

air can be adjusted to give any desired

value within certain limits, and this method

leaves the calorimeter in nearly equilibrium

condition.

The apparatus for obtaining high-tem-

perature specific heats was completed dur-

ing the year and is now being assembled.

Preliminary measurements in this calorim-

eter will be on materials for which heat-of-

solution measurements have been obtained.

Heat-oj-solution measurements. Work
was continued on the measurement of

heats of reaction between 20 per cent

hydrofluoric acid and a number of selected

silicate minerals. Results were obtained

for two different albites, natural and syn-

thetic anorthite, and synthetic diopside,

wollastonite, pseudowollastonite, nephe-

line, and carnegieite, also for glasses of

corresponding composition. Previously,

low-temperature specific heat measure-

ments had been made by the Bureau of

Mines in Berkeley for the synthetic nephe-

line and other materials of petrologic in-

terest. The latent heats of phase changes

in these substances were evaluated from

the individual reaction heats of the various

phases with the acid, and the heats were

corrected, wherever possible, for the effect

of the specific heats so as to obtain the

heats of transformation at the melting or

transition temperatures.

Carnegieite is obtained on heating nephe-

line to a temperature higher than 1250 C,
the transition point. On cooling, car-

negieite inverts, sometimes in two steps,

from its original isotropic high-tempera-

ture form to a form (not cubic) capable

of existence at room temperature. This

metastable inversion is accomplished by

evolution of a latent heat, the magnitude

of which is at present unknown. The heats

of solution in hydrofluoric acid of nephe-

line and of low-temperature carnegieite are

substantially equal. The latent heat ab-

sorbed in converting nepheline to high-

temperature carnegieite, therefore, must be

numerically equal to the total quantity of

latent heat given up by the latter in in-

verting to its low-temperature form, allow-

ances being made for the specific heat

differences which may exist. The latent

heats of the high-low carnegieite inversions

can be determined from heat capacity

measurements, because the inversion takes

place promptly on cooling.

In minerals containing inclusions of

foreign materials, for example in the

anorthite-rich plagioclases, the impurities

actually present as discrete phases were held

down to an estimated 0.2 per cent in the

preparation of the samples. In other sam-

ples containing large feldspar crystals, the

contaminants could be separated by hand

picking; and in these cases, the impurities

present could be considered negligible.
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More data are being obtained on the heat

of reaction of nepheline, for which there

is now no good average value. Later on,

the constituent oxides are to be dissolved

in order to evaluate the heats of forma-

tion of the feldspars and of the other sili-

cates already examined.

Measurements bearing on the stability

of jadeite. Preliminary heats of solution

have been determined for albite, quartz,

nepheline, and jadeite; also the low-tem-

perature specific heat measurements by

the U. S. Bureau of Mines mentioned

above lead to entropy values at 25 ° for

the pertinent materials. Stability pressures

may be calculated by well known thermo-

dynamic principles, which show that a

material relatively high in density must

become more stable at elevated pressures.

The preliminary measurements indicate

that the stability pressure at room tem-

perature for the reaction involving albite

and quartz is approximately 5000 bars, but

for the reaction involving albite and nephe-

line jadeite appears to be stable at room

temperature and atmospheric pressure.

HIGH PRESSURE

Historical background. From the very

beginning of the Laboratory's work, pres-

sure has been recognized as an essential

factor in geological processes. Moreover,

such processes often take place at elevated

temperatures. A brief historical outline of

the investigations with combined high

pressure and high temperature may not be

out of place at this time. The first signifi-

cant step in this field at the Laboratory was

taken in 191 1 by the design and construc-

tion of an apparatus with which the melt-

ing points of tin, cadmium, bismuth, and

lead were .determined at pressures up to

2000 bars. The temperature was limited

by the decomposition of the oil that was

used as the field for transmitting pressure.

Later, another type of internally heated

pressure vessel was constructed for use

with carbon dioxide as the pressure medi-

um. With this apparatus, the melting of

calcium carbonate at temperatures up to

1350 C. was studied; and about this same

time (1923) the sealed-capsule technique

for separating a specimen from the sur-

rounding material was developed and used.

Other investigations with this apparatus,

or a modified form of it, at pressures as

high as 2000 to 4000 bars, included meas-

urements of the effect of pressure on the

quartz inversion; of the change of the

magnetic transformation point in iron and

other substances under pressure; of the

solubility of water in granite and other

silicate mixtures; of the effect of pressure

on the melting and inversion of potassium

tetrasilicate; and of some equilibrium re-

lations in mixtures of feldspars and water.

Another technique developed in the early

days of the Laboratory involved the use of

a closed pressure vessel containing a sili-

cate mixture with water and externally

heated. With this apparatus, a great

variety of equilibrium relations in silicate

—water systems have been worked out.

Other types of equipment were the filter

autoclave for determining the solubility of

silicates in water at high pressure, and the

steam quenching apparatus for the investi-

gation of equilibrium relations in the pres-

ence of water at high pressures.

Within the past three years two new
types of high-pressure, high-temperature

apparatus have been developed and used

successfully. One of these is the hydro-

thermal quenching apparatus (Year Book

No. 46), and the second is the internally

heated high-pressure apparatus mentioned

above in connection with the effect of pres-

sure on the quartz inversion.

Current investigations with the steam

quenching apparatus have been described
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above in the section dealing with feldspars,

and an account of progress with the filter

autoclave is also given above. Other recent

results are as follows.

Diopsicle. Preliminary experiments on

the change of the melting point of diopside

under pressure have been carried out with

the new internally heated apparatus. The
tests have demonstrated the feasibility of

experimentation in the melting of anhy-

drous silicates under very high pressures

(Yoder).

Melting points can be determined both

by the heating-curve method and by the

differential thermal method. For diopside

the results by the two methods are in fair

agreement. Under pressure, the melting

interval was observed to be from 4 to 11 °,

which is larger than is observed by the

usual quenching method at atmospheric

pressure. It was found that as little as

50 mg of diopside gives a considerable

heat effect. The greatest difficulty that had

to be overcome was in preventing the

liquid diopside from leaking out of the

receptacle. It is expected that the present

experimental set-up will permit observa-

tion on the change of melting point of

materials up to pressures above 10,000 bars.

Albite—water system. A series of runs

using the sealed-capsule technique were

made at 5500 bars in the albite—water sys-

tem (Yoder). It was found that at this

pressure albite melts at 744 . Further runs

are to be made at pressures ranging from

3000 to 10,000 bars.

Other investigations. Other high-pres-

sure investigations being conducted include

work on the immiscibility of silicate liquids

(Yoder, Keith, Bowen) and experimenta-

tion on the inversion of sodium disilicate

from the low- to the high-temperature form

(Yoder, Morey).

GARNET

Stability relations of grossularite (Yo-

der). The following investigation was

carried out at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, and the results were used

as the basis of a joint publication of that

Institute and this Laboratory.

Grossularite, Ca 3Al 2 (Si04)3, is a com-

mon metamorphic mineral in calcium-rich

rocks. Its origin has been the subject of

much discussion because natural grossu-

larite decomposes at high temperatures

into other minerals, and the compound

does not appear in the equilibrium dia-

grams pertaining to the lime—alumina

—

silica system. It is generally believed that

the garnet forms at elevated temperatures

under appropriate conditions of pressure,

composition, and catalytic agents. For the

purpose of determining the range of its

stability, various experimental methods

were applied.

The thermal behavior of natural grossu-

larite and of glass of the same composition

was studied by the quenching method.

It was concluded that at a temperature

even as low as 1060 C. natural grossu-

larite decomposes slowly into gehlenite,

wollastonite, and anorthite. Over a con-

siderable range of temperature the glass

crystallizes to a mixture of these three

minerals, the rate naturally depending on

the temperature; below 850 °, a period of

three weeks was not long enough for crys-

tallization to begin. Samples of the grossu-

larite and also of the glass were subjected

to hydrostatic pressures up to approxi-

mately 4100 bars at temperatures up to

1355 °. Pressures of this amount produced

no outstanding effect on decomposition or

crystallization. Powders of natural and

synthetic materials in the stoichiometric

proportions of grossularite were pressed
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and sintered at a wide range of tempera-

ture, using the techniques of powder

metallurgy. In some instances reaction

began at 600 °, but no grossularite was

found at any temperature. Differential

thermal analysis was carried out on natural

grossularite up to a temperature of 1270 .

An absorption of heat is produced by the

decomposition and by the melting. There

is also a small endothermic effect of un-

explained origin at 1020 .

Synthetic glass of the composition of

grossularite was subjected to a hydro-

thermal action at pressures up to 2000 bars

and at temperatures up to 900 °. Members

of the hydrogrossular solid solution series

were found at intermediate temperatures,

and at the higher temperatures, only

gehlenite, wollastonite, and anorthite. At

the highest pressures and temperatures the

composition of "dry" grossularite is ap-

proached.

The following conclusions have been

drawn: (1) Grossularite probably has a

field of stability at atmospheric pressure,

that is, the garnet does not require pres-

sure for its formation, although pressure

should favor it; (2) grossularite may be

produced by reaction of its components in

the solid state; and (3) the majority of

garnets described as grossularite are prob-

ably members of the hydrogrossular series

(as defined by Hutton), the dry end mem-
ber, grossularite, not being able to exist in

the presence of water at elevated tempera-

tures. These conclusions are not in con-

flict with the stability range of grossularite

predicted from field studies of progressive

metamorphism of limestones containing

clay impurities.

Yttrian spessartite. In order to add to

our knowledge of garnet structure, the sys-

tem 3MnO • AI2O3 • 3Si02—3Y 2 3 5Al 2Os

was explored experimentally. Thermal,

optical, and X-ray data indicate that there

is a complete series of solid solutions be-

tween spessartite, Mn 3Al 2 (Si04) 3 , and

yttrogarnet, Y 3A1 2 (A104)3. The substitu-

tion Y+3A1+3—»Mn+2
Si

+* may be represented

by the formula (Mns-zY^A^Sis-zAL)

Oi2 . Yttrogarnet inverts to a high form,

yttrium aluminate (tetragonal), at approxi-

mately 1950 ±50°. In order to confirm the

isostructural character of the series, it was

necessary to make a complete structural

analysis of the low-temperature form of

3Y 2 3 *5A12 3 . The intensities for twenty-

five planes in the structure were computed,

and very good agreement between the

calculated intensities and the observed in-

tensities was noted. It was proved that

yttrogarnet has the garnet structure. This

appears to be the first case on record in

which all the silicon atoms in a crystal have

been replaced by aluminum atoms in an

orthosilicate. It contradicts the prevalent

idea that the substitution of aluminum

for silicon always decreases as the Si/O

ratio decreases (Yoder, Keith).

JADEITE

The mineral jadeite, which is the prin-

cipal constituent of one variety of jade,

is of great petrologic interest. Although

a very rare mineral in its purest state,

occurring in only four known localities

(the last recently discovered), it is a

common minor constituent of the large

group of rock-forming minerals known
as pyroxenes. The interest in jadeite has

arisen from a theory that it forms only

under conditions of high pressure. About

twenty-five years ago, when Dr. Pentti

Eskola spent a year at the Laboratory

as a visiting investigator, he and Adams

in an effort to synthesize jadeite made

a few preliminary experiments by the

sealed-capsule technique on the effect of

pressure on mixtures having the chemical
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composition of jadeite. With the addi-

tion of small amounts of water and other

catalyzers, they tried the effect of approxi-

mately 2000 bars pressure at temperatures

in the neighborhood of 700 or 800 ° C.

The products of this treatment, being

of a very fine-grained, fibrous nature,

were not readily identifiable with the tech-

niques available at that time; and no posi-

tive conclusions could be drawn.

In 1938 some investigations by Greig

and Barth showed that a sample of Burma
jadeite decomposed at a temperature as

low as 800 ° and was entirely converted

to glass and large nepheline crystals at

1015 . Furthermore, their results for equi-

librium relations in the system nepheline

—

albite excluded jadeite from compounds

that at ordinary pressure are stable at the

liquidus in that system. More recently

Schairer heated two samples of Burma
jadeite to temperatures ranging between

860 and 1000 for varying lengths of time

and found that before the expected trans-

formation of the samples to their end

products, the mixtures partly melted and

later recrystallized to nepheline and albite.

During the past year a review of the

voluminous literature and available data

was made; and in addition various experi-

ments aimed at determining the stability

range of jadeite were carried out (Yoder).

All attempts to synthesize jadeite have

been without success. The present con-

clusions are as follows: (1) It is not yet

possible to state with certainty whether or

not jadeite is a high-pressure mineral, but

the field evidence indicates that high pres-

sure is not required for its formation; (2)

the mineral has a structure similar to that

of diopside; (3) the temperature of its

formation is less than 800 ° and may be

less than 500 °; and (4) jadeite probably

formed as a residual product of the process

which gave rise to the serpentine in which

it is found.

Further attack on the jadeite problem is

proceeding along three lines : experimenta-

tion under various conditions of tempera-

ture, pressure, and composition; indirect

determination of the stability curve by

thermodynamic methods; and detailed

study of the field relations of the mineral.

STATISTICAL PETROLOGY

A systematic investigation of twelve

New England granites was completed dur-

ing the year (Chayes). The variation in

composition of the individual thin sec-

tions was found to be remarkably small,

a fact which seems to indicate that each

of the granites involved must have been

formed from a homogeneous parent ma-

terial. The largest observed "standard

deviation" for quartz in these samples

was 2.9 per cent, and in seven of the

twelve cases the deviation was less than

2 per cent. Mean values for quartz range

from 23 to 33 per cent, yet the internal

homogeneity of each mass was such that

even with a far from precise analytical

technique—the analytical error for major

constituents is on the order of 1 per cent

—

many granites could be distinguished from

one another by quartz content alone. Simi-

lar consistency is exhibited by all the major

minerals and in most cases extends even

to minor and accessory minerals.

In the consideration of the nature of the

parent material, an analogy with experi-

mental work indicates a liquid of granitic

composition as the most likely progenitor.

The quartz-potash feldspar-plagioclase

values for sections of each granite always

show one, and only one, of four relations

to the thermal valley in the system soda

feldspar—potash feldspar—silica. The
values for a particular granite may all lie

in the valley, or they may overlap any one
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of its three boundaries; but in all cases so

far examined, if any values for a particular

granite overlap, they do so on the same

side of the valley. This is to be expected

if each granite is the crystallized equiva-

lent of a homogeneous liquid (magma)
of about its own composition. The power

of the analogy is evidenced by the fact

that to date there have been no exceptions

to this rule. It should be noted that the

thermal valley is outlined in the system

with pure components, whereas the plagio-

clase in granites invariably contains anor-

thite and the orthoclase probably carries

albite,

Relation between refractive index and

composition of natural plagioclase. The
albite content of potash feldspar and the

anorthite content of plagioclase in these

granites are being determined by the

X-ray spectrometer. At present there is no

other method for the orthoclase determina-

tion, short of chemical analysis; but use-

ful limiting values for the refractive indices

of plagioclase can usually be established

in thin section by comparison with quartz

and balsam. The close relation between

refractive index and anorthite content of

plagioclase has long been known, and it

has always been supposed that the index-

composition relation is continuous over

the entire series.

An examination of existing data indi-

cates a discontinuity in the series. The
correlation of index and composition over

the entire range is very high, but there is

a considerable residual variation both in

the intermediate compositions and at the

extreme albite end of the series. This

unexplained variation is much reduced if

separate regression lines are computed for

the extremes of the series (anorthite con-

tent between o and 30 per cent and be-

tween 60 and 100 per cent) and extra-

polated into the central region. Calcula-

tions have been carried through for two

refractive indices, with similar results in

both cases. The final equations indicate

that birefringence passes through a mini-

mum in the immediate vicinity of the

discontinuity, that is, between 40 and 50

per cent anorthite. The present interpre-

tation is that most of the albite-rich natural

plagioclases so far examined are of the

low-temperature form.

Variation of thin-section analyses. A
simple method for measuring distances in

thin section has been developed. This in-

volves the use of a low-pitched thread on

the main screw of the mechanical stage

of the point counter, and the substitution

of an electric 10-key adding machine for

the cumulative counter used in model

analysis. The measurements have shown

that average grain intercepts obtained in

this fashion are normally distributed, pro-

vided they are based on ten or more

measurements. Although the measure-

ments are easy to make and amenable to

statistical analysis, their physical interpre-

tation is not satisfactory at this time.

It is obvious that a grain parameter

measured in section will never exceed, and

may be much smaller than, the true value.

For sections chosen at random, the aver-

age observed value will thus underesti-

mate the true value. If the grain outline

or shape is simple, the size of this bias may

sometimes be calculated.

X-RAY INVESTIGATIONS

A high-temperature furnace, used in

conj unction with a recording X-ray diffrac-

tion spectrometer, was designed and con-

structed (Davis) for the purpose of ob-

taining X-ray diffraction records for crys-

talline materials at temperatures up to

1200 or 1400 C. Changes have been made

in this furnace during the past year to
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eliminate errors in the determination of

the surface temperature of the sample. A
satisfactory calibration curve has been ob-

tained with an uncertainty in temperature

of only 5 . Results on natural and syn-

thetic materials, including plagioclase,

quartz containing germania, and leucite,

have been obtained over a range of tem-

peratures. The value of this furnace will

be enhanced when it becomes possible to

use it on an X-ray spectrometer operating

in the back-reflection range.

CO-OPERATIVE WORK
Seismic properties of the earth's crust.

This program, undertaken jointly with the

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, has

proceeded satisfactorily. Details of this

work will be found in the report from that

Department.

In addition to our participation in the

seismic trips to various regions for the

setting up of equipment to obtain records

from explosions, one of our staff members

(Greig) made a special trip to Ontario,

Canada, for the purpose of determining

the feasibility of obtaining seismic records

from blasts that take place in connection

with mining, quarrying, and construction

activities. The results thus far obtained

from the seismic records have been for

regions that, among places on the earth's

surface, are unusual in their complexity.

The records which might be obtained from

the Pre-Cambrian Shield in Ontario might

serve a number of purposes, one of which

would be to determine whether such

regions, which form the core of most of

the continents, would yield much simpler

records and would afford an easier inter-

pretation of crustal structure.

On several different occasions seismom-

eters and recorders were set up at the

Laboratory (England, Davis) for shots

fired at Solomons, Maryland, for the pur-

pose of determining whether this would

be a satisfactory site for a permanent re-

ceiving station. Good records were ob-

tained for all the shots. The background

disturbance caused by the regular operating

equipment in the building, with the ex-

ception of an exhaust fan and the air com-

pressor, in terms of seismograph output

was between 60 and 100 microvolts, which

is to be compared with 500 and 1000 micro-

volts, the respective amplitudes at the

Laboratory of the vertical and horizontal

components from the shots; these hap-

pened to be at the right distance to give

high amplitudes on account of critical

reflection.

Precision of roc\ analysis. There has

recently been an indication of renewed

interest in the whole problem of rock

analysis, a matter of long-standing con-

cern to the Laboratory. Shortly after World

War II, a project being carried out by

Professor H. W. Fairbairn at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology for de-

veloping quantitative spectrographic pro-

cedures for major elements in silicate analy-

sis was brought to the attention of the

Laboratory. We co-operated in a small

way at that time by supplying samples of

a uniform granite to be used as a "stand-

ard." The U. S. Geological Survey quite

independently sometime before had col-

lected and prepared samples of a diabase

for a similar purpose. This has now led

to a co-operative project of the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, the Geo-

logical Survey, and other organizations,

including the Geophysical Laboratory.

Chemical analyses of the two rocks were

made by twenty-five different laboratories;

intensive work on spectrographic pro-

cedures for major elements was carried

out at MIT; several other laboratories con-

tributed colorimetric and spectrographic

determinations of minor, or trace, con-
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stituents; and 30 thin sections of the two

rocks were analyzed at the Geophysical

Laboratory (Chayes) by the use of the

point counter. The "norms" calculated

from the chemical analyses showed a wider

variation than the corresponding thin-

section "modes."

A report on the results of this program

is to appear in a Geological Survey bulle-

tin, now in preparation. The agreement

among the results submitted by the various

analysts is poor; and the original plan for

obtaining spectrographic working curves

by using the mean values of the chemical

analyses of the standards will require

extensive modification. Instead, selected

chemists are to make analyses of a syn-

thetic glass of a granitic composition,

now being prepared at this Laboratory

(Schairer). A synthetic diabase may later

be prepared. It is hoped that the results

of these analyses will provide information

as to reliable analytical methods, and that

better information on the chemical com-

position of standards may make it possible

to calibrate methods such as the spectro-

graphic one.

Listed below are papers published during

the report year in technical journals. In

addition there are several papers which

have been prepared and are awaiting pub-

lication. These are: L. H. Adams, "Elastic

properties of materials of the earth's crust";

N. L. Bowen, "The making of a mag-

matist"; N. L. Bowen and O. F. Tuttle,

"The system NaAlSi 3 8— KAlSi 3 8—
H2O"; F. Chayes, "The relation between

anorthite and y-index of natural plagio-

clase"; F. Chayes, "The measurement of

intercept distances in thin section"; F.

Chayes, "Modal analyses of the test rocks";

C. N. Fenner (deceased), "The chemical

kinetics of the Katmai eruption"; F. C.

Kracek, "Phase transformations in one-

component silicate systems"; E. W. Roed-

der, "The system K2O—MgO—Si02" ; J. F.

Schairer, "Phase transformations in poly-

component silicate systems"; J. F. Schairer,

"The alkali-feldspar join in the system

NaAlSiO*—KAlSiO*—Si02"; A. H. Stone,

"On supersonic flow past a slightly yawing

cone. II"; G. Tunell, "The atomic arrange-

ment of chemical compositions of kren-

nerite"; O. F. Tuttle and N. L. Bowen,

"High-temperature albite and contiguous

feldspars"; Hatten S. Yoder, Jr., "High-

low quartz inversion up to 10,000 bars";

and H. S. Washington (deceased) and

L. H. Adams, "The chemical and petro-

logical nature of the earth's crust."

SUMMARY OF PUBLISHED WORK
(n 17) Structural petrology of planes of liquid

inclusions. O. F. Tuttle. Jour. Geol., vol.

57, no. 4, pp. 331-356 (1949).

Planes of liquid inclusions are common in

the quartz of igneous and metamorphic rocks.

The planes have a high degree of preferred

orientation, and it is believed that they rep-

resent fractures in the quartz grains that have

been filled with intergranular liquid, which

subsequently changed to individual inclusions

by differential solution and deposition of

silica. The planes of inclusions commonly

extend through several quartz grains of dif-

ferent orientation with no deflection at the

grain boundaries, indicating that there is

little or no crystallographic control of their

orientation. They have been found to have

a remarkably uniform orientation over an

area of 15 by 20 miles.

Detailed work on drag folds indicates that

the planes of inclusions may develop in the

shear directions of the deforming stress pat-

tern and that one set tends to predominate.

The poles to the planes tend to lie in a partial

girdle about the fold axis. Some evidence was

found indicating that the planes may develop

in the tensional direction.

Quartz, then, may fail by shear or ten-
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sional rupture and in certain cases by

deformation, which produces lamellae that

may be a type of translation-gliding. Failure

by rupture along crystallographic directions

has been described by one investigator and

has been produced experimentally in the

laboratory. These different phenomena are

believed to represent failure under varying

environmental conditions, and the optimum

development of any type of failure depends

on such factors as confining pressure, tem-

perature, composition, and the presence (and

character) of solutions.

(1118) Radium content of ultramafic igneous

rocks: II. Geological and chemical im-

plications. G. L. Davis and H. H. Hess.

Amer. Jour. Sci., vol. 247, pp. 856-882

(1949).

Results of recently published measurements

of the radium content of some ultramafic

igneous rocks and of the constituent minerals

are used to demonstrate the relation of de-

creasing radium (and uranium) content with

increasing mafic character of rocks. The
probable redistribution of uranium during

partial fusion, crystallization, and alteration

is considered. It is shown that in ultramafic

rocks the radium is probably present in im-

purities that represent less than 1 per cent of

the rock and are the consolidation products

of the residual solution. The causes of con-

tamination are discussed.

(11 19) Radium content of ultramafic igneous

rocks: III. Meteorites. G. L. Davis.

Amer. Jour. Sci., vol. 248, pp. 107-111

(1950).

Measurements of the radium content of

some pallasites and iron meteorites have been

made by a refinement of the vacuum fusion

technique. In general, the radium content of

the meteorites investigated is lower than that

of terrestrial ultramafic rocks and minerals.

Radium contents are also given for one stony

meteorite and one amphoterite.

(1121) On a distinction between late-magmatic

and post-magmatic replacement reactions.

F. Chayes. Amer. Jour. Sci., vol. 248, pp.

52-66 (1950).

The kinds and habits of the minerals in-

volved having failed to provide reliable cri-

teria for discriminating between late- and

post-magmatic replacements, it is suggested

that more attention should be paid to the

distribution of the products of these replace-

ments through the rock mass. If a replace-

ment reaction occurred while the magmatic

residue was still homogeneously distributed

through the mass, the amount of replacement

mineral formed would be roughly propor-

tional to the amount of original mineral avail-

able and probably would not vary inversely

with the quantity of the latter surviving the

reaction. If the reaction occurred after sepa-

ration of magmatic residues from solid rock

was well under way, the amount of replace-

ment mineral would be essentially independ-

ent of the amount of original mineral but

would vary inversely with that part of the

original mineral surviving the reaction. It

is shown that evidence gained from a sample

consisting of 21 specimens offers reasonable

assurance that muscovite pseudomorphously

replacing plagioclase in the granite of Barre,

Vermont, is late-magmatic rather than post-

magmatic or hydrothermal.

(1122) The variable inversion temperature of

quartz as a possible geologic thermome-

ter. O. F. Tuttle. Amer. Mineralogist,

vol. 34, pp. 723-730 (1949).

The high-low inversion temperature of

quartz has been found to vary as much
as 1.90 ° C. The transformation temperature

varies inversely with the temperature of for-

mation and, therefore, may become a useful

geologic thermometer.

(1123) The jadeite problem. Hatten S. Yoder,

Jr. Amer. Jour. Sci., vol. 248, pp. 225-

248, 312-334 (1950).

The literature is reviewed and new data

on the jadeite problem are presented which

redefine the probable stability range of jadeite.

The mineral is known to occur in only three

places: in Burma, as small masses in serpen-
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tine with albite or nepheline, or both; in

Japan, also as small masses in serpentine with

albite and quartz; and in Central America,

but here no specimens have been found in

situ. The interest in jadeite is due mainly to

the theory that it is a high-pressure mineral.

If a reaction is known to be possible on

other grounds, it will proceed under pressure

in the direction of smaller volumes. How-
ever, the mere fact that the supposed prod-

ucts are of smaller volume than the reactants

is not sufficient basis for inferring that the

reaction will take place. All attempts to

synthesize jadeite, even at pressures up to

4000 atmospheres, have been unsuccessful.

Although no direct structure determina-

tion appears to have been made, the common
assumption that jadeite has a structure simi-

lar to that of diopside is confirmed by an in-

direct method. It is suggested that the co-

ordination of sodium is probably less than

normally assigned, and that the "excess"

aluminum occupies silicon positions.

The temperature of formation is believed

to be less than 800 ° C, since the mineral

melts metastably at a temperature at least

as low as 800 °. It occurs with low-tem-

perature albite (<7oo°); it occurs in a reac-

tion zone against serpentine (<500°); its

chemical equivalents, nepheline plus albite,

appear to be stable in the presence of water

down to 600 ° and 3000 bars; and its glass

fails to crystallize dry below 800 °.

A new analysis of jadeite and data on the

diopside-jadeite and acmite-jadeite joins are

given. The jadeite problem is considered to

be distinct from the eclogite problem.

(1124) On the bias of grain-size measurements

made in thin section. F. Chayes. Jour.

Geol., vol. 58, no. 2, pp. 156-160 (1950).

The long dimension of any grain is bound

to be underestimated if measurements can

be made only in sections of the grain. This

problem recurs in many fields of natural sci-

ence, and in geology it has been examined

by Krumbein. No solutions have been found

for complex shapes, but Wicksell has ap-

parently found a solution for spheroids, and

the problem is easily visualized if the "grains"

are true spheres. When this is so, there are

as many solutions of the problem as there

are definitions of passing a chord through a

circle (or a plane through a sphere) "at ran-

dom." Krumbein offered a rather difficult

solution for one such definition. A simpler

derivation is offered for the same conditions,

and it is shown how widely the results may
vary with different procedures for selecting

sections. It is shown also that agreement be-

tween expected and observed values is not

necessarily an indication of the roundness or

sphericity of the grains involved, as had been

supposed by Krumbein.

(1125) Stability relations of grossularite. Hatten

S. Yoder, Jr. Jour. Geol., vol. 58, no. 3,

pp. 221-253 (1950).

Exploratory experiments have been con-

ducted to determine the stability range of

grossularite garnet, Ca 3Al 2 (Si04)3. Grossu-

larite probably has a field of stability at

atmospheric pressure; although the garnet

does not require pressure for its formation,

pressure should favor its formation. Grossu-

larite may form by reaction of its components

in the solid state; the intermediate products

obtained are presumed to be metastable. The
majority of garnets described as grossularite

are probably members of the hydrogrossular

series as defined by Hutton. Pressure, in

addition to temperature and time, determines

the stable member of the hydrogarnet series.

It is believed that the dry end member,

grossularite, exists but that it cannot exist

in the presence of water at elevated tempera-

tures. The range of stability of grossularite

is outlined indirectly from field and labora-

tory data in relation to the progressive meta-

morphism of a limestone containing clay

impurities. Grossularite has not yet been

synthesized.

The inability of pressure to bring about re-

constructive transformations is advanced. A
critical amount of energy must be supplied

before a given metamorphic reaction can take

place. This level need not be reached solely

by temperature, since the energy of secondary
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reactions, stress, hydrostatic pressure, and

radioactive bombardment may contribute. A
theoretical explanation for the birefringence

in some garnets is given.

(1126) Composition of the granites of Westerly

and Bradford, Rhode Island. F. Chayes.

Amer. Jour. Sci., vol. 248, pp. 378-407

(1950).

Point-counter analyses of three thin sections

cut from each of several specimens of the

Bradford and Westerly granites are recorded,

and a variance analysis of the results indi-

cates that significant differences in composi-

tion within hand specimens cannot be de-

tected and that difference between hand speci-

mens must be very small.

Quartz values from a much larger collec-

tion, including small samples of most of

the quantitatively important finer-grained

calc-alkaline granites of New England, sug-

gest that the results for Westerly and Brad-

ford are quite typical.

Theoretical implications of the results are

discussed briefly.

(1127) Composition of some New England

granites. F. Chayes. Trans. New York
Acad. Sci., ser. 2, vol. 12, no. 5, pp. 144-

151 (1950).

This paper, which records a lecture de-

livered before the Academy's section of

Geology and Mineralogy, is the first published

summary of a granite-sampling program be-

gun in New England in 1947 and subse-

quently extended to Texas and the south-

eastern Atlantic states. The discussion is

based on 145 quantitative thin-section analyses

of specimens collected at widely spaced sites

in twelve of the major quarrying areas of

New England. Remarkable homogeneity of

composition within each area, small but sig-

nificant differences in average composition as

between areas, and the peculiarly systematic

relation of the quartz-plagioclase-potash feld-

spar values for each granite to the thermal

valley in the system quartz—orthoclase

—

albite all argue strongly in favor of a mag-

matic origin for granites of this type.

(1128) Volcanological observations. Frank Al-

vord Perret. Carnegie Inst. Wash. Pub.

549. xi + 162 pp., frontispiece, 117 figs.

(1950).

A variety of observations by the author at

Vesuvius, Stromboli, Etna, Messina, Ten-

eriffe, Kilauea, Sakurashima, Pelee, Mont-

serrat, and in many other volcanic regions

throughout the world are recorded in this

monograph.

The data, hitherto unpublished, include

notes on volcanic structures, liquid and gas-

eous elements, electric and atmospheric phe-

nomena, volcanic vegetation, volcanic ejecta-

menta, and gravitational and volcano-seismic

phenomena. Various field and laboratory

apparatus and techniques are reviewed. Sev-

eral procedures for diagnosing and predicting

volcanic activity are discussed.

(1129) The system CaO—MgO—FeO—SiO,

:

I, Preliminary data on the join CaSiO s
-

MgO-FeO. J. F. Schairer and E. F.

Osborn. Jour. Amer. Ceramic Soc, vol.

33, no. 5, pp. 160-167 (1950).

The results of quenching experiments on

17 separate compositions are sufficient to

outline the liquidus relations in the join

CaSiOy-MgO-FeO. Five crystalline phases

appear on the liquidus surface: magnesio-

wiistites (binary solid solutions of MgO and

FeO), melilites (binary solid solutions of

akermanite and iron-akermanite), olivines

(complex solid solutions wholly or largely

of monticellite and iron-monticellite), mer-

winite (an olivine), and pseudowollastonite

(a-CaSi0 3 of fixed composition). The join

cuts the primary-phase volumes of these five

crystalline phases in the tetrahedron repre-

senting the quaternary system. Three pierc-

ing points of univariant lines in the tetra-

hedron are found in this join. They pertain

to (merwinite + olivine+ magnesio-wiistite -j-

liquid ) ,
(merwinite + olivine + melilite + liq-

uid), and (pseudowollastonite-)- melilite+
olivine + liquid).

From a study of the optical properties of

the melilites in the quenching runs of four

compositions near the melilite join, combined
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with other data, it was possible to present

a diagram for the stability relations of meli-

lites betwen akermanite (2CaO-MgO*2Si0 2 )

and iron-akermanite (2CaO-FeO-2Si0 2 ),

and by means of a graph to correlate indices

of refraction with chemical composition for

this series. A reversal of optic sign occurs

in this series, and the melilite with 72 weight

per cent akermanite is isotropic for sodium

light.

(1130) Statistical analysis of two-dimensional

fabric diagrams (chap. 22, pp. 297-307)

;

Statistical analysis of three-dimensional

fabric diagrams (chap. 23, pp. 308-326).

F. Chayes. In H. W. Fairbairn, Struc-

tural petrology of deformed roc\s. Cam-
bridge, Mass., Addison Wesley Press

(1949).

These chapters suggest elementary statis-

tical tests for use in the interpretation of

petrofabric data. In general, workers in this

field do not rely heavily on formal analysis

of their data. Most of the work is concerned

with highly deformed rocks, and detection or

estimation of small differences between two

or more highly oriented fabrics is rarely

necessary, since interpretations are usually

rather general. Where orientation is weak,

however, as in many igneous and sedimentary

rocks, interpretation based on inspection is

bound to be highly subjective and often mis-

leading. Structural studies of these important

classes of rocks suffer severely from this

limitation.

Earlier work is reviewed, and several new
criteria for determining the significance of

orientation are proposed. These are essentially

a series of nul hypotheses, and the tests

provide sample statistics for use in determin-

ing when a particular nul hypothesis is to

be discarded, e.g., when an orientation ap-

pears to be significant. The treatment is

practical throughout, with many numerical

examples based on published data.

(1142) Annual report for 1949-1950.
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Investigators in geophysics do not expect

to make major advances every year. In

actual fact, the complexity and scale of

the phenomena encountered, and the

necessity for world-wide observations, at

times make it seem almost unreasonable

to expect small groups of men to accom-

plish much in such a field of research. The
saving grace in this situation, however,

is the motivation of the man of science:

It is enough to seek beauty and order, to

perceive and study it; it is not immediately

necessary to understand all of it or to use

it. And one or two men can carry for-

ward a surprising intensity of search, per-

ception, and study when they are free to

think and work on ideas which challenge

them. It is this attitude of pure science

that makes it possible for individuals and

small groups in the Department to pro-

ceed fruitfully in such a large-scale and

complicated field of research as geophysics.

The same remarks are true for uncon-

ventional forays in new areas of funda-

mental questioning and understanding, as

in biophysics.

During the year now past, no great

changes were wrought in our views of

the world, but new knowledge and study

in the Department touched a wide range

of subjects and added some special facets

of interest.

A discrepancy, of many years' stand-

ing, between the velocities of earth waves

from explosions and those from earth-

quakes was cleared up, in collaboration

with colleagues and friends in California.

The resolution of this difficulty now per-

mits us to proceed confidently with the

further elaboration of explosion techniques

and studies of the deep layers of the earth's

crust.

An increase of cosmic rays coincident

with a great solar flare was again observed,

and very marked response of a new meter

in Colorado, installed at high altitude for

this purpose, demonstrated that these high-

energy radiations are a nucleonic com-

ponent of cosmic rays coming to the earth

from the vicinity of the sun, and the

particles observed are not mesons.

Studies of the magnetic susceptibility of

ancient sedimentary rocks from the Appa-

lachians show asymmetries which coincide

in direction with the residual polariza-

tions, and the latter have previously been

shown to have been stable since an epoch

prior to the time these mountains were

formed. This agreement in directions indi-

cates that these polarizations and sus-

ceptibilities may well be a record dating

back to the time the sediments were de-

posited, roughly 300 million years ago.

The magnetic "reversals" found in Silurian

rocks in past years are not accompanied

by great changes in fossil types; this new

information indicates that the magnetic

changes were regional and the observed

reversals probably are not due to conceiv-

ably great motions of the crust with respect

to the axis of rotation.

In the Department's laboratory, studies

of proton-proton forces, a subject of careful

measurements for several years, using low

collision energies (300 Kev), have shown

no evidence of a gradual "fringing" of the

nuclear forces out of atomic distances, but

confirm the characteristics of a very sharply

defined short-range attraction of strictly

nuclear dimensions.
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A series of laboratory experiments in

biophysics, using radioactive tracers and

other physical and quantitative procedures,

has opened up fresh areas of interest and

has resulted in a new explanation of an

important long-standing puzzle, "the potas-

sium problem." As an example of new
work, nutritive media for laboratory cul-

tures have been produced which are free

from specified chemical elements to less

than one-tenth part in a billion. Use of

these procedures has led to new ideas

concerning ionic antagonisms in the cell

and the role of magnesium in protein

synthesis. The potassium problem—the

ability of a variety of organisms to con-

centrate needed potassium from their en-

vironment—can now be understood in

terms of the formation of relatively stable

potassium compounds within the cell.

Many of the binding sites are phosphoryl-

ated members of the glucose energy cycle

which is quite common to all forms of life.

These biophysics studies are a part of a

collaborative program with the U. S. Pub-

lic Health Service, medical schools, and

other research agencies in the Washington-

Baltimore area.

It is interesting to note that the several

groups of physicists in the Department,

working on specialties as widely sepa-

rated as those relating to geology and

biology indicated above, are finding their

interests more and more in common and

directed to the very early geological epochs,

when life and geological weathering and

the atmosphere were all in relatively early

stages of development. The challenge is

to explore how the procedures and the

thought patterns of modern physics can

give us a better conception of the fasci-

nating interrelations between parallel de-

velopments in the living and the nonliving

world in those ancient epochs.

EXPERIMENTAL GEOPHYSICS

THE EARTH'S CRUST

Rock Magnetism

The rock magnetism program for 1949-

1950 continued the investigations that were

started in 1946 on the varved clays of New
England and extended in 1948 in Tertiary

sediments of the western United States.

These studies had demonstrated that the

very small residual magnetism in rocks

could be permanent for at least 50 million

years, and that the magnetic field of the

earth, which was responsible for aligning

the minute quantity of magnetic material

as it settled in quiet streams and lakes,

had remained substantially constant in its

direction. It had further been shown, by

studies of the direction of polarization in

folded rocks, that in one Silurian forma-

tion the magnetic polarization had re-

mained unchanged for at least 200 million

years. These first measurements on very

old rocks, however, had shown this mag-

netization to be almost reversed with

respect to the earth's present field, and this

striking observation stirred the Depart-

ment's investigators into an extension of

these measurements throughout the Appa-

lachians. Further field work was carried

out in about eight localities from Birming-

ham, Alabama, to Eastport, Maine, and it

was found that there were wide fluctua-

tions in the remanent magnetizations. It

was thus clear that no immediate deduc-

tion could be made regarding the direc-

tion of the earth's magnetic field at the

time of deposition of these Silurian de-

posits some 350 million years ago. One
clue to this puzzle is that a Silurian de-

posit at Clinton, New York, has residual

magnetization in a direction consistent

with that of the earth's present magnetic

field. The Clinton Silurian deposits have

never been involved in mountain-building
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deformations, in contrast with the sedi-

ments at the other localities, which are in

the Appalachian Mountains. It is possible

that the extreme folding processes that

have gone on in the mountains may have

in some way affected the magnetic polari-

zation at the time of the folding, and that

since the deformation the polarizations

have remained unchanged.

It was established at two sites in West

Virginia that there are a series of beds

100 or more feet thick that are magnet-

ized as if they had been laid down in the

southern magnetic hemisphere. These

beds are enclosed above and below by beds

having normal magnetization. At both

sites there is found throughout the whole

series of beds a rare fossil ostracod, Masti-

gobolbina typus. This fossil is considered

to be a good time marker because of its

sudden appearance and disappearance, and

it is probable that it existed during only

a small fraction of geologic time, perhaps

100,000 years. The flat-lying deposits at

Clinton, New York, bearing the same

unusual fossil and thus presumably of the

same age as the West Virginia deposits,

show no anomalous magnetization. These

facts lead us to believe that the most

straightforward hypotheses for the observed

anomalous magnetization—a reversal of

the earth's magnetic field or a drifting of

the continents—are not satisfactory.

There have been other interesting de-

velopments in the rock magnetism pro-

gram. A device for measuring the ease of

magnetization or the susceptibility of

rocks in different directions was made.

It was hoped that measurements of the

ease of magnetization would show corre-

lation with the rock structure or with the

residual magnetization. It was found that

the directions of easiest magnetization

coincide beautifully with those of the

remanent magnetization. It is difficult to

imagine greater ease of magnetization in

one direction than another without some

asymmetry of the fine particles in the rock.

Since the direction of this axis of asym-

metry agrees with the direction of rema-

nent magnetization, it seems likely that

the two properties were acquired at the

time of deposition and not through some

peculiar magnetic changes that occurred

after the rocks were laid down. Thus

another bit of evidence is added to the

demonstration of the permanence of

remanent magnetization.

Many people had been discouraged from

making measurements on rock magnetism

because rock samples, when stored in the

laboratory, may change their directions of

magnetization in several months. The
question was then asked, "How can these

be stable through geologic epochs?" Some

of the Silurian samples collected in 1949

changed at the rate of io° per month, yet

unequivocal evidence demonstrates that

they had previously been stable for over

200,000,000 years. A brief investigation has

indicated that such changes are caused by

stray magnetic fields in the laboratory.

These fields from the 60-cycle light and

power circuits, although very minute, act

repetitiously upon the sample and gradu-

ally change the direction of magnetiza-

tion so that it moves toward alignment

with the earth's field in the laboratory.

One of the difficulties in measuring mag-

netizations has been that very weak

samples rarely gave consistent measure-

ments, and this has been found to be due

to the effect of the earth's magnetic field

on the sample as it spins in the measuring

equipment. By compensating the earth's

field at the instrument this effect has been

eliminated.

Seismic Studies

One of the puzzles in the study of the

earth's crust by seismic disturbances has

been the difference between the measure-
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ments obtained from observation of near

earthquakes and those obtained from ob-

servation of surface explosions. The differ-

ences in the observations showed that the

velocity of seismic waves near the surface

was low when measured by near earth-

quakes and was high when measured

from surface explosions. Since the same

types of elastic waves were being measured,

it was thought that the differences could

only be due to the type of measurements

or to real differences in crustal structure

between different points.

An obvious way to settle this difference

was to make measurements of a surface

explosion in a region which had been

studied by the use of near earthquakes.

Such an opportunity presented itself when
a large quarry blast was scheduled to be

set off at Corona, California, in the latter

part of August 1949. With the assistance

and co-operation of Professor Gutenberg

and the Seismological Laboratory at the

California Institute of Technology, a series

of eight stations was set up using Car-

negie Institution portable equipment as

well as several of the more permanent

types of earthquake observational equip-

ment. The results showed that within

experimental error the type of travel-time

curve obtained was the same. It was found

that previous interpretations of crustal

structure, based on measurements of

earthquake-generated seismic waves, did

not fit the new data. On the other hand,

by assuming a different structure of the

earth's crust, deduced from the surface-

explosion data, it was possible to explain

the type of travel-time curve obtained from

earthquake waves. This type of structure

is conceived as including a layer of sur-

face rocks approximately 6 to 11 km in

depth with wave velocity increasing from

5.7 to perhaps 6.2 km per second, and,

under this top layer, material with mean
wave velocity of 6.8 km per second. Pre-

viously it had been thought that low-

velocity sialic ("granitic") rock extended

to a depth of some 20 km. If confirmed

in other regions, this change in interpreta-

tion, which indicates from one-third to

one-half of the sialic rock previously

thought to exist, would change our con-

ception of the structure of continents and

the role of radioactive heat in their for-

mation.

As we examine these and other data

taken in California, as well as our exten-

sive series of measurements throughout

the East, it is becoming apparent that the

simple classic picture of homogeneous

layers of rock extending out over the

earth's continents does not fit very closely

with our measurements, nor, indeed, with

other extensive observations. It seems that

all observers are measuring average char-

acteristics between different points and

that the results look different, from site

to site, because the earth's crust varies over

tens of kilometers. For example, we meas-

ure from Solomons, Maryland, northwest

and find a mean velocity, in rock under

the sediments, of 6.1 km per second; but

in the autumn of 1949 we made a meas-

urement northward from a site 100 km
northwest of Solomons, namely, from

Potomac, Maryland, and found that the

velocity at the surface is nearer to 5.6 km
per second and that at a depth of several

kilometers it suddenly increases to 6.5 km
per second. Therefore, our result of 6.1 km
per second from Solomons may only be an

average over an extended region. Further-

more, at certain places we should observe

critical reflections. These are reflections

of seismic waves which should occur at

an interface if there is an abrupt change

in velocity. These we do observe in some

places, but as the observing station is

moved a few kilometers they may dis-

appear. This could happen, of course, if

the layers were very rough and had large
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topographical features. In some places

there may be "subterranean plains" which

produce these sharp critical reflections.

From our results we are coming to believe

that the earth's crust is made up of differ-

ent types of rock which are not homo-

geneous vertically or over extensive areas,

and that the changes of velocity may be

observed horizontally as well as vertically.

For this reason, the simple classic interpre-

tations of the earth's structure appear to

be rough approximations at best.

As the report year closes, we are in the

midst of making a different type of meas-

urement to determine whether these various

lower layers exist. The criterion for this

is the possibility of obtaining coherent

waves at distant points through the earth's

crust. If there are large homogeneous struc-

tures, then it should be possible to obtain

coherent radiation. If we see no coherent

waves, it must be assumed that the internal

topographic relief is unsystematic, that

roughness prevails, and that the earth's

crust is thoroughly confused. To a large

extent our results during the past two

years are more consistent with this latter

view than with the usual picture of several

horizontal layers in the crust above 40 km
depth.

UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH

Postwar development of equipment for

conducting new and critical experiments

in the outer atmosphere has progressed to

the point where more active experimental

ionospheric work is about to begin. The

dynamic effects in the ionosphere hold the

center of the stage—wind motions, tides,

convection, turbulence, and the like—effects

that must be interdependent with geo-

magnetism, the aurora, and perhaps mete-

orology. The new experiments will uti-

lize refinements of the basic pulse-radio

methods as described in previous reports,

and adapt these methods to very rapid

panoramic examination of ionized-layer

structure. Concentrated effort has been

devoted to the design, construction, and

testing of electronic tools; the end of

major development activities is almost

achieved, and one may look with anticipa-

tion toward their early application in

atmospheric research programs devoted

afresh to certain outstanding and funda-

mental problems.

Triangulation Experiments

The triangulation experiment, which

contemplates the simultaneous operation

of three high-speed ionospheric recorders

at points establishing a triangular pattern

over base lines of approximately 100 miles,

has unique promise for contributions to

knowledge of dynamics of the upper at-

mosphere. Principal objectives are: (1)

Measurement of apparent velocity, drift

direction, and size of sporadic E clouds.

There is some evidence that clouds (or

cloudlike patches) of ionization, many
times more dense than normal, are swept

at high speeds through the atmosphere

near the 100-km level. Radio signals at

frequencies between roughly 30 and 80

megacycles, which normally pierce the

ionosphere, are bounced back to earth

from the sporadic E clouds. The result

is long-distance propagation (up to 1500

miles) with equipment normally useful

over ranges of a few miles. Ionospheric

observations at single isolated stations give

information on some characteristics of

sporadic E, such as intensity and seasonal

and diurnal distribution. Radio amateur

groups have attempted to "track" sporadic

E clouds. They report some evidence of

drift in a northwesterly direction at veloci-

ties which average 100 km per hour. In

the triangulation experiment we shall

measure the precise time of occurrence of

sporadic E reflections at three closely

spaced stations, and shall record other
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details during the development and dis-

appearance of the phenomena. Analyses

of data should aid in dynamical interpre-

tation, and give specific information on

velocity and direction of movement as well

as size or area of sporadic E clouds. As a

result the baffling problem of the cause of

sporadic E should be nearer solution. (2)

Measurement of lateral as well as vertical

distribution of E- and F-region ionization.

During ionospheric disturbances the verti-

cal distribution of ionization above any

observing station is known to vary over

wide limits. Recent theoretical investiga-

tions favor a conception of localized dis-

turbances which may be revealed as a

progressive phenomenon with different

occurrence times over locations within a

radius of 100 miles. With some assistance

from nature in providing ionospheric dis-

turbances during the recording period

(July, August, September 1950), the pro-

gram holds promise of obtaining results

which can establish a three-dimensional

interpretation of dynamic forces in the

high atmosphere. (3) Registration of sun-

rise effects in F region. The sunrise ex-

periments at the Derwood Experimental

Laboratory which were described in the last

annual report reveal a surprisingly large

scatter in the times of the first observable

increase of F-region ionization (called

"F-2 sunrise") as compared with time of

ground sunrise on successive days. Near

sunrise, the solar rays which generate

most, if not all, of the normal upper-

atmospheric ionization are sweeping slant-

wise through the outer gaseous envelope

before reaching the area directly over an

observing station. The time fluctuations

of "F-2 sunrise" may be visualized as

variations in the slant length of an atmos-

pheric column required for complete ab-

sorption of the ionizing energy from the

sun's rays. For example, an "F-2 sunrise"

which is observed to occur much earlier

dian normal—say 15 to 20 minutes—could

signify (1) less absorption of the normal

solar ionizing energy along the slant path,

(2) more intense solar ionizing light in

a normal atmosphere, or (3) combined

effects of (1) and (2) above. Perhaps these

conditions may be illustrated by the prob-

lem of a ship's navigator searching for a

beacon light in a fog. The distance at

which the navigator can first see the beacon

depends upon the density of the fog.

Similarly, a bright beacon would be seen

over a greater range than a dimmer light

in the same fog.

Intercomparison of "F-2 sunrise" times

at the three observing stations will reveal

any area-wide stability of occurrences,

which is essential to a sound interpretation

of the processes of ion production near

grazing incidence.

Location of stations. With the close co-

operation of physics and engineering de-

partments at the Universities of Virginia

and West Virginia, sites have been selected

and antenna installations have been ar-

ranged. Graduate students with training

in physics and electronics have joined us

for the summer operations, and the pre-

liminary program has been initiated.

Equipment installations. High-speed

ionospheric recorders are in last stages of

installation in two mobile laboratories

which have been outfitted within standard

commercial house-trailer shells. Facilities

include workshop and test bench, storage

for tools and operating spares, combined

utility and darkroom, and emergency

sleeping accommodations. One car has

been equipped for hauling the trailers,

which will be moved in turn to Charlottes-

ville and Morgantown for field operations

commencing early in July 1950.

Instrument Development

Duplex-channel differential recorder. It

will be recalled that basic principles and
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fundamental objectives of the duplex-

channel differential recorder were de-

scribed in the report for 1947-1948 (Year

Book No. 47). All units of the complete

recorder are now well advanced toward

completion. These include the radio-fre-

quency components in addition to the

computer sections and power supplies.

Although the anticipated progress has not

been achieved by reason of interruptions

for other special activities, it is reasonable

to expect that measurements of D-region

absorption, E-region temperature, and tidal

effects will commence early in the next

report year.

Panoramic ionospheric recorders. De-

velopment is essentially completed as noted

above, and installations are being com-

pleted in two identical mobile laboratories

which will be utilized for other special

exploratory projects after conclusion of

the triangulation experiment.

Thunderstorms

The results of the thunderstorm studies

made in airplanes flying at great heights

directly above active thunderheads, as re-

ported last year, were further studied and

correlated. All the evidence indicates that

thunderstorms provide the mechanism

which gives rise to the negative electrical

charge of the earth with respect to the

surrounding atmosphere. These results

were summarized and presented at a con-

ference on thunderstorm electricity held

at the University of Chicago in April 1950.

A series of related experiments were carried

out in co-operation with the Navy during

the first half of the report year.

Experimental Cosmic-Ray Research

Large ionization chamber. The large

ionization chamber at the Derwood Ex-

perimental Laboratory has been in con-

tinuous operation, completely shielded with

about four inches of lead, since the middle

of the report year. Comparison of meas-

urements of cosmic-ray variations made

with the large chamber and with the

Compton-Bennett meter at the Chelten-

ham Magnetic Observatory indicates that

the performance of the large chamber is

reliable and satisfactory. The comparison

also indicates that the statistical fluctua-

tions in the large chamber are smaller than

those in the Compton-Bennett meter, in

about the ratio expected on the basis of

their relative sizes.

Neutron counters for cosmic rays. The
fact that the magnitude of the very large

increase in cosmic-ray intensity during the

solar flare of November 19, 1949 was about

12 times as great at Climax, Colorado

(elevation 3500 m), as at Cheltenham,

Maryland (elevation 72 m), indicated that

in these Compton-Bennett meters the in-

crease was mainly produced by the nucle-

onic component induced by the primary

particles accompanying the solar flare. On
this basis it was estimated that, whereas

the increase in a Compton-Bennett meter

at Climax was 200 per cent, the increase

in neutrons there would have been at

least twenty-fold above normal during the

solar-flare effect on November 19, 1949.

On the basis of the known rate of increase

of the nucleonic component with altitude,

it is estimated from this observation that a

neutron detector at Climax would have

shown an increase of sixty-fold. This

clearly indicates the advantage of neu-

tron recorders for detecting transient in-

creases in cosmic rays from the sun. Con-
struction of a pair of neutron detectors has

now been started. It is expected that these

will soon be ready for test and that as soon

as the design has proved satisfactory sev-

eral can be made for continuous operation

at different latitudes. It will be especially

important that one such detector be oper-
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ated at geomagnetic latitude 60 ° or greater

and at as high an elevation as practicable

in order to detect neutrons from low-

energy primaries which are excluded from

lower latitudes by the earth's magnetic

field. Detection of increases in neutrons

during solar flares only in high latitudes

but not in lower latitudes would have an

important bearing on the debatable ques-

tion of the existence of the sun's magnetic

field, and would perhaps also throw some

much-needed light on the mechanism for

the production of auroras and magnetic

storms.

World-wide networ\ of Compton-Ben-

nett meters. Registration of cosmic-ray

ionization with Compton-Bennett meters

was continued at Godhavn (Greenland)

through the co-operative efforts of the

Danish Meteorological Service, at Chelten-

ham (Maryland, U. S. A.) through the

co-operation of the U. S. Coast and Geo-

detic Survey, at Huancayo (Peru) through

the co-operation of the Institute Geo-

fisico de Huancayo, and at Christchurch

(New Zealand) through the co-operation

of the Department of Scientific and Indus-

trial Research. In August 1949 a Compton-

Bennett meter was installed at Climax

(Colorado, U. S. A.), where it has since

been operated through the generous co-

operation of the High Altitude Cosmic-

Ray Laboratory of the University of Chi-

cago. Experiments were made indicating

the feasibility of using a photomultiplier

tube to ground the needle of the electrom-

eter whenever its image gets near the edge

of the record. Installation of this device

will insure obtaining a complete record of

any future increase at Climax.

THEORETICAL AND STATISTICAL STUDIES

COSMIC-RAY RESEARCH «

Solar-Flare Effects on Cosmic Rays

The largest increase in cosmic-ray in-

tensity yet recorded occurred on Novem-

ber 19, 1949. It began abruptly about 15

minutes after the commencement of an

intense solar flare or chromospheric erup-

tion. This was the first such increase

during which records were obtained at

the same latitude but at different altitudes.

Figure 1 shows the effect as recorded on

Compton-Bennett meters at five different

stations. The absence of any increase at

Huancayo indicates that the primaries

responsible for the increase were charged

particles which, on account of their in-

sufficient energies, were prevented by the

earth's magnetic field from reaching the

equator. It is evident that at Climax (ele-

vation 3500 m) the percentage increase

was nearly five times as great as at Chel-

tenham (near sea level). The markedly
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Fig. 1. Increase of cosmic-ray intensity, No-

vember 19, 1949.
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greater magnitude of the increase at Cli-

max relative to that at Cheltenham rules

out the production of mesons in the at-

mosphere, by an increase in the flux of

primary particles, as a means of explain-

ing the increase. The actual increase in

ionization at Climax, measured in the

same units instead of in percentages, was

about 12 times as great as at Cheltenham.

This rapid increase with altitude corre-

sponds to the increase with altitude of

the nucleonic component which is re-

sponsible for the production of stars in

nuclear emulsions. It is known from the

variation of neutron intensity with latitude

that primary protons which have roughly

just sufficient energy to penetrate the

earth's magnetic field at about the latitude

of Cheltenham are relatively much more

effective in producing additional nucleons,

projected forward in nearly the same direc-

tion, than are the higher-energy primary

protons which can penetrate the earth's

magnetic field at the equator, although

the latter are more effective in producing

mesons. Thus it would be expected that

those primary particles responsible for

occasional increases in cosmic-ray intensity

during' solar flares would be effective gen-

erators of nucleonic cascades in the atmos-

phere, since in none of the cosmic-ray

increases associated with flares have the

primaries had the higher energy neces-

sary to reach the equator. This conclusion

was confirmed by the recent publication of

a five-fold increase in neutron-producing

radiation observed in England, at sea level,

which was simultaneous with the increase

observed with Compton-Bennett meters

on November 19, 1949. This investigation

was carried out with the generous co-

operation of Drs. Marcel Schein and

Thomas Stinchcomb, of the University of

Chicago.

Mechanism for the Solar-Flare Effect

on Cosmic Rays

Work mentioned in the previous annual

report on the numerical integration neces-

sary to obtain the trajectories of charged

particles in the combined magnetic fields

of the sun and sunspots was held in abey-

ance until the completion of the new
electronic computer at Princeton, which

will have the requisite larger memory
capacity.

Statistical Investigation on Performance

of Large Ionization Chamber

Continuous data from the large ioniza-

tion chamber at Derwood have been avail-

able since about the first of the calendar

year. The stability of the instrument has

been checked through comparison with

the Compton-Bennett meter at Chelten-

ham. Its statistical fluctuations relative to

those in the Compton-Bennett meter were

found to be close to those predicted on
the basis of their relative sizes. The new
instrument gives a statistically significant

measurement to within 2 per cent in about

6 minutes.

The low level of statistical fluctuations

in the data from the large ionization

chamber made possible a determination of

the correlation of variations in intensity

with the height of the 100-millibar pressure

level, near which most of the mesons are

formed. Though a statistically significant

correlation was found between cosmic-ray

intensity and the height of the 100-millibar

layer (as provided twice daily by the U. S.

Weather Bureau), the correlation coeffi-

cient (about 0.6) was not high enough to

reduce greatly the residual cosmic-ray

variation after applying a correction for

the height of the 100-millibar layer.

Reduction of Cosmic-Ray Data

The cosmic-ray records from the five

continuously operating Compton-Bennett
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meters have been scaled currently, and the

reduction of daily means to constant bar-

ometric pressure has been maintained cur-

rent, as have the scalings and reductions

for the large ionization chamber at Der-

wood.

GEOMAGNETIC STUDIES

An important rocket experiment for

indicating the height (by magnetometer)

of electric current layers in the atmosphere

responsible for the solar daily magnetic

variation showed that these currents prob-

ably flow near the ioo-km level. This

experiment was carried out by the Armed
Services at a site off the west coast of Peru,

and was conducted by scientists of the

Applied Physics and Naval Ordnance

Laboratories, who solved the very con-

siderable technical problems of this diffi-

cult experiment. It is gratifying to note

that this direct experiment, proposed by

the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism,

has yielded immediate returns of con-

sequence.

In co-operation with Scripps Institution

of Oceanography, theoretical estimates

were made of the electromotive forces in-

duced in the oceans by the various geo-

magnetic variations. These electromotive

forces form an electrical background of

the ocean which affects other oceano-

graphic measurements such as the e.m.f.'s

due to mass transport of electrically con-

ducting ocean water across the lines of

force of the earth's permanent magnetic

field. The estimates made seem to afford

an upper limit to the e.m.f.'s expected

from geomagnetic variations and indicate

that measurements such as those of Von
Arx, of the Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution, can lead to useful informa-

tion on the movement of ocean (water)

currents.

In co-operation with Dr. Oliver Wulf,

of the U. S. Weather Bureau, an attempt

is being made to correlate irregularities

in the upper-air wind pattern, as indicated

by irregularities of the solar daily varia-

tion, with the daily surface barometric

charts or weather charts for North America

and surrounding areas. In the case of two

years' data examined (1942 and 1949), no

conspicuous connection appears to have

been established. It is expected that this

investigation will be continued, compari-

sons being made between the magnetic

changes and daily difference charts of

barometric pressure.

Theory of Aurora, Cosmic Rays, and

Magnetic Storms

An examination is being made of the

possible role of an equatorial electric ring

current, surrounding the earth at a dis-

tance of a few earth radii, in the genera-

tion of aurora and polar magnetic dis-

turbance. Surface phenomena of the ring

are being examined to note whether par-

ticles of sufficient energy might be pro-

duced by electric fields generated in the

surface by induction. Particular attention

is being devoted to the area of the ring

within the earth's shadow, which may en-

compass daily more of the ring at the times

of equinox than at the solstices.

Portable Magnetic Observatory

The compact portable magnetic observa-

tory referred to in last year's report is

undergoing test at the Cheltenham Mag-

netic Observatory. A number of optical

modifications and improvements have

been made, and remaining efforts are

being concentrated on improving the sta-

bility of the horizontal quartz-fiber mount-

ing for the element recording vertical

magnetic intensity.
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Conclusion of Magnetic Publications,

HUANCAYO AND WaTHEROO,

Under CIW Auspices

In co-operation with the Instituto Geo-

fisico de Huancayo, Peru, and the Depart-

ment of Mines and Mineral Resources,

Australia, the manuscripts were prepared

of magnetic tables covering the years 1945-

1947, inclusive, for Huancayo and Wath-

eroo. These two volumes, to be published

by the Carnegie Institution, will be issued

under joint auspices since they include

results of measurements made during the

last half of the year 1947, after transfer of

the observatories to the Peruvian and

Australian governments.

Tables of K-indices of geomagnetic

activity for the Second International Polar

Year, 1932-1933, for Point Barrow, Huan-

cayo, and Watheroo were prepared and

forwarded for publication by the Com-
mission for the Liquidation of the Second

Polar Year.

Magnetic Surveys

The Department has continued to co-

operate with others through the loan of

magnetometers to interested organizations

in many countries abroad, and in this

country mainly to the U. S. Coast and

Geodetic Survey. Most of these instru-

ments have been in rather active use to

overtake serious deficiencies due to lack

of surveys during the war years in various

continents.

A visually recording magnetograph was

loaned to the National Bureau of Stand-

ards to supplement a similar magneto-

graph previously installed by the Depart-

ment for the Bureau at Sterling, Virginia.

The latter instrument has been used by

the Bureau as a basis for short-term

forecasts of radio communications condi-

tions.

JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH

During the report year the Journal has

continued its active role of providing a

suitable medium for the circulation of

geophysical ideas of general interest. This

work has required the attention of W. E.

Scott, as well as the occasional services

of other staff members.

LABORATORY PHYSICS

NUCLEAR PHYSICS

The study of proton-proton scattering

has continued during the year. It was

hoped that more accurate measurements

on the angular distribution of scattered

protons in the energy region from 200 to

900 kilovolts might yield information about

the shape of the potential well describing

the interaction of two protons. All pre-

viously existing proton-scattering data up

to 3.5 mev can be accounted for by assum-

ing a simple square well with depth 10.5

mev and radius e
2/mc2

.

Data have now been obtained for inci-

dent proton energies from 200 to 900 kv,

in steps of 100 kv, for the ratio of scatter-

ing at angles 15 ° to 45 ° to scattering at a

fixed angle of 15 °. Present techniques

for monitoring and measuring the proton-

beam current in the scattering chamber

have not to date proved sufficiently reliable

in this energy region to obtain absolute

scattering cross sections with the pre-

cision desired. The relative scattering

cross sections found by experiment have

been compared with theoretical values

calculated from equations and tables pub-

lished by Breit and collaborators. By a

proper choice of the S wave phase shift Ko
(scattering of protons having zero relative

angular momentum) at each energy, a

theoretical curve of scattering against
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angle can be found which agrees with the

experimental curves to about i per cent.

This set of phase shifts Ko appears to be

in good agreement with the assumption of

a square well potential of the dimensions

given above, which fits all other scatter-

ing data up to 3.5 mev. A set of these

new data has been sent to Breit for more

careful analysis.

Mr. E. Wantuch, a predoctorate fellow

of the Atomic Energy Commission from

New York University, used the large

generator for work on neutron-deuteron

scattering. Neutrons of energy 4.5 and

5.5 mev from a gas target of deuterium

bombarded by deuterons were used. A
gas scattering target of deuterium was

employed. Observations were made on

the angular distribution of recoil deuterons

with a coincidence proportional counter

telescope. Differential scattering cross sec-

tions were obtained which appeared to

require both S and D wave scattering to

account for the shape of the experimental

curves.

A small group from Catholic University,

under the direction of Dr. F. L. Talbott,

has continued part-time use of the Depart-

ment's high-voltage equipment for experi-

ments on the angular distribution of dis-

integration particles.

BIOPHYSICS

Special provision was made by the In-

stitution in 1938 for a cyclotron, a new
laboratory building, and a small group of

physicists at the Department in order to

underwrite a fresh and vigorous collabo-

ration with the various medical and bio-

logical investigators in the Washington-

Baltimore area. As a natural extension of

the Department's work in nuclear physics,

the use of radioactive tracer isotopes and

other techniques and ideas of modern

physics for studies of living matter offered

new challenges and opportunities. The
postwar availability of radioactive isotopes

from Oak Ridge has reduced the service

load on the group and has permitted a

vigorous program of individual research

on biological material by these physicists.

This program is beginning to bear fruit

in substantial research contributions,

despite the long preparation necessary

before a man can be creative in the areas

where physics, chemistry, and biology

merge. It is natural that most of the ex-

perimental work is biochemical in nature,

but the actual measurements carried out

are not made primarily for their usefulness

in application, but as further stimulus for

the investigation of process and order in

living matter, as viewed by physicists from

their own specialized background of quan-

titative training and experience.

Much of this year's effort was devoted

to studies of the relations of inorganic

ions to cellular activity. Special emphasis

was given to potassium, phosphate, mag-

nesium, and sulfate, and to the roles of

these substances in controlling metabolic

pathways. Work has also been continued

on studies of the biological effects of radia-

tion and on protection requirements.

Effects of Inorganic Ions on Cellular

Activity

The role of inorganic ions in cellular

activity is a study which has fascinated

many of the great students of living

matter. These substances do not undergo

the complex and mystifying changes which

are found when carbon and its compounds

are studied; hence, their behavior is more

accessible to experimental approach. They

form a bridge between the inorganic and

organic world and offer one avenue of

approach for eventual study of the origin

of life.

The "potassium problem" has particu-

larly drawn the attention of many inves-
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tigators for nearly a century. This puzzle

of the ability of a wide variety of organ-

isms to concentrate needed potassium from

the environment has been discussed at

great length in terms of permeability con-

cepts, but no really satisfactory explanation

of the universal nature of the process has

been attained. Many investigators have

used mammalian nerve, muscle, and red

blood cells in the study of potassium accu-

mulations, and others have worked with

plant cells. In all these cells the membrane

is only slightly permeable to potassium,

with the result that there is no immediate

correlation of biochemical reactions which

bind potassium ions with the accumula-

tion of potassium in the cell. Furthermore,

with these cells it is difficult, if not im-

possible, to distinguish between changes

in the fundamental biochemical reactions

and changes in the permeability of the

membrane.

In the case of the bacterium Escherichia

coli, however, the membrane is so com-

pletely permeable to potassium ions that

the rates of reaction can be studied directly

without the additional complications aris-

ing from the characteristics of the semi-

permeable membrane. Seventy-five per

cent of the volume of the E. coli cell is

occupied by water, and this water contains

the same concentration of potassium as

the fluid in which the cell is suspended.

Equilibrium with the surrounding fluid

is reached rapidly even at temperatures

low enough to stop metabolic activity.

Consequently the potassium contained in

this "water space" can be removed readily

by washing the cells in a potassium-free

fluid.

In addition to the potassium of the

"water space," the cell contains roughly

2 mg potassium per milliliter of cells. This

portion of the potassium is bound in some

manner; it cannot be removed by simple

washing procedures. Measurements of the

rates of uptake and release of the bound

potassium show that they are quantitatively

related to the carbohydrate metabolism of

the cell. Furthermore, the kinetics of the

movement of potassium can be explained

by Langmuir's classic equation for the

adsorption of molecules on a surface. In

the case of potassium binding, however,

the sites for adsorption are furnished by

intermediate products of carbohydrate

metabolism. Consequently, the Langmuir

equations must be modified to take into

account the creation and destruction of the

sites on which the potassium is bound.

For example, the rate of exchange of

bound potassium is very low unless the

medium contains glucose or some other

carbohydrate. In the presence of glucose

new sites are created and the old ones

destroyed, the process resulting in a very

rapid exchange.

Some additional insight into the binding

mechanism was obtained by a study of

the competition between potassium and

other ions for the binding sites. These

experiments showed that potassium is the

most strongly bound, followed by rubid-

ium, cesium, hydrogen, and sodium.

Sodium is so weakly held that special

procedures are required to demonstrate

any binding whatsoever.

The observations on the exchange of

potassium and its relation to the utiliza-

tion of carbohydrates by the cell sug-

gested that the sites were furnished by

the phosphorylated sugars, to which the

potassium was bound by salt formation.

Such compounds are difficult to identify

by ordinary chemical procedures, since the

salt dissociates in aqueous solutions. Dur-

ing the past year special techniques were

evolved to meet these difficulties.

Compounds extracted from dried cells

with alcohol were analyzed by paper chro-

matography, using nonaqueous solvents.

By this method it could be shown that the
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potassium was associated with a reducing

substance containing phosphorus which

had the characteristic movement in the

chromatogram of hexose phosphate.

Further information on the role of

potassium was obtained by studying the

effect of potassium deficiency on growth,

on the incorporation of sulfur into pro-

teins, and on the incorporation of phos-

phate into nucleic acids and phospho-

lipids of the cells. It was found that all

these processes were affected in a way that

suggests that the quantity of potassium

bound in the cell regulates the rate at

which energy for synthesis is derived from

carbohydrate metabolism.

It thus appears that potassium diffuses

freely into the cell and forms compounds

with some of the products of carbohydrate

metabolism. Some of the characteristics

of the compounds have been established,

and they appear to be potassium salts of

hexose phosphate. Finally, it is clear that

the release of energy for synthesis is de-

pendent on the potassium supply of the

cell.

The more complicated cells such as

mammalian nerve and muscle show many
of these general characteristics, particularly

the increased uptake of potassium in the

presence of glucose. Since the carbohy-

drate metabolism is similar in most cells,

it seems likely that the reactions concern-

ing potassium may also be related, despite

the difficulties of direct observation which

are introduced by the membranes sur-

rounding these cells.

The fact that minute amounts of certain

elements can have profound effects on

the living process has long fascinated

students of biology. Unfortunately, the

quantities necessary to produce these effects

are so small as to be commonly present

as impurities in even high-grade chemicals.

To facilitate studies of the role of trace

elements, a number of techniques have

been evolved. These include cation con-

trol of the media by passage through syn-

thetic resin columns, and use of plastics

and siliconed vessels to minimize contri-

butions from the containers and growth

tubes employed. These methods permitted

studies to be made at levels of less than

one-tenth part per billion (o.oooi ppm)
of the ion or element under examination.

The role of magnesium in the control

of cellular metabolism has been examined.

This element is essential to almost all

forms of life. Among its known important

functions is its role as an activator of many
enzyme systems, particularly those having

to do with phosphate transfer and dipepti-

dase activity. Studies of the influence of

magnesium concentration have shown

that P32
uptake was diminished by a

factor of ten when this particular cation

was not present in the medium. Further-

more, the relative distribution of P32 was

altered, with ribose nucleic acid formation

being particularly depressed. Use of mag-

nesium as a controller of cellular metabo-

lism will doubtless be of importance in

future studies of metabolic pathways in-

volved in synthetic activity.

In the course of studies of trace element

metabolism, a relation of the uptake of

nickel, cobalt, cadmium, zinc, and man-

ganese to magnesium utilization was dis-

covered. The latter cation controls both

the uptake and the toxicity of the five

elements. These phenomena have been

tentatively explained in terms of competi-

tion for adsorption sites in the organism.

The further suggestion may be made that

the amount of any given cation taken up

by microorganisms is a function of the

concentration of the other cations in the

medium.

Sulfur is an essential constituent of

living matter and is universally found in

protein. Studies of the metabolism of

sulfate sulfur with special reference to the
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synthesis of proteins by microorganisms

have been undertaken using several ana-

lytical procedures simultaneously. These

procedures include the use of normal cells

and of biochemical mutants of E. coli,

radioactive tracer technique, the application

of paper chromatography, the use of chemi-

cally defined synthetic media of simple

composition, and the conventional methods

for the study of growth and nutrition of

microbial cultures. The studies demon-

strate that the sulfur content of E. coli,

exclusive of water-space sulfur, depends

upon the amount of available sulfur in

the culture media, being maximally 3.5

mg sulfur per milliliter of cells. Inorganic

sulfur is firmly bound by the cell, entering

into a variety of organic combinations.

Radioactive chromatograms indicate the

kinds and amounts of sulfur compounds

formed through synthetic activity by the

cells. Among them are sulfur-containing

amino acids and proteins as well as un-

identified products. An energy source

such as glucose and a nitrogen source such

as ammonium ions are both necessary to

the metabolic utilization of inorganic sul-

fur. The nitrogen-to-sulfur ratio of cells

low in sulfur is the same as that of cells

having optimal sulfur content, a fact

which indicates that sulfur-starved cells

do not vary grossly in qualitative composi-

tion. Sulfur bound by the cell is passed

on to succeeding generations essentially

without loss to the environment.

Biochemical mutants of E. coli have been

employed in studies directed toward eluci-

dation of the biochemical pathways by

which inorganic sulfur is synthesized to

protein. The use of mutant cells with

radioactive tracer procedures has demon-

strated that the mutant cells may syn-

thesize inorganic sulfur into various com-

pounds even though a preformed organic

sulfur compound is necessary to growth

and reproduction. The usefulness of the

biochemical mutant is in this way com-

plemented and extended. Studies of nor-

mal cells grown in media containing two

sulfur sources, one radioactively labeled,

show that the composition of the amino

acids containing radioactive sulfur is highly

dependent upon the kinds of sulfur com-

pounds available in the nutrient medium.

It is possible by this method to control to

some extent both the qualitative and the

quantitative distribution of radioactive

sulfur among the sulfur compounds syn-

thesized by the cell. These studies em-
ploying rigid control and multiple analyt-

ical procedures are continuing in the

effort to learn more of the role of sulfur

in the economy of the cell and in the

synthesis of protein.

As a part of last year's study of the

vitamin B12, some measurements were

made to determine the effect of a B12

deficiency on phosphorus metabolism.

Lactobacillus leichmannii was used as the

test material, since this organism is known
to require B12 for growth. It was found

that a lack of B12 reduced the rate of

synthesis of nucleic acids, particularly the

desoxyribose nucleic acid. As this com-

pound is a major constituent of the

bacteriophage virus T4, experiments were

also carried out to determine whether B12

is involved in the synthesis of this virus.

It was found that the host E. coli normally

contained enough B12 so that very little

effect was observed when B12 was added.

When the bacteria were stored for several

days, however, they became depleted of

B12, and a marked increase in the rate of

virus production was observed when B12

was added to the growth medium.

Radiation Effects

Studies of the effects of radiation on

mice have been made. Using a dose of

500 r, it has been possible to irradiate
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young mice and to alter the number of

animals surviving by a factor of as much
as 30 or 40 per cent by injections of

Aminopterin in amounts of 10 micrograms

or less, after the radiation. The working

hypothesis was that, if metabolism in the

mouse could be slowed down, harmful

products produced by ionizing radiation

might be removed from the metabolic

cycle before much synthesis took place,

and the chances of fatal results would then

be reduced. According to this concept,

some of the changes in the molecules which

ultimately cause death are very minor

substitutions, and these defective mole-

cules, which accumulate in synthesis and

fatally interfere with vital processes, are

almost the same as those in the normal

metabolic stream. Thus, the kinds of

changes that must be looked for in radia-

tion damage are not great molecular

changes, but modest rearrangements with-

in a physiological molecule. The slowing

down of metabolism permits more of these

molecules to enter the excretion stream

and thus be lost.

Another series of studies on the bio-

logical effects of radiation has been con-

tinued by Dr. W. R. Duryee, of the Na-

tional Cancer Institute, working at this

laboratory. Following up previous investi-

gations on the effect of X-rays, he has

made parallel experiments on the effects

of beta rays on the cell nucleus. The

source of radiation was radiophosphorus

injected into salamanders. The resulting

beta rays were found more efficient than

comparable X-ray doses in destroying the

chromosomes of the large eggs. The

mechanism involves breaking up of the

linear chromosomes into droplets and their

final flowing together into a spherical

body similar to the nucleolus. This finding

helps explain the death phenomena long

known to be associated with irradiation.

Radioautographs have been used to follow

the distribution of phosphorus. These

show that the tracer concentrates in the

nucleus by a factor of two over the cyto-

plasm. At low temperatures (5 C) beta

radiation damage may be delayed for

several weeks with normal-appearing

nuclei. Since these cells had continued to

receive the same amount of bombardment

as those killed much earlier at room tem-

peratures, it has thus been shown that the

mechanism of damage is through indirect

action. The experiments further show that

the resultant chemical reactions have a

relatively high temperature coefficient.

New tissue-culture techniques have been

developed for the study of living am-

phibian cells, both normal and cancerous.

Using the exceptionally large migrating

cells obtainable from this material, it is

expected that microdissection techniques

will throw light on the biophysical mech-

anisms of the cell nucleus.

Cyclotron Operation

Our 60-inch cyclotron continues to rep-

resent both opportunities and responsibili-

ties. Besides being used in the preparation

of isotopes for work at this laboratory,

the instrument has been employed for

making radioactive isotopes to be sent to

some thirty-five research groups in this

country and abroad. The active substances

are furnished free of charge to organiza-

tions pursuing fundamental research ob-

jectives. The biophysics group has re-

sponsibility for cyclotron scheduling and

operation, and in many cases actually un-

dertakes the preparation of purified tracer

substances. The heightened interest in

problems of atomic energy has prompted

numerous requests by professional and

military groups for lectures and for guided

tours to see the cyclotron. For the most

part these requests have been met.

Through familiarity with many techniques

and by reason of excellent facilities, our
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group is able to assist visiting investigators

and others in a wide variety of research

problems.

Visitors

During the past year the group has

benefited from contacts with numerous

visitors. In particular, several men have

spent a month or more working in this

laboratory. Dr. G. E. Boyd, of the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, made studies

of technitium isotopes, employing the

cyclotron. Dr. Emanuel Epstein, of the

Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture, spent a two-month

period in collaborative research using our

microbiological techniques. Dr. William

T. Ham, Jr., of the Medical College of

Virginia, was active in making neutron

measurement studies in connection with

the research program of the National Re-

search Council Committee on Radiation

Cataracts. Dr. W. C. Knox, of the Na-

tional Institutes of Health, studied prepa-

ration of iodinated proteins to be used

in investigation of the mechanism of anti-

body formation. Dr. R. C. Likins, of the

National Institutes of Health, has -con-

tinued investigations of fluorine adsorption

on enamel of teeth, using radio fluorine.

Dr. Robert Nieset, of Tulane University,

joined our group in a comparative study of

potassium, rubidium, and cesium perme-

ability of E. coli. Dr. I. Z. Roberts, of the

National Cancer Institute, was active in

many of the research activities of the

group, including the potassium and B12

studies.

OPERATIONS AND STAFF

It is with regret that we record the

death of two of our associates. Harry

Durward Harradon, former librarian, died

unexpectedly December 8, 1949, of coro-

nary thrombosis shortly after his retire-

ment. William Joseph Rooney, staff mem-
ber, died August 31, 1949, following

an automobile accident while en route

home from two months of field work in

California.

Mr. Harradon joined the Department

in 1912 as librarian, translator, and editor,

and thus had devoted some thirty-seven

years of his life to the activities of the

Institution. In addition to his library and

bibliographic work, he took a large part

in the editing of many manuscripts for

articles in the scientific journals, particu-

larly the Journal of Terrestrial Magnetism

and Atmospheric Electricity (now the

Journal of Geophysical Research). He
was active in the International Union of

Geodesy and Geophysics, the American

Geophysical Union, and other scientific

societies.

Mr. Rooney joined the staff of the De-

partment in 1924 as electrical engineer and

physicist. He was considered an authority

on earth currents and resistivity measure-

ments, and conducted surveys in many
parts of the world. One of his major

contributions was his finding of the anom-

alous behavior of earth currents at Tucson,

Arizona, reflecting seasonal changes in

the upper atmosphere. With Mr. Gish, of

the Department, he developed the Gish-

Rooney method of electrical prospecting.

He was the author of a number of articles

in scientific journals and of the chapter

on earth currents in the series "Physics of

the Earth." He was a member of a num-
ber of scientific societies and at the time

of his death was a panel member of the

Research and Development Board.

Co-operative Work of the Department

Co-operation with individuals and or-

ganizations here and abroad was con-

tinued in line with the Institution's estab-

lished policy.
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Research work has continued under two

government contracts mentioned in the

previous report, both written on a non-

profit basis, and providing for investiga-

tions of the earth's crust, atmospheric

electricity, and cosmic rays. Staff members

continue to assist the government as con-

sultants, usually for relatively short

periods; one member, however, has been

on full-time leave of absence for the entire

year and another for two months. Re-

cently three members have been partici-

pating, on a full-time basis but without

compensation from the government, in a

study concerned with national defense.

The Department's collaboration has con-

tinued with Dr. Louis B. Flexner, of the

Department of Embryology, with a num-
ber of members of the staff of the Geo-

physical Laboratory, with Dr. Seth B.

Nicholson, of Mount Wilson and Palomar

Observatories, and with representatives of

the National Institutes of Health, National

Bureau of Standards, U. S. Departments

of Agriculture, Defense, and State, U. S.

Geological Survey, Brookhaven National

Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, National Cancer Institute, Medical

College of Virginia, Applied Physics Labo-

ratory of Johns Hopkins University, and

Catholic, Georgetown, George Washing-

ton, and Tulane Universities.

As indicated above, radioactive isotopes

were produced and distributed to some
thirty-five different groups this year in

the United States and abroad (with re-

peated shipments to many).

One of the biophysics staff acted as

chairman of the National Research Coun-

cil's Committee on Radiation Cataracts.

He also organized and was chairman of a

Radiation Cataract Conference in which

some fifty leading scientists in nuclear

physics, biochemistry, and ophthalmology

participated; organization of the confer-

ence was aided by Dr. W. T. Ham, Jr.,

of the Medical College of Virginia, who
has been engaged in part-time work at our

laboratory under the auspices of the Na-
tional Research Council. The Committee

on Radiation Cataracts was organized for

the purpose of evaluating the original

incidents in which a number of nuclear

physicists suffered damage from cyclotron

radiations, of seeking to prevent further

injuries, and of attempting to foster a

research program that might lead to an

understanding of the nature of cataract

damage and possibly ultimately to amel-

ioration of the effects. Work has pro-

gressed on all these phases. Recently, the

importance of the committee's effort has

been enhanced by the discovery of a num-
ber of radiation cataracts in survivors of

the atomic bomb explosion at Hiroshima.

After the fire in which the Princeton

cyclotron was destroyed it was possible

to render considerable assistance to several

Princeton graduate students in their re-

search programs.

Radioactive collectors with which to

measure the electric field of the atmos-

phere were supplied to investigators in

Argentina, Italy, and Java.

A section on the subject of "Ions in the

atmosphere" was prepared during the

year for the "Compendium on meteor-

ology" soon to be published by the Ameri-

can Meteorological Society.

A paper was prepared on the "Rela-

tionship between particles normally found

in the atmosphere" for presentation at

Symposium III on Aerosols, Army Chemi-

cal Center, during April 1950.

In the operation of Compton-Bennett

cosmic-ray meters the Department has

enjoyed the continued co-operation of

the usual four observatories mentioned

previously and of the Climax (Colorado)

station of the University of Chicago.

The Department and the Geophysical

Laboratory continued their joint seismic
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investigations with the active help of the

Navy, the Tennessee Valley Authority,

Mr. E. L. Stanton of Los Angeles (who

gave permission to observe on Santa

Cruz Island in California), and the Seis-

mological Laboratory of the California

Institute of Technology. We are also in-

debted to Pennsylvania State College,

Shell Oil Company, Texas Company, and

United Geophysical Company for the loan

of equipment for these investigations.

The University of Virginia and West
Virginia University are co-operating in

arranging for local sites and personnel

and in the studies of ionospheric variations

from a triangle of stations, the third sta-

tion being at the Derwood Experimental

Laboratory.

Through the courtesy of the U. S.

Weather Bureau, Dr. Oliver R. Wulf
spent November and December at the

Department working on problems of

mutual interest.

Publications

In addition to the scientific papers ap-

pearing in current literature, five volumes

of the Researches of the Department have

been published in microfilm, containing

results of earth-current and atmospheric-

electric observations at the Huancayo,

Tucson, and Watheroo observatories;

these are listed under "Major publications"

in the bibliography.

Manuscripts for two volumes of mag-

netic results from Huancayo and Wath-
eroo, 1945 to 1947, are complete except

for final typing.

Administration and Operation

Editing of the Journal of Geophysical

Research was continued, with the usual

support from the Institution.

A surplus Dodge carryall, with four-

wheel drive, was loaned by the Navy for

the work on the earth's crust.

A contract was made with Mr. O. W.
Anderson for the free use of his land,

including an abandoned quarry, near

Dickerson, Maryland, for seismic investi-

gations.

The Department and the Geophysical

Laboratory arranged for the Directors and

staff members of other departments who
were in Washington for the annual meet-

ings in December 1949 to visit the two

laboratories along with members of the

two staffs.

Seminars

Staff meetings were held as usual during

the winter on two days per month. These

afforded opportunity for members of the

staff, generally two at each meeting, to

report on their current research activities

or on other items of interest.

In addition, the biophysics group con-

ducted weekly seminars starting in Janu-

ary. Roughly half the talks were given

by invited visitors and half by the bio-

physics staff.

Lectures Given by Visitors

October 13, 1949, "Some problems of

thermodynamics of growth," by A. O.

Hutchens.

November 21, 1949, "Magnetic effects

of movements of the high atmosphere and

their relation to solar activity," by O. R.

Wulf.

March 10, 1950, "Ionospheric disturb-

ances," by W. R. Piggott.

March 15, 1950, "Nucleonic cascade and

the nuclear evaporation induced by cosmic

rays," by F. Bernardini.

April 20, 1950, "Recent experiments in

liquid helium II," by J. R. Pellam.
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DIVISION OF PLANT BIOLOGY

Stanford, California

C. STACY FRENCH, Director

The means by which plants manu-

facture organic food and the evolutionary

mechanisms by which they have reached

their great variation in form, size, and

distribution have, as in past years, been

under investigation by the Division.

One group in the Division is concerned

primarily with investigating the first steps

in the process of photosynthesis. The
absorption of light by the various chloro-

plast pigments and the means by which

this energy is converted into forms useful

to the living plant have been studied in

a variety of ways.

In the middle of this year an instrument

for the photoelectric recording of fluores-

cence spectra was placed in operation. By
means of their fluorescence spectra certain

chloroplast pigments can be identified and

the transfer of energy from one pigment to

another may perhaps be followed in photo-

synthetic organisms. It has been found

that the fluorescence spectra of red algae

do not match the summations of the

fluorescence spectra of their purified pig-

ments. The different pigments do, how-

ever, function, at least to a certain extent,

independently of one another, as is shown
by the finding that those colors of light

which are strongly absorbed by chloro-

phyll cause only chlorophyll fluorescence,

whereas other colors give rise also to fluo-

rescence of the pigments phycoerythrin and

phycocyanin. Whether these other pig-

ments can transfer to chlorophyll the light

energy which they absorb or whether they

use it directly for photosynthesis is one of

the questions under study by means of

fluorescence spectroscopy.

A highly fluorescent pigment present in

the cells which surround the so-called

guard cells controlling the openings

through which gases enter the leaves has

been found in certain species of vetch. The

fluorescence spectrum of this new pig-

ment resembles those of certain types of

porphyrins. Its function, if any, has not

been established, but its location makes

it of interest as possibly being concerned

in the controlling mechanism of gas ex-

change between the leaf and the atmos-

phere.

The analysis and intercomparison of

graphical data which cannot be summa-

rized by useful equations is a necessary

but difficult part of many experimental

programs, particularly those in which use

is to be made of the absorption and fluores-

cence spectra of mixtures of substances. A
versatile device to facilitate various mathe-

matical operations on plotted curves is

being developed for such purposes.

The development of the ability to evolve

oxygen has been studied in plants which

have been grown in the dark and then

illuminated for various periods of time.

A five-minute illumination period suffices

to transform all the protochlorophyll of

dark-grown plants into chlorophyll a.

Plants having received that treatment are,

however, incapable of carrying on photo-

synthesis unless more time elapses either

in light or in dark. During this period

either the chlorophyll undergoes further

changes or necessary new substances are

formed. Succeeding light exposures gen-

erate both more chlorophyll a and a photo-

synthetic capacity which is in direct

proportion to the extra chlorophyll a for-

mation. It is thus evident that inactive chlo-
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rophyll may exist in leaves, that chlorophyll

b is not essential for photosynthesis, and

that the development of the factors other

than chlorophyll or the conversion of

chlorophyll from an inactive to an active

form can thus be followed.

Still another approach to the study of

the photochemical part of the process of

photosynthesis can be made through the

use of mutant strains of the alga Chlorella.

Three photosynthetic mutants, differing

from one another in various ways, are at

hand. They all have in common the

ability to form chlorophyll, but lack the

capacity to absorb carbon dioxide and to

form their own food by photosynthesis.

One of the mutants liberates oxygen, and

the others do not.

Oxygen evolution in the light by the

mutant which has retained this capacity

is dependent on the presence of metabolic

products in the cells which may be pro-

duced by the normal cellular breakdown

of glucose. One of these mutants forms

more chlorophyll in the dark and in weak
light than in strong light, another makes

more in strong light, and a third mutant

and the normal strain fall between these

two extremes.

The assimilation of nitrate by normal

Chlorella in the absence of carbon dioxide

has been found to be dependent upon an

external supply of glucose and also of

phosphate ion. This would suggest that

in Chlorella, nitrate is not assimilated by a

direct photochemical reaction, but the

process is dependent upon the accumula-

tion of photosynthetic products.

The chloroplast experiments have been

continued with much the same objectives

that were described in the report last year.

The reactivation by precipitation of dis-

integrated chloroplast material has been

found to depend primarily upon the physi-

cal state of the precipitate rather than upon

the nature of the chemicals used to cause

the precipitation. Similar effects are ob-

tained by treatment with various salts, by

increased acidity, and by very low con-

centrations of streptomycin, a substance

which combines specifically with the

chloroplast material. The reduction of a

dye is used to measure the activity of such

preparations. At the high light intensities

normally used for such tests, the back

reaction by which the dye is catalytically

reoxidized does not interfere. It has re-

cently been found that the back reaction

can be stopped by cyanide, so that the

measurement is possible even at low light

intensities. Using monochromatic light,

the action spectrum for the photochemical

activity of isolated chloroplasts was de-

termined, in order to compare this separate

step of photosynthesis with the over-all

process with respect to the participation of

chlorophyll and carotenoids.

Methods have been worked out for

separating uronides from leaves in the

course of an investigation on their chemis-

try, occurrence, and function in the higher

plants. It appears possible that the great

variations, independent of photosynthesis

or respiration, of sugar concentration in

leaves may be associated with a reversible

formation of uronides, which ties up the

sugars. In higher plants a considerable

portion of the carbon dioxide taken up in

photosynthesis is apparently converted into

complex molecules consisting in part at

least of uronides.

A laboratory-scale study of practical

means for the industrial production of

Chlorella has been concluded by the Stan-

ford Research Institute under the sponsor-

ship of the Research Corporation. Some
of the Division staff followed this work in

an advisory capacity. It was concluded that

such an undertaking, though technically

feasible, would probably require further

development to become an economically

sound enterprise under present conditions

in this country.
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The study of the principles controlling

the evolution of plants has been further

refined by the use of controlled green-

houses at the California Institute of Tech-

nology. Some species, whose genetic con-

stitution is well known and whose response

to various natural environments has been

investigated for years, were grown under

a series of known day and night tempera-

tures. Such experiments under controlled

conditions may lead to better knowledge

of the genetic and physiological factors

that determine the type of environment in

which a particular race can succeed, and

to an understanding of the means by which

genetic factors control the physiological

responses of related strains.

During the year a number of the long-

term experiments of the experimental tax-

onomy group have been continued and

several species of plants have been ex-

amined for their suitability as experimental

material for such studies. Much of this

exploratory work has been done by Stan-

ford University graduate students associ-

ated with the Division.

To further the understanding of the

evolution of the bluegrasses, a cytological

study of chromosomal pairing has recently

been started in addition to the physiologi-

cal, genetical, and taxonomic approaches

previously in progress. During the forma-

tion of germ cells in all plants and animals

there occurs a stage in which the chromo-

somes normally line up in pairs. This

stage is of evolutionary importance because

a failure of pairing leads to uneven dis-

tribution of the chromosomes to the germ

cells and, accordingly, often to sterility.

Bluegrasses are being used in a study

of the types of environmental influence

which can affect this pairing. The pur-

pose of this study is to gain an understand-

ing of the nature of pairing. A study of

plants grown at Stanford, Mather, and

Timberline revealed that in some of the

plants pairing is not influenced by the

environment. Under the severe weather

conditions of the Timberline station, how-

ever, there were in other plants signifi-

cantly more unpaired chromosomes than

in the same plants at Stanford and Mather.
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On June 30, 1950, Dr. Herman A.

Spoehr retired. He has been continuously

and intimately associated with the bo-

tanical program of the Institution for forty

years except for a year in 1930-1931 when
he served as Director of Natural Sciences

in the Rockefeller Foundation. In 191

he joined the staff of the Desert Laboratory

in Tucson, Arizona, then moved to Car-

mel, California, when the Coastal Labora-

tory was established. His administrative

effort and skill in the formation and de-

velopment of this Division also made

possible the effective work of numerous

investigators in many different aspects of

modern botanical research. The Division

is fortunate in that Dr. Spoehr plans to

continue his laboratory research and writ-

ing after retirement.

BIOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS

The Fluorescence Spectra of Algae

C. S. French and Violet M. Koski

It has been found in several laboratories

that in addition to the activity of chloro-

phylls a and b in photosynthesis, other

pigments such as the brown pigment

fucoxanthin, the blue protein pigment of

many algae, phycocyanin, and the red

coloring matter of red algae, phycoeryth-

rin, all participate as light absorbers in

the process of photosynthesis. In the case

of fucoxanthin there is evidence to indi-

cate that light absorbed by this carotenoid

pigment is not used directly for photo-

synthesis, but is first transferred to chloro-

phyll, which then carries out the photo-

synthesis reaction in a normal manner.

This transfer of energy from fucoxanthin

to chlorophyll was found some years ago,

by means of measurements of the fluores-

cence of chlorophyll.

The intriguing problem as to whether

other pigments, such as phycoerythrin and

phycocyanin, which are chemically fairly

closely related to chlorophyll, may partici-

pate directly in the photosynthetic reac-

tion, or whether they must first give their

absorbed energy to chlorophyll, is being

widely discussed. The evidence for and

against the participation of these pigments

by means of energy transfer to chlorophyll

is far from conclusive either way. Whether

or not chlorophyll is the only pigment

directly involved in photosynthesis has not

been settled by studies of pigment distribu-

tion in various species. No photosynthetic

organism has yet been found to lack chlo-

rophyll a or a closely related chlorophyll.

On the other hand, light absorbed by the

phycobilin pigments in red algae is utilized

more effectively for photosynthesis than is

light absorbed directly by chlorophyll.

In last year's report there was a brief

description of a recording spectrophotom-

eter under construction in this laboratory.

This instrument was completed this winter

and has been in use, with some modifica-

tions, for several months in the study of

the fluorescence spectra of red algae and

other material. The question as to whether

or not energy transfer between pigments

actually exists is not likely to be settled

until much more is known about the

fluorescent behavior of the various pig-

ments both in extracts and in living algae.

A number of observations have therefore

been made in relation to the behavior of

the fluorescence of chloroplast pigments.

One of the most striking effects observed

is that the fluorescence spectrum of red

algae differs greatly when the fluorescence

is excited by different incident wave

lengths. This effect is due to the fact that
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each of the fluorescing pigments has its

own absorption spectrum, and that these

spectra differ appreciably. Light of a par-

ticular wave length may be strongly

absorbed by one of these pigments and

only weakly absorbed by the others. In

each case the fluorescence spectrum ob-

served will be mainly determined by the

substance which has the greatest capacity

for absorbing the incident light.

A striking illustration of this effect is

a comparison of the fluorescence spectra

of red algae illuminated with blue light

and with green light. A red alga such as

Porphyra naiadum receiving blue light at

wave length 436 mu gives a fluorescence

spectrum showing a very sharp peak at

wave length 685 mu which is characteristic

of chlorophyll. In addition to this peak

there is a small amount of longer wave

length fluorescence. This spectrum shows

no trace of fluorescence due either to

phycocyanin or to phycoerythrin, both of

which are abundant in these algae. If,

however, the same alga is illuminated with

green light of a wave length of 546 mu,
new bands are found in the fluorescence

spectrum. The spectrum is continuous, but

has peaks at 580, 655, and 685 mu due to

phycoerythrin, phycocyanin, and chloro-

phyll respectively. Such experiments have

done away with the whole concept that

these pigments might, in the living cell,

be linked as a sort of giant molecule which

absorbs and reradiates as a unit. There is

obviously no transfer of energy from

chlorophyll to either phycoerythrin or

phycocyanin. Whether or not the reverse

effect occurs is under investigation.

The problem, then, is to find out whether

light of wave lengths which are very

strongly absorbed by the phycobilins ex-

cites more chlorophyll fluorescence than

can be attributed to the absorption of light

by chlorophyll itself at these same wave

lengths. This may be the case in some

red algae.

In order to conclude that this compara-

tively high chlorophyll fluorescence from

green light is due to energy transfer from

the phycobilins, certain assumptions must

be made, namely, that under the con-

ditions of the experiment chlorophyll

fluorescence is not enhanced or quenched

by other photochemically formed products;

that differential screening of the incident

light by other pigments at various wave

lengths is not causing much loss of energy;

that the fluorescence yield of each pigment

in these algae is proportional to its light

absorption throughout the spectral range

used; and that the reabsorption of the

fluorescent light by pigments within the

algae is not significant.

Experiments are being carried out to

test these assumptions. Previous investi-

gators have shown that intensity anomalies

occur in the fluorescence behavior of Chlo-

rella and of leaves of higher plants when
they are illuminated after having been

kept in the dark or at a low light intensity,

even for a short while. A sudden outburst

of fluorescence may occur upon illumina-

tion, followed by a decrease until a steady

state is reached. A secondary maximum
may even be seen before the steady state

is reached, depending upon the conditions

during the exposure. The behavior of red

algae with regard to these phenomena has

not previously been investigated. We have

recently found that in the red algae the

intensity of the fluorescence of phycoeryth-

rin and of phycocyanin is constant even

after long dark periods. The changes with

time which are found in green leaves are,

however, evident in the chlorophyll fluores-

cence of red algae, but not in the fluores-

cence of the phycobilins. Not only does

the chlorophyll fluorescence change in

intensity with time, but the final steady

level which is reached is not always pro-
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portional to the incident intensity. In

freshly collected algae the changes are

slight, but in algae which have been kept

in sea water at 4 C. for several days the

changes are very pronounced. Means will

have to be devised to avoid such changes

during a series of measurements of the

fluorescence spectra with different inci-

dent wave lengths before the energy trans-

fer calculations can be undertaken.

The reabsorption of fluorescent light

within the algae may cause considerable

error if it is not taken into consideration.

Reabsorption may greatly distort the shape

of the fluorescence curve, causing a shift

in the position of the maximum and a

decrease in its height. This effect is more

pronounced with weakly absorbed incident

light. The occurrence of this phenomenon

can be more readily observed in brown

algae, which have no fluorescing pigments

besides chlorophyll. In these the fluores-

cence maximum has been observed to

shift from 681 mu to 687 mu when the

incident wave length is changed from 436

to 546 m|j. No evidence of a shift due to

this reabsorption has been observed in the

red algae thus far.

Our experiments to date still leave open

the possibility that the fluorescence of chlo-

rophyll in red algae illuminated with green

light may be attributed to energy transfer.

In living algae, phycoerythrin and phy-

cocyanin are within the chloroplasts. If

the algae are heated, the phycobilins dif-

fuse out of the chloroplasts and become

dissolved in the cell sap; after such heat-

ing these pigments are much more bril-

liantly fluorescent. The fluorescence spectra

obtained from red algae which have been

heated are somewhat similar to the fluo-

rescence spectra obtained from water ex-

tracts containing these two accessory

pigments.

It is necessary to consider the over-

lapping fluorescence of phycoerythrin and

phycocyanin to determine how much of

the fluorescence observed at 685 mu,

the chlorophyll peak, is actually due to

chlorophyll itself. Chlorophyll fluores-

cence in the living leaf has been found to

cover approximately the range from 630 to

below 700 mu; therefore, the fluorescence

of other pigments which fluoresce in this

region of the spectrum must be subtracted

in order to determine the intensity of

chlorophyll fluorescence. It was desirable,

therefore, to get the fluorescence spectra

of purified pigments for comparison with

spectra of the same pigments in live algae.

The fluorescence spectrum of purified phy-

coerythrin has been determined in col-

laboration with Professor Lawrence R.

Blinks, of the Hopkins Marine Station of

Stanford University. The positions of the

maxima of water solutions of the phyco-

bilins correspond fairly well to the posi-

tions in the living alga; the shapes of the

curves, however, are different. It is there-

fore not possible to analyze the curves of

the live algae by using the fluorescence

spectrum curves of the extracted pigments.

There is, however, some hope that families

of fluorescence spectra obtained from a

single alga at different wave lengths of

incident light may be susceptible to mathe-

matical analysis from which the curves of

the fluorescence spectra of the individual

components may be derived. If so, it

should be possible to measure the effective-

ness of different incident wave lengths in

exciting the fluorescence of chlorophyll,

of phycoerythrin, and of phycocyanin. If

this undertaking can be realized success-

fully by bringing the several variables

under control, the problem of the exist-

ence or nonexistence of energy transfer

from one pigment to another can perhaps

be solved.
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The Relation of Chlorophyll Forma-

tion to Photosynthetic Capacity

James H. C. Smith

It has become increasingly clear, during

the past few years, that the pigments of

photosynthetic organisms function in pho-

tosynthesis by making the light energy

they absorb available for the evolution of

oxygen from water. Little is known, how-

ever, of the means whereby they do this.

There are two possibilities: one is partici-

pation through direct chemical action;

the other is transfer of the energy through

physical activation of other components of

the photosynthetic system.

A distinction between these two possi-

bilities is being sought through various

types of investigation. That with which

we are immediately concerned is a corre-

lation of the development of chlorophyll

with the capacity to evolve oxygen in dark-

grown leaves. This approach is being used

primarily to determine whether or not

the pigments participate by direct chemi-

cal action in oxygen evolution.

From the chemical structures of proto-

chlorophyll and chlorophyll, it appeared

to be possible that the photochemical trans-

formation of protochlorophyll to chlo-

rophyll in etiolated leaves would liberate

oxygen. In the last Year Book, it was re-

ported that such was not the case, a result

which has been confirmed this year. Addi-

tional evidence also makes it seem unlikely

that this transformation can be the mech-

anism of oxygen evolution in the normal

process of photosynthesis, because action-

spectrum measurements on the conversion

of protochlorophyll to chlorophyll showed

that light absorbed by chlorophyll was

inactive for this conversion (Year Book

No. 48, p. 92). If this conversion were

responsible for oxygen evolution in the

normal process of photosynthesis, then

light absorbed by chlorophyll would have

to be active. This is evident because chloro-

phyll absorbs a large part of the light com-

monly used in photosynthesis. It may be

concluded that the protochlorophyll-chloro-

phyll conversion is not responsible for

oxygen evolution in photosynthesis.

In the development of the capacity to

liberate oxygen in dark-grown leaves, some

of the reactions are induced by light, and

others take place in the dark; some are

affected by change of temperature, and

others, especially photochemical reactions,

are not. An examination, therefore, of how
light and temperature affect the capacity

of dark-grown leaves to liberate oxygen

should differentiate some of the reactions

composing the process—notably the photo-

chemical and thermochemical reactions

—

and give some indication of their sequence.

The present report deals particularly with

effects produced on oxygen evolution and

chlorophyll formation by exposing dark-

grown leaves to continuous illumination

and to light and dark periods linked in

various ways.

The oxygen which was liberated from

illuminated leaves was swept by a stream

of pure hydrogen gas over a phosphor,

trypaflavine adsorbed on silica gel. The
oxygen was measured by the quenching

effect it produced on the phosphorescence

of this dye. The decrease of the phos-

phorescence was proportional to the loga-

rithm of the oxygen concentration. By this

method of measurement it was possible to

detect exceedingly small quantities of

oxygen and to determine the oxygen-evolv-

ing capacity of small samples of leaves con-

taining minute amounts of chlorophyll.

A comparison of the oxygen-evolving

capacity with the chlorophyll content of

leaves which had been subjected to diverse

treatments has permitted conclusions to

be drawn concerning the interrelationship
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of chlorophyll and other factors necessary

for the production of oxygen in photo-

synthesis.

First the effect of continuous illumina-

tion was determined. Leaves which had

never been illuminated were placed in the

photosynthesis apparatus. These leaves

contained no chlorophyll, only protochlo-

rophyll. When illuminated, they evolved

only a trace of oxygen. A second sample

of leaves was illuminated for 5 minutes

in air by light from a fluorescent lamp.

During this irradiation, these leaves trans-

formed their protochlorophyll to chloro-

phyll. Even though they contained appre-

ciable quantities of chlorophyll resulting

from this transformation, they produced

a negligible amount of oxygen when sub-

jected to photosynthesis measurements.

By increasing the periods of greening

under the fluorescent lamp to 30, 60, and

105 minutes, both the chlorophyll content

and the oxygen-evolving capacity were in-

creased. The increase in the ability to

liberate oxygen was approximately pro-

portional to the quantity of chlorophyll in

excess of that derived by conversion of the

protochlorophyll initially present in the

leaves. The approximation to a direct

proportionality was more nearly attained

if a comparison was made with the sum of

chlorophylls a and b rather than with

chlorophyll a alone. The oxygen evolution

did not depend on the presence of chloro-

phyll b, for instances were found in which

oxygen was evolved before appreciable

quantities of chlorophyll b were detectable.

The influence of light and dark periods

combined in various sequences on chloro-

phyll formation and oxygen evolution has

also been examined.

Although dark-grown barley leaves

failed to liberate oxygen immediately after

they had been irradiated in the air for 10

minutes, they generated this capacity dur-

ing a subsequent sojourn in the dark. And
when the 10-minute irradiation period was

divided into two 5-minute periods sepa-

rated by a no-minute dark period, the

oxygen evolution was increased by 600 per

cent, whereas the chlorophyll content was

increased by only 80 per cent. Thus two

short periods of greening separated by a

relatively long dark period were very

much more effective in stimulating oxygen

evolution than was a single greening

period of the same duration.

Experiments were performed in which

the period of storage in the dark was

varied and the initial and final periods of

irradiation (5 minutes) with fluorescent

light were kept constant. As the period

of storage in the dark was lengthened,

both the ability to liberate oxygen and the

chlorophyll content of the leaves were in-

creased. A period of 15 minutes in the

dark between two 5-minute illumination

periods was sufficient to develop photo-

synthetic capacity. The oxygen-evolving

capacity was in this case also increased

nearly in direct proportion to the quantity

of chlorophyll in excess of that formed by

conversion of the initial protochlorophyll.

When separated illumination periods were

used, the capacity to evolve oxygen was

greater in relation to the chlorophyll

formed than when continuous illumina-

tion was used.

These experiments show that chlorophyll

formed from the initial protochlorophyll

contained in dark-grown leaves is in-

effective for oxygen evolution. After a

short period of illumination, the ability to

photosynthesize is built up in the dark.

This ability is extraordinarily augmented

by a second period of illumination. A
divided period of irradiation is much more

effective in developing photosynthetic ca-

pacity than is a single period of the same

total duration of illumination. This is
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true both in respect to the absolute amount

of oxygen evolved and in respect to the

amount evolved relative to the amount of

chlorophyll formed.

It appears from these experiments that

the genesis of photosynthetic capacity in

dark-grown leaves depends on a short

initial period of illumination, after which

time must be allowed either for organiza-

tion of the photosynthetic apparatus, or

for the formation of other components

besides chlorophyll, or both. These events

are the result, at least partially, of non-

photochemical reactions. The fact that a

second period of illumination so greatly

enhances the oxygen-evolving capacity

demonstrates the further participation of

photochemical reactions in the elaboration

of the photosynthetic apparatus in addition

to the initial photochemical stimulation.

Thus photosynthetic capacity is built up

through a complex of integrated photo-

chemical and thermochemical processes

which take place in rapid succession. Of
the photochemical components formed,

chlorophyll is the only one known. Of the

thermochemically produced components

which participate in this process, only

protochlorophyll has been identified so

far.

From these results, it is evident that in

leaves either chlorophyll can exist in a state

which is ineffective for photosynthesis, or

other necessary components of the photo-

synthetic mechanism are built up more
slowly than is chlorophyll. It is also appar-

ent that leaves can liberate oxygen in the

almost complete absence of an external

supply of both oxygen and carbon dioxide

and of chlorophyll b.

In these experiments, all operations pre-

vious to the photosynthesis measurements

were carried out in air at room tempera-

ture. The "greening" was produced by

illumination with fluorescent light of about

150 foot-candles radiation intensity. Photo-

synthesis measurements were made in a

stream of hydrogen containing approxi-

mately io~
8
parts of oxygen and with no

added carbon dioxide. For the photo-

synthesis determinations, the leaves were

illuminated at about 250 foot-candles in-

tensity for 10 minutes with light from a

Mazda lamp.

The sensitive phosphorometric method

used for the measurements here described

is much improved over the method de-

scribed in last year's report. The improve-

ments have been made chiefly in respect

to the purification of the hydrogen gas, to

ease of calibration for quantitative oxygen

determination, and to the construction of

electrical equipment to make possible the

recording of the response of the phos-

phorometer. The electrical improvements

were made by Mr. George H. Towner.

The Leaf Uronides

H. A. Spoehr

It has been a very common experience

that the most difficult feature of investi-

gations on the composition of uronides of

plant origin is obtaining preparations of

even reasonably constant composition. In

this respect the uronides of leaves are no

exception. Compounds containing uronic

acid units are present in leaves in a variety

of forms and combinations; some of these

are undoubtedly more or less permanent

constituents of the cell wall, whereas others

are labile substances which are drawn into

the metabolism of the plant, varying in

quantity during the course of the day and

subject to profound changes. It is the

latter type of uronides, the more labile

substances, with which these investigations

are concerned, and one object has been to

separate these substances so far as possible

from the more fixed constituents of the

leaf cells.
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To this end, it has been found that

preparations of more constant composi-

tion can be obtained by extraction of the

dry leaf material with cold water than by

the various conventional methods which

have been employed for removing hemi-

celluloses, pectins, and the like. This cold-

water extraction, carried out in the pres-

ence of antiseptics, is best effected after

the leaf material has been thoroughly ex-

tracted with petroleum ether, successively

with ethanol of 95, 85, and 70 per cent,

and finally with ether. These cold-water

extracts can be concentrated under re-

duced pressure to about one-quarter of

their volume, and can be precipitated with

ethanol and purified by repeated re-solu-

tion in water and precipitation with alco-

hol. By techniques which presumably re-

move the arabans, which appear to accom-

pany the uronides, then passage through

ethanol of increasing strength and through

ether and drying, the preparations are

obtained as white powders, easily soluble

in water and having a uronic acid content

of about 33 per cent. The composition is

not affected materially by further solution

and reprecipitation, or by extraction with

70 per cent ethanol. Such preparations

are calcium-magnesium salts, and in this

form appear to be quite stable. When,
however, the salts are converted to the free

acids, the latter undergo change very

readily. They are, of course, also precipi-

tated from water solution with ethanol.

Their aqueous solutions are strongly acid,

and such solutions, even at room tempera-

tures, undergo hydrolysis. As a conse-

quence, when the free acids are dissolved

in water and precipitated with ethanol, and

this process is repeated, the uronic acid

content of these preparations increases

with each such treatment, until a product

is obtained with a uronic acid content of

about 80 per cent. Apparently the sugar

units are removed with surprising ease

from the leaf uronide when this is in the

form of a free acid, but in the form of a

salt it is much more stable. As first ex-

tracted from leaves the uronide appears

to be composed of a complex with a ratio

of two sugar units combined with one

uronic acid. The uronic acid is principally

galacturonic acid, but the sugars have not

yet been identified satisfactorily.

From various sources, evidence of a

plant physiological nature is accumulating

which emphasizes the importance of

uronides in the carbohydrate economy of

higher plants. In the algae, however, the

uronides may not play the same role.

Results of photosynthesis experiments on

higher plants with radioactive carbon, and

the growing mass of data on the unex-

plained appearance and disappearance of

sugars in plant tissue and some of the

startling fluctuations in sugar content of

leaves, apparently unrelated to photosyn-

thesis or respiration, should probably all

be re-examined with a view to relating

these phenomena to the role which the

easily hydrolyzed uronides play in plant

metabolism.

Photochemical Activity of Dispersed

Chloroplast Material

H. W. MlLNER AND S. L. CHEN

One of the reactions of photosynthesis

in plants is a photochemical oxidation re-

duction in which hydrogen derived from

water serves as the reductant and the oxy-

gen of the water is set free. This oxidation

of water is accomplished by isolated chloro-

plasts when they are illuminated in the

presence of a suitable reducible substance.

The photochemical activity of isolated

chloroplasts is not lost but is decreased

when the chloroplasts are broken into

small bits. If the material composing the

whole chloroplasts is dispersed as particles

of colloidal size, its activity is reduced to
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a third or a quarter of that of intact chloro-

plasts. By treatment of the dispersed ma-

terial in 15 or 20 per cent methanol with

salt at a concentration of 0.1 molar or less,

the colloidal material is reaggregated into

larger particles and most of the activity

which was lost through dispersion is re-

stored. The preparation of colloidal dis-

persions of chloroplast material and the

reactivation of the material by reaggrega-

tion in the presence of salt and methanol

were described in last year's report.

Further investigation of the reactivating

effect of salts showed that it is not due to

any specific ion or individual salt, but is

obtained by use of a number of inorganic

salts. It appears that the metal ion of the

salt, rather than the acid ion, is principally

responsible for the activating effect. Using

equal concentrations of their chlorides,

potassium caused greater activation than

sodium, and sodium was more effective

than lithium. Also, sodium or potassium

sulfate produced much greater activation

than did equimolar concentrations of the

corresponding chloride, probably because

the sulfate contains twice as much metal

ion per mole as does the chloride. The
effect of the metal ion is much more strik-

ing in the case of salts of divalent metals.

With these the greatest activating effect is

obtained by use of concentrations only

one-tenth to one-hundredth as great as

those needed in using salts of monovalent

metals.

Some divalent metal ions, copper and

mercury for example, act as inhibitors of

the photochemical activity of dispersed

chloroplast material. If a preparation that

has been partially inactivated by copper

or mercury is treated with versene, which

forms an insoluble complex with divalent

metals, not only is the inhibition by the

metal ion overcome, but an actual in-

crease in activity above that of the un-

treated material takes place. When a

sufficiently high concentration of copper

is used to cause loss of all the activity,

none of the lost activity is restored by sub-

sequent treatment with versene.

Versene alone causes an activation effect

when added to dispersed chloroplast ma-

terial. For use in these experiments the

versene (ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid)

was neutralized with potassium hydroxide.

Thus we have an instance of activation

caused by the salt of an organic acid.

Similar activation effects are noted when

neutral sodium or potassium acetate is

used. Also, an increase of hydrogen-ion

concentration precipitates colloidal chloro-

plast material with an accompanying acti-

vation effect.

The activation effects just described may

all be classified as cation effects. The same

kind of effect may be produced by use of

an agent of greatly different chemical

structure. Streptomycin added to a dis-

persion of chloroplast material in dilute

aqueous methanol causes precipitation of

the green material accompanied by an in-

crease in its photochemical activity. Al-

most equal reactivation is observed if

a dispersion is treated with 0.1 molar

potassium chloride or with 0.0004 molar

streptomycin.

The progressive decrease in its photo-

chemical activity as chloroplast material

is divided into particles of smaller and

smaller size, together with the restoration

of activity when colloidal particles are

reaggregated, leads to the conclusion that

the activity is a surface phenomenon. The

activation by very dissimilar agents indi-

cates that it is the physical state of the

precipitate which accounts for the activa-

tion, rather than the nature of the agent

used to cause the precipitation.

The preparation of colloidal dispersions

of chloroplast material, the measurement

of its photochemical activity and the stabi-

lization of that activity by methanol, and
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the reactivation of the colloidal material

through reaggregation have been described

in papers recently submitted for publi-

cation.

Attempts to find a suitable procedure

for fractionation of chloroplast material

into photochemically active and inactive

components have been continued. It was

found possible to separate the green sub-

stance from colorless protein in the col-

loidal dispersions by stepwise addition of

salt in the presence of 20 per cent meth-

anol, or by stepwise increase of methanol

concentration in dispersions containing 0.1

molar salt. After each addition of salt or

methanol the green precipitate was re-

moved from the mixture. The successive

portions of precipitate appeared to be alike

in chemical composition and photochemi-

cal activity. The colorless protein remain-

ing in dispersion after precipitation of all

the green substance constituted about one-

third of the total material of the chloro-

plasts. This colorless portion may repre-

sent the stroma of the chloroplasts rather

than a component of the photochemically

active grana, since recombination of the

colorless portion with the separated green

precipitate did not cause any change in

the activity of the latter.

Adsorption of colloidal dispersions of

chloroplast material on fuller's earth or on

carbon gives indication that the concen-

tration of a photochemically active com-

ponent may be possible. So far, means

have not been found for recovering active

material from the adsorbent, so that meas-

urements have been made of the activity

of unadsorbed fractions only. With pro-

gressively larger percentage adsorption of

chloroplast material on fuller's earth, the

activity of the unadsorbed remainder per

unit chlorophyll shows a continuous in-

crease. When carbon is the adsorbent, the

activity of the unadsorbed portion is lower

than the original activity until most of

the material has been adsorbed. When all

but a few per cent of the chloroplast ma-
terial is adsorbed on either fuller's earth

or carbon, the activity of the remainder

is two to three times the original activity

of the whole.

The Action Spectrum for the Photo-

chemical Activity of Isolated

Chloroplasts

S. L. Chen

One method of testing the hypothesis

that the evolution of oxygen from water

by illuminated chloroplasts represents the

photochemical reaction of photosynthesis is

to measure its action spectrum. If this proc-

ess, known as the Hill reaction, is identi-

cal with the photochemical step of photo-

synthesis, its action spectrum should be

similar to the absorption spectrum of chlo-

rophyll, since in green plants the latter is

chiefly responsible for the absorption

of light energy for photosynthesis. In

the experiment to be described, the reac-

tion measured is the reduction of the

dye 2,6-dichlorobenzenone indophenol by

illuminated chloroplasts. The chloroplasts

were obtained by grinding fresh Swiss

chard leaves in ice-cold 15 per cent meth-

anol in a Waring Blendor, filtering the

mixture through cheesecloth, centrifuging

the filtrate, and collecting the chloroplasts,

which were then washed twice with 15 per

cent methanol. The chloroplast prepara-

tion was stored at —
5 C. until ready to

be used.

In order that the action spectrum might

be comparable with the absorption spec-

trum of the photocatalyst involved, a very

thin chloroplast preparation, which absorbs

not more than 17 per cent of the total

incident light, was used. The chloroplast

concentration had to be varied in different

parts of the spectrum to keep within a usa-

ble range of light absorption. This range is
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roughly from 0.003 to °-01 mg- chlorophyll

per milliliter. The dye solution (6.0 X

io
-5 M) was then added and the mixture

kept in darkness. Reoxidation of the dye

was prevented by the use of 4 X io
-3 M

KCN. Samples of the mixture of dye and

chloroplast in buffer were transferred to a

Beckman spectrophotometer cell 2 mm.
thick and exposed to monochromatic light.

The light was obtained from the high-

pressure mercury lamp and the Wood
grating monochromator described previ-

ously (Year Book No. 48, pp. 93-94), using

a total band width of 10 mu. The amount

of light energy incident upon the chloro-

plasts, corrected for the dye absorption,

was calculated by measuring the incident

and transmitted light intensities of controls

without dye or without chloroplasts with

a photronic cell. The sensitivity of the

photronic cell at different wave lengths

was determined by comparison with a

calibrated thermopile to give also an abso-

lute measure of the incident energy.

The degree of dye reduction produced

by exposure to the light was measured

with a Beckman spectrophotometer at a

wave length of 605 mu, the absorption peak

of the dye. These density readings of the

mixture were taken immediately before

and after it was exposed to light for

various periods of time. The rate of dye

reduction was then determined from the

initial slope of the line drawn through

a plot of dye concentration against time

for each wave length used. By so obtain-

ing the rate of dye reduction by chloro-

plasts when exposed to a known quantity

of light energy, the effectiveness of light

at various wave lengths in causing the dye

to be reduced can be calculated and an

action spectrum for this reaction can be

plotted.

The spectrum thus obtained corresponds

approximately to the absorption spectrum

of chloroplasts at the red and the blue

peaks, but is lower than the chloroplast

absorption in the green part of the spec-

trum. The carotenoids appear not to in-

terfere in this reaction, as they do in

chlorophyll formation, by their light ab-

sorption. Neither is there evidence, how-

ever, for their participation in the reaction.

Chlorella Mutants as a Tool for

Studying Photosynthesis

Edwin A. Davis

The development of a radically new
technique nearly always opens the way to

new discoveries. In the biological field

the techniques for the study of physio-

logical genetics and biochemical syntheses

have proved to be extremely valuable for

probing cellular mechanisms. As the

result of induced gene mutations, mutant

organisms incapable of performing certain

specific natural functions of the parent

organism have often been produced.

Analysis of the differences between mu-
tants and between mutants and parents

has yielded information concerning the

cellular processes performed by a number
of organisms.

This technique has been applied to pho-

tosynthetic organisms and now promises

to be a most helpful addition to the

methods already being used in the study

of the mechanism of photosynthesis. By

exposing Chlorella to ultraviolet radiation

for sufficient time to kill most of the cells,

it is possible to produce discrete changes

in the genetic constitution of a few. These

few mutants live but are no longer capable

of performing all the physiological func-

tions of the parent organism. If such

"cripples" are grown in a complete me-

dium, that is, one which contains certain

organic substances and supplies all their

needs, they survive, but if they are placed

in a minimal medium, that is, one con-

taining only the inorganic salts necessary
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to nourish the illuminated parent cells,

they perish because of inadequate nutri-

tion. An inheritable change has been in-

duced. The cells, once capable of manu-

facturing all their own organic nutrients,

are now reduced to a condition in which

they are dependent on an external supply

of organic matter such as glucose. Such

a type of metabolism is characteristic of

yeasts and bacteria. Three mutant strains

of Chlorella have been obtained which are

abnormal with respect to photosynthetic

capacity in spite of the fact that they all

contain chlorophyll. None of them takes

up carbon dioxide in the light. Each

mutant appears to be "blocked" at a differ-

ent step of the photosynthetic mechanism.

Strain 332 liberates oxygen in the light,

whereas strains 322 and 349 do not. The

latter two are differentiated in that strain

322 has a subnormal respiration rate.

Recently attention has been focused on

the chlorophyll content of the mutants and

the parental type as influenced by environ-

ment, on mixed-culture experiments, and

on a detailed study of the oxygen libera-

tion by strain 332 in light.

Chlorophyll content as influenced by

environment. The mutants are green and

contain chlorophyll if supplied with a

suitable carbon nutrient source. This sup-

ports the conclusion, since two of the

mutant strains are unable to evolve oxygen,

that something besides chlorophyll is of

major importance in the oxygen-liberation

mechanism. Although all the mutants are

green, they vary with changes in environ-

mental conditions in their ability to form

or accumulate chlorophyll. A systematic

study was therefore made to determine

how the mutants differed and also to de-

termine which environmental factors were

responsible for these effects. The two

variables studied were light intensity and

temperature. Dark-grown cells of strain

322 contain less than the normal amount

of chlorophyll relative to the parental type.

Cultures of this strain grown in the dark

are noticeably yellow as compared with

the other strains. On the other hand, strain

349 contains the normal amount of chloro-

phyll when grown in darkness, but has a

very low chlorophyll content when grown
under high light intensity. Chlorophyll

content ratios for this strain grown in

darkness and at 550 foot-candles are ex-

tremely small. Light, not temperature, is

the determining factor. Strain 332, how-

ever, is not essentially influenced by light

or temperature and in general follows

a course between the other two mutants.

Experiments in which the chlorophyll con-

tent of cells was determined after they

had been grown under light intensities

from to 760 foot-candles clearly demon-

strate that the chlorophyll content of cells

of strain 322 increases with increasing light

intensity; by contrast, for strain 349 an

inverse relation exists from 90 to 760 foot-

candles. Again strain 332 followed an inter-

mediate course somewhat similar to that

taken by normal cells. The mutants can,

therefore, be further distinguished from

one another on the basis of their ability to

form or accumulate chlorophyll at differ-

ent light intensities. The meaning of this

finding is not yet clear, but it undoubtedly

reflects fundamental differences between

the mutants themselves and the parental

type. Possible explanations of the results

obtained for strains 322 and 349 have been

developed. The low chlorophyll content

of dark-grown cells of strain 322 is possibly

associated with its low respiration rate.

The chlorophyll content of light- and dark-

grown cells being known, and the amount

of chlorophyll formed in the dark being

considered equal to the amount formed

by the dark process in light, then the

amount formed by the light process can
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be obtained by difference. The calculated

values for the light process are found to

be remarkably constant for the four strains,

a fact which supports the contention that

for strain 322 it is the dark process which is

influenced by its low respiration rate.

The extremely low chlorophyll content

of strain 349 grown under high light

intensities is attributed to bleaching. This

strain is believed to be blocked in the

oxygen-liberation mechanism. It is postu-

lated that an enzyme normally functional

in the splitting of water and the stabiliza-

tion of chlorophyll in strong light is absent

or altered and that as a result the chloro-

phyll is oxidized.

Mixed-culture experiments. To date all

feeding experiments with compounds

other than suitable carbon sources have

failed to promote growth of the mutants.

Since the mutants are blocked in different

reactions, it appeared possible that if they

were grown in mixed cultures, what one

lacked another could supply, and that

growth in a minimal solution would result.

Experiments were performed by growing

combinations of the mutants in minimal

solution and also streaked side by side

on the surfaces of agar slants containing

a complete medium. In the latter case the

lack of eventual bleaching of the colonies

in light was used as the criterion of

whether the strains were mutually bene-

ficial. All such experiments using intact

cells have been unsuccessful. The possi-

bility, as yet untested, remains that any

one mutant might be benefited by the

addition of cellular extracts of the others.

Oxygen liberation by strain 332 in light.

One of the most interesting of the mutants

is strain 332, which in light liberates oxy-

gen but does not take up carbon dioxide.

It is apparently capable of splitting water

in light and liberating oxygen, but is not

capable of transferring the hydrogen to

the normal carbon dioxide acceptor com-

pound. The view that the hydrogen is

not being transferred to the ultimate nor-

mal acceptor is supported by the fact that

in the absence of carbon dioxide normal

cells do not produce a positive gas-pressure

change when illuminated. Such an oxygen

evolution should be possible if hydrogen

could be transferred to the normal acceptor

in the absence of carbon dioxide. The
view which has been adopted is that the

specificity of a hydrogen carrier has been

altered and that it transfers the hydrogen

to something other than the normal accep-

tor. A reduced product must therefore be

produced within the cells. Although it has

not been established that the oxygen liber-

ated is derived from water, it seems almost

certain that such is the case.

Cells are grown under continuous light

on a stock medium containing glucose.

For measurements they are harvested and

suspended in the reaction mixture in which

their gas-evolving ability is to be deter-

mined. Measurements are made in the

absence of atmospheric carbon dioxide.

The amount of oxygen liberated by cells

in light is measured as a decrease in respira-

tion. That the decrease in respiration in

light represents oxygen evolution is indi-

cated by the following evidence: Positive

pressure changes in light, though rare, have

been observed; respiration has not been

found to be inhibited by light as indicated

by respiration measurements in light and
in the dark with the two mutants which

do not liberate oxygen; and the liberation

of oxygen in light was positively demon-
strated by means of the sensitive oxygen-

measuring apparatus constructed by Dr.

J. H. C. Smith.

Cells harvested from complete medium
slants and suspended in distilled water, in

which their ability to evolve oxygen is

measured, continue to liberate oxygen for

about 50 hours, during which time both

respiration and oxygen evolution gradually
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diminish. After the cells cease to evolve

oxygen they continue to respire, although at

a small fraction of their initial rate. It

does not appear likely that a given quantity

of hydrogen acceptor compound is present

after the cells are removed from the com-

plete medium and that after it is saturated,

oxygen evolution ceases. What seems to

be the case is that as long as certain respir-

able products are produced within the cells,

oxygen evolution continues. Cells sus-

pended in a glucose medium liberate oxy-

gen at a rate two to three times that of

cells in distilled water. The stimulating

effect of glucose on respiration and oxygen

evolution is unmistakable. Experiments

conducted to determine the amount of

oxygen liberated per unit of glucose utilized

indicated that about 0.5 mole of oxygen

was liberated per mole of glucose oxidized.

Oxygen evolution was found to be directly

proportional to respiration.

It was demonstrated by Emerson that

Chlorella has cyanide-sensitive and -insen-

sitive respiratory systems. The cyanide-

sensitive rather than cyanide-insensitive

system of respiration is associated with this

oxygen evolution. Apparently the hydro-

gen from water is transferred to a com-

pound involved in or closely related to

the cyanide-sensitive respiratory system of

the cell. The relation between respiration

and oxygen liberation, though not yet

understood, is unmistakably present. It

will be the work of future investigations

to unravel this problem.

The influence of light intensity on oxy-

gen evolution has been studied for both

the mutant and the parental type. Meas-

urements were made with the cells sus-

pended in a modified Knop's solution

containing 1 per cent glucose with carbon

dioxide absent from the atmosphere. Each

experiment was performed with a single

suspension of cells, using alternating light

and dark periods. The light intensity was

increased with each light period, and

ranged from 50 to 1500 foot-candles. For

the parental type, the relation between

oxygen evolution and light intensity was

linear from to 500 foot-candles. From
500 to 1500 foot-candles, oxygen evolution

leveled off. For the mutant, a different

relation was found to exist. Not only was

the rate of oxygen evolution less by the

mutant than by the parental type at each

light intensity, but that by the mutant

steadily increased, showing but slight indi-

cation of leveling off at 1500 foot-candles.

The fact that oxygen evolution does not

level off at as low intensities in the mu-
tant as in the wild type would seem to

be due to the slower velocity of the over-

all reaction. The involvement of a photo-

chemical reaction in the oxygen-liberation

mechanism of the mutant is substantiated

by the increased rate of oxygen evolution

with increased light intensity.

The influence of various sugars and

other compounds of possible significance

on the rate of oxygen evolution by the

mutant is under investigation. As yet no

compound tested stimulates oxygen libera-

tion to so great an extent as does glucose.

Fumarate, succinate, citrate, malate, pyru-

vate, and lactate stimulated neither respira-

tion nor oxygen evolution. This would

suggest that the Krebs cycle does not oper-

ate in this strain of Chlorella and that the

possible hydrogen acceptors involved there-

in in other organisms are not the com-

pounds accepting hydrogen here. Sodium

acetate, which cannot be used by either

the parental type or the mutant as a

carbon source, does not greatly influence

respiration but completely inhibits oxygen

liberation. To date it represents one of

the most interesting compounds tested,

and further investigations will be made

in order to determine its mechanism of

action.
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Nitrate Reduction by Chlorella

Edwin A. Davis

Normally, Chlorella cells in the absence

of atmospheric carbon dioxide, when ex-

posed to saturating light intensities, reach

a steady state o£ gas exchange where

respiration is compensated by photosyn-

thesis. Cells suspended in a mineral

nutrient solution containing glucose in

the absence of atmospheric carbon dioxide

and exposed to high light intensity, how-

ever, produced a positive pressure change.

Such positive pressure changes, which

reached considerable magnitudes, did not

result when either glucose or the nutrient

elements were omitted from the reaction

solution. Fifty to 60 per cent of the pres-

sure change caused by cells in the com-

plete solution ensued when cells were

supplied with glucose and KNO3. Neither

MgS04 nor KH2PO4 in the presence of

glucose had any effect. In the presence

of KNO3 and glucose, trace elements and

iron increased the positive pressure change.

The pressure change was, however, not

equal to that produced by cells in the com-

plete solution. Tests with combinations

of the major salts demonstrated that the

total pressure change produced by cells in

the complete medium could be equaled

only when KNO3 and KH2PO4 were

supplied together with glucose. The pres-

sure change is considered to represent oxy-

gen evolution. Because it does not take

place in the presence of nitrate when glu-

cose is absent, a direct nitrate photosyn-

thesis is not indicated. The possibility of

a chlorophyll-sensitized oxidation reduc-

tion between an organic reductant and

nitrate still exists, however. It is concluded

that nitrate reduction is coupled with glu-

cose oxidation for which phosphate is

necessary, and that the extra carbon

dioxide produced thereby enters into pho-

tosynthesis, giving rise to oxygen.

A New Fluorescent Pigment of Leaves

Richard H. Goodwin and Violet M. Koski

In the course of an investigation of

fluorescing substances in plants, brilliant

scarlet-fluorescing bodies were discovered

in the epidermal cells of the leaves and

stems of three species of vetch, Vicia

gigantea Hook., V. Cracca L., and V. di-

sperma DC, when the tissues were ex-

amined under ultraviolet light. An ex-

amination of the leaves of four other

species of Vicia and four species of Lathy-

rus has failed to reveal the presence of

similar bodies in these related species.

The epidermal cells in which the red-

fluorescing bodies are found are usually

distinctly smaller than the ordinary cells

of the epidermis and are always situated

immediately adjacent to the guard cells.

This interesting distribution of the bodies

suggests the possibility that they may have

some function related to that of the guard

cells. In V. gigantea there may be one or

several of these irregular-shaped bodies

per cell, and from one to three such cells

per pair of guard cells. In V. Cracca and
V. disperma there is usually only one body
per cell and only one of these cells accom-

panying each pair of guard cells. These
fluorescent bodies are larger than the nuclei

and may be proteinaceous in nature. By
transmitted light they are visible as color-

less structures, denser than the other cell

contents, but when irradiated with ultra-

violet light they shine out with a brilliant

red fluorescence.

Direct observation of the fluorescent

bodies in the living cells with a Zeiss

microspectroscope, when they are irradi-

ated with the 366-miJ mercury arc line, re-

veals a bright orange band ranging from
610 to 620 mu, with a maximum at 615 mu.
Some fluorescence is also visible at longer

wave lengths, but the intensity is too low

to reveal any bands in this region of the
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spectrum. Epidermal peels, extracted with

methanol to remove the chlorophyll, have

been placed in pyridine, and the fluores-

cent spectrum, excited in the bodies by

the 405-mu mercury arc line, has been ob-

tained on the recording spectrophotometer.

The fluorescent spectrum shows maxima

at 623, 690, 677, and 655 mu, listed in order

of decreasing brightness. From the close

similarity of this spectrum to that described

for various porphyrins under similar con-

ditions, it seems probable that the sub-

stance responsible for the red-fluorescence

of the bodies when excited by the 405-mu

line is a porphyrin.

Since no means has yet been found for

bringing this pigment into solution and

since the amount present is extremely

small, it has not yet been possible to obtain

its absorption spectrum. One band of the

absorption spectrum at 407 ±2 mu has,

however, been characterized by determin-

ing the action spectrum for the excitation

of fluorescence.

A Device for the Transformation and

Analysis of Curves

C. S. French and George H. Towner

Some experimental data may be ex-

pressed by equations, and the correlation

with other data may be made by compar-

ing the constants of the equations. Some

series of measurements, particularly those

relating to absorption and fluorescence

spectra, are, however, too complex to be

conveniently described by equations.

Therefore, many of the data of such ex-

perimental investigations are presented in

the form of graphs. By the intercompari-

son of these graphs new facts and corre-

lations are brought out. Such detailed

comparisons as may lead to quantitative

results require the replotting on standard

scales of all curves to be so treated. In the

treatment of spectral absorption and fluo-

rescence curves, transformations of some

complexity may be necessary before such

comparisons are possible, because of the

use of different scales and units by various

investigators. The extreme cumbersome-

ness of point-by-point recalculations and

replotting of such data before the com-

parison can be undertaken has generally

been a hindrance in the adequate correla-

tion of published data with the results of

new experiments.

For several years discussions stimulated

by Dr. Bush's suggestions have been

carried on as to the practicability of mak-

ing a machine for the facilitation of curve

transformation and analysis. In December

1949 the outline of a workable design was

evolved with his help. Construction of

experimental curve followers has since

proceeded to the point where the approxi-

mate reliability, speed, and practicability

of the method have been established. Two
of an eventual five or six curve-follower

units which may be flexibly combined for

different mathematical operations and a

recorder for plotting the results have been

constructed and tested. This development

was undertaken with the thought that such

a machine if sufficiently simple and adapta-

ble would be generally useful for many
different applications.

The follower units each consist of a

14 X 17-inch platen which is driven along

vertical rails parallel to its longer dimen-

sion. The heavily inked curve to be

operated upon is attached so that its x

axis parallels the platen motion. A fixed

crossarm holds a carriage with a lamp

focused to a small slit-shaped image falling

on the curve parallel to its y axis. The
reflected light from this image activates

a photocell which is also attached to the

carriage. The carriage is driven by a

servo motor under the control of the photo-

cell to keep the slit image centered on one

edge of the curve. Controls on the servo
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amplifier make possible either slow or

fast following, depending upon the de-

sired balance between speed and precision.

A potentiometer fed by AC is also driven

by the same motor. The potentiometer

thus produces a voltage proportional to

the y axis of the curve as the platen sweeps

along parallel to the x axis. This y voltage

may be amplified, attenuated, or non-

linearly transformed by a curve on another

unit and fed to a recording machine in

such a way that the desired transforma-

tion appears as a plotted curve. Two units

and a recorder appear to be capable of

carrying out the following operations upon

a complete curve at a rate of 8 inches per

minute (x sweep) with a maximum fol-

lowing error at present estimated to be

about 0.02 inch: (i) replotting curves with

change of scale of either or both axes;

(2) adding two curves or subtracting one

from another; (3) plotting dy/dx~x;

(4) integrating areas under curves; (5)

multiplying curves together; (6) convert-

ing scales by means of any desired cal-

culable function such as replotting y~x
as log y~x or log i/y~x. Similarly wave-

length scales could be changed to fre-

quency scales, etc., for spectroscopic

analyses.

The whole battery of separate units

when completed should function together

as a curve analyzer by means of which an

experimental curve may be expressed as

the algebraic sum or product, of a number

of individual curves.

These individual curves may be known
curves, such as specific absorption spectra,

or may themselves be the unknowns into

which the given curve is to be resolved.

In either case the process of fitting

will proceed by successive approximations

under the guidance of the operator.

The completion and testing of this

equipment and its installation in a perma-

nent form will not be finished for some

time, but the results already obtained have

shown that the design adopted will work

adequately. The mechanical components

were constructed by Mr. Frank Schuster.

EXPERIMENTAL TAXONOMY
Jens Clausen, David D. Keck, William M. Hiesey, and Paul Grun

The program in experimental taxonomy

centers in a study of the principles that

govern the causes and forces active in the

evolution of plants. Many patterns of

evolution have been active in producing

the variability we see today, and for this

reason general conclusions require broad

bases of investigations on different groups

of plants. Evolutionary principles have

come to light through study of the he-

redity of and the effects of environ-

ment upon such groups of plants as the

Madiinae, a subtribe of the sunflower

family most highly developed in Cali-

fornia; the Achillea millefolium complex

of the same family, distributed over much
of the northern hemisphere; Potentilla

glandulosa of the rose family; and the

bluegrass genus, Poa.

New groups of plants have lately been

added through the studies of visiting in-

vestigators. Dr. H. G. Baker, of the Uni-

versity of Leeds, England, last year brought

to this laboratory for study and experi-

mentation a unique collection of Armeria

plants, of the plumbago family. Dr. Verne

Grant, National Research Fellow, has been

growing and making experimental studies

upon a section of the genus Gilia, a rela-

tive of Phlox; and three graduate students

of Stanford University have assembled

other critical groups of plants that con-

tribute to our understanding of evolution.

These men and their projects are Mr.
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Robert K. Vickcry, Jr., who is studying

the interrelations in the monkey-flower

genus, Mimulus; Mr. George H. Ward,

who is making a cytotaxonomic survey of

the sagebrushes of the Artemisia tridentata

complex in the western United States; and

Mr. Henry J. Thompson, who is analyzing

the shooting stars, Dodecatheon, of the

primrose family. Also, Mr. Oliver Norvell

has investigated wild and cultivated forms

of the common bean and other species of

the genus Phaseolus.

The researches on these groups of plants

provide examples of some of the diverse

ways in which plants have become able

to occupy the great variety of environ-

ments on the Pacific slope of North

America, such research broadening the

basis of our understanding of the prin-

ciples of evolution. In the following sec-

tions there will be described in some detail

the various studies now in progress in

experimental taxonomy.

Growth of Contrasting Climatic Races

under Varied Temperatures

One of the approaches to such a pro-

gram in experimental taxonomy, wherein

an understanding of evolutionary prin-

ciples is sought, is to discover the physio-

logical and genetical mechanisms which

cause races of plants to succeed in their

native environments. Each of the major

environmental factors, such as tempera-

ture, light, soil, and air, influences the

growth and development of the plant, but

the nature of these influences is little

understood. Temperature is probably one

of the most important of these factors, and

with the facilities now available it is the

most easily studied.

The completion of the new Earhart

Plant Research Laboratory at the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology in Pasa-

dena in 1949 has afforded a unique oppor-

tunity for such a study. Professor F. W.
Went, Director of this laboratory, has pro-

vided facilities for growing certain groups

of our plants to full maturity under con-

trolled conditions of temperature, hu-

midity, and light.

Selected individuals representing cli-

matically very different species, races, and

hybrids of the Poa, Achillea, and Mimulus

used in the crossing and transplant ex-

periments were employed. The Poa grasses

included were key parental individuals

in the crossing program together with

some of their hybrids. These individuals

are also being tested at the Stanford,

Mather, and Timberline transplant sta-

tions, and their asexually produced

progeny are being grown by the U. S.

Soil Conservation Service in field test

plantings in the Pacific coast area and by

other collaborators in the climates of Scot-

land, Wales, Sweden, Norway, Denmark,

and Holland (see Year Book No. 48, pp.

98-99). The performance of these grasses

under controlled temperatures at the Ear-

hart Laboratory will be compared with

their performance in the field at the above

locations.

The program at the Earhart Laboratory

was begun in January 1950, and termi-

nated on July 1. During this period the

experimental plants were closely studied

by William M. Hiesey. Paul Grun visited

the Earhart Laboratory several times to

work for short intervals with Hiesey and

obtain bud material for the comparative

study of chromosome irregularities in

Poas grown at different temperatures. The
studies by Hiesey on comparative growth

are accordingly being integrated with

those by Grun on cytology.

About 50 individuals of Poa, Achillea,

and Mimulus were propagated vegetatively

(cloned) into divisions of approximately

uniform size. This was done at Stanford

during the early fall of 1949. In December
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1949, 12 divisions of each individual were

taken to Pasadena, fumigated against

insects, and then grown in the Earhart

Laboratory at 23 ° C. under approximately

natural daylight and at 70 per cent relative

humidity. Each division was photographed

and its fresh weight recorded before the

beginning of the experiments. Then

divisions of each individual were dis-

tributed to 9 different temperature treat-

ments, the length of light period per day

being held constant at 12 hours in all ex-

periments. The plants were grown in sand

and watered daily with nutrient solution.

Detailed notes and photographs were taken

at regular intervals, and in late June, at

the close of the experiments, the fresh and

dry weights of each division were recorded.

Cytological fixations of flower buds were

taken of those Poas which produced

flowering stems.

The reactions of different races to the

temperature differences are often very

striking and appear to be related to the

success of the race in its native climate.

For example, a form of Poa pratensis from

Abisko, Lapland, at 68° north latitude,

when kept at a day temperature of 20 ° C.

grows very slowly when the night tem-

perature is held at 6° C. and more rapidly

when the nights are at 14 C. When the

day temperature is increased to 23 ° C. and

night temperature remains at 14 , the

growth is still more rapid. By contrast,

races of the same species from the central

Sierra Nevada of California, at 38 ° north

latitude and from elevations of 3000 and

4500 feet, thrive with equal vigor under

night temperatures of 6° and 14 C. and

with day temperatures of 20 ° and 23 ° C.

These reactions parallel those found in

forms of Achillea from the same regions

(described in Year Book No. 46, pp. 96,

97) . The above Achillea results suggest that

arctic forms are physiologically adapted to

grow in summers with fairly warm nights,

as contrasted with the more southern mon-

tane races from California, which can

tolerate cold nights when the days are

warm—these conditions corresponding in

each case to those that prevail in their

native habitats during the growing season.

A form of Poa ampla from Spokane,

Washington, thrives at a cold night tem-

perature of 6° C. when the day tempera-

ture is held at either 20 ° or 23 ° C, but is

considerably inhibited when the day tem-

perature is set at 30 ° C. In contrast, Poa

compressa from Crescent Mills, Plumas

County, California, grows considerably

better at the 30 ° C. day temperature so

long as the night is cold at 6° C. The

first-generation hybrid between these races

of the two species grows with equal vigor

under all these conditions and is accord-

ingly more tolerant than its parents.

The balances between day and night

temperatures play an important role in

the growth of many Poas. For example,

at the cold night temperature of 6° C. the

form of Poa pratensis from Lapland in-

creases its rate of growth when the day

temperature is increased from 20 ° to 30 ° C.

The improvement at this high day tem-

perature disappears, however, when the

night temperature is increased to 17 C.

Other examples of compensation for cold

nights by warm days were found in Poa

compressa, P. ampla, and other races of

P. pratensis.

By such methods of determination of

growth patterns under these 9 sets of

temperature treatments, hidden potential-

ities and limitations of the races, which

were not suspected from garden and field

observations, have been discovered.

Spectacular differences in the growth of

maritime and inland races of Achillea

under controlled temperatures have been

found. Exploratory results obtained under

controlled conditions in 1944 are confirmed

in the current more complete studies. The
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maritime race of Achillea borealis from

the cool climate at Bodega, California,

grows vigorously at a day temperature of

20° C. and with a cold night of 6°, but

is markedly inhibited when the night

temperature is increased to 17 C. The

San Joaquin Valley race, from a warmer

climate, on the other hand, responds in

just the reverse way under these conditions

and grows most vigorously under the

warmer nights. These sharp contrasts in

response are consistent for series of indi-

viduals of each of these two races, although

there are appreciable differences in growth

pattern among individuals coming from

the same population. These individual

differences, which we now have a tool for

measuring, are presumably the ones upon

which natural selection operates in the

process of evolution.

Clones of distinct races of the Mimnlus

guttatus complex also show differences in

response that seem to be related to their

natural distribution. As one example, a

tall, large-leaved form from Pescadero on

the central California coast is more toler-

ant of warm temperatures than a short-

stemmed, small-leaved alpine race from

Timberline station in the Sierra Nevada

at 10,000 feet altitude. The first-generation

hybrid between these forms is more toler-

ant of extremes in temperature than either

parent.

Poa Investigations

Influence of environment on chromo-

some pairing. An essential feature of the

formation of male and female sex cells in

most plants and animals is one stage dur-

ing which the chromosomes contributed

by the two parents line up in pairs. If

this pairing fails to occur, chromosomal

distribution is irregular and sterility usu-

ally results. In certain species of Poa,

however, the presence of unpaired chro-

mosomes is a normal condition, and viable

germ cells develop in spite of the irregular

distribution. One approach to an under-

standing of the mechanism of chromosome

pairing is being undertaken by Paul Grun
in a study of the effects of different types

of environmental influence on pairing.

Since these species of Poa have many chro-

mosomes, the normal pairing can be dis-

turbed without completely disrupting the

fertility. For this reason, Poa is a genus

well adapted for this type of analysis.

Divisions of each Poa individual had

previously been established at the Stanford,

Mather, and Timberline stations, so that

each individual was growing in three

widely different gardens. If chromosome

pairing is influenced by environmental

differences, it may reasonably be expected

that the contrasting range of conditions

at these stations will bring this to light.

For the study of the effects of these

diverse environments, developing inflores-

cences with flower buds were fixed at

Stanford in May, at Mather in June, and

at Timberline in August. To study day-

to-day variations in chromosome pairing

at any one station, inflorescences of each

individual were fixed on days that con-

trasted as to weather. Variation within a

single individual was studied by compari-

son of the flowers developed on long and

short stems fixed the same day.

The number of unpaired chromosomes

at the first meiotic metaphase was used

as a measure of pairing irregularity, and

20 dividing cells from each inflorescence

were analyzed in order to obtain statis-

tically satisfactory samples. Accordingly,

the mean number of unpaired chromo-

somes and the standard error of the mean
were determined on the basis of the 20

metaphase plates per inflorescence. The

standard error was used in determining

the confidence limits at the 1 per cent

level of significance. This level indicates

that if the count were repeated 100 times,
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the mean would be expected to fall within somes is increased under the severe con-

the indicated range 99 times out of 100. ditions at Timberline. The remaining 8

Table 1 summarizes some of the data plants were unaffected by the environ-

TABLE 1

Average number of unpaired chromosomes per cell observed at first meiotic metaphase of

Poa clones grown under several environments

Chromos.
NO.

(2«)

Average no. unpaired chromosomes per cell

Plant AT STANFORD AT MATHER AT TIMBERLINE

May 6 May 13 June 16 June 18 Aug. 10 Aug. 13

ampla, Albion (4183-1) 64

?

81

96

8.8 8.6

±1.6 ±1.2

11.4

±1.1

5.7 5.9

±0.9 ±1.4

13.1

±1.2
10.7 11.9

±1.5 ±1.3

ampla, Spokane X compressa,

Crescent Mills (4735-3)

Same (4735-4)

18.3

±2.3
18.8

ampla, Albion X pratensis,

Mather (4535-35)

±3.1

17.4 17.8

±1.4 ±1.2

Same (4535-2) 96

94

?

79

90

87

64

96-97

13.8 13.3

±0.9 ±1.3

19.4

±2.8
15.1 11.7

±1.9 ±1.7

14.5 15.5

±1.9 ±1.7

12.1

±1.2
5.4 5.1

±1.7 ±0.8

5.4 4.4

±0.9 ±1.6

15.5

±1.5
13.2 12.6

±1.3 ±1.6

14.9 13.2

±1.2 ±1.3

9.7

±1.6
5.4 5.3

±0.9 ±0.7

5.5

±1.4

14 5

Same (4535-31)

±1.1
15 16.2

ampla, Heise X pratensis,

Newport (4731-2)

±1.2 ±1.0

20.4

Same (4731-17)

±1.9

ampla, Enterprise X unknown
pratensis (4186-14)

ampla, Albion X compressa,

Chorsum (4274-3)

ampla, Spokane (4180-12)

ampla, Albion, sexual offspring

(4274-15)

obtained. There are more unpaired chro- mental contrasts represented by the three

mosomes at Stanford than at Mather in stations.

the first plant listed. In the next 3 plants There is no case of significant difference

listed the number of unpaired chromo- in chromosome pairing between days of
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different weather at the same station.

Also, a comparison of 24 short-stemmed

and 24 long-stemmed inflorescences from

a number of plants shows no significant

differences (/= 1.36), indicating that the

influences which shorten the stem do not

modify chromosome pairing.

A comparison of the number of un-

paired chromosomes with the total number

of chromosomes in any one plant in table

1 shows that relatively few chromosomes

fail to pair. Under all the conditions more

than 80 per cent, and in some plants more

than 90 per cent, of the chromosomes do

pair. The constancy of pairing behavior

in most of the plants under variable

P. ampla, Albion (272 = 64) XP. pratensis, Mather (272 = 68).

P. ampla, Albion (272 = 64) X P. pratensis alpigena, Lapland

(272 = 74) 272= 73, 63, 70, 72, 68, 63

by the fusion of the male gamete with a

normal egg, that is, an egg having half

as many chromosomes as the plant which

produced it, and those in which the male

gamete fused with an unreduced egg hav-

ing the same number of chromosomes as

the maternal parent. Of the 26 hybrids,

10 were produced by unreduced ovules.

Moreover, one particular Poa ampla female

parent (41 83-1) when pollinated by one

race of pratensis produced its hybrids from

unreduced eggs only, but when pollinated

by another race of pratensis produced

hybrids from reduced eggs only. This

unexplained difference is shown in the

tabulation below:

272 = 96, 96, 100, 94, 96

weather conditions at any one station and

under the much greater environmental dif-

ferences between the stations is a striking

feature of the results. It would appear that

in most cases pairing is a genetically con-

trolled process which either is uninfluenced

by environment or can be influenced only

by the most drastic treatments.

In Poa it is usual to find plants with

high chromosome numbers showing some

unpaired chromosomes. An increase in

chromosome number, however, does not

by itself result in increased pairing irregu-

larity. Plant 41 83-1 (P. ampla, Albion),

for example, has 64 chromosomes, but it

has about as many unpaired chromosomes

as its daughter, plant 4274-15, which has

96 chromosomes. The daughter plant re-

sulted from the fusion of an unreduced

and a reduced gamete, both of which came

from 41 83-1.

Chromosome numbers in Poa. Counts

of chromosome numbers, including those

of several interspecific hybrids, were made

by Mary H. Wagner. Most of the hybrids

fell into two distinct classes: those formed

In most cases the chromosome number
of the hybrid approximated either half the

number of chromosomes of the female

parent added to half of those of the male,

or all the chromosomes of the female

parent added also to half of those of the

male. If the unpaired chromosomes ob-

served in meiosis had been lost and left

outside the gametes, the chromosome num-
bers of the hybrids would have been

slightly lower than those observed.

Garden studies. The first Poa hybrids

made in the grass-breeding program were

grown at Stanford in 1944. Since that

year selection among the hybrids and their

progeny has continued at our three trans-

plant stations and at the Pullman Nursery

of the U. S. Soil Conservation Service. In

1949, 20 hybrid lines were selected for seed

increase as a first step in determining their

possible agronomic value. This seed is to

be produced at the Pullman and Pleasan-

ton nurseries of the Soil Conservation

Service, where these cultures are now
established. The next step will be to put

these lines under replicated plot tests, after
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which such o£ them as are successful will

be ready for the Soil Conservation Service

to increase and distribute. It is expected

that the lines which will prove to be most

useful in the Palouse Prairie region in

eastern Washington will be different from

those selected for the coastal regions of

the Pacific Northwest and also different

from those needed for California lowland

conditions.

The intercontinental transplant experi-

ments mentioned in the last Year Book

have now been established except at the

station in North Carolina, and several pre-

liminary reports on their progress have

been received. It is intended that com-

parable records be taken by members of

our staff on a considerable number of

characters for all these plantings during

the course of the 1950 growing season.

Achillea Hybrids

Seven hybrid combinations between races

of Achillea from contrasting environments

were made in 1948 and grown in the Stan-

ford garden in 1949, as reported in the

last Year Book. Two of these did not

flower the first year. Four of the five that

flowered were intraspecific hybrids, three

being between ecologically very contrast-

ing races of the hexaploid A. borealis

(72 = 27), and the fourth between two

races of the tetraploid species A. lanulosa

(72 = 18). These four hybrid combinations

were all very fertile, one first-generation

hybrid individual of A. borealis, of the

combination Selma, California X Kiska

Island, producing 25,000 good seeds. The
fifth hybrid combination was interspecific,

being A. millefolium, northern Iceland

(72=27) x -^- borealis, Selma (72 = 27), anô

it was less than 10 per cent fertile. In all,

about 4700 second-generation hybrid off-

spring are now growing from these five

hybrids, and they segregate strongly. Their

origins are as follows

:

A. borealis hybrids (72 = 27):

Selma X Kiska dunes: ca. 2000 F 2 seedlings

Selma X Kiska alpine: ca. 1500 F2 seedlings

Selma X Bodega coast: ca. 500 F2 seedlings

A. lanulosa hybrid (72 = 18):

Dyerville X Pt. Orford: ca. 400 F2 seedlings

A. millefolium (72 = 27) X A. borealis (n

= 27):

Iceland X Selma: ca. 300 F2 seedlings

The purpose of these crossings is to pro-

vide material for study of the inheritance

of the physiological characteristics that

distinguish races and species from such

different climates, and to explore the evo-

lutionary pattern in the Achillea species.

Mimulus Studies

The early experimental results obtained

by Robert Vickery from Mimulus, the

monkey flower, confirm the suitability of

this genus for studies in speciation. The
approximately 120 species of the genus

contain several complexes of closely related

species which are in the process of evolv-

ing new forms. The Mimulus guttatus

complex is one of these. It was selected

for intensive experimental study because

of its large array of contrasting forms, its

ease of cultivation, and its strong repre-

sentation in the California flora. Some 120

strains representing 10 of the 16 species

in this complex have been assembled in

the greenhouses at Stanford. These strains

come from as far north as Juneau, Alaska,

as far east as Texas, and as far south as

southern Chile. They vary from annuals

less than 5 cm. high to thick-stemmed per-

ennials nearly 2 m. high. The shape and

size of their leaves and flowers also vary

greatly.

It was found that the range of variation

in the guttatus complex could be repre-

sented by a selected series of 16 strains
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from the transplant station transect across

central California. The genetic and physio-

logic investigations have centered around

this series.

In the genetic study by Vickery, 226

hybrid combinations were attempted for

the purpose of testing (1) the relationships

among the strains of guttatus from the

central California transect, (2) the rela-

tionships of these strains to other species

of the complex, including the South

TABLE 2

MlMULUS HYBRID COMBINATIONS ATTEMPTED AND

OBTAINED

Hybrid combination

No.

at-

tempted

No.

ob-

tained

Intrasectional hybrids:

guttatus complex:

guttatus, interracial hybrids . .

guttatus X glabratus utahensis

.

guttatus X laciniatus (annual)

65

12

12

13

12

12

37

3

9

51

63

3

12

7

guttatus X nasutus (annual) . .

guttatus X Tilingii

11

1

Miscellaneous interspecific. . . 12

3

Miscellaneous intrasectional. . . .

Intersectional hybrids

4

Totals 226 106

American ones, and (3) the relationships

of the species of the guttatus complex to

other species of the genus. Of the 51 inter-

sectional hybrid combinations tried for

the last purpose, none succeeded; this indi-

cates the presence of very distinct genetic

barriers between the M. guttatus complex

and the rest of the genus as represented

by the 18 diverse species actually tried.

The results of the crossings are summa-

rized in table 2.

Varying amounts of fertile hybrid seeds

were produced from crosses within the

guttatus complex, indicating the presence

of genetic barriers of various degree. The
cross between M. luteus from Chile and

M. guttatus from California succeeded

several times. This fact is of interest in

connection with an old controversy as to

whether these South and North American

plants represent distinct species.

The 16 strains of the guttatus complex

from the California transect were crossed

in all possible combinations, and from the

resultant seed 140 cultures were grown,

99 of which produced hybrids. These in-

cluded crossings of perennials with an-

nuals. Crossings involving the alpine M.
Tilingii rarely succeeded, a fact which

indicates that of all the strains of the com-

plex, it is genetically the most distantly

related. A cross of M. Tilingii with a tall

coastal form of guttatus from Pescadero

did succeed, and the Fi hybrid proved to

be fully fertile. Its second generation shows

striking segregation in a number of mor-

phological characters and in the physio-

logical character of winter dormancy.

The same Pescadero strain was also

used in crosses with a Sierran foothill form

and with a Great Basin form from Mono
Lake. The second-generation hybrids of

these combinations are surprisingly uni-

form.

The 108 individuals representing 15

strains and hybrids of the Mimulus gutta-

tus complex that were cloned and trans-

planted to the three altitudinal stations of

the Division died the first summer after

transplantation. This result is probably

due to their placement in gardens much
drier than their moist native habitats. In

the wild they grow in ditches with run-

ning water, or in moist meadows. The
Mimulus species of this complex thus

prove to be difficult subjects for ordinary

garden cultures, but in pots and flats they

can be grown without difficulty, and in

Hiesey's preliminary experiments at the
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Earhart Laboratory of the California In-

stitute of Technology they have proved to

be promising subjects for physiological

investigations.

The cytological investigation of Mimu-

lus is just beginning, but the success of

the crossings indicates that the chromo-

some number for most of the forms of

the M. guttatus complex is probably

72 = 14.

Cytotaxonomy of the Sagebrush

One of the most common plants in

western North America is the sagebrush.

It covers more than 94 million acres in the

western United States, and its presence

or absence on the range is of concern to

stockmen, since on the one hand it is apt

to replace the important grasses and herbs

on overgrazed ranges, and on the other

hand it provides important browse at cer-

tain critical seasons of the year. It is also

of great importance in the control of soil

erosion. Despite its economic significance,

botanists do not know how many species

it includes. They are certain, however,

that the most common one, Artemisia

tridentata, is merely the hub of a con-

siderable complex. George Ward is at-

tempting to throw light on the classifica-

tion of the sagebrush and its close allies

through a cytotaxonomic survey of the

group, and has assembled many collections

in our Stanford garden.

Approximately 550 individuals are grow-

ing in pots, and 300 of these are being

planted in the garden. These represent

70 collections and at least 10 different

taxonomic entities (species or subspecies).

The chromosomes of individuals from 20

collections have been studied to date, and

all have been found to be either diploid

or tetraploid with a basic number of 9.

No attempt has yet been made to cor-

relate these numbers with morphological

characters.

Most of the above individuals were dug

as seedlings in the field last summer (1949)

during a tour of California, Oregon, Wash-

ington, Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, and

Nevada. On this trip 80 bud fixations

were made, but in Artemisia root tips

have given much more satisfactory cyto-

logical material. Seedlings are yet to be

collected from a few more localities in

California.

DODECATHEON

In the genus Dodecatheon (the shooting

star), studies on the development of races

and species and their relation to the en-

vironment are being carried out by Henry

Thompson. This genus is a member of

the primrose family and is closely related

to the genus Cyclamen of the old world.

In central California it is represented by

a series of species with a large environ-

mental range. Extensive collections have

been made along the station transect of the

Institution across central California from

near sea level to 10,500 feet elevation

in the Sierra Nevada. This collection

has been supplemented by plants from

throughout California, and from certain

parts of Oregon and Washington. Ar-

rangements have been made to acquire

plants from various other localities in the

United States and Alaska. Over 40 strains

representing 10 species are now being

intercrossed for the purpose of analyzing

the process of speciation in this genus.

Chromosome numbers have been deter-

mined for the first time in this genus, but

at present only two species have been

counted, as follows: Dodecatheon Cleve-

landii Greene, from near Pomona College,

Claremont, California, 2^ = 44; and D.

patulum Greene var. bernalinum Greene,
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from Los Trancos Creek near Stanford

University, 2^=44.

The flowers of Dodecatheon can be

easily emasculated, which simplifies the

hybridization. The cross D. patulum var.

bernalinumXD. Clevelandii was made in

1948 with good setting of seed, but the

hybrid was not grown until this year.

Additional hybridizations have been

carried out this season, and some of the

crosses involving early-flowering strains

that have already yielded seed include:

D. Hendersonii var. typica X var. Hansenii

Greene

D. Hendersonii X D. patulum

D. patulum var. bernalinum X D. Hendersonii

Gray

D. Clevelandii xD. Hendersonii and the re-

ciprocal

D. Clevelandii xD. patulum var. bernalinum

and the reciprocal

This group of taxonomic entities ranges

through the lower elevations of California

west of the crest of the Sierra Nevada, ex-

tending northward west of the Cascades

to Vancouver Island. These entities are

characterized by having a well developed

dark-colored filament tube and a capsule

opening by a lid.

One plant of Dodecatheon Meadia, a

plant with light-colored filament tube and

valvate capsule, has flowered this spring,

but efforts to cross it with the majority of

the above-named forms have failed.

Phaseolus

The study of representative samples of

the variation in a group of plants, gathered

from the wild and grown in the garden,

often provides the investigator with valu-

able clues for an improved classification

as a basis for the understanding of the

evolution of existing species. An example

is at hand in Phaseolus, the genus which

includes the cultivated beans. Oliver

Norvell, an independent investigator who
is interested in tracing the origin of the

common bean, has collected 1300 lots of

seed of native and 400 of cultivated strains

of Phaseolus from the southwestern states

and Mexico as far south as Oaxaca. He
has grown representatives of these at Stan-

ford University and at the Division labora-

tory at Stanford. From studies on garden-

grown plants and herbarium collections

he has discovered fundamental characters,

such as the placement of the cotyledons,

which may provide an improved means

of classifying the major subcategories in

this large genus. Fifty-five lots of tiny-

seeded wild forms of the common bean,

Phaseolus vulgaris, collected in Mexico,

were sown, and all produced short-day,

climbing plants. The plants grown from

45 of these lots were perennials, whereas

those from 10 lots collected at one locality

were all annuals. Perennial, wild races

were crossed with cultivated forms of the

common bean. The latter were bush-type

annuals and able to flower when the days

are long. The first-generation hybrid was

composed of fully fertile climbing, per-

ennial, short-day plants with seeds only

a little larger than those of the wild type.

In the second generation, the first three of

these characters segregated in fairly simple

ratios, a fact which suggests that the

cultivated type may have arisen directly

through a series of recessive mutations.

The color and size of the seeds, however,

segregated in a more complex manner.

There was no apparent loss of vigor in the

second generation. The full fertility of the

Fi and the consistent vigor of the F2 pro-

vide evidence that these wild forms are

conspecific with the cultivated Phaseolus

vulgaris.

By using special techniques, such as

harvesting immature seeds and sowing

them immediately to prevent seed dor-

mancy, and by artificially shortening the
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days for the Fi in midsummer, Norvell

was able to make the crossings and to grow

to maturity both first- and second-genera-

tion hybrids within the period of one year.

Armeria

About 1500 individuals of Armeria, the

sea pink, which Dr. H. G. Baker, of the

University of Leeds, studied last year as

a Fellow of the Carnegie Institution (Year

Book No. 48, pp. 103-105), were left in

the garden at Stanford in order that their

winter reactions and their growth to full

maturity the following season could be

observed. Clausen and Keck have followed

the development of these plants and have

taken notes on their behavior for statistical

treatment. These and specimens of the

plants are to be sent to Dr. Baker for

analysis and comparison with data col-

lected on the same strains grown in the

Leeds environment.

The purpose of Baker's Armeria investi-

gations is an analysis of the racial differ-

ences and evolutionary patterns in a species

complex which has an unusual type of

differentiation. In one part of the world

its flowers are dimorphic, existing in two

distinct forms on separate plants, each of

which requires cross-fertilization by the

other; in other parts of the world it is

monomorphic, having only one form of

flower and being self-compatible.

The differences between the races be-

came more obvious during their second

year at Stanford. All forms of the Euro-

pean dimorphic racial complexes of

Armeria maritima ssp. typica, including

the dwarfish high-latitude forms from

Iceland and the North Atlantic islands,

which might be expected to go dormant,

remained completely winter-active. A
number of much larger lowland plants

from England and Poland even continued

to flower throughout the winter. The

forms from California, which are mono-

morphic and belong to ssp. calijornica,

also remained fully green in winter, but

did not flower. On the other hand, the

populations of the monomorphic sspp.

labradorica and sibirica from the high lati-

tudes of arctic and subarctic NorthAmerica

went dormant in midwinter, but became

active in February and grew rapidly to

flower ahead of most of the plants from

lower latitudes and altitudes. A unique

population of labradorica isolated at a

high altitude in the Colorado Rockies be-

haved exactly like its relatives from Hud-

son Bay and the Northwest Territories,

although it is separated from them by a

distance of 1500 miles. It is therefore

obvious that these physiological patterns

of periodicity are deeply seated in the

heredity of the plants, following the major

taxonomic and geographic divisions with-

in this circumboreal species.

Genetics and Taxonomy of Gilia

Verne Grant

The comparative genetics of popula-

tions, races, and species provides much of

the experimental foundation for the

modern study of evolution. A genetic and

taxonomic exploration of the genus Gilia

of the phlox family, a group of herbaceous

flowering plants native in western North

America, is being carried on currently for

the purpose of obtaining an understand-

ing of evolution in this large and complex

genus. This work, which was begun in

1946, has been conducted since 1949 at the

Stanford laboratory of the Division. To
date, it has mainly been concerned with

one of the natural subdivisions of the

genus, namely the leafy-stemmed Gilias

of the Pacific slope {Gilia tricolor, capitata,

and their allies) . Some exploratory crosses

have also been made in the Gilia gilioides

complex of the California mountains and
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in the scapose Gilias of the western deserts

(G. tenuiflora, latifiora, sinnata, etc.). The
present progress report will be confined

largely to an account of the work on the

leafy-stemmed Gilias.

Taxonomy. Field studies and the exami-

nation of herbarium specimens have led to

the recognition of 16 taxonomic units

within the leafy-stemmed Gilias. These

taxonomic units, each one a system of

populations distributed over a definite

geographical area, appear to be arranged

in three species complexes. The first of

these is the Gilia capitata complex, which

includes G. capitata and abrotanifolia. The
flowers of this group are aggregated into

dense spherical heads, the calyx lobes con-

sist of a narrow midrib flanked by a broad

hyaline margin, and the corolla lobes are

erect in relation to the corolla tube. The
second group is the Gilia tricolor complex,

including G. tricolor, millejoliata, Nevinii,

and clivorum. The flowers here are in

open panicles or small glomerules, the

calyx lobes consist of a broad green band

without a hyaline margin, and the corolla

lobes flare at right angles to the corolla

tube. The third group is the Gilia achil-

leaefolia complex, with G. achilleaejolia

and multicaulis. Its taxonomic character-

istics are intermediate between those of

the two preceding groups, for its flowers

are aggregated into loose fan-shaped

heads, its calyx lobes have a broad, flat

midrib flanked by a relatively narrow hya-

line margin, and its corolla lobes vary from

erect to rotately spreading.

In the past the units of the leafy-stemmed

Gilias have not been well understood, and

the Latin names have often been incor-

rectly applied. The true Gilia achilleae-

folia, for example, is the capitate Gilia of

the southern Coast Ranges, though G.

abrotanifolia of southern California, capi-

tata staminea of the San Joaquin Valley,

and capitata pedemontana and mediomon-

tana of the Sierra Nevada have all been

known by the name "achilleaefolia." The
true Gilia multicaulis, similarly, is a small-

flowered relative of achilleaejolia in the

Coast Ranges. The plant which is often

called "multicaulis" in southern California

forms a separate unit which has not been

named as yet, and another plant with

purple-spotted corollas in the Coast

Ranges, also known as "multicaulis," is

a distinct species for which the best name
available at present is Gilia multicaulis var.

clivorum Jepson. Gilia millejoliata, finally,

is a sand-dune plant of the northern Cali-

fornia coast, although the similar-appear-

ing clivorum has often been known as

"millefoliata."

Chromosome numbers. All the leafy-

stemmed Gilias for which the chromosome

number is known have 9 pairs, except

clivorum, which has 18 pairs. The chromo-

some number of G. Nevinii is not yet

known. In the Gilia gilioides complex,

both gilioides and its subspecies glutinosa

have 9 pairs of chromosomes. In the sca-

pose Gilias, 9 pairs of chromosomes have

been found in G. tenuiflora, its subspecies

interior, and the closely related G. latifiora,

and 18 pairs in G. sinuata.

The hybridization program. Almost all

the units of the leafy-stemmed Gilias, ex-

cept Nevinii, have been intercrossed. Forty-

nine hybrid combinations have been at-

tempted within this group, about half of

which have succeeded. More crosses are

being made this year. When the analysis

of these hybrids is completed it should be

possible to generalize concerning the

nature and distribution of barriers to gene

exchange in the leafy-stemmed Gilias.

The results obtained to date show that

some first-generation hybrids are fully

fertile and yield fully viable offspring in

the second generation; other hybrids are

partially sterile in the first and partially

inviable in the second generation; still
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other hybrids are almost completely sterile

and cannot be perpetuated to the second

generation; and some crosses are very

difficult or even impossible to make. These

findings together with the evidence of

morphology and ecology suggest that the

16 taxonomic units of the leafy-stemmed

Gilias may fall into about 8 groups pos-

sessed of isolating mechanisms (that is,

species)

.

Cytogenetics of hybrids. Meiosis is regu-

lar in all the wild strains of Gilia that

have been examined cytologically. Failure

of chromosome pairing, misdivision of

chromosomes, and chromosome bridges

occur as rare accidents in the meiosis of

almost any species of Gilia. The pairing

of chromosomes is likewise regular in the

first-generation hybrids between some of

the systematic units. Such hybrids may
be fully fertile or partially sterile. In other

first-generation hybrids the chromosomes

frequently fail to pair and then lag in the

cytoplasm, or after pairing the chromo-

somes may remain attached to each other

as a chromosome bridge. Such hybrids

are highly sterile.

The first-generation hybrid of Gilia

millefoliata X achilleaefolia has the most

irregular type of meiosis so far encoun-

tered. There is little or no pairing between

its parental chromosome sets. Such pair-

ing as does occur, moreover, results in the

formation of two kinds of bivalents : tightly

paired bivalents of normal appearance, and

loose, attenuate bivalents. The attenuate

bivalents are sometimes composed of

visibly dissimilar chromosomes. The pairs

and single chromosomes are scattered

throughout the entire cell at first meta-

phase and are distributed irregularly to

the two poles at anaphase. The chromo-

somes of the two parental species appar-

ently differ in respect to their gene ar-

rangement, for chromosome bridges and

fragments of chromosomes are of frequent

occurrence in the hybrids. Less than 1 per

cent of good pollen grains and of sound

seeds was produced by this hybrid, but

despite this sterility barrier a second gen-

eration with twice as many chromosomes

as the parents was obtained. A new am-

phiploid species with a double number of

chromosomes may therefore arise from this

chromosomally irregular hybrid.

Evolutionary patterns. The evidence of

morphology, ecology, population genetics,

and cytogenetics is pointing to the exist-

ence of several evolutionary patterns in

the leafy-stemmed Gilias. Some of the

systematic units have probably descended

from a common ancestor and have di-

verged in response to different environ-

ments. The principal differences between

the subspecies staminea and Chamissonis

of Gilia capitata, for example, are char-

acters of growth habit, earliness, and in-

tensity of flower color which may readily

have arisen through natural selection for

an interior and a maritime habitat respec-

tively. The second-generation hybrids be-

tween these two races segregate only for

the ecologically significant characters which

distinguish their parents, a fact which

indicates that the latter have essentially

the same store of genes and hence have

descended from some common ancestral

population. These two forms are, how-

ever, separated by weak but definite bar-

riers of incompatibility and hybrid ste-

rility, a fact which suggests that in their

evolutionary divergence they have reached

a point about midway between that of

two races and that of two species. In other

cases it appears that one systematic unit

has descended from two ancestral popula-

tions. Gilia achilleaefolia, for example,

has morphological characters, a distribu-

tion area, and a variation pattern which

suggest that it has been derived from

hybridization between Gilia tricolor and
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G. capitata staminea. Verification of the

latter hypothesis by the work now in

progress would lead to the conclusion that

hybridization has been an important factor

in the evolution of the leafy-stemmed

Gilias.

PALEOBOTANY

Ralph W. Chaney

Completion of the two-year study of

the fossil Taxodiaceae of western North

America has brought to a sound taxo-

nomic status the Cretaceous and Tertiary

species of Sequoia, Metasequoia, and Taxo-

dium from that region. This study has

been partly supported by grants from the

American Philosophical Society and the

University of California. Prior to 1941,

when Metasequoia was first recognized as

a distinct genus by Miki, fossil foliage and

cones of this redwood, now living only

in China, were confused with those of

Sequoia and Taxodium, at present con-

fined to the United States. For nearly a

century fossil specimens of Sequoia and

Taxodium have been studied in Europe

and North America without an accurate

basis for distinguishing them. As a result,

many of the records of their past occur-

rence are unreliable, as are interpretations

based upon their wide distribution over

the northern hemisphere since Cretaceous

time.

Since foliage is the most abundant organ

of these closely related conifers in the

fossil record, it has been necessary first to

find dependable criteria for distinguishing

their leafy shoots. The position of attach-

ment of needles on the shoot provides

such criteria : Taxodium and Sequoia show
spiral phyllotaxy, but may be distinguished

by the more prominent decurrent bases

of Sequoia needles, and by their oblique

rather than orthogonal attachment; Meta-

sequoia shows strong, oblique leaf bases

like those of Sequoia, but its phyllotaxy

is decussate. With well preserved speci-

mens the foliage of all three genera may

be readily recognized. The whole pattern

of Metasequoia follows that of the needles,

and the scales of its pistillate cones are

decussately attached; the somewhat simi-

lar cones of Sequoia show spiral position

of the cone scales, as do the cones of

Taxodium, which are much fewer than

those of Sequoia, and are commonly de-

ciduous. The staminate cones of both

Metasequoia and Taxodium are borne on

long spikes; the decussate position of the

former is in contrast with the spiral posi-

tion of the latter; the staminate cones of

Sequoia are solitary. No characters have

been found by which the wood of these

three genera may be readily distinguished.

Using the criteria involving foliage and

cones, it has been possible to reach the

following conclusions regarding the Cre-

taceous and Tertiary occurrence of Meta-

sequoia, Sequoia, and Taxodium in west-

ern North America:

(1) Metasequoia is by far the most

abundant genus, with a distribution which

includes also most of the northern hemi-

sphere, particularly such northern areas as

Alaska, Greenland, and Spitzbergen. Cre-

taceous specimens may in most cases be

distinguished from those of the Tertiary,

and one species is recognized for each

period; that of the Tertiary is not readily

distinguishable from the living M. glypto-

stroboides.

(2) Sequoia is represented by a wide-

ranging species with scaly foliage during

the Cretaceous, and by a readily separable,

distichous-needled species during the Ter-

tiary; this latter appears to be the probable

ancestor of the living coast redwood, S.
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sempervirens, and the Cretaceous species

shows relationship to the modern Sierra

redwood, S. gigantea. Only in western

Europe are the Tertiary remains of

Sequoia more abundant than those of

Metasequoia and Taxodium.

(3) There is no established record of

Taxodium during the Cretaceous. Its

foliage is abundant in Tertiary deposits

at high northern latitudes, and is widely

recorded at middle latitudes, of North

America and Europe in rocks of middle

Tertiary age. It represents a species similar

to the living swamp cypress, T. distichutn.

(4) As far back as there are records of

the three genera, they show characters

which distinguish them as fully as in the

case of living trees of these conifers. Their

lack of convergence through eighty to one

hundred million years of earth history

suggests that Sequoia, Metasequoia, and

Taxodium are ancient genera whose com-

mon ancestors, as yet undiscovered, lived

during pre-Cretaceous time before the

development of modern vegetation.

Experimental planting of seedlings of

the Chinese redwood have been continued

on an increasingly wide scale. For the

first time in some thirty million years,

trees of this ancient genus Metasequoia

have survived an Alaska winter. Pre-

liminary reports on seedlings planted in

1949, under the direction of R. F. Taylor

of the U. S. Forest Service, from Juneau

to Anchorage, indicate that a majority are

showing green buds after an exceptionally

severe winter during which water in the

soil froze to a depth of four feet. Not since

the Eocene epoch, when cones and foliage

of Metasequoia were abundantly preserved

in sediments at high northern latitudes,

are these trees known to have lived so far

from the equator. Plans are being made
for plantings at other arctic outposts, in

Greenland, Iceland, and Spitzbergen,

where the fossil record testifies to the

presence of this genus as an abundant

member of the forest in ages past.

A great majority of the seedlings planted

a year ago in British Columbia, under the

auspices of the Forest Service of the Prov-

ince, are also living. Field work during

the summer of 1949 has further confirmed

the abundance of fossil Metasequoia in

this area during the Tertiary period, and

has shown that its associates were trees

similar to those with which living Meta-

sequoia has survived in central China. In

the eastern United States, where many

members of the Arcto-Tertiary Flora are

still living, scattered reports show a high

percentage of seedling survival, and indi-

cate the probable success of extensive plant-

ings in several critical areas during the

spring of 1950.

It already seems apparent that living

trees of Metasequoia have not been re-

stricted to the remote valleys of central

China by temperature requirements, but

that abundant moisture during the grow-

ing season is a requisite. My own brief

studies in the area of its natural occurrence,

and those of Chinese botanists who have

since visited western Hupeh, indicate that

this tree has a vertical range of several

hundred feet on valley slopes; even in this

narrow altitudinal zone, its associates vary

from broad-leafed evergreens of warm-

temperate types at lower levels, to broad-

leafed deciduous trees at its upper limits.

Such ecotonal distribution has been ob-

served as far back as the Tertiary period,

when Metasequoia lived both on the

borders of the warm-temperate, evergreen

forests of the Eocene, and in the typically

temperate forests of this and later epochs.

Its deciduous habit has given Metasequoia

great flexibility in its establishment as a

dominant tree over a wide range through-

out space and time. Some of the reasons

for its present restriction and imminent

extinction are already being suggested by
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the observed relations of its past and

present occurrences.

During the present year Daniel I. Axel-

rod has brought to completion his study

of four Pliocene floras from California,

and has finished an essay on the origin of

desert vegetation. Three of the floras

studied are in southern California. The
Anaverde flora near Palmdale on the edge

of the Mojave Desert and the Piru Gorge

flora from the Ridge Basin sediments in

the mountains between Bakersfield and

Los Angeles represent additions to the

list of known Pliocene floras; the third

contribution is a re-evaluation of the Mount
Eden flora near Beaumont as based on new
collections.

All these floras are Middle Pliocene in

age. They lend further support to Axel-

rod's earlier suggestion that the mild,

semiarid climate of this stage has con-

siderable correlative significance, for its

influence can be recognized in floras of

widely different composition. These Mid-

dle Pliocene floras from southern Cali-

fornia contain a number of plants whose

nearest living counterparts are known only

in the summer-wet southwestern part of

the continent. Of these, avocado is domi-

nant in all the floras, and palm is also

represented. Several plants representing

vegetation related to the modern thorn

forest vegetation on the west coast of

Sonora are recorded from the Mount Eden
and Anaverde floras.

An Upper Pliocene florule from the

Sonoma formation at Napa, California,

as described by Axelrod, shows significant

differences from previously recorded So-

noma florules. Whereas the Napa florule

has dominant live oak woodland and

border-redwood communities, the florules

from Santa Rosa are largely characterized

by redwood and humid coast conifer

plants. These Upper Pliocene florules

demonstrate a distribution of vegetation

in the region that corresponds generally

to that existing there today. Important

differences in details of species distribu-

tion are nonetheless recorded.

In his essay on desert evolution Axelrod

shows that the modern desert floras of

California and adjacent states have been

assembled in their present form only since

the Pliocene. Analysis of evidence else-

where in the world leads to the suggestion

that all the present deserts are "climatic

accidents," for they have been rare in earth

history. Their species seem largely to have

been derived from the major continental

Tertiary Floras which as recently as Plio-

cene time dominated the areas now desert.

Study of the Florissant flora of Colorado

has been brought to completion by Harry

D. MacGinitie, with funds supplied by

the Institution and by Dr. Childs Frick.

This flora has been widely collected during

the past sixty years; study of additional

large collections made by Dr. MacGinitie,

and his extensive comparisons of fossil

specimens with modern plants, have re-

duced the number of known botanical

entities from 258 to about one-half that

total. Conifers and woody angiosperms

make up the bulk of the flora. The vege-

tation was of an upland type, showing a

mixture of riparian trees with shrubs and

small trees of adjacent chaparral. Similar

mixtures may be seen today in central

Texas, and on the inner side of the Coast

Ranges of central California. Relation-

ships between the fossils and these modern

units of vegetation suggest a warm-tem-

perate climate, with a maximum annual

rainfall of 25 inches and perhaps a pro-

nounced dry season. The Florissant flora

is considered to be of Middle Oligocene

age.
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Baltimore, Maryland

GEORGE W. CORNER, Director

The work of the Department of Em-
bryology was carried on during the year

without major changes of personnel. Dr.

Elizabeth M. Ramsey, who has been work-

ing as a volunteer investigator in the

Embryological Laboratory for some years,

was appointed to the rank of Research

Associate as of December 1949. Dr. Ger-

shon Gitlin, of the Department of Anat-

omy of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem,

was sent by his University in February

1950 for a year's stay to familiarize him-

self with current methods of embryo-

logical study.

Dr. Edwin Ide Smith, Halsted Fellow

in Surgery, Johns Hopkins University,

spent the year in the Department at the

request of Dr. Alfred Blalock, Professor

of Surgery, to study human embryology

in preparation for work in pediatric

surgery.

Dr. Perry W. Gilbert, Associate Pro-

fessor of Zoology at Cornell University,

spent the period September 1, 1949—Janu-

ary 31, 1950 in the Department as a Fellow

of the Carnegie Institution while on sab-

batical leave from Cornell.

Dr. Maria Victoria de la Cruz arrived

in February 1949 on a Rockefeller Fellow-

ship to begin a year's study of the em-

bryology of the heart in preparation for

her work at the Institute of Cardiology

of Mexico City as head of a division of

morphology of the heart.

Dr. Jerome S. Harris, Fellow of the

Carnegie Institution, completed his term

of appointment in the summer of 1949

and joined the staff of the Boston Lying-

in Hospital. Dr. Jorgen U. Schlegel,

Rockefeller Traveling Fellow assigned to

the Department of Embryology, returned

to Denmark in May 1950, but shortly

thereafter was appointed Associate Pro-

fessor of Urology in the University of

Rochester. Lyla T. Braden (Mrs. R. K.

Burns, Jr.) concluded her appointment

as Ciba Foundation Fellow in June.

Dr. E. Carl Sensenig, of the University

of Alabama, spent several weeks in the

laboratory in the summer of 1949 fol-

lowing up his work on the embryology

of the vertebral column in man.

Dr. Fritz Strauss, of the Department of

Anatomy at Bern, Switzerland, spent about

two weeks with us in May 1950, examin-

ing the early human and monkey em-

bryos in the Collection. Dr. James G.

Wilson, Assistant Professor of Anatomy

in the University of Rochester, made a

week's visit during the Christmas holidays

1949-1950 to study some of the abnormal

embryos.

In the fall of 1949 Mr. Chester F.

Reather, who has been for many years

photographer to the Department and has

won national distinction in his special

branch of scientific photography, was

appointed chief of the Photographic Serv-

ice of Johns Hopkins Hospital. Mr.

Richard D. Grill, formerly of the Uni-

versity of Maryland School of Medicine,

succeeds him. Mr. Reather will continue

for two years, however, to serve the De-

partment of Embryology on a limited part-

time basis.

Foreign conferences and appointments.

Dr. Chester H. Heuser, of the senior staff,

represented the Department at a meeting

of the International Institute of Embry-

ology at Bern, Switzerland, in August

1949. He presented a demonstration on

the development of the human yolk sac.

119
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As will be more fully mentioned below,

under "Program of investigations," Dr.

R. K. Burns took part by invitation of

the French Government in a Colloquium

on Sex Differentiation held at Paris in

June 1950.

Dr. S. R. M. Reynolds spent the months

of March and April 1950 in Montevideo,

Uruguay, as Visiting Professor of Physi-

ology and Obstetrics in the Medical Faculty

of the University of Montevideo, where

he carried out an active program of

advanced teaching and collaborative

research.

PROGRAM OF INVESTIGATIONS

Morphology and experimental embry-

ology. Dr. C. H. Heuser, Curator of the

Embryological Collection, prepared as

usual a number of early human embryos

for addition to the collection. He con-

tinued his studies on the morphology of

early human embryos, with a view to

beginning the preparation of a systematic

review of early embryology in completion

of the late Dr. G. L. Streeter's series

"Developmental Horizons in the Human
Embryo."

During the past year Dr. R. K. Burns

has been engaged in completing a general

review or synopsis of the development of

the urinogenital system in vertebrate em-

bryos. The object of this article has been

to arrive at a provisional interpretation

and synthesis of the very large amount of

work in recent years on the experimental

analysis of sex differentiation in the verte-

brates. It will form a chapter in a forth-

coming collaborative work entitled "Analy-

sis of development," embracing the field of

experimental embryology and morpho-

genesis.

He has also by invitation prepared and

presented two papers at an International

Colloquium on Sex Differentiation held

in Paris at the College de France, June 5-

12, 1950, under the auspices of the French

Government. The first paper consisted of

a general survey and interpretation of his

own experimental work in this field ex-

tending over many years. The second

was a report of some more recent findings

on the histological modification of the

gonads in opossum embryos as a result of

treatment with an estrogenic hormone.

The effects of such treatment may be

described briefly as follows. When treat-

ment is begun very early in development,

there is a marked retardation in the growth

and differentiation of both ovary and

testis. In the testis, however, further

changes of a specific character follow. The
"germinal epithelium" covering the sur-

face of the testis, instead of disappearing

as in normal development, may survive

indefinitely in a quiescent state. If treat-

ment is prolonged this tissue may be re-

activated, with rapid proliferation of cor-

tical cords and the formation of a cortical

zone like that of the ovary except for the

absence of germ cells. Dr. Burns was later

invited to repeat this lecture at the Uni-

versity of Strasbourg.

This result is of particular interest be-

cause previous experimenters have failed

to obtain clear-cut modification of gonad

structure in mammals by the use of steroid

hormones, in spite of success in similar

efforts with lower vertebrates. Dr. Burns,

who when a graduate student was the first

to produce sex reversal in a vertebrate

by deliberate experiment, is now the first

to produce by experiment clear-cut changes

of the same sort in a mammal.

In addition to this experimental study

of gonad differentiation, Dr. Burns has

resumed an earlier investigation of the

structure and development of the system

of rete canals in the gonads of young

opossums. This work was prepared for
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presentation as a demonstration at the

International Congress of Anatomy at

Oxford just subsequent to the period of

the present annual report.

Under the direction of Dr. Burns, Dr.

Gershon Gitlin is at present engaged in a

study of the growth and migration of the

vaginal epithelium in immature female

rats subjected to chronic stimulation with

estrogen.

Dr. Perry W. Gilbert made an intensive

study of the embryonic development of

the external muscles of the human eye.

The results of this research, in which

Dr. Gilbert was notably successful, will

appear in an early volume of the Contri-

butions to Embryology.

During the year Mr. James Didusch,

artist of the Department, though handi-

capped for some time by serious illness,

completed a considerable part of the

numerous illustrations for Dr. L. J. Wells'

forthcoming monograph on the embryonic

development of the human diaphragm.

Dr. Elizabeth M. Ramsey actively con-

tinued the work on human placentation,

with special reference to the blood vessels,

which was outlined in the previous report.

Dr. Arthur T. Hertig, in association

with Dr. John Rock, at the Free Hospital

for Women, Brookline, Massachusetts,

and the Boston Lying-in Hospital, obtained

and sent to the Department of Embry-

ology a number of early human embryos,

which together form a valuable addition

to the great series of such specimens

which has been accumulated largely

through their persistence and skill.

Embryonic pathology. Dr. George W.
Corner devoted part of his time to bring-

ing together evidence on the nature and

causes of early abnormality of the embryo

from the rhesus monkey material in the

possession of the Department, which was

gathered by Dr. Carl G. Hartman, and

studied intensively by Drs. Hartman,

Streeter, Bartelmez, and Corner. A paper

on the subject was prepared by Dr. Corner

for presentation in the names of Bartelmez

and Corner at the International Congress

of Anatomy at Oxford, England, in July

1950. This paper, amply illustrated, will

be published in the Contributions to Em-
bryology.

Dr. Edwin Ide Smith made a compre-

hensive study of the embryonic develop-

ment of the human thorax, and more par-

ticularly of the trachea and esophagus,

with a view to better understanding of

those congenital defects of the upper

respiratory and digestive tracts which pre-

sent themselves for surgical treatment.

Pathology of the uterus and of the fetus.

During the year Dr. S. R. M. Reynolds

devoted himself to work in two major

fields of the physiology of reproduction.

The first of these involved applications of

his apparatus for recording the contractile

movements of the pregnant uterus, the

tokodynamometer, which has been de-

scribed in previous reports. He joined

forces with Dr. Louis M. Hellman and

Dr. Robert A. Hingson, of the Depart-

ment of Obstetrics of Johns Hopkins Hos-

pital, in studying with the tokodynamom-

eter the effects of the various types of

obstetrical anesthesia upon the patterns

of uterine contraction in labor. In the

same clinic, the effect of oxygen on in-

effectual uterine contractions is being

studied. While in Montevideo Dr. Reyn-

olds collaborated with two Uruguayan

physicians, Professor Alvarez and Dr.

Caldeyro, in determining the pattern of

uterine contractions necessary to the de-

velopment of sufficient intrauterine pres-

sure to bring about proper dilatation of

the orifice (cervix) of the uterus in labor.

It was found that almost synchronous

activity of the different contracting parts

of the uterus must occur, yet with domi-

nance of the fundus of the uterus, to brin^
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about cervical dilatation. With the same

associates and with Professor Rodriguez-

Lopez, Dr. Reynolds had the opportunity

to record the contractions of. the human
uterus in a patient who underwent child-

birth under hypnosis, without an anes-

thetic. The uterine contractions were

stronger and more rhythmic, and there-

fore were more effective, during deep

hypnotic sleep than when the patient was

awake.

As will be mentioned below under "Pub-

lished research," two young physicians who
have been associated with Dr. Reynolds,

Dr. Jerome Harris and Dr. Irwin H.
Kaiser, have recently demonstrated by use

of the Reynolds tokodynamometer that

the human uterus during labor is exceed-

ingly sensitive to adrenalin and to nor-

adrenalin. It is thought that release of

these substances under painful conditions

of labor may distort the orderly pattern

of uterine contractility. With Dr. S. Lubin

and Dr. Garcia, of the Kate Lubin Re-

search Foundation (Brooklyn,New York),

Dr. Reynolds is working on techniques

for the determination of minute amounts

of adrenalin in blood, in order to study

the correlation of adrenalin levels with

types of uterine contractility.

The other major line of research by

Dr. Reynolds has to do with the physi-

ology of the blood circulation of the fetus,

and particularly with the mechanism by

which blood is forced from the placenta to

the fetus. Delivery of blood from the fetus

to the placenta is of course effected directly

by the fetal heartbeat, but the nature of

the propulsive force for flow in the reverse

direction is not obvious. The umbilical

cord is no doubt actively involved in the

pumping mechanism. Measurement of the

pressure and rates of flow in the cord

vessels will be necessary for analysis of

the problem. During the year Dr. Reyn-

olds did seven experiments on pregnant

sheep, especially bred for the purpose, in

the fourth month of pregnancy. Consider-

able technical experience was gained and

some factual results were obtained. These

experiments will be continued during the

season 1950-1951 at the Nuffield Institute,

Oxford, England, where Dr. Reynolds is

to work on leave from the Department on

a renewed Guggenheim Fellowship, and

where special facilities for work on blood

flow are available.

Much attention has been given to theo-

retical questions of blood flow in elastic

vessels, a problem on which Dr. Reynolds

had had consultative advice from Pro-

fessor Fred Light, of the Johns Hopkins

Department of Mathematics. Experi-

mental observations suggested by these

discussions, on the diameter of cord

vessels under precise conditions, and on

the histology of the umbilical cord, are

being made. A schematic physical model

of the umbilical cord was set up by Mr.

David Wilson Pohmer, and will be used

in testing the underlying theories of cord

pulsation.

Biochemistry of uterine muscle. Dr.

Arpad Csapo, who joined the Department

in May 1949 as a Fellow of the Carnegie

Institution, has been actively at work on

the biochemistry and physiology of uterine

muscle. An experimental study was made

of the relation of the female sex hormone,

estrogen, to the contractile proteins of the

uterine muscle. After the removal of the

ovaries of rabbits, the amount of con-

tractile adenomyosin complex and the

activity of adenosin triphosphatase ("ATP-

ase"), by which energy is provided for

contraction, both decrease. Administration

of estrogen reverses this change. These

findings can be correlated with changes

in uterine contractility observed by physi-

ologists after removal of the ovaries and

after administration of estrogen to the

oophorectomized animal.
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Changes in the chemistry of the uterine

muscle during pregnancy were studied in

rabbits. Significant differences were found

both in concentration of actomyosin and

in ATP-ase activity, which will be re-

ported in detail in a forthcoming paper.

A study was made of the amounts of the

high-energy phosphates, adenosin triphos-

phate and creatin phosphate, in rabbit

uterine muscle during estrus in compari-

son with the skeletal muscle of the same

animals. Uterine muscle was found to

contain only one-seventh of the high-

energy phosphates present in skeletal

muscle. This fact, taken in connection

with physiological experiments on living

muscle, means that the rabbit uterus has

only one-seventh the immediately available

energy of skeletal muscle.

With the collaboration of Mr. John

Menkes, of Johns Hopkins Medical School,

the nonmyosin adenosin triphosphatase of

Meyerhof, previously known in striated

muscle, was isolated from rabbit uteri.

Further work is planned on the characteri-

zation of the enzyme and the analysis of its

role in uterine muscle function.

With Dr. George W. Corner, Dr. Csapo

began an extended study of the physiology

of uterine muscle in various stages of the

reproductive cycle. For this purpose sows'

uteri were obtained fresh daily by courtesy

of the Schluderberg-Kurdle Packing Com-

pany. Much progress was made toward

comprehension of the mechanisms in-

volved respectively in the contraction itself

and in the cause and timing of the spon-

taneous contractility.

Physiology of embryonic tissues. Dr.

L. B. Flexner has continued his studies

on the developing cerebral cortex and

liver, with particular attention to chemical

factors in the synthetic activities which

characterize fetal growth. Energy-rich

phosphate groups have been demonstrated

by others to be essential for many syn-

thetic reactions. Choosing the tissues of

two important organs, the brain and the

liver, as objects of investigation, Dr.

Flexner asks, for example, Is the cellular

chemistry of the nervous tissue demon-

strably altered when great changes are in

progress; e.g., when the long nerve proc-

esses begin to grow out from the cells?

Again, what chemical changes involving

energy-rich phosphates can be detected in

the liver during, e.g., a period of fetal

growth in which the liver tissue is grow-

ing 7 times faster than at the time of birth ?

In these studies Dr. Flexner has had the

collaboration of Dr. Josefa B. Flexner. The

concentration of energy-rich groups has

been found to be constant in both brain

and liver during prenatal growth and is the

same as that found in the adult. The main-

tenance of this remarkably constant level

from early in development to the adult

stage demonstrates that the nerve cells

and the liver cells throughout their life

possess a mechanism which nicely balances

the quantity of energy-rich phosphate

which is synthesized against that which is

dissipated in synthetic or other functional

activities.

It is a widely accepted thesis that with-

out exception the nucleic acids of the

cytoplasm are considerably increased dur-

ing growth. It is thought, largely because

of this increase, that they are intimately

concerned in the synthesis of proteins.

The neuroblasts of the cerebral cortex do

have a higher concentration, on the aver-

age, of cytoplasmic nucleic acids in the

earlier than in the later periods of their

development. The concentration is de-

creased, however, when the cells are most

active synthetically as evidenced by the

sprouting of processes. The liver has a

higher concentration of cytoplasmic nucleic

acid during fetal growth than in the adult,

but whereas at the middle of gestation

the daily rate of synthesis of cell protein
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is 7 times that at term, the cytoplasmic

nucleic acid during this interval declines

in concentration by a factor of only 2.

These observations certainly do not de-

stroy the concept that nucleic acids serve

a fundamental purpose in the synthesis of

protein, but they do appear to weaken one

body of evidence upon which the concept

rests.

Dr. Flexner's investigations with J. B.

Flexner on the chemical constitution of

the cerebral cortex have made it essential

to study the chemical characteristics of

the neuroglia (the connective tissue of

the brain). This has been undertaken by

Dr. Flexner and V. B. Peters. After un-

successful attempts to obtain pure glia

from tissue culture, the investigators have

utilized the method of decorticating cats

and then allowing sufficient time for the

degeneration of nerve cells in the genicu-

late bodies. Mrs. Peters is now studying

the histology of the geniculate bodies after

several variations of the basic procedure,

in an effort to determine the conditions

which result in the most favorable cell

population for further study.

V. B. Peters, with A. J. Dalton, of the

National Cancer Institute, is using the

electron microscope at the National Cancer

Institute to study changes in the mor-

phology of mitochondria during prenatal

growth of the liver and the cerebral cortex.

This project has the double interest of

correlating changes in mitochondria with

other events during normal growth and

of providing a base line for the evaluation

of those alterations in mitochondria which

are now believed to be characteristic of

several types of abnormal growth.

V. M. Kimel and F. Kavaler, of Johns

Hopkins Medical School, have been study-

ing the time of onset of nervous function

in the fetus of the guinea pig. In a further

effort to gain an index of the beginnings

of function, the frontal cerebral cortex has

been stimulated electrically to elicit move-

ment of the limbs and other peripheral

muscles. Peripheral movement can first

be obtained at about the time when spon-

taneous electrical activity is first detected

in the cortex. Two independent approaches

consequently indicate that the frontal cor-

tex first begins to function at this particular

time.

Physiology of the blood capillaries.

Earlier work with the tracer technique on

the rate of transfer of substances across the

placenta and the capillary bed of the body

led Dr. Flexner, Dr. G. J. Vosburgh, and

Dr. Dean Cowie (of the Department of

Terrestrial Magnetism) to question the

classic concept, derived from Starling's

hypothesis, that fluid moves by bulk filtra-

tion from the capillaries into the tissue

fluid. They suggested tentatively, since

heavy water moves across the capillary

wall more rapidly than radiosodium, that

the process of exchange has the character-

istics of diffusion rather than bulk filtra-

tion. In addition to developing a theo-

retical substantiation of this concept, Dr.

Flexner and Dr. Vosburgh, working with

Dr. F. P. Chinard, of the Departments

of Medicine and Physiological Chemistry

of Johns Hopkins University, have de-

veloped an experimental method for test-

ing the hypothesis in the capillary beds

of the several organs of an animal. It has

been demonstrated in the kidney, liver,

spleen, hind limb, and head of the intact

dog that less of a substance with low

diffusion coefficient, inulin, is lost from

the plasma in a single circulatory passage

through the organ than of a substance

with a high diffusion coefficient, thiocya-

nate. These findings are compatible with

the postulated mechanism of diffusion,

but incompatible with a process of bulk

filtration.

Enzymatic activity in adult and embry-

onic tissues. In recent years much atten-
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tion has been paid to the enzymes which

are present in all living tissues, carrying

on the multifarious chemical activities by

which the substances making up the

tissues, and produced, stored, and used

there, are built up and broken down. In-

asmuch as the life processes in the tissues

go on at different rates at different ages,

it is to be expected that the activities of

the enzymes which participate in chemical

growth processes will be found to vary at

different ages of life and in different stages

of growth.

During the past two years Dr. David

B. Tyler has been studying this problem.

The general trend of his work, which is

partly published and partly in press at the

time of this report, will be stated here, with

only brief reference below, under "Pub-

lished research," to the papers which have

already appeared.

Hemolytic and antihemolytic systems.

Last year Dr. Tyler discovered that saline

extracts of fetal liver contain an extremely

active substance that breaks down (hemo-

lyzes) red blood cells of the same species

(e.g. from the mother) as well as those

from different species. This nonspecific

hemolytic agent was found to be de-

stroyed by heat and by certain enzyme

poisons. These and other considerations

suggested that the hemolytic agent is an

enzyme or is produced by a heat-labile

enzyme. Similarly prepared adult liver

extract showed very little or no activity.

This great difference is, however, not due

to a difference in the amount of enzy-

matic substance, but to the presence in

the liver cell of an inhibitor (or antihemo-

lytic substance) as well as the hemolytic

agent. In the adult liver these two sub-

stances exist in such proportions (possibly

as a loosely combined complex) that the

activity of the enzyme or lytic agent is

inhibited. A separation can be made of

these two "antagonistic" substances by

ultracentrifugation. When this is done,

adult liver fractions can be prepared hav-

ing hemolytic activity equal to that of

similar fetal liver fractions. The inhibitor

substance seems to be associated with the

mitochondria of the cells, or at any rate

it is thrown down by the centrifuge along

with the mitochondria. The hemolytic

agent, on the other hand, remains in the

supernatant after centrifugation at 100,000

G. Further proof is obtained by recom-

bining the various fractions of the adult

liver extract in the proportion existing

in the original uncentrifuged extract.

When this is done the adult preparations

return to the original inactive state. Cross-

checks, such as recombining either adult

or fetal fractions containing the hemo-

lytic agent with adult or fetal fractions

containing the inhibitor, support the thesis

that the high activity of fetal liver ex-

tracts is due to a lower concentration of

the "inhibitor" component and not to a

greater concentration of the enzyme or

lytic agent. It was found that the in-

hibitor agent is heat-stable and will with-

stand boiling for at least 30 minutes.

Since the lytic agent is heat-labile and

the inhibitor is heat-stable, a simple pro-

cedure is available for assaying tissues for

their antihemolytic capacities. Such a

study was made of various adult and fetal

tissues. It was found that with lung or

spleen extracts the situation with respect

to hemolytic activity was the reverse of

that found with liver extracts: the adult

preparations showed very high activity,

whereas the fetal fraction had little or

none of this activity. Ultracentrifugal

fractionation of these tissues showed the

same reversed state as compared with the

liver. Various preparations were then

made in which the hemolytic agent was

destroyed by boiling and then assayed for

antihemolytic properties. It was found

that the inhibitory capacities of these
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preparations were inversely proportional

to the hemolytic activity. Similar studies

were made on heart, kidney, and brain.

With the former two organs, simple saline

extracts from both adult and fetal tissues

showed little or no hemolytic activity.

The supernatant after centrifugation, on

the other hand, showed considerable hemo-

lytic activity. Dr. Tyler has as yet been

unable to prepare a supernatant fraction

of either adult or fetal brain that shows

significant hemolytic activity. All three

—

kidney, heart, and brain—from both the

adult and the fetus show considerable

antihemolytic activity. There are indica-

tions that there is more than one anti-

hemolytic substance, for dialysis of plasma

yields antihemolytic factors both in the

dialysate and in the dialyzed portion,

whereas the brain antihemolytic factor

will not pass through a cellophane mem-
brane.

Experiments were also made on enzymes

involved in tissue respiration. Using oxy-

gen uptake as an indicator of respiratory

activities, comparative studies of adult and

newborn brains were made under a variety

of experimental conditions. The endog-

enous metabolism (substrate-free) was

found to be higher in the newborn than

in the adult. This metabolism is due to

the oxidation of noncarbohydrate sub-

stances, and if compared with the rate

found when glucose is available, it amounts

to 60 per cent of the total respiration in

the case of the infant and approximately

15 per cent in the adult. Excised tissues

respiring in a substrate-free medium
rapidly lose their capacity to oxidize

lactate, pyruvate, or glucose. In the adult

the enzyme systems concerned with this

activity deteriorate very rapidly, whereas

in the infant the decay is relatively much
slower. It was found that the factor re-

sponsible for this loss of activity is the

exhaustion of co-enzyme I (diphospho-

pyridine nucleotide). If this substance

("DPN") is added, it will temporarily

restore respiration to the control level.

The difference between adult and new-

born in resistance to such loss of activity

was found to be related to differences in

the activity of "DPN-ase," an enzyme

which splits the DPN molecule; its

activity is only one-tenth as great in the

newborn as in the adult. Although added

DPN restores activity temporarily, inhibi-

tion soon recurs. This inhibition cannot

be prevented by nicotinamide, nor is it

due to nicotinamide, but it is apparently

due to splitting of DPN at a point other

than that protected by the amide. This

DPN-ase behaves as an accessory control

substance in the respiration of adult

tissues.

A comparison was made of the response

of adult and newborn brain to various

accelerators and inhibitors of enzyme

activity. 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP), a sub-

stance that augments oxidative processes

in low concentrations and inhibits in

higher concentrations, was extensively

studied. It apparently acts as an inhibitor

in the newborn to a greater degree than

in the adult. This conclusion is based on

the responses found with varying con-

centrations of DNP. The flatter concen-

tration-action curve, particularly in the

zone in which further increases in DNP
inhibit O2 uptake, indicates considerable

overlapping between the accelerating and

inhibiting concentration in the newborn,

in contrast with the sharp demarcation

found in the adult at this zone. It was

found that for augmentation by DNP,
lactate, pyruvate, or glucose had to be

present. Substitution for these substrates

of either fumarate, citrate, malate, suc-

cinate, hexose-diphosphate, or the Cori

ester resulted in inhibition in the presence

of concentrations of DNP that aug-

mented respiration in a glucose-containing
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medium. This augmentative phase of

DNP action is in some way associated

with the structure of the cells, rather than

merely with chemical substances within

the cells, for it can only be elicited when
organized tissue is present, that is, not

by tissue juices or extracts alone.

These results emphasize the importance

of inhibitory or, more properly, regula-

tory mechanisms rather than enzyme

concentration in determining the over-all

activity rates, and indicate that such mech-

anisms may be the cause of activity dif-

ferences not only between the newborn

and the adult, but also between normal

and pathological conditions.

Co-operative research activities. The
Department of Embryology has continued

to co-operate with the Department of

Gynecology of Johns Hopkins Medical

School by furnishing facilities, assistance,

and the care of monkeys for a research

on the experimental production of endo-

metriosis.

Dr. Corner has also served as adviser

and consultant in a program of study of

the causes of spontaneous abortion, now
being conducted at Columbia University,

New York, by a group under the direction

of Dr. Katharine K. Merritt. During the

year he examined a considerable number

of fetuses, sent from New York for deter-

mination of their stage of development

and other facts bearing on the cause of

termination of pregnancy.

Dr. Louis B. Flexner has co-operated

with the Departments of Physiological

Chemistry, Medicine, and Obstetrics of

the Johns Hopkins University, School of

Medicine, through joint research on capil-

lary permeability with Dr. Francis Chinard

and Dr. Gilbert J. Vosburgh.

The joint work with the Johns Hopkins

Department of Obstetrics and with the

Cumberland Hospital (Kate Lubin Re-

search Foundation, Brooklyn, New York)

carried on by Dr. Reynolds has already

been mentioned.

THE CONTRIBUTIONS TO EMBRYOLOGY
Volume 34 of Contributions to Embry-

ology (Publication 592) was sent to the

Office of Publications during the year and

is expected to appear in 1951. The volume

will contain the following articles

:

222. Marion Hines and Bettina M. Emerson,

Development of the spinal cord in the

fetal and infant macaque. I. Growth,

as increase in size.

223. Faith Wilson LaVelle, A study of hor-

monal factors in the early sex develop-

ment of the golden hamster.

224. R. F. White, A. T. Hertig, J. Rock, and

E. Adams, Histological and histochemi-

cal observations on the corpus luteum

of human pregnancy, with special refer-

ence to corpora lutea associated with

early normal and abnormal ova.

225. S. R. M. Reynolds and J. Tyler Baker,

Effect of parity in women on the pat-

tern of uterine enlargement during the

latter half of gestation.

226. C. M. Bensley, Cyclic fluctuations in

the rate of epithelial mitosis in the

endometrium of the rhesus mon\ey.

227. G. W. Bartelmez, with the collabora-

tion of G. W. Corner and Carl G. Hart-

man, Cyclic changes in the endome-

trium of the rhesus mon\ey.

228. E. Carl Sensenig, The early develop-

ment of the meninges of the spinal cord

in human embryos.

229. R. J. Faulconer, Observations on the

origin of the Mullerian groove in human
embryos.

230. G. L. Streeter (prepared for publication

by Chester H. Heuser and George W.
Corner), Developmental horizons in hu-

man embryos. Description of age

groups xix, xx, xxi, xxii, and xxiii, being

the fifth issue of a survey of the Car-

negie Collection.
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PUBLISHED RESEARCH

Biochemical and Physiological Differ-

entiation during Morphogenesis

Under the above title Dr. Louis B.

Flexner and his coworkers are publishing

a series of articles reporting specific investi-

gations in which the chemical ingredients

of embryonic tissues, the enzyme systems

at work in them, and various physiological

activities and responses are observed in

relation to the stage of embryonic develop-

ment. These studies are being done chiefly

on the guinea pig, which is especially

adapted for such use by size, term of

gestation, and ease of breeding.

Paper no. VIII of this series, by Virginia

B. Peters and Dr. Flexner, deals with quan-

titative changes of structures in the de-

veloping brain cortex. The percentage of

the frontal cortex which is made up of

cell nuclei and the percentage made up

by the rest of the cell structure (peri-

karyon), the number of nerve cells per

unit volume of cortex, and the average

volume of the nucleus and the cell body

have been measured from the 30th day of

gestation to term and in the adult guinea

pig. The magnitude of each of these

quantities, as a function of gestation age,

has been expressed mathematically to per-

mit derivation of its rate of change.

The period from the 41st to the 45th

day of gestation is critical in the develop-

ment of the frontal cortex. During this

time, the following events have been

noted: (1) five layers, as in the adult, are

for the first time apparent in the fetal

cortex; (2) the average nuclear volume

reaches its final value; (3) Nissl bodies

appear and increase greatly in number;

(4) there is a striking increase in the num-

ber and size of cell processes; (5) the

processes begin to show, with the phase-

contrast microscope, the refractive index

characteristic of the mature dendrite; and

(6) the activity of the enzyme adenylpyro-

phosphatase begins to increase toward the

adult level. The neuroblasts appear, dur-

ing this period, to be transformed in large

numbers to cells with the characteristics

of immature neurons.

Paper no. IX of the series, by Louis B.

Flexner and Josefa B. Flexner, answers an

important question concerning the dis-

tribution of materials in developing organs.

Any organ may be considered to consist

of two phases, one of which is the totality

of substance included in the cells and the

other is extracellular fluid between and

around the constituent cells. Embryonic

tissues in general are watery, with a rela-

tively large extracellular phase, but this

condition decreases with age of the em-

bryo, and information is needed about the

status at any given stage and the rate of

change. As has long been known, sodium

and chloride ions in many tissues do not

exist inside the cells, but are limited to

the extracellular phase. By measuring the

chloride in a given tissue, the proportion

of the extracellular phase to the cellular

phase may be determined. There are rea-

sons to suppose that under certain cir-

cumstances this measurement should be

checked by calculating the sodium also.

Summarizing the results, the weight of

the extracellular phase of the cerebral

cortex of the fetal guinea pig has been

determined from the distribution of chlo-

ride. There is a decrease of 40 per cent in

the weight of the extracellular phase from

the 40th day of gestation to term. The
corresponding increase in the weight of

the cellular phase is analyzed in terms of

change in weight of nerve-cell bodies per

unit weight of cortex and change in weight

of nerve processes plus glia.

The weight of the hepatic cells has

been estimated by subtracting from a unit
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weight of liver, free of fat and circulating

blood, the weight of fluid in which chlo-

ride is distributed in early stages of gesta-

tion and the weight of fluid in which both

chloride and radiosodium are distributed

in the late stages of gestation and in the

adult. The effect of extravascular erythro-

blasts on the distribution of these ions is

discussed. The weight of the hepatic cells

per unit weight of liver increases by 20

per cent from the 33d day of gestation to

term.

Evidence is given that the neurones of

the cortex become selectively permeable to

sodium at about the 45th day of gestation,

when electrical activity can first be re-

corded from the cortex and when there is

a correlated series of sharply defined

morphologic and biochemical changes.

Paper no. XI, by the same authors,

analyzes the effect of growth on the

amount and distribution of water, pro-

tein, and fat in the liver and brain (cere-

bral) cortex of the fetal guinea pig. These

are three of the major constituents which

contribute to the increase in weight of an

organ during growth. To have a clear

concept of the process of growth, it is

necessary to know at each stage the incre-

ment of each of these constituents. It is

further necessary to distinguish between

gain in weight due to increase in the cel-

lular phase and that due to increase in

the extracellular phase of the organ. The
first of these, gain in weight of the cellular

phase, results from the activity of the

parenchymatous cells of the organ and is

the active process upon which the major

interest in growth is focused. To gain

further insight into the cellular changes

which accompany growth, the concentra-

tions of water, protein, and fat within the

cells themselves should be determined.

It was found that in both liver and

brain cortex, except for a brief period in

the latter, growth is accompanied by

increase of intracellular water and de-

crease of extracellular water per unit

weight of tissue. The concentrations of

cellular water and protein remain prac-

tically constant in the liver during the

period of gestation which has been studied.

This statement also applies to the protein

of the cellular phase of the cortex until

just before term, but the concentration of

cellular water diminishes progressively as

pregnancy advances.

Changes in the rate at which the blood-

free liver gains in weight, during the

period of gestation which has been studied,

have been analyzed in terms of rate of

growth of the extracellular phase and of

hepatic cells, their water, protein, fat, and

glycogen.

Capillary Permeability

In the last Year Book, No. 48, mention

was made of work by Flexner, Cowie,

and Vosburgh bearing upon a hypothesis

about the way in which substances pass

out of the circulating blood through the

thin walls of the blood capillaries. This

hypothesis (Chambers and Zweifach) sug-

gests that water and dissolved gases pass

through the whole of the thin proto-

plasmic wall, whereas the electrolytes (i.e.

salts) can pass only through the thin lines

of cement substance which lie between

the adjacent margins of cells. This is

much like saying that water running

through hollow tiles can leak through both

the tiles and the joints between them,

but salt only through the joints. Flexner,

Cowie, and Vosburgh studied the actual

rates of passage of water and of sodium,

using radioactive sodium, and came to the

conclusion from their calculations that

the whole of the capillary wall is perme-

able to sodium and chloride as well as to

water.

Dr. Dean B. Cowie, of the Department

of Terrestrial Magnetism, and Dr. Flexner
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and Dr. Walter S. Wilde, of the Depart-

ment of Embryology, have now published

a further study of the passage of chloride

across the capillary wall, doing the ex-

periments in guinea pigs, and using radio-

active potassium chloride prepared in the

Carnegie Institution cyclotron.

It was found that 64 per cent of the

chloride in the blood plasma is exchanged

each minute with that outside the vessels,

60 per cent of the sodium, and 146 per

cent of the plasma water. These rates are

considered to be much closer to one an-

other than would be conceivable if the salts

were passing through a very much more

limited region (the intercellular cement

substance) than was the water. Thus

renewed observation and experiment con-

firm the view that the whole capillary

wall is permeable to chloride, sodium, and

water, and that chloride and sodium do

not escape by way of the intercellular

cement alone.

The observation that plasma water is

exchanged somewhat more rapidly than

the electrolytes, i.e. the solvent is trans-

ported separately from the solute, has been

subjected to calculation and analysis on

hydrostatic principles, with the conclusion

that diffusion rather than filtration is the

essential process in the exchange of sub-

stances across the capillary wall.

The Source of Fetal Iron

A paper by Dr. G. J. Vosburgh and

Dr. L. B. Flexner presents in detail the

evidence that the iron received by the

developing fetus comes from stores of

that element in the maternal blood plasma,

and that it is unnecessary to assume that

the fetus derives iron from maternal red

blood cells during the latter part of preg-

nancy. The experiments, done in guinea

pigs with the use of radioactive iron, were

described in Year Book No. 47, when

preliminary reports on this work were

cited.

Enzymatic Activity in Adult and

Embryonic Tissues

Several papers on this topic published

during the year by Dr. David B. Tyler

and listed in the appended bibliography

are closely related to his current investi-

gations and have therefore already been

cited above under "Program of investi-

gations."

Uterine Contractions in Pregnancy

and in Labor

When the invention by Dr. S. R. M.
Reynolds of an improved instrument, the

multichannel tokodynamometer, for re-

cording the contractions of the pregnant

human uterus was first reported, in Year

Book No. 46, cautious prediction was

made that "the apparatus is expected to

be useful in studies of normal and ab-

normal parturition." This prediction is

rapidly being fulfilled by studies made
in the clinics of Johns Hopkins Hospital

and Sinai Hospital, Baltimore, and the

Cumberland Hospital, Brooklyn, New
York, by various physicians to be men-

tioned below, in consultation and associa-

tion with Dr. Reynolds, as well as by

workers in other obstetrical clinics who
have adopted the instrument developed by

Dr. Reynolds and Mr. O. O. Heard, of

the Department of Embryology.

Readers wishing to follow this advance

in knowledge of the behavior of the

uterus in childbearing and childbirth

from the beginning may profitably consult

a historical review (see bibliography) of

the development of methods of tokog-

raphy, by two young physicians who
worked with Dr. Reynolds on fellow-

ships, Dr. Jerome S. Harris and Dr. E. C.

Gillespie. It is a very readable story of
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ingenuity applied with ever increasing

mechanical insight and skill to the solu-

tion of problems which have interested

such diverse minds as Lawrence Sterne

(in Tristram Shandy) and the Reverend

Samuel Haughton, author of Principles

of animal mechanics (1873), as well as

the physiologists and obstetricians of the

electronic era. The fundamental unity of

science is oddly emphasized by the almost

simultaneous application of the strain

gauge, based on changing electrical resist-

ance of a stretched nichrome wire, to the

strains that occur in airplanes and in the

walls of the parturient uterus.

One of the first concepts to emerge from

the studies with the Reynolds tokodyna-

mometer was that labor, that is, the normal

progression and delivery of the child, is

the result of an increasing gradient of

work from the fundus of the uterus to the

lower uterine segment. Dr. Louis M.
Hellman and Dr. Jerome Harris, of the

Johns Hopkins Obstetrical Clinic, and

Dr. Reynolds have intensively studied the

tokodynamometric records of the first

stage of labor in 151 patients. In their

article they describe the methods of coding

and analysis of the records that have been

worked out for this new kind of investi-

gation. The calculations and graphs rein-

force previous preliminary findings by

showing a decreasing gradient of activity

from the fundus to the lower uterine seg-

ment. That is to say, the fundus con-

tracted more strongly, and had contrac-

tions of greater duration and greater effi-

ciency, than the mid-uterus and the lower

uterine segments, throughout labor in

both primiparas and multiparas. The in-

crement of dominance of the fundus was

found to increase as labor progressed, in

both primiparas and multiparas, but more

in the latter than in the former.

Dr. Barnet Delson and Dr. Samuel

Lubin, of the Cumberland Hospital,

Brooklyn, New York, working in con-

sultation with Dr. Reynolds, applied the

multichannel tokodynamometer to the

study of the nonpainful uterine contrac-

tions of the latter stage of pregnancy

(Braxton Hicks contractions). Their

studies give information on three points

of obstetrical importance: (1) The Braxton

Hicks contractions are not useful in pre-

dicting the subsequent course and dura-

tion of labor. (2) There is a striking

transitory period of increased frequency

of Braxton Hicks contractions during the

seventh month, thought to be related to

the fact that the growing uterus reaches

its limit of transverse widening at this

same period. (3) Transition from the

Braxton Hicks contractions to true labor

contractions involves a fundamental change

in contraction pattern, from the prelabor

stage, in which the entire uterus is more

or less equally active, to that of labor, in

which the contractile power of the lower

part of the uterus is greatly weakened and

consequently a gradient of activity is set

up.

The tokodynamometer may be used to

observe not only spontaneous uterine con-

tractions, but also the effects of drugs

upon the contractility of the human uterus

in late pregnancy and labor. Dr. Hellman,

Dr. Harris, and Dr. Reynolds have thus

studied the action of pituitary extract ad-

ministered intravenously. The conclu-

sions, which will be chiefly interesting to

obstetricians, are favorable to the con-

tinuous intravenous as opposed to the

intermittent intramuscular method of

injection.

Dr. Irwin H. Kaiser, of Sinai Hospital,

Baltimore, and Dr. Harris made a similar

study of the effects of epinephrine (ad-

renalin) on the pregnant human uterus.

Their striking conclusion is that the effect

of epinephrine depends upon its concen-

tration at the site of action. In high con-
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centration it is oxytocic throughout the

uterus, producing contractions which

differ in their pattern from those of spon-

taneous activity. In low concentration,

however, epinephrine inhibits uterine

activity by diminishing the force of con-

traction and uterine tone and disturbing

the rhythmicity of contraction. Inasmuch

as this type of reduced uterine activity

resembles that seen in cases of delayed

labor due to uterine inertia, the authors

speculate upon the possibility that uterine

inertia may be at times caused, or in-

creased, by secretion of endogenous epi-

nephrine from the patient's own adrenal

glands as a result of apprehension and

trauma.

Uterine Growth in Pregnant Monkeys

In Year Books Nos. 47, 48, and 49,

reference has been made to various articles

in which Dr. Reynolds and his associates

have analyzed the pattern of growth of

the gravid uterus. To simplify somewhat

the general result of their observations and

cogitations, it appears that the growth in

size of the embryo causes growth and

enlargement of the surrounding uterus

in all dimensions, so that the general shape

of the uterine enlargement is spherical.

The point is well illustrated by the rabbit's

uterus in mid-pregnancy, when the two-

horned uterus looks like a thick string

bearing a series of large round beads.

Reynolds has shown that physical forces

involved in this stage of growth ulti-

mately reduce the flow of blood in the

walls of the uterus. The critical state thus

brought about is relieved by a phase of

rapid elongation of the conceptus site, with

alterations in pressure and tension within

the uterine walls, explicable upon known
hydrostatic principles, so that favorable

mechanical and circulatory conditions are

restored. The phase of sudden "conver-

sion" seems to be a well defined phenom-

enon in animals with tubular uteri, bear-

ing multiple litters. Dr. E. C. Gillespie,

Dr. Elizabeth M.Ramsey, and Dr. Reynolds

have recently investigated also the pattern

of uterine growth during pregnancy in

the rhesus monkey, the only species nor-

mally bearing one fetus at a time which

is readily available for experiment. Six

animals of the colony of the Department

of Embryology were followed by soft-

tissue X-ray photographs in which the

outlines of the pregnant uterus were dis-

cernible. The shape of the uterus thus

revealed was analyzed geometrically. The
resultant graphs show that on or shortly

before the 100th day of gestation (the full

term being about 160 days) the uterus of

the monkey changes from a more or less

spherical to an elongated form. Support-

ing evidence with respect to changing

blood-vessel patterns and curves of uterine

weight gain and of fetal growth is pre-

sented.

The findings are interpreted as suggest-

ing that the time of onset of labor is gov-

erned in part by the degree of uterine

growth which occurs before conversion,

and that fetal maturity at birth is related

to the length of the postconversion phase.

Spiral Arteries in the Human Ovary

A paper by Dr. Barnet Delson and Dr.

Samuel Lubin, of the Cumberland Hos-

pital, Brooklyn, New York, in conjunction

with Dr. S. R. M. Reynolds, listed in the

appended bibliography, presents in full the

results of a study already discussed in some

detail in Year Book No. 47, when the

preliminary reports on the work were

cited.

Pathology of Gestation

Dr. Charles L. Schneider, an obstetrician

attached to Wayne University Medical
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School, Detroit, has proposed a hypothesis

explaining some of the toxic conditions

that occur in human pregnancy as due to

the escape of a blood-clotting substance,

thromboplastin, from the placenta into the

maternal circulation, where it is thought

to produce clots that obstruct the blood

vessels of various organs. Dr. Schneider

spent part of the year 1948-1949 in the

Department of Embryology with Dr.

S. R. M. Reynolds, for the purpose of

studying certain aspects of the physiology

of gestation which would be involved in

any such theory of the toxemias of preg-

nancy. While in the laboratory he per-

formed, and has now reported, experi-

ments related to this subject. In one set

of experiments, Dr. Schneider prepared

extracts of rabbit placentas containing

thromboplastin and injected them into

pregnant and nonpregnant rabbits. The
pregnant rabbits were found more sensi-

tive than the nonpregnant to the extracts,

as measured by the minimum lethal doses.

In another set of experiments, pregnant

rabbits were opened under anesthesia and

the placentas were subjected to injury by

squeezing. Damage to the maternal liver

resulted in more than half of the 19 rabbits

thus treated. The lesions were thought to

resemble some of those occurring in hu-

man cases of toxic disease of pregnancy.

Physiology of the Eye

The annual report for 1947-1948 (Year

Book No. 47) included an account of ex-

periments on the water and salt content

of the aqueous humor of the eye, the fluid

which fills the anterior chamber in front

of the lens. These studies were led by

Dr. R. O. Scholz, of the Wilmer Ophthal-

mological Clinic of Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity and Hospital, who requested the

co-operation of the Department of Embry-

ology, because of facilities and experience

available through Dr. Louis B. Flexner's

long use of radioactive tracer substances

to follow the movements and exchanges

of fluids within the animal body.

Dr. Scholz and the Carnegie group,

which included Dr. Flexner and Dr. Dean

B. Cowie, of the Department of Terres-

trial Magnetism, began by using radio-

active sodium to measure the relative con-

centration of sodium in the aqueous humor
of the eye, in comparison with the con-

centration of sodium in the blood plasma

when the system is in a "steady state."

It is obvious that knowledge of this ratio

under normal conditions is necessary be-

fore experiments involving alteration of

the rate of transfer can be made.

From general considerations it is to be

expected that the sodium content of the

blood plasma will be a little higher than

that of the aqueous humor. In fact, such

a ratio has already been found in dogs

and subsequently in rhesus monkeys and

in rabbits (see below). In all three of

these species there are about 1.12 or 1.15

parts of sodium in the plasma to 1.00 in

the aqueous humor. In the guinea pig,

however, the experiments of Scholz and

his collaborators gave a ratio of 0.920 (and

in subsequent experiments 0.977) Parts of

sodium in the plasma to 1.00 in the aque-

ous; in other words, there is more sodium

in the aqueous humor than in the water of

the blood plasma.

Among the possible reasons for this

apparent peculiarity of the guinea pig, the

most probable are (1) concentration of

sodium in the aqueous humor by loss of

water into the tears, and (2) secretion of

sodium into the aqueous humor by the

ciliary body or the iris. Dr. Scholz has

now completed and published experiments

designed to test these two hypotheses (see

bibliography below). In certain guinea

pigs one eye was closed by stitching the

eyelids together, so that tears could not
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escape, allowing water to evaporate. When
these animals were studied by the use of

radioactive sodium, no difference was

found in the steady-state ratio. This result

shows that the high sodium content of

the aqueous humor is not due to concen-

tration through loss of water in the .tears.

When guinea-pig plasma containing

radioactive sodium was dialyzed through

cellophane under conditions resembling

as nearly as possible those existing in

the eye, the proportion of sodium in

the plasma exceeded that in the dialy-

sate. These observations taken together

strengthen the hypothesis that in the

guinea pig, for some reason, there is active

secretion of sodium into the aqueous

humor.

The observations on monkeys cited

above were made during the course of

the present investigation, and those on

rabbits were verbally reported by Dr. V. E.

Kinsey of Boston in a discussion of Dr.

Scholz' report when it was presented at

a meeting of the Association for Research

in Ophthalmology.

Structure and Reactions of Blood

Vessels and Lymphatics

During the course of studies on the

blood vessels of the uterus, Dr. Jorgen U.

Schlegel made use of the fluorescent dye-

stuff thioflavine-S (methyldehydrothio-p-

toluidine sulfonate) as a means of demon-

strating blood vessels in living organs. This

dye, when injected into the blood stream

of an animal, stains the living cells of the

vessel walls as it diffuses through them,

without injuring them (except in the in-

direct manner discussed below), and thus

renders the vessels visible when examined

under ultraviolet illumination. Vessels can

thus be seen during life, in suitable tissues,

if studied during the first few minutes

after injection of the dye, or in preserved

specimens fixed in alcohol or quick-frozen

at the proper moment. All the vessels

which were actively functioning at the

time of preparation have their walls

stained.

The lymphatic vessels, for example those

of the mesentery, are very beautifully re-

vealed by this method, and the time re-

quired for a diffusible substance, such as

thioflavine-S, to pass through the blood

circulation and tissues and thence into

the lymphatic drainage vessels of a given

region can be readily determined.

In the course of experiments using the

foregoing method, Dr. Schlegel, working

with Dr. Glenn H. Algire, of the National

Cancer Institute, found that the involun-

tary muscle cells of arteries in living ani-

mals injected with thioflavine-S become

highly sensitive to light, with consequent

constriction of the arteries, stasis of the

circulating blood, and tissue damage. This

is a typical "photodynamic effect," occur-

ring when the stained tissues are irradiated

with light of the same wave lengths as

those which are absorbed by the photo-

sensitive dye. Thus light filtered through

a solution of thioflavine-S will not bring

about the sensitization of thioflavine-

stained arteries. Schlegel and Algire found

that low oxygen tension during the period

of exposure to ultraviolet light prevents

the photodynamic reaction. This finding

agrees with the known characteristics of

photodynamic processes.

Sex Differences in the Pelvis

The bones of the human pelvis are quite

different in form in the two sexes. In

extension of this fact, Dr. Adolph Schultz,

of the Johns Hopkins Department of

Anatomy, a former member of the Car-

negie Institution's Department of Embry-

ology, has raised certain important ques-

tions and has answered them in a recent
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interesting paper, based in part on rhesus

monkey material from the Department's

collection.

The first question is, Do these differences

represent a human peculiarity, or are they

comparable to sex differences in the pelves

of other primates, i.e. monkeys and apes?

The answer might obviously bear upon

the problem of man's evolutionary rela-

tions to the various types of nonhuman
primates.

The second question asks whether dif-

ferences between the sexes are related to

the reproductive function. The human
female pelvis differs from that of the male

chiefly in being larger in various dimen-

sions in such a way as to give more room

for the passage of the infant's head in

childbirth. Can this functional usefulness

explain whatever differences are found in

other primates?

Dr. Schultz has measured nearly 500

primate pelves and also the heads of new-

born apes and monkeys. Inasmuch as the

pelvic bones are very complex in form,

certain presumably significant dimensions

must be chosen for study. In the present

investigation Schultz has measured chiefly

two indices, namely the relation between

the breadth of the pelvic inlet and the

maximum pelvic breadth, and, the relative

length of the pubis bone and ischium bone.

The findings cannot be stated in any

simple way. Pelvic sex differences in one

or both of the two indices were found in

the adults of all the eleven species of non-

human primates studied. In the great

majority of the cases these pelvic sex

differences are as marked as in man, but

in a few species, notably gibbon and chim-

panzee, they are very much less pro-

nounced even in fully mature specimens.

With respect to the functional value of

the sex differences of the pelvis, Schultz

has considered two possibilities: (1) Any

enlargement in the pelvic ring of the

female may be a necessary requirement for

the successful passage of the newborn, and

represent the result of natural selection.

(2) Sex differences in the pelvis may be

simply one aspect of the general difference

between the sexes, which in primates

affects various parts of the body in widely

different degrees in different species.

Comparing infant head size with pelvic

diameters, it turns out that in monkeys

and gibbons, as in man, the maternal

pelvis is barely large enough to pass the

fetal head, but in the great apes, which are

distinguished by having infants of rela-

tively small size at birth, the pelvic ring

is quite unnecessarily wide. From these

findings, which are considered in greater

detail in Dr. Schultz' article than can be

even partially summarized here, the fol-

lowing two general deductions have been

drawn: (1) In monkeys, as in man, the

great widening of the maternal pelvis

represents a vital adaptation to the require-

ments for the passage of large infants at

birth. (2) In the manlike apes, however,

the degree of specialization in the female

pelvis is not correlated with the relative

size of the fetus at term, but corresponds

closely to general sex differentiation. The
latter is exceptionally great in orangs and

gorillas, which possess also considerable

pelvic sex differences, and it is remarkably

small in gibbons and chimpanzees, which

are distinguished also by having the least

pelvic sex differentiation of all primates

studied so far.

The Human Reproductive Cycle

The paper by Dr. George W. Corner,

with Dr. E. J. Farris and Dr. George W.
Corner, Jr., cited in the bibliography,

reports somewhat belatedly, owing to

delay in the press, a study mentioned in

Year Book No. 47, of the ovaries and
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endometria from patients who were sub-

jected to operation for gynecological dis-

ease and who had been studied by the

Farris test for ovulation. The results,

which in general confirmed the value of

the test, revealed also that the test is posi-

tive not only when actual ovulation occurs,

but also in connection with certain ovarian

crises which lead to atresia of the advanced

follicle rather than to ovulation.

DIFFUSION AND POPULARIZATION OF RESEARCH

In accordance with the general policy

of the Carnegie Institution, members of

the Department of Embryology accept the

obligation to assist in placing the results

of their researches before their colleagues

and the public. This obligation calls,

according to the nature of the work, as

well as the interests and talents of indi-

vidual investigators, for various kinds of

summarization and popularization, from

technical reviews at one end of the scale

to popular magazine articles at the other.

A list of such contributions during the

year follows.

Review articles. A review by Dr. R. K.

Burns of current knowledge of hormonal

influence upon the differentiation of sex,

published as a chapter in a co-operative

book, Survey of biological progress, was

mentioned in last year's report.

Dr. L. B. Flexner and Dr. G. J. Vos-

burgh contributed a chapter on radio-

isotopes in research in a new book, Mod-
ern trends in obstetrics and gynecology.

Dr. S. R. M. Reynolds presented orally

a review of problems in uterine physiology

before the American Society for the Study

of Sterility, and a review in lecture form

of the problems of blood flow in the gravid

uterus, before the Obstetrical Society of

Boston. All these articles are listed below,

in the bibliography of the Department for

the year.

Lectures, articles. Dr. George W. Corner

gave an illustrated lecture on "Ovary and

embryo" before twenty-five chapters and

clubs of the Society of the Sigma Xi in

the Southeastern States, in October-Decem-

ber 1949. This lecture was based on re-

search in the physiology of reproduction

and the embryology of the rhesus monkey,

in part done in the Department of Em-
bryology by various members during the

past three decades.

Dr. Louis B. Flexner spoke by invita-

tion at the 1949 fall meeting of the Ameri-

can Philosophical Society on the work

accomplished by himself and his collabo-

rators on the relation between structure,

chemistry, and function in the developing

brain.

A semipopular article entitled "Obstet-

rical labor" by Dr. S. R. M. Reynolds

appeared in the Scientific American for

March 1950.

Dr. Reynolds served as visiting professor

of the Continuation Course in Obstetrics

and Gynecology at the University of

Minnesota in November 1949. He gave

several lectures on the physiology of the

uterus in Santiago, Chile, in May 1950,

after the visit to Montevideo mentioned

above.

Dr. Corner, Dr. Burns, Dr. Flexner,

Dr. Reynolds, Dr. Tyler, Dr. Csapo, and

Dr. Ide Smith each presented one or more

lectures before classes and seminars in the

Johns Hopkins Medical School and Hos-

pital during the year.

Pictorial wor\. Dr. George W. Corner

acted as adviser to the American Academy

of Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology in

the preparation of a motion picture film

showing the embryonic development of

the human eye. Dr. George K. Smelser,
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of Columbia University, College of Phy-

sicians and Surgeons, who has been the

technical director of the film, has been

given full use of the Carnegie Embryo-

logical Collection. A set of models of the

optic region of early human embryos was

specially prepared for use of the photog-

raphers. The film is expected to be ready

for exhibition in October 1950.

Mr. Chester Reather, photographer, re-

ceived the second prize in photomicrog-

raphy of the Biological Photographic Asso-

ciation at its 1949 convention, for a

photograph (color print) of the 11-day

embryo no. 7699 of the Carnegie Collec-

tion. He also received the second award

in color photography of the third annual

Science in Photography Salon for 1949,

for photographs of the 12-day embryo

no. 7700. Four of Mr. Reather's photo-

graphs made in the regular course of

laboratory work were hung in the 1949

London Salon of the Royal Photographic

Society.

Life magazine for July 3, 1950 contained

a 3-page article on the human embryo

illustrated in part by photographs from

the Department.
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The pattern of research at this Depart-

ment did not change appreciably during

the past year. The focus of interest con-

tinued to be the nature of the hereditary

materials, genes and chromosomes. The
studies of mutable loci in maize, carried

on by McClintock for more than five years,

have now reached a stage that permits an

interpretation of the origin and behavior

of such loci, and the consideration of

broader generalities. Similarly, the inves-

tigations of Demerec, Witkin, and Catlin

on the genetics of bacteria have progressed

to the point of influencing the mutagenicity

of some chemicals by changes in certain

environmental factors, of observing indi-

cations of specificity in the induction of

mutations in certain loci, and of develop-

ing a genetic approach for the study of

microscopically detectable bodies located

within bacterial cells. The cytochemical

methods worked out by Kaufmann, Mc-
Donald, and Gay have been applied to

an analysis of patterns of combination of

chromosomal nucleic acids and proteins.

MacDowell and Taylor, having separated

a virus from the leukemic cells of a certain

strain of mouse leukemia, have been able

to demonstrate that the virus played an

indirect role in the induction of resistance

to this leukemia. Continuing his studies

of the action of genes in the development

of pigment patterns in the Mexican axolotl,

Dalton has analyzed factors influencing

the distribution of pigment cells, and has

worked out the dominance relation of

pigment genes in diploid and triploid

individuals.

The study of mutable loci in maize was

continued during the year by McClintock.

An interpretation of the origin and be-

havior of such loci has been developed.

The basic concept of this interpretation

requires the transposition of minute pieces

of chromatin from one position to another

in the chromosome complement. When
this chromatin is inserted adjacent to active

gene loci, inhibition of the normal action

of these loci occurs. Total or partial release

from inhibition takes place when the

foreign chromatin is removed or changed

in organization. The Ds and Ac loci, pre-

viously described, are composed of the

type of chromatin that is capable of under-

going such transpositions. Investigations

during the past year were directed toward

a more complete analysis of a number of

independently arising transpositions of Ds
and Ac, in order to examine more fully

the details of the mechanism leading to

transposition, and also to determine the

positions in the chromosomes at which

Ds and Ac may be inserted. Experiments

were started for the purpose of discovering

what kind of chromatin is capable of

undergoing such transpositions. The pre-

liminary evidence from these experiments

suggests that the heterochromatic parts of

the chromosomes are primarily responsible

for the observed phenomena. It is sus-

pected that the events that reveal them-

selves in the origin and behavior of

mutable loci may be reflections of normal

rather than aberrant processes of chromo-

some behavior and gene action. Continued

study of mutable loci should aim at an

examination of this possibility, in order

that some aspects of the normal mode of

gene action during development may be

ascertained.

i39
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The validity of cytochemical methods

using purified enzymes in combination

with staining procedures having been es-

tablished in an extensive series of pre-

liminary experiments, Kaufmann, Gay, and

McDonald have applied these methods to

an analysis of patterns of combination of

chromosomal nucleic acids and proteins.

It was thus possible to demonstrate in

fixed cells the association of ribonucleic

acid with a histone-type protein, and of

desoxyribonucleic acid with a more acidic

protein, rich in tryptophane. These obser-

vations emphasize the intricate patterns

of combination of cellular nucleoproteins,

since previous studies had revealed the

existence of complexes of desoxyribonu-

cleic acid with histone, and ribonucleic

acid with tryptophane protein. Modifica-

tion, by digestion with ribonuclease, of the

stainability of chromosomes with methyl

green but not with the Feulgen reagent,

both of which color desoxyribonucleic

acid, has suggested to these workers that

the highly polymerized molecule of des-

oxyribonucleic acid may contain some

nucleotides of ribonucleic acid.

By resolving into its component phases

the process of tryptic digestion of fixed

cells, Kaufmann has shown the importance

of nucleic acids in the process of protease-

induced cellular disintegration. The swell-

ing of cells that can be effected by suc-

cessive treatments with an aqueous solu-

tion of trypsin, a buffer, and water offers

a new experimental approach to funda-

mental problems of submicroscopic mor-

phology, since the fixed cells may be

studied in the expanded condition.

Studies by McDonald on the inactiva-

tion of dilute solutions of crystalline trypsin

by X-rays have confirmed the tentative

conclusion reached last year, that the ionic

yields for this reaction are not constant,

but increase with increasing initial con-

centrations of trypsin. Inactivation curves

have now been obtained for initial con-

centrations of trypsin varying from 4 to

8000 [ig. per milliliter. The ionic yield, as

calculated from these curves, was found to

increase from 0.013 f°r a 1 x I0
~ 7 M solu-

tion to 0.213 for a 2 X 10" 4 M one.

These studies have also shown that varia-

tion in the solute can markedly alter both

the amount of inactivation produced by a

given dose of radiation and the type of

inactivation curve obtained. Changes in

solute can be caused by adsorption of

chemicals from the laboratory atmosphere

or from supposedly inert plastics. It has

been shown, for example, that the addi-

tion of one part of ethyl alcohol in a

million parts of the solution being irradi-

ated can markedly reduce the amount of

inactivation obtained, and that one part

in ten thousand can easily be adsorbed

from an alcohol-contaminated atmosphere.

Furthermore, solutions of trypsin to which

alcohol has been added do not give the

typical exponential reaction-dose relations.

Great care must be exercised, in radiation

studies, to keep the atmosphere in which

the experiments are being conducted free

of interfering chemicals.

Work on the genetics of the strepto-

mycin-resistance system in Escherichia

coli has been continued by Demerec,

Belser, Meyer, and Schwartz, by means of

a detailed study of a number of mutants.

It was found that streptomycin-dependent

mutants are invariably partially deficient

for some factor involved in growth; and

2 mutants having complete deficiencies

were found among 165 tested, one deficient

for methionine and the other for cystine.

Using the K-12 strain of coli, 23 strepto-

mycin-resistant or -dependent mutants

were tested for recombination, and none

was observed, a result which supports the

assumption made last year that different
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mutations in this system occur either in a

single gene locus or in adjacent loci.

Demerec, Flint, and Dissosway carried

out an extensive survey of the mutagenic

potencies of 52 chemicals, using the method

that involves reverse mutations from strep-

tomycin dependence in E. coli. A number

of chemicals were found to induce these

mutations when used in concentrations

that left less than 10 per cent survivors.

Several ferrous and manganous com-

pounds, however, proved to be very muta-

genic; that is, they induced mutations in

treatments that produced very little or no

killing. The effect of these very mutagenic

chemicals was increased if before treat-

ment the bacteria were washed in a solu-

tion of sodium chloride, calcium chloride,

or sucrose; the indication is that changes

in cell permeability are responsible for this

increase in effect. The mutagenic effect

of these chemicals can be influenced also

by several other changes in the bacterial

environment.

In studying the mutagenic action of

ferrous sulfate on a streptomycin-depend-

ent strain of E. coli, Catlin found that the

frequency of reversions to streptomycin

nondependence characteristic of treated

cells could be increased by a specific kind

of temperature shock. Thus, exposure of

cells to ferrous sulfate at i° C, followed

by dilution in water at 37 ° C, resulted in

a reversion frequency much greater than

that exhibited by a sample of the same

treated cells retained at i° C. The con-

verse situation, that is, treatment of cells

with ferrous sulfate at 37 ° followed by

dilution at either i° or 37 °, did not pro-

duce the additional mutation increases.

A study of the genetic role of the

nucleus in E. coli was begun by Witkin

and Kennedy. The immediate purpose

of this investigation was to determine

whether segregation from multinucleate

cells is involved in spontaneous and in-

duced delayed mutations. A more signifi-

cant aspect of the problem, however, is

the broader question of the genetic func-

tion of the bodies considered to be nuclei

on the basis of cytochemical character-

istics. The results at present indicate that

these bodies are actually nuclei in the sense

that they carry genetic determinants, and

that nuclear segregation is at least partially

responsible for delayed mutations.

Witkin and Kennedy have also demon-

strated the occurrence of a "suppressor"

mutation in E. coli. In this type of muta-

tion, an apparent reversion to the wild-

type phenotype occurs as a result of muta-

tion at an independent locus rather than

a true back-mutation. Suppressors are

known to occur in higher organisms, but

have not been demonstrated until now in

bacteria.

MacDowell and Taylor, comparing pre-

vious experiments made with a trans-

planted leukemia that was carrying a then

unsuspected virus, and current experi-

ments using this same line of leukemia

freed from the virus, have demonstrated

that the presence of the virus was not

responsible for the primary phenomena of

inducing resistance to this leukemia. Immu-
nizing action of the cells themselves appears

to be the basic mechanism, and this mech-

anism does not function unless the cells

when inoculated are practically in their

living state. This action is best demon-

strated by subjecting these virus-free cells

to a very precise heat treatment, which

inactivates their reproductive processes

but not the immunizing mechanism. Two
minutes less in the same temperature

(46 C.) will not inhibit their reproduc-

tion; three minutes more will largely de-

stroy the immunizing action.

It was learned that the virus, as well as

heat, seems to be responsible for inhibiting

the reproduction of virus-carrying line-I

leukemic cells, since very dilute doses of

13
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such cells did not produce leukemia, al-

though the same small doses of these leu-

kemic cells, without the virus, regularly

produce leukemia. In the light of this

observation, the previous highly successful

method of producing resistance by start-

ing with a sufficiently dilute dose of leu-

kemic cells and following it with reinocu-

lations with increasing doses appears to

have depended upon the presence of the

virus, which inhibited leukemic growth

until the immunizing mechanism could

call up sufficient active resistance to destroy

the cells.

Investigation of the action of genes

influencing the development of pigment

patterns in the Mexican axolotl has been

continued by Dalton. Experiments begun

last year have been extended in two sets

of embryonic transplantations, one testing

the possibility that scar tissue affects the

movements of melanoblasts, and the other

following the development of graft mela-

nophores in white hosts to determine if

factors in this genotype inhibit the later

proliferation of pigment cells or even de-

stroy them in time. The first of these has

confirmed the interpretation of last year's

results; the second is still in progress.

Dalton has produced a phenocopy of the

white pigment pattern at the time of

hatching, by treatment of black embryos

with sodium sulfadiazine. He has shown

by explantation studies that this substance

does not act directly on the migrating

pro-pigment cells, but influences the rela-

tion between the melanoblasts and their

surrounding tissues, in this respect appear-

ing to parallel the action of gene d.

A result that concerns the interpretation

of gene action in relation to dominance in

these alleles was the demonstration that,

although the heterozygote (Dd) is pheno-

typically indistinguishable from the domi-

nant homozygote (DD), a visible mani-

festation of the recessive gene in the pres-

ence of the dominant gene appears when
the former occurs in a double dose in

experimentally produced triploids (Ddd).

In such triploids the distribution of mela-

nophores is characteristic of the black

pattern (DD or Dd), but their number

is considerably reduced—a deviation in the

direction of the white (dd) pattern.

Dalton has also observed a previously

undescribed gene effect, which influences

the development of yellow pigment cells

and has profound morphological effects on

the hind limb. These multiple effects

appear to be the result either of a pleio-

tropic gene or of linked genes showing

Mendelian segregation as a unit. In either

case, if homozygous stocks can be raised,

they will provide useful material for

further investigation of genie action in the

development of pigment cells and hind-

limb structures.

An interesting by-product of the triploid

experiment with axolotls is one animal

that has a dicentric chromosome but

nevertheless appears to be free of detri-

mental consequences. The dicentric chro-

mosome was first observed as a chromo-

some bridge in a tail-tip preparation at

age 14 days. Another preparation at age

64 days showed that it was still present

in the animal.

For the past two years Dr. H. C. Dalton

has been with the Department as a Carne-

gie Institution Fellow. He left in Septem-

ber 1950 to take the position of associate

professor in the Department of Biology at

New York University.

In January 1950 Dr. Evelyn M. Witkin

became a junior member of our staff.

She has been working with us since 1944,

first as a graduate student of Columbia

University, then as research assistant, as

a fellow of the American Cancer Society,

and finally as bacterial geneticist on a
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grant received from the American Cancer

Society. Dr. Witkin will continue with

research in bacterial genetics.

Another addition was made to our staff

with the appointment of Dr. Alfred Day
Hershey as a senior member, effective in

August 1950. He came from the Depart-

ment of Bacteriology of the School of

Medicine, Washington University, where

he was an associate professor. Hershey is

well known for his studies of the genetics

of bacterial viruses. He has investigated

particularly the mutations occurring in

viruses, and has made an extensive analysis

of crosses between different mutants and

of linkage relations. He will continue

this work at our Department.

Again this year the research program

was expanded through a grant received

from the American Cancer Society, recom-

mended by the Committee on Growth of

the National Research Council, support-

ing the work of Demerec and Witkin, and

a grant of the U. S. Public Health Service

in support of work by Kaufmann and

McDonald. Collaboration with the Bio-

logical Laboratory added five members to

our research group. These were Bryson,

biologist, who in collaboration with B.

Prytz, chemist, is studying genetic changes

induced in bacteria by various environ-

mental factors; Jen-yah Hsie, bacteriolo-

gist, who is investigating the origin of

bacterial resistance to several antibiotics;

B. Wallace, geneticist, studying the effect

of exposure to continuous ionizing radia-

tion on the genetic constitution of Dro-

sophila populations; and J. C. King, also a

geneticist, collaborating with Wallace.

The fifteenth Cold Spring Harbor Sym-

posium on Quantitative Biology, organ-

ized by the Biological Laboratory, was

held in June and brought together more

than 120 scientists for a nine-day con-

ference on the "Origin and Evolution of

Man." The program speakers were ge-

neticists interested in population dynamics

and in certain phases of human heredity,

and anthropologists interested in the origin

of man and of human races. Participants

in the meetings came from many parts of

the United States and from Puerto Rico,

Brazil, Denmark, England, India, Italy,

Japan, and Sweden. The five foreign

speakers on the program, invited to this

country especially for the Symposium,

were from Denmark, England, Italy, and

Sweden.

In August a two-day conference was

held at the Biological Laboratory for dis-

cussion of current research with bacterial

viruses. The conference was organized

by Dr. M. Delbriick, of the California

Institute of Technology, Pasadena, and

was attended by thirty-five scientists.

Our staff profited also by association

with other research workers who visited

the Biological Laboratory during the

summer. More than fifty scientists and

their assistants from various institutions

stayed at the Laboratory. Among them

were the following from abroad : Dr. F. M.

Burnet, Walter and Eliza Hall Institute,

Melbourne, Australia; Drs. Eva R. and

F. W. Sansome, University College, Iba-

dan, Nigeria; Dr. R. Latarjet, Pasteur

Institute, Paris; Dr. P. C. Koller, Chester

Beatty Research Institute, London; and

Drs. H. and B. Ephrussi, University of

Paris, France.

During the year the Drosophila stock

center sent out a total of 1219 cultures to

research and teaching laboratories, of

which 198 were in foreign countries.
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THE GENE

M. Demerec, E. M. Witkin, B. W. Catlin, J. Flint, W. L. Belser, C. Dissosway, F. L. Kennedy,
N. C. Meyer, and A. Schwartz

During the past year the work of our

group has been limited to experiments

with Escherichia coli. We continued with

studies of back-and-forth changes between

streptomycin sensitivity and streptomycin

dependence, and obtained additional sup-

port for the conclusion reached last year,

that either one gene locus or several adja-

cent loci are responsible for these changes.

About 52 chemicals were tested for muta-

genicity by the method of observing in-

duction of reverse mutants in the strepto-

mycin-dependent strain Sd-4. Some ferrous

and manganous compounds were found

to be highly mutagenic, and the influence

of certain environmental factors on the

degree of mutagenicity of these com-

pounds was observed. A study was begun

of the genetic role of the nucleus in E. coli;

and the occurrence of a "suppressor" mu-

tation was demonstrated. Additional evi-

dence was obtained to support the assump-

tion that bacterial strains resistant to low

concentrations of streptomycin originate

through genetic changes.

The work was aided by a grant from the

American Cancer Society, recommended

by the Committee on Growth of the Na-

tional Research Council, and by a grant

from the Jane Coffin Childs Memorial

Fund for Medical Research, administered

by the Long Island Biological Association.

Genetics of the Streptomycin-Resistance

System

Additional data were accumulated dur-

ing the year on the problem of the genetics

of resistance to streptomycin, which was

reported in detail last year (Year Book

No. 48, pp. 158-160). That report de-

scribed how, starting with a sensitive

strain of E, coli, one may obtain mutants

resistant to streptomycin, about 60 per cent

of which are also dependent on streptomy-

cin; how, from these, back-mutants to non-

dependence may be isolated; and how,

from the sensitive back-mutants, resistant

and dependent types may again be ob-

tained. This process of selection in what

we call the streptomycin system may be

continued indefinitely. Up to the present,

this system is unique for the study of

repeatedly occurring back-and-forth muta-

tional change.

As was reported last year, independently

derived mutants of the streptomycin sys-

tem were analyzed for several properties

(mutation rate, mutation pattern, growth

rate, growth deficiencies, sensitivity to

ultraviolet radiation, and streptomycin

dependence), and considerable differences

were found among them. It was concluded

that hardly any two of them are alike,

and that the change from dependence back

to sensitivity is not due to reversal in the

original reaction that produced depend-

ence, but to some other change which

re-establishes the physiological condition

that makes a bacterium sensitive to strepto-

mycin. Experiments conducted with the

K-12 strain of E. coli have suggested that

the various mutants involving strepto-

mycin resistance are alleles, or in other

words that a single gene locus is responsible

for the observed changes.

During the past year a more detailed

analysis of the properties of mutants occur-

ring in the streptomycin system was carried

out by Demerec, Belser, Meyer, and

Schwartz. It was found that all strepto-

mycin-dependent mutants were at the

same time partially deficient for some

factor required for growth; that is, they

grew more slowly than the original sensi-
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tive strain on synthetic M9 medium (to

which the required amount of strepto-

mycin had been added). Of the resistant

mutants, about one-half were partially

deficient, and the other half grew on M9
as well as the original strain. The de-

ficiency was not specific; that is, it could

be satisfied by any one of several amino

acids. Among 165 dependent mutants

tested, 2 completely growth-deficient mu-

tants were found, one requiring methio-

nine and the other cystine. As a rule,

another mutation involving streptomycin

resistance in a mutant that is either par-

tially or completely growth-deficient does

not compensate for the deficiency. Thus

all back-mutants derived from dependent

mutants remain partially deficient for

growth.

The same is true of resistance to ultra-

violet radiation. Further streptomycin

mutants derived from a streptomycin-re-

sistant, radiation-sensitive mutant remain

radiation-sensitive. This is not the case,

however, with mutations involving strep-

tomycin dependence and mutation rate.

It has been found that mutants of the

streptomycin-resistance system may differ

from one another in the rate at which they

mutate to another streptomycin-resistant

type. The mutation rate ranges from about

1 X io~
8

to as low as 1 X io"
10

. Our evi-

dence indicates that the mutation rate of

a streptomycin-resistant mutant is not pre-

determined by the rate of its progenitor.

Tests of recombination between differ-

ent mutants were continued, using the

K-12 strain of E. colt. All together, 11

resistant and 12 dependent mutants were

tested, and no evidence of recombination

was detected.

The results obtained in the past year's

experiments agree with the general pic-

ture of the genetics of streptomycin re-

sistance outlined last year. In order to

complete this picture, additional work is

needed, particularly quantitative studies of

spontaneous and induced mutation rates in

selected mutants of the streptomycin-re-

sistance system.

Mutations Induced by Chemicals

As reported last year (Year Book No.

48, pp. 154-158), we have developed a

sensitive method for studying low rates

of spontaneous and induced mutation in

bacteria. This method consists in observ-

ing the frequency of mutational changes

to streptomycin nondependence occurring

in a certain streptomycin-dependent strain

of E. coli (B/r/Sd-4). The method is at

least as sensitive as the one by which our

previous mutation studies have been made,

using mutations to phage resistance.

Using this method, an extensive survey

of chemicals was undertaken, to determine

their mutagenic capacities. A preliminary

report of the work was given last year; and

we shall summarize here the present status

of the still-uncompleted problem. During

the past year the work was carried on by

Demerec, Flint, and Dissosway.

The experimental procedure was as

follows. The Sd-4 bacteria were first

washed, to remove the streptomycin in

which they had been grown. Then a num-

ber of them, subsequently determined by

assay, were treated with the test chemical

for a certain length of time, varying be-

tween 1 and 24 hours. The proportion of

the bacteria surviving this treatment was

determined by assay; and a known num-

ber of the treated bacteria were plated on

medium containing no streptomycin. After

incubation for seven days, the number of

mutant colonies appearing on the plates

was determined. Parallel control tests

were made with bacteria from the same

washed sample, omitting the chemical

treatment. A comparison of the numbers

of mutants (per io
8
plated bacteria) ob-
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served on treated and control plates showed

whether or not the treatment had been

effective in inducing mutations.

When Sd-4 bacteria are plated on

medium containing no streptomycin, they

pass through a few divisions before they

stop growing. Observations made by

Bertani showed that the number of divi-

sions is very uniform in bacteria grown

under similar conditions. These divisions,

by increasing the number of bacteria, in-

crease the opportunities for occurrence of

spontaneous mutations, and also make it

possible for mutations induced by treat-

ment to be expressed.

Two listings of chemicals, classified

according to mutagenicity, are shown in

tables 1 and 2. The classification "not

mutagenic" indicates that our tests did

not reveal any significant difference in

proportion of mutants between the treated

and control samples. "Slightly mutagenic"

means that the treated samples had signifi-

cantly more mutants than the controls, but

that the treatment necessary to produce

this effect left only 0.1 to 20 per cent sur-

vivors. The order of magnitude of effects

obtained with this group of chemicals is

similar to that described by E. Witkin

for chemicals tested by the phage method.

TABLE 1

Chemicals tested for mutagenicity by the

Sd-4 method

Slightly mutagenic

Ammonia
Ammonium chloride

Phenol

Alpha-dinitrophenol

Trinitrophenol

Formaldehyde

Formic acid

Boric acid

Copper sulfate

Ethyl carbamate

w-propyl carbamate

Acriflavine

Caffeine

Doubtful

Acetic acid

Lactic acid

Not mutagenic

Sodium lactate

Silver nitrate

Potassium hydroxide

Sodium hydroxide

Sulfuric acid

Nitric acid

Phosphoric acid

Hydrochloric acid

Methyl carbamate

w-butyl carbamate

Isoamyl carbamate

Magnesium sulfate

Magnesium chloride

Sodium cyanide

TABLE 2

List of "-ous" and "-ic" compounds tested for mutagenicity by the SD-4 method

Very mutagenic Slightly mutagenic Not mutagenic

Manganous chloride Manganous lactate

Manganous sulfate

Manganous nitrate

Manganous acetate

Ferrous chloride

Ferrous sulfate

Ferric chloride

Ferric sulfate

Stannous chloride

Stannous sulfate

Cerous sulfate

Cobaltous chloride

Cobaltous acetate

Cobaltous nitrate

Cobaltous sulfate

Potassium ferrocyanide

Potassium ferricyanide

Stannic chloride

Cerous chloride

Cerous nitrate

Nickelous sulfate

Nickelous nitrate
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Chemicals classified as "doubtful" showed

indications of mutagenicity, but the effect

was very slight and variable from experi-

ment to experiment. Finally, in the "very

mutagenic" class are listed those chemicals

that showed a strong mutagenic effect

even in concentrations that allowed all or

almost all the bacteria to survive.

The two tables indicate that mutagenicity

is not limited to any one group of chemi-

cals, since the mutagenic substances include

simple inorganic and organic chemicals

as well as complex organic compounds of

diverse constitutions and properties. The
most interesting material is presented in

the second table, listing various "-ous" and

"-ic" compounds. It was found that 4 out

of 5 manganous salts and both ferrous

salts are very mutagenic. The results in-

dicate that high mutagenicity is limited

to the "-ous" compounds, but is not a

property of all of them, since the 11

stannous, cerous, cobaltous, and nickelous

salts tested were either not mutagenic or

only slightly mutagenic. It is also indi-

cated that the ferro- molecule is not muta-

genic when present in the cyanide com-

plex. It is of interest to note that atoms

of iron and manganese, which are known
to play a significant role in enzyme action

and protein synthesis, are also strong

mutagens.

In the course of experiments with man-

ganous and ferrous chlorides it was ob-

served that the mutagenic action of these

compounds was considerably increased if

the bacteria were washed in a physiological

solution of sodium chloride (saline) in-

stead of in distilled water; but no such

increase was observed either when the

bacteria were both washed and treated in

saline or when they were washed in water

and treated in saline. Apparently if bac-

teria are passed from saline to water before

treatment they are more susceptible to the

action of the chemical. The explanation

of this may be that saline affects the per-

meability of bacterial cells and makes them

more readily accessible to the chemical

action; or it may be that saline reacts with

the constituents of a cell in such a way as

to favor reaction with chemicals that are

added later. Experiments are now under

way to obtain more information about this

effect. Results so far indicate that a change

in permeability may be responsible, since

the same effect has been obtained by

using either calcium chloride or sucrose

in place of saline. It is unlikely that reac-

tions facilitating the mutagenic action of

manganous chloride would take place be-

tween constituents of bacterial cells and

chemicals that differ as much as sodium

chloride and sugar.

This effect of sodium chloride in increas-

ing mutagenic action is limited to the

chemicals listed as "very mutagenic" in

table 2. It is interesting to note that man-

ganous chloride, sulfate, nitrate, and acetate

are affected by saline, whereas manganous

lactate is not. Several experiments in which

the concentration of sodium chloride was

varied showed that within the range of

concentrations tested (0.0095 to 1.2 M), the

effectiveness increased with increase in con-

centration. In an experiment in which

different samples of bacteria were washed

for 30 minutes in various concentrations

of sodium chloride and then placed in

distilled water for about 5 to 10 minutes

before i-hour treatment with a 0.04 per

cent solution of manganous chloride, the

following results were obtained:

Concentration of

NaCl (molar)

Mutants
per 108

Surviving

bacteria

(per cent)

Control 21

0.0094 599 95.8

0.0187 929 90.9

0.0375 1,746 86.9

0.075 2,050 79.8

0.15 2,584 57.3
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The longer bacteria are kept in distilled

water after being washed in saline, the less

marked is the sodium chloride effect. When
bacteria were washed for 30 minutes in

0.15 M sodium chloride solution and then

kept in distilled water for either 1-2 min-

utes or 30 minutes before treatment in

manganous chloride, 1074 mutants per

io
8 were obtained in the 1-2-minute set

and 475 per io
8
in the 30-minute set. Such

results might be expected if the sodium

chloride effect on manganous chloride

mutagenicity were due to changes in cell

permeability.

From the experimental evidence now
available it appears probable that the

effectiveness of manganous and ferrous

salts in inducing reversions in Sd-4 de-

pends on the physiological condition of

the cells being treated. It seems likely that

permeability is an important factor. An-
other factor is the medium in which bac-

teria are grown before treatment. It has

been observed that the mutagenic action

of manganous chloride is considerably

less when the bacteria have been cultured

in synthetic M9 medium than when they

have been cultured in broth.

Acriflavine, caffeine, and ferrous chlo-

ride, which were mutagenic in tests con-

ducted with the Sd-4 method, were also

found to be mutagenic in tests using the

phage-resistance method. In phage tests,

however, the mutagenicity of ferrous chlo-

ride was slight, comparable with that of

acriflavine and caffeine, and only treat-

ments that caused a high percentage of

killing of the bacteria were effective. Man-

ganous chloride, when tested by the phage

method, did not produce any significant

increase in mutants; but concentrations

producing a high rate of killing have not

been tested so far, since they induce clump-

ing of the bacteria.

From the data now available, it is evi-

dent that high mutagenicity in certain

ferrous and manganous compounds is

demonstrated only by the Sd-4 method

—

that is, by observation of back-mutations

from streptomycin dependence to nonde-

pendence. Further tests are planned to

determine whether or not we are dealing

here with induction of specific mutations.

Experiments with Ferrous Sulfate

The mutagenic action of ferrous sulfate

has been studied in detail by Catlin, using

the streptomycin-dependent strain of E.

coli, B/r/Sd-4/3, whose properties were

investigated by Bertani (Year Book No.

48, pp. 155-156). Test cultures of this

strain, cultivated at 37 C. for 24 hours

in 10-ug. or 50-ug. streptomycin broth,

were washed and resuspended in distilled

water. Treatment of such a bacterial sus-

pension with 3 X io"
5 molar ferrous sulfate,

followed by plating of suitable amounts

on plain nutrient agar, resulted in a great

increase in the frequency of reversions

from streptomycin dependence to non-

dependence, as compared with the fre-

quency in untreated controls of the same

suspension. The ferric or oxidized form

of iron sulfate, in contrast with the reduced

form, produced only a slight increase in

reversion frequency above the frequency

of spontaneous reversions in the control.

A solution of equal molar concentrations

of ferrous and ferric sulfates produced a

mutagenic effect commensurate with the

amount of the ferrous form present. This

suggests that the presence of the ferric

form does not inhibit expression of re-

versions.

No significant difference was found be-

tween the series treated with ferrous sul-

fate and the untreated controls in the

proportion of the two classes of these non-

dependent reversions (colonies composed

of cells sensitive to or resistant to strepto-

mycin).
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Spontaneous mutations from strepto-

mycin dependence to nondependence in

this strain (Sd-4) had been found to occur

during the process of residual growth on

plain agar, that is, during the few cell

divisions that dependent cells can undergo

in the absence of streptomycin. Thus any

increase in the amount of residual growth

would increase the probability of occur-

rence of spontaneous mutations. In view

of the fact that some of the salts of heavy

metals are able in certain concentrations

to increase the extent of bacterial growth,

it was important to determine whether

ferrous sulfate treatment of Sd-4 ce^s m~

creases their residual growth. Accordingly,

a method was developed in which con-

tact-impression preparations were made at

one-hour intervals of the residual growth

of cells that had been spread on plain

nutrient agar and incubated at 37 C.

Slides so prepared were stained in carbol

fuchsin, and the numbers of cells appear-

ing singly, in pairs, and in larger aggre-

gates were counted. Test cell suspensions

treated for 30 minutes and 48 hours in

ferrous sulfate, and controls suspended in

distilled water for the same periods of

time, were examined in this way. It was

found that cells on the same plate do not

all pass through the same number of

divisions in the absence of streptomycin.

For example, with cell suspensions har-

vested from 10-ug. streptomycin broth, the

residual growth on plain agar when
sampled after 13 hours of incubation

showed the following approximate pro-

portions of aggregations containing differ-

ent numbers of cells: 15 per cent single

cells, 30 per cent pairs, 15 per cent groups

of three cells, 15 per cent groups of four,

and about 25 per cent groups of larger

numbers, rarely containing as many as

32 cells. Treated and control preparations

of comparable age showed similar varia-

tions in numbers of cell divisions and

length of cell filaments, and no significant

differences in proportion of number classes

of cell aggregations. It was therefore con-

cluded that ferrous sulfate treatment does

not modify the residual growth.

This inference was further supported

by the fact that, without changing the con-

centration of ferrous sulfate employed,

marked differences in reversion frequency

could be obtained by varying the tempera-

ture of treatment. The direction of this

change was opposite to that commonly

encountered in chemical reactions, which

usually proceed more rapidly at higher

temperatures. When ferrous sulfate treat-

ment of streptomycin-dependent cells was

carried out at i° C. and at 37 ° C, a greater

killing effect and a higher frequency of

reversions were produced at the lower

temperature. Intermediate temperatures

resulted in effects of intermediate mag-

nitudes.

In order to study the temperature effect

with greater precision, the following pro-

cedure was employed. A washed-cell sus-

pension was divided into four portions;

two were treated with ferrous sulfate and

two, which served as controls, were mixed

with equal quantities of distilled water.

One set of treated and control mixtures

was exposed at 37 ° C. and the other at

i° C. After exposure for a given length

of time—for example, 15 minutes—three

samples were removed from each tube.

One was used for immediate assay of the

number of viable cells and reversions; the

second and third were diluted 1 to 10 in

distilled water at 37
° C. and i° C, respec-

tively, and retained at these temperatures

for 2 hours before being assayed. When
3X10-5 M ferrous sulfate treatment was

carried out at the initial temperature of

37 , little further effect was obtained in

the diluted samples exposed at either 37
or i°. Similarly, when i° treatment was

followed by dilution and exposure at i°,
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little additional change was produced.

When the initial ferrous sulfate treatment

was carried out at i° and was followed

by dilution and exposure at 37 , however,

a great increase or "burst" of reversions

was produced. Controls in water subjected

to the temperature changes did not show

this temperature effect; nor were com-

parable increases obtained when the bac-

terial suspension and the ferrous sulfate

were each diluted 1 to 10 before the initial

which proceeded more rapidly at 37 C.

than at i° C. For this reason, test solu-

tions were prepared immediately before

use. In the second place, the rate of ferrous

sulfate action was rapid. One minute

of treatment resulted in reversion fre-

quencies two to five times higher than the

spontaneous frequency. The maximum
reversion frequency characteristic of a

given concentration was reached in 30

minutes to 2 hours, depending on the con-

TABLE 3

Frequency of nondependent reversions obtained by treating streptomycin-dependent

cells with 3xio" 5 m ferrous sulfate at 37° c. and 1° c.

Treatment
No. viable

cells

per ml.

Per cent

survival

No. rever-

sions per

ml. plated

No. rever-

sions per

108 viable

cells

Cell suspension before use 2.0X10 9 100 450 23

Control in water at 1° (15 min.) 1.9X10 9 95 437 23

Diluted 1:10 at 37° (3 hr.) 6.5X10 8 33 88 14

Diluted 1:10 at 1° (3 hr.) 9.8X10 8 49 228 23

Testin 3X10- 5 M FeS0 4 at37° (15 min.)... 1.4X10 9 70 1,087 78

Diluted 1:10 at 37° (2 hr.) 9.5X10 8 48 812 85

Diluted 1:10 at 1° (2 hr.) 1.0X10 9 50 957 96

Testin3X10- 5 M FeS0 4 at 1° (15 min.).... 5.6X10 8 28 1,178 210

Diluted 1:10 at 37° (2 hr.) 3.6X10 8 18 3,150 875

Diluted 1:10 at 1° (2 hr.) 6.2X10 8 31 887 143

exposure. Data from a typical experiment

are presented in table 3. It is character-

istic that at this concentration of ferrous

sulfate the actual number of nondependent

reversions per milliliter of cells plated is

higher in the treated series than in the

controls before any corrections are made

for the proportion of cells killed by the

treatment.

Time was found to be an important

factor in the action of ferrous sulfate. In

the first place, aging of 3 X io~
5 M solu-

tions prior to mixing with bacteria resulted

in significant decay in mutagenic potency,

centration and the temperature of treat-

ment. With 5 X io~
5 M ferrous sulfate

treatment, at i° or 37 °, the peak of rever-

sions occurred at about 30 minutes. With

3 X io~
5 M, the peak occurred in 1 hour

when treatment was at i°, but was de-

layed until i
!

/2 to 2 hours when treatment

was at 37 . With 1 X io"
5 M, at i°, the

highest frequency was reached in 2 hours.

After the peak was attained, the reversion

frequency gradually decreased. For ex-

ample, with io~
5
or 3X10" 5 M treatment

at i°, samples taken between 6 and 8

hours showed frequencies about equiva-
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lent to that produced in 1 minute of treat-

ment. In the third place, the ability of the

cells treated at i° to respond to the 37
°

temperature shock by producing a "burst"

of reversions was found to diminish pro-

gressively. This temperature response,

which was most marked in samples re-

moved after 15 to 60 minutes of initial

treatment, had largely disappeared by 8

hours. That this loss in ability of the cells

to respond was not due merely to decay

in activity of the ferrous sulfate was shown

by experiments in which some samples,

instead of being diluted in water, were

diluted in ferrous sulfate of the concen-

tration earlier present in the system. This

did not result in recovery of the ability to

produce increases in reversion frequency

in response to the proper temperature

shock.

Delayed Mutations and Nuclear

Segregation

Investigation of the effect of sodium

nucleate on the expression of delayed

mutations in Escherichia coli (see Year

Book No. 48) was continued by Witkin

and Kennedy. The hypothesis that nu-

cleate increases the frequency of phage-

resistant mutants by developing the pheno-

typic expression of mutants normally de-

layed until the occurrence of cell division

was supported by experiments using irra-

diated cell populations known to con-

tain large numbers of induced delayed

mutants. Critical proof of the hypothesis

was extremely difficult to obtain, however,

as this would require rigid exclusion of

the possibility of division of the tested

population during the exposure to nucleate.

Since nucleate is a rich source of nutrient

material, which can support numerous cell

divisions, the experiment could be done

only at low temperatures, or in the pres-

ence of inhibitors or poisons that in them-

selves could be expected to complicate the

picture. Experiments at low temperatures

gave erratic results, sometimes yielding a

burst of delayed mutants in the presence

of nucleate, but more often failing to do so.

It became evident as the work proceeded

that analysis of the action of nucleate on

delayed mutations would be possible only

on the basis of a better understanding of

the nature of the phenotypic delay itself.

Diverse mechanisms have been proposed

to explain the lag between the occurrence

of a mutation and its phenotypic expres-

sion. Segregation from a multinucleate

cell, physiological lag in the action of the

mutated gene, induced instability of the

gene, and various modifications of these

have been proposed as possible mechanisms

of delayed mutation. The evidence at

present does not establish the existence of

any one mechanism with reasonable cer-

tainty. As a basis for the further investi-

gation of the action of nucleate, therefore,

a study of the nature of delayed mutations

was undertaken.

This study made use of mutations affect-

ing the ability to ferment lactose. The
normal strain B/r ferments lactose, and

produces dark-red colonies on a suitable

indicator medium such as Levene's eosin-

methylene blue (EMB). Variants unable

to ferment lactose grow white colonies on

this medium. This color distinction is of

great value in detecting mixed clones of

fermenters and nonfermenters, which are

to be expected if delayed mutation is a

result of segregation or instability but

which should not be found if physiological

lag is the sole mechanism of delay. It was

soon found that irradiated cultures of B/r,

when plated out on EMB medium, yielded

lactose-negative variants in proportions as

high as 0.5 per cent, sometimes in the form

of intact white colonies and often as white

sectors in otherwise red colonies. The
appearance and frequency of the sectors
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were suggestive of a segregation mecha-

nism, known to produce similar sectored

colonial forms in many of the perfect

fungi. The experiments to be described

below were designed to test the hypothesis

that the observed sectoring was due to

segregation of nuclei from multinucleate

cells. Confirmation of this hypothesis

would have two important consequences,

(i) It would indicate that nuclear segre-

gation is, at least in part, responsible for

delayed mutation. (2) It would provide

the first evidence that the bodies considered

to be nuclei on the basis of cytological

work are truly nuclei in the genetic sense

—

in other words, that they carry gene com-

plements.

The number of nuclei in a bacterial cell

is variable, depending on the age of the

culture, the medium used, and so forth.

By adjusting conditions of growth, it is

possible to obtain populations having

widely different average numbers of nuclei

per cell. For example, cells of B/r in a

24-hour aerated culture grown in basal

medium (M9) with lactose as a carbon

source have usually 1 or 2 nuclei, and

rarely more than 4. Cells in the loga-

rithmic phase of growth in the same

medium have mostly 4 or 8 nuclei, and

often as many as 16. Filamentous forms,

having as many as 50 or 100 nuclear bodies,

can be induced by various mildly inhibi-

tory treatments. If each nuclear body

carries a full haploid gene complement,

irradiation of populations having various

numbers of nuclei per cell should yield

induced lactose-negative mutants distrib-

uted in predictable frequencies and types

of sectors. If a population consists entirely

of mononucleate and binucleate cells (24-

hour cultures) at the time of irradiation,

the induced lactose-negative mutants

should be found mostly in the form of

intact white colonies (from mutated uni-

nucleate cells) and half-sectored colonies

(from binucleate cells in which a muta-

tion was induced in one of the nuclei).

The larger the number of nuclei per cell

at the time of irradiation, the more fre-

quent should be the class of mutants occur-

ring in the form of small sectors; and

intact mutant colonies and large sectors

should become correspondingly more rare.

Occurrence of the predicted differences in

sector types would indicate that nuclear

segregation is responsible for delayed muta-

tions, at least in part, and would demon-

strate the genetic role of the bacterial

nucleus.

Nuclear stains were made (by the

Piekarski-Robinow technique) to select

populations of strains B and B/r suitable

for this investigation. To date, the follow-

ing types of population have been ana-

lyzed: 24-hour cultures of strains B and

B/r (1-2 nuclei per cell, on the average);

6-hour cultures of strain B/r (4-8 nuclei

per cell); and filaments produced by irra-

diating bacteria of strain B with 50 ergs/

mm. 2
of ultraviolet (10-20 nuclei per cell).

All cultures were grown in M9 medium
with lactose as the carbon source, so that

spontaneous lactose-negative mutants origi-

nating during the growth of the culture

would be unable to divide. After irradia-

tion with 1500 ergs/mm. 2
of ultraviolet,

the populations were plated out on EMB
medium so as to give about 200 colonies

per plate after incubation. The colonies

were carefully screened for lactose-nega-

tive mutants, both intact mutant colonies

and mutant sectors, and the diagnosis was

verified by picking and streaking suspected

mutant colonies or sectors on EMB
medium. Results are given in table 4. It

will be seen that lactose-negative mutants

occurred more frequently as sectors in

the more multinucleate population (6-hour

B/r) than in the populations having 1 or

2 nuclei per cell (24-hour B and B/r).

The hypothesis that sectoring is a result
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of nuclear segregation is also supported

by a breakdown of the sectored colonies

into the various classes (half-sectored,

quarter-sectored, etc.), but these data are

not given here, as the number of sectored

colonies tabulated thus far is not large

enough for a reliable analysis.

The results obtained with irradiated

filaments (10-20 nuclei) do not fit the

the multinucleate cells present an effectively

enlarged target, and should therefore yield

a larger number of induced mutants from

a given number of irradiated cells than the

populations having 1 or 2 nuclei per cell.

The absence of such a difference seems to

support the hypothesis of indirect action

of radiant energy in the production of

mutations.

TABLE 4

Frequency of sectored and intact lactose-negative mutants in irradiated populations of

Escherichia coli having various numbers of nuclei

Strain
Age of

culture

Average Ultraviolet No.

no. nuclei dose colonies

per cell (ergs/mm.2
) screened

No. lactose-negative mutants

Total Sectors

B/r 24 hrs.

B/r 24 hrs.

B/r 6 hrs.

B/r 6 hrs.

B 24 hrs.

B 3-hr.

filaments

1-2 1,500 34,360

1-2 None 36,360

4-8 1,500 35,432

4-8 None 68,500

1-2 1,500 52,000

10-20 1,500 48,000

61 31 30

0.18% 51% 49%

2 2

0.008% 100%

49 9 40

0.14% 18.5% 81.5%

10 9 1

0.014% 90% 10%

23 12 11

0.05% 52% 48%

47 36 11

0.09% 76.5% 23.5%

expectation; this population actually gave

more intact lactose-negative colonies than

any other. This result suggests that the

filaments may have only one functional

nucleus per cell in spite of the apparent

multiplicity. Delaporte (see Year Book

No. 48) has described filaments having

single axial threads rather than multiple

nuclei. Another interesting feature of the

results obtained to date is the apparent

absence of any significant difference in

the over-all frequency of induced mutants,

both whole and sectored, among the irradi-

ated populations having different nuclear

numbers. According to the target theory,

This work is being continued, and the

present indication of the involvement of

segregation of the bacterial nucleus in the

delayed expression of induced mutations

will be tested further. Should this indi-

cation be substantiated, the effect of sodium

nucleate on nuclear segregation will be in-

vestigated in connection with its action on

delayed mutations.

A Suppressor Mutation in Escherichia

coli

In the course of work with nutritionally

deficient mutants (auxotrophs) of strain

B/r, evidence was obtained by Witkin
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and Kennedy of the occurrence of a "sup-

pressor" mutation, a phenomenon that has

been demonstrated in higher organisms

but until now has not been shown in

bacteria. Mutant strains requiring one or

more growth factors are often able to

undergo "reversion," giving rise to mutants

able to grow in a basal medium without

exogenous growth factors. Although these

reversions are phenotypically similar to

the original wild type, it is usually im-

possible to determine whether they origi-

nate through true back-mutation, or

through the action of a suppressor—a mu-

tation at a locus other than the one re-

sponsible for the growth-factor require-

ment, which has the phenotypic effect of

covering up or suppressing the action of

the auxotrophic mutation. In higher or-

ganisms the distinction between back-

mutation and suppressor mutation can be

made by using the methods of classic

genetics, as yet inapplicable to most bac-

terial strains.

A mutant requiring the amino acid

histidine was obtained from strain B/r

about a year ago. Some time later, the

histidine-requiring mutant was irradiated

with ultraviolet, and put through the

Davis-Lederberg penicillin procedure for

the isolation of auxotrophs. A mutant was

isolated that now required serine or gly-

cine in addition to histidine. This strain,

which has been designated M 2 , is thus a

diauxotroph, requiring two growth factors

for its multiplication. The separate and

serial origin of the requirements for histi-

dine and for serine or glycine is evidence

that they arose independently, through

two distinct mutational steps. Further

evidence of the independence of these

mutations is the fact that this double re-

quirement has never been found to arise

in a single step, and can only be introduced

into a strain by a two-step serial procedure.

Reversions from the auxotrophic to the

prototrophic state can be detected readily

by plating washed suspensions of an auxo-

troph on minimal medium. Only those

mutant cells that have lost the particular

growth-factor requirement can grow and

give rise to colonies. The usual range of

reversion rates for monoauxotrophic strains

is from io"
6

to io~
10

reversions per bac-

terium per division. It is usually found

that strains having two independent

growth-factor requirements do not under-

go reversion. It is generally assumed that

the failure to detect reversions from such

strains is due to the rarity of coincidental

mutation of two separate loci (the product

of the individual reversion rates would

be approximately io~
12

to io
-20

mutations

per bacterium per division).

The rates of reversion of strain M 2 from

the requirement for histidine and the re-

quirement for serine/glycine were deter-

mined, separately and together. Washed

cells of strain M were plated on minimal

agar supplemented with serine, in order

to detect single reversions from the histi-

dine requirement. Similarly, platings were

made on histidine-supplemented minimal

medium to show single reversions from

the serine/glycine requirement. Platings

on unsupplemented minimal medium were

designed to permit the growth of neither

single reversion, but only of any double

reversions that might occur. It was found

that the number of colonies obtained when

M 2 was plated on this unsupplemented

minimal medium was almost as high as

the number found on either of the sup-

plemented media. The analysis of colonies

on supplemented and unsupplemented

plates (see table 5) shows that strain M3

gave rise to double reversions at a rate

about as high as that of either of the single

reversions, and therefore these double

reversions could not possibly have arisen

through coincidental back-mutation of the

two individual loci responsible for the
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double requirement. The order of magni-

tude of the rate of double reversion is that

of a single gene mutation, and immedi-

ately suggests the action of a suppressor

mutation, which has the effect of overcom-

ing the requirement for both histidine and

serine/glycine.

The hypothesis that the double rever-

sions obtained from strain M 2 were the

result of a suppressor was tested in the

following way. A prototroph obtained

from a plating of M2 on minimal medium
was established as a strain, designated

M 2P, which was identical with the wild

require both histidine and serine, whereas

the remainder required either histidine or

serine. As a control, wild-type B/r was

irradiated and screened in the same way.

Among hundreds of colonies isolated from

the test plates, none was found to require

both histidine and serine; and this finding

is supported by the fact that the double

requirement has never been known to

occur in a single step from the wild-type

strain, either in our laboratory or in other

laboratories working extensively with auxo-

trophic mutants. Therefore the fact that

the requirement for both histidine and

TABLE 5

Analysis of single and double reversions of strain M 2 of Escherichia coli

In all platings, 0.1 ml. of washed suspension of strain M 2 (2X 10 s cells) was

spread on the surface of plates

Medium used in plating

Average no.

colonies

per plate Histidine

Per cent colonies requiring

Serine /glycine No growth factor

Minimal + histidine 165

Minimal + serine 187

Minimal 109

41

51

59

49

100

type in its ability to grow without any

growth factor. According to the suppressor

hypothesis, this strain still had the muta-

tions to histidine and serine/glycine char-

acterizing M 2 , but also had a suppressor

mutation that covered up the action of

these two auxotrophic mutations. If this

suppressor could be caused to undergo

reversion, the requirements for both histi-

dine and serine/glycine would be revealed

simultaneously. This hypothesis was tested

by irradiating M 2P with ultraviolet, and

putting the survivors through the Davis-

Lederberg penicillin procedure, screening

for mutants on minimal medium supple-

mented with both histidine and serine.

Among 68 colonies tested, 3 were found to

serine could be recovered from M 2P in

a single step supports the suppressor hy-

pothesis, and provides the first evidence

that this type of mutation actually occurs

in bacterial populations.

Resistance to Streptomycin

Our earlier work (Year Book No. 45)

indicated that when samples of E. coli

taken from the same culture are plated in

broth-agar medium containing various con-

centrations of streptomycin, the number of

colonies appearing on a plate corresponds

to the number of bacteria plated, until a

certain threshold concentration of strepto-

mycin has been reached. Above this thresh-

old the proportion of colonies to plated bac-
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teria decreases rapidly with increase in the

concentration of the antibiotic. Our tests

showed that strains of coli developed from

bacteria that were able to grow in con-

centrations of streptomycin above the

effective threshold were more resistant to

streptomycin than the original strain.

Furthermore, the results of special experi-

ments indicated that such resistance origi-

nates independently of the presence of

streptomycin, presumably through a ge-

netic change, and that streptomycin merely

acts as a selective agent, eliminating the

normal sensitive individuals and per-

mitting the survival of resistant genetic

variants, which are always present in large

samples of bacteria.

This interpretation was questioned by

Dr. Harry Eagle at the Baltimore meeting

of the Society of American Bacteriologists

in May 1950. He stated that even bacteria

growing on subthreshold concentrations

of streptomycin exhibit higher resistance

than the original strain, and that "it is an

open question whether the varying resist-

ance of the individual organisms in a single

culture represents an adaptive change, or

whether those differences are genetic mu-

tations occurring independently of the

drug."

Demerec and Flint, with the help of

Meyer and Dissosway, have carried on

extensive experiments in order to accumu-

late additional data that would clarify

the situation. First, tests made with 20

strains established from single colonies of

B/r coli and grown in nonaerated broth

cultures showed the threshold concentra-

tion to be about 3 ug. per milliliter. Next,

an analysis of strains isolated from single

colonies growing in the various concen-

trations of streptomycin used in the first

tests gave the following results. Of 20

strains that originated from colonies grow-

ing in 1 ug. streptomycin per ml., 10 were

more resistant than the original strains; of

10 strains from colonies growing in 1.5 ug.,

8 were more resistant; of 10 strains from

colonies growing in 3 \ig., 9 were more

resistant; and all the strains (9, 14, 10, 10,

and 10, respectively) from colonies grow-

ing in 3, 4, 5, 8, and 10 ug. were more

resistant to streptomycin than the original

strains, which had never been grown in

streptomycin. Furthermore, the average

degree of resistance was considerably

higher in strains that had originated from

colonies grown in the higher concentra-

tions of streptomycin.

These experiments confirmed Eagle's

finding that a considerable proportion of

bacteria grown in subthreshold concen-

trations of streptomycin are partially re-

sistant to it. In our experiments, where

the threshold was about 3 [ig. per ml.

—

that is, where the number of colonies

appearing in concentrations up to and in-

cluding 3 ug. was not significantly lower

than the number of plated bacteria—about

50 per cent of strains isolated from i-ug-

colonies, about 80 per cent of strains from

1.5-ug. colonies, and about 90 per cent of

strains from 2-ug. colonies were partially

resistant to streptomycin. These propor-

tions are definitely much higher than

would be expected on the assumption that

the resistant colonies originated from par-

tially resistant bacteria that were already

present in the original cultures grown in

medium without streptomycin. Thus the

question arises, Did the progenitors of

partially resistant colonies arise through

some process of adaptation, as implied by

Eagle, or did they come about in a way

consistent with the genetic-origin view?

A clue is furnished by the observation that,

when large numbers of bacteria are plated

in concentrations just above the threshold,

there appear on the plate, in addition to a

few well defined large colonies, a much
larger number of tiny and indistinct

colonies, detectable under the low-power





Plate i

Photographs of colonies of bacteria.

A. Colonies from a sample of B/r bacteria grown on broth-agar medium containing i ug.

streptomycin per milliliter and incubated at 37° C. for 24 hours. Note that colonies are considerably

smaller than in C, but the number is about the same.

B. Same plate after 48 hours of incubation. Every colony has an irregular surface because of

the growth of secondary colonies.

C. Colonies from a similar sample of bacteria grown on medium without streptomycin for 24

hours.

D. A colony from B magnified about 14 times. Note the light background region of bacterial

growth with a number of faster-growing secondary colonies on top of it. Bacteria from these second-

ary colonies are more resistant to streptomycin than bacteria taken from the background region.
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microscope, which form a background

growth. The amount of this background

growth decreases with increase in the con-

centration of streptomycin, and disappears

entirely after a certain concentration has

been reached. Bacteria taken from the

large colonies will grow and develop into

partially resistant strains, whereas bacteria

from the tiny colonies will not grow. This

observation suggests that on low concen-

trations of streptomycin, sensitive bacteria

are able to pass through several divisions

before they are killed. At concentrations

just above the threshold the number of

divisions must be considerable, since

colonies are formed that can be seen with

a low-power microscope and that contain

at least one million bacteria. During this

growth the opportunities for partially re-

sistant mutants to occur increase con-

stantly, because of the increase in number

of bacteria.

That partially resistant mutants do

occur even on subthreshold concentrations

of streptomycin is evident from the fol-

lowing experiment. From a nonaerated

culture of bacteria that showed a threshold

concentration of about 3 ug. per ml.,

about a hundred bacteria were plated on

each of two plates containing 1 and 2 (jg.

streptomycin per ml. of medium, respec-

tively. Growth became detectable on these

plates later than on a control plate with-

out streptomycin, and the colonies were

small and thin. After about 24 hours,

however, fast-growing secondary colonies

appeared, and as the colonies increased in

size the number of secondary colonies in-

creased also. On the media containing 1 or

2 ug. streptomycin per ml., the number

of colonies was about the same as the

number on the control plate, and each

colony had several secondary colonies. On
the lower concentration, the colonies were

larger and the number of secondary

colonies was greater. Plate iA is a photo-

graph of colonies of bacteria on medium
containing 1 ug. streptomycin per ml., as

they appeared after 24 hours of incubation

at 37 C. Plate iB shows the same colonies

after 48 hours of incubation; iC depicts

colonies of a control plate (without strep-

tomycin) after 24 hours of incubation; iD
is a close view of one colony from B. It

can be seen that this colony of sensitive

cells on medium containing 1 ug. strepto-

mycin per ml. really consists of a light

background of thin bacterial growth on

top of which are 20 to 30 better-growing

secondary colonies. Tests showed that

bacteria taken from these secondary colo-

nies exhibited higher resistance to strepto-

mycin than bacteria taken from the light

background region. It appears very prob-

able that the progenitors of the secondary

colonies originated as mutants during

divisions of the nonresistant bacteria. Plate

iB shows that every colony growing on

the medium containing 1 ug. streptomycin

per ml. had many secondary colonies. It

is evident that a random sample of bacteria

from any such colony would contain a

large proportion of partially resistant indi-

viduals and would exhibit the behavior

described by Eagle. This is in accordance

with our earlier interpretation, that bac-

terial resistance to streptomycin originates

as a genetic mutational change, and that

the antibiotic acts only as a selective agent.

MUTABLE LOCI IN MAIZE

Barbara McClintock

For the past few years, investigations perimental procedures and results have

have been focused on the origin and be- been described in previous reports. In Year

havior of mutable loci in maize. The ex- Book No. 48 an interpretation of the

M
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mechanism associated with the origin and

behavior of the ^-controlled mutable loci

was presented. During the past year, em-

phasis has been placed on expanding this

evidence, in order to determine whether

or not the premises of the interpretation

would continue to be supported by further

tests. The results of the year's experiments

have substantiated the main conclusions

given in the previous report, have pro-

vided more information with regard to

the mechanisms involved, and have sug-

gested the probable nature of the chromo-

some materials concerned.

Variegation has been described in a

wide range of organisms. Some cases of it

are known to be associated with the irregu-

lar mitotic behavior of ring-shaped chro-

mosomes, or with chromatin deletion pro-

duced by the breakage-fusion-bridge cycle.

Another class of somatically expressed

variegation is known to be related to irre-

versible changes in self-reproducing cyto-

plasmic elements, such as the plastids. A
third class of somatic variegation is asso-

ciated with detectable changes in genie

action. The terms mosaicism, mutable

genes, somatic variegation, mutable loci,

and position effect have been used to desig-

nate this class. It is on this third type of

variegation that the investigations in maize

have been focused. It has been described

in many organisms. Because the general

nature of the phenotypically expressed

instability is so similar in these unrelated

organisms, it is difficult to avoid the con-

clusion that a common principle of nuclear

and chromosomal organization and func-

tioning is concerned. The evidence ob-

tained during the past year has made it

possible to formulate a working hypothesis

that incorporates such a principle. The
hypothesis is an expansion of the inter-

pretation of the origin and behavior of

mutable loci presented in Year Book No.

48. Its salient features may be reviewed

here:

A normal, wild-type locus may be

totally or partially inhibited in action by

the insertion of a foreign piece of chro-

matin adjacent to it. Total or partial re-

lease from inhibition will occur when this

foreign chromatin is removed or altered

in organization. The insertion, removal,

or change in organization of the foreign

chromatin occurs because this chromatin

becomes adhesive in certain somatic cells

at very precise times in the development

of a tissue. The adhesiveness causes a

rupturing of the chromosome at the ad-

hered positions during the subsequent

mitotic cycle, which results in removal,

transposition, or alteration in constitu-

tion of the chromatin materials involved.

The chromatin primarily concerned in

these events is heterochromatin. Its be-

havior as revealed in this study of the

origin and expression of mutable loci may
reflect one aspect of its normal behavior

in the development of an organism.

Mode of Detection of Transpositions

of Ds

The first direct evidence with regard

to the mode of origin and the operation

of mutable loci was obtained from study

of the ^-controlled mutable c
OT_1

locus.

The origin of this mutable locus by a

transposition of Ds has been reviewed in

previous reports. Because transposition

of minute bits of chromatin from one loca-

tion to another in the chromosome com-

plement is basic to the concept of the origin

and behavior of mutable loci, extensive

investigations of this phenomenon have

been undertaken during the past year.

Twenty cases of transposition of Ds from

its standard location in the short arm of

chromosome 9 to another position within

this arm have been studied. Several cases
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of transposition from the new position

to still another position have also been

investigated. Transpositions of Ds from

one location to another within the short

arm of chromosome 9 were selected for

study because the design of the experi-

ments makes it possible to detect such

transpositions shortly after they occur, and

also because it is possible to locate, readily

and accurately, the new positions of Ds
activity.

An example may be given of the

methods used in detecting and locating

new positions of Ds. Pollen of plants that

have one or more Ac loci, and carry /, Sh,

Bz, Wx, and Dx-standard in one chromo-

some 9, is placed on silks of tester plants

carrying C sh bz wx but having no Ds or

Ac loci. The state of the Ds locus in these

plants is selected for a high frequency of

dicentric-chromatid formation as a con-

sequence of events occurring at Ds. On
the resulting ear, kernels that receive an

Ac locus and a chromosome 9 carrying the

markers I, Sh, Bz, Wx, and Dx-standard

should show sectors of tissue with the

C sh bz wx phenotype as a consequence

of dicentric- and acentric-chromatid-form-

ing events occurring at the D^-standard

location, which result in elimination from

the nuclei of the acentric segment of chro-

matin carrying the markers /, Sh, Bz, and

Wx (for details, see previous reports).

With very few exceptions, the expected

phenotypic characters are present in the

sectors of the kernels carrying the stated

markers. The few exceptional kernels

that have sectors showing unexpected

phenotypic characters are important, for

from them are derived the strains having

new positions of Ds activity.

The new position is often immediately

revealed in an exceptional kernel. As an

illustration, we may describe a kernel

having Ds transposed from its standard

location to a position between 7 and Sh.

During the development of such a kernel,

a dicentric-forming event, involving sister

chromatids at this position, will produce

an acentric fragment that carries the two

/ loci and a dicentric chromatid that in-

cludes the two sister proximal segments

of the short arm, each carrying Sh, Bz,

and Wx. In the dicentric chromatid, the

Sh and Bz loci are physically close to the

position of sister-chromatid union. A
bridge configuration will be formed by

the dicentric chromatid in the subsequent

anaphase. Breakage of this bridge can

occur at a position anywhere between the

two centromeres. The break is most often

nonmedian. Consequently, the broken

chromatid that usually enters one telo-

phase nucleus carries two Sh and Bz loci

and one Wx locus. The sister nucleus

receives a broken chromatid carrying only

the Wx /ocus. From each nucleus a sector

of tissue will subsequently be produced.

When the kernel is mature, twin sectors

arising from these two sister nuclei will

be evident. One sector will show a C sh bz

phenotype, within which subsectors of

Wx and wx phenotypes will appear. It

will be derived from the nucleus that lost

the Sh and Bz loci as a consequence of

the nonmedian position of breakage in the

first-anaphase bridge configuration. Varie-

gation for Wx and wx within this sector

is brought about by the subsequent break-

age-fusion-bridge cycle that eliminates the

Wx locus from some nuclei. The sister

sector will show a C Sh Bz Wx pheno-

type; but within this sector subsectors will

be present. Their constitutions will be

C sh Bz Wx, C sh bz Wx, or C sh bz wx.

These subsectors arise from losses of Sh,

Bz, and Wx loci from some of the cells as

a consequence of the breakage-fusion-

bridge cycle initiated by the original Ds
event. The variegation pattern appearing
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in the kernels with Ds located between /

and Sh is thus in striking contrast with

that produced in kernels having Ds at its

standard location. Other locations of Ds
activity in the short arm of chromosome 9

are likewise readily detected by the type

of phenotypic characters expressed in the

sectors of the exceptional kernels. These

exceptional kernels, therefore, make it

possible to identify immediately those

kernels that carry newly arising trans-

posed Ds loci. From such exceptional

kernels have been derived the strains with

changed locations of Ds activity. A study

of these strains has provided the informa-

tion needed to interpret the mechanism

responsible for transposition.

Many of the exceptional kernels appear-

ing in the cross described above are defec-

tive in growth of either the endosperm or

the embryo. They do not germinate. Other

exceptional kernels appear to be morpho-

logically normal in both endosperm and

embryo, but many of them also do not

germinate. Less than half the selected

exceptional kernels have given rise to

viable plants. The plants obtained from

the viable fraction, however, have been

subjected to extensive cytological and

genetical tests to determine the exact loca-

tion of the new positions of Ds activity

in each case. These tests have revealed

that Ds may be inserted at various posi-

tions within the short arm of chromo-

some 9. Its insertion adjacent to the C
locus, which gave rise to the mutable c

m_1
,

has been described previously. Recently,

a mutable bz locus appeared in an excep-

tional kernel; and a plant was obtained

from this kernel. Preliminary tests sug-

gest that the behavior of this mutable bz

locus may be similar to that observed for

c
m_1

. It is now being investigated to deter-

mine whether or not it arose by insertion

of Ds adjacent to the Bz locus.

Events Occurring at the Ds Locus

Considerable progress has been made
during the year in understanding the

nature of the events that occur at the Ds
locus in somatic cells. It is believed that

only one primary type of event occurs at

this locus, and that it has several different

types of consequences. These consequences

resemble those produced by treating cells

with X-rays, ultraviolet rays, chemicals,

and so forth, in that they involve some

mechanism leading to chromosome break-

age and fusion. The several types of chro-

mosomal alteration that are repeatedly

observed when Ds is present can be readily

understood if it is assumed that the pri-

mary event produces a physical change of

the material composing Ds: that this

material becomes sticky or adhesive in

certain cells at predetermined times in the

development of a tissue. The known con-

sequences of events occurring at Ds will

illustrate the reasons for the assumption.

They may be enumerated: (1) Dicentric

chromatid formation, with fusion of sister

chromatids at the position of Ds. This is

accompanied by formation of an acentric

fragment composed of the two sister-chro-

matid segments, from Ds to the end of

the arm. (2) Deletion of chromatid seg-

ments of various lengths adjacent to Ds,

usually with concomitant loss of Ds
activity but occasionally without loss of

this activity. (3) Loss of detectable Ds
activity without visible alteration of the

chromosome. (4) Reciprocal translocations

involving chromosome 9, in which one

breakage point is at Ds. (5) Duplication

of segments of chromosome 9, with one

break marked by the known position of

the Ds locus. (6) Transposition of Ds
activity from one position to another in

the chromosome complement, with or

without an associated gross chromosomal

rearrangement. (7) Composition changes
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at the Ds locus that result in precise

changes in the relative frequencies of oc-

currence in future cell generations of the

various events enumerated above.

In previous reports, this last occurrence

has been termed "change in state" of Ds.

A state giving a high frequency of event i

and relatively high frequencies of events

2, 4, and 5 sometimes changes, after a

somatically occurring event at Ds, to a

state giving low frequencies of these

events and a high frequency of event 3.

A return from this latter state to the

former state requires a progressive series

of events at Ds. This was determined in

the following manner. The frequency of

the various types of events at Ds may be

deduced by observing the type and pattern

of variegation on the Fi ear in crosses

of Dx-carrying plants to tester plants. If

the Ds locus gives a high frequency of

event 1, the majority of the kernels on the

test ears will express this frequency in a

similar manner. There may be a few ex-

ceptional kernels, however, that show a

greatly reduced frequency of event 1. The
latter kernels are selected and plants are

grown from them. These plants also are

crossed to tester plants, to observe the action

of Ds in the kernels on the resulting ears.

With very few exceptions, the action of

Ds in these kernels is quite similar to its

action in the kernel that gave rise to the

plant carrying the modified Ds. Occa-

sionally, however, a kernel is observed

that shows a slightly higher rate of event

1. This kernel is selected from the ear,

a plant is grown from it, and a similar

test is made for the action of this selected

Ds locus. Again, the action of Ds in the

majority of the kernels on the test ear is

similar to that in the kernel that gave rise

to the plant. A few kernels, however, may
show an increased rate of event 1. These

are in turn selected, plants are grown from

them, and the test of Ds action is con-

tinued. In the experiments so far con-

ducted, it has required three or four gen-

erations of such progressive selection to

obtain plants carrying a Ds locus giving

a frequency of event 1 that resembles the

frequency given by the original Ds from

which it was derived.

The Mechanism of Transposition of Ds

An interpretation of the mechanism of

transposition of Ds was considered in Year

Book No. 48. It was based on analysis of

those transpositions of Ds that were ac-

companied by gross chromosomal rear-

rangements. During the past year, two

such cases have been extensively analyzed.

The nature of the alteration, in each

case, with respect to chromosomal con-

stitution and genie arrangement was

determined with considerable accuracy.

In each case, a duplication of a segment

of the short arm of chromosome 9 accom-

panied the appearance of a new location

of Ds activity. Each case arose from a

different male parent, and was originally

identified because of an exceptional varie-

gation pattern appearing in a single kernel

on an ear produced by crossing a C sh

bz wx tester plant by an ^(c-carrying plant

that had two morphologically normal

chromosomes 9—one with the markers

/, Sh, Bz, Wx, and .Dx-standard, and the

homologue with the markers C, sh, bz, and

wx, and no Ds locus. In each case, the

duplication arose from breaks at compa-

rable positions in sister chromatids of the

/ Sh Bz Wx Dx-standard chromosome.

Likewise, in each case, one break occurred

at the Dx-standard position, the second

break at the position marked by the new
location of Ds, that is, just to the right of

the / locus in one case, and a short distance

to the left of the / locus in the other. The
duplicated segment in the first case was
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in the inverted order, in the second case

in tandem order. Diagrams illustrating

the chromosome composition and genie

order in the two cases are given in figure i.

As the diagrams show, two Ds loci are

present in each chromosome. Their posi-

tions in each case mark the breakage points

in the sister chromatids of the / Sh Bz Wx
Dj--standard chromosomes that gave rise

to the duplication. In the case illustrated

in figure \a, no Ds locus is present at the

standard position in the distal segment,

breakage points, genie organization, and

altered positions of Ds activity, can be

understood. According to this assump-

tion, the Ds material in the / Sh Bz Wx
D^-standard chromosome adhered to an-

other position in the short arm of chromo-

some 9—immediately to the right of / in

the first case, and to the left of / in the

second case. Stresses produced by chromo-

some movement during the mitotic cycle

that followed resulted in rupture of the

sister chromatids at the adhered regions.

I Ds Sh Bz

\i//

Wx Wx

I I

Bz Sh Ds

Ml O-—

Ds I Sh Bz

(11/
Wx Dsl Sh Bz

1/11/
Wx

-O— ---

Fig. i. Diagrams a and b illustrate two different duplications of segments of the short arm of

chromosome g. The wide line indicates the duplicated segment in each case; the open circle repre-

sents the position of the centromere. The arrows point to the locations of the genetic markers car-

ried by each of these chromosomes.

although a break in the chromatid oc-

curred at this location. This position marks

the proximal breakage point of the in-

verted duplicated segment. In the case

illustrated in b, no Ds locus is present at

the standard location in the proximal

duplicated segment, even though it is

obvious that a break occurred at this posi-

tion to give rise to the chromosome with

this particular duplication. If the primary

event occurring at a Ds locus is related to

a physical change causing adhesiveness in

the material composing Ds, then the origin

of these duplications, with the described

Subsequent fusions of broken ends pro-

duced the duplications with the altered

positions of Ds.

Various types of chromosomal rearrange-

ment, with or without accompanying

transpositions of Ds, could result from the

above-described mechanism. Figure i illus-

trates only two such cases. It is readily

apparent that in these cases the fusions

could have given rise to morphologically

normal chromosomes 9, each carrying a

transposed Ds locus but showing no other

alteration in genie organization. The types

of fusion that followed the breakages
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would determine the consequences. There-

fore various other kinds of gross chromo-

somal rearrangements, with one breakage

point at the known location of Ds, could

be anticipated. Just such rearrangements

have frequently been observed in the

sporocytes of plants carrying Ds at known
positions in chromosome 9. The majority

of viable exceptional kernels carrying

newly arisen transpositions of Ds, however,

have not produced plants with such gross

chromosomal rearrangements. Most often,

a chromosome 9 with a transposed Ds
locus is morphologically normal. This was

to be expected, for the kernels having

newly arisen transpositions of Ds were

selected from ears produced from crosses

in which the Ds locus was brought in by

the pollen parent. The pollen grains with

unbalanced chromosomal complements do

not compete favorably with those having

a normal chromosome complement. Con-

sequently, many of the pollen grains carry-

ing transpositions of Ds associated with

gross chromosomal rearrangements may
be expected not to function. It is reason-

able to believe, therefore, that the above-

described cases having a transposition of

Ds associated with a gross chromosomal

rearrangement are representative examples,

illustrating the mode of transposition of

Ds.

As stated earlier, the transposition mech-

anism introduces Ds at various positions

in the short arm of chromosome 9. Ap-

parently, it may enter any position within

this arm. The analysis of c™'
1

indicated

that the insertion of Ds adjacent to the C
locus brought about an inhibition of the C
action, which was withdrawn when Ds
was subsequently removed from this posi-

tion. If Ds inhibits the action of adjacent

genes, then newly arising ^4r-controlled

mutable loci should continue to appear as

the result of continued transpositions of

Ds to new locations. Detection of such

mutability depends on experimental pro-

cedures. Crosses of plants carrying known
recessive markers in chromosome 9 by

plants having the dominant alleles and

also Ds can reveal the presence of muta-

bility of one of the marked loci directly

on the Fi ears. Sectors within a kernel

that show newly arising mutability for the

marked loci are not uncommon after such

crosses. In order that a strain having such

a newly arising mutable locus may readily

be obtained, it is necessary that the causa-

tive event occur before the two sperm

nuclei are formed, so that both the endo-

sperm and the embryo will carry the

mutable locus. Since Ds events may occur

in only a few cells, late in the develop-

ment of the sporogenous tissues, relatively

few kernels can be anticipated that will

show new germinal origins of mutability

for the marked loci. The few exceptional

kernels that do show such mutability may
be selected from the ear for continued

study.

Newly arising mutability for previously

unmarked loci may be detected in the

progenies derived from self-pollinations.

Ease of detection requires a sharp delinea-

tion of contrasting phenotypic characters

capable of being expressed in small sectors.

Morphological determiners, or physio-

logical determiners requiring special tech-

niques for detection, are not suitable for

such a study, even though they may con-

stitute the largest group of mutable loci.

In the culture under investigation, many
new recessive mutations effecting marked

changes in morphological characters have

appeared in the progeny of self-pollinated

plants. It is not practicable to make a

precise study to determine whether or not

mutability is being expressed at each of

these recessive loci, even though the

mutable behavior of a few of them has

been obvious.
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Transposition and Change in Action

of Ac

The transposition of the Ac locus from

one position in the chromosome comple-

ment to another, frequently from one

chromosome to another, was described in

Year Book No. 48. The relation between

loss and transposition of Ac was likewise

described, along with the methods used

to detect the kernels that show loss or

transposition. During the past year, this

study was greatly expanded. All together,

69 independent cases of loss, transposition,

or change in action of Ac were investi-

gated. For 58 of these cases, the method

of analysis was similar to that described

in Year Book No. 48, and therefore only

the results obtained need be considered

here.

In 42 cases, kernels were selected be-

cause they showed no Ds activity in the

cross of Ac Ac (allelic positions) by Ds ac

tester plants. To determine why Ds activity

was absent, plants were grown from these

kernels and tests conducted for the pres-

ence of Ac. In 19 plants, no Ac locus was

present. In 17 plants, two independently

inherited Ac loci were present, indicating

that a transposition of Ac had occurred

in a cell of the female parent of these

plants. In 6 plants, there was present an

Ac locus that was inherited as a single

unit. Its action, however, resembled that

of two doses of the Ac locus from which

it was derived. The reasons why Ds
activity did not appear in these 42 selected

kernels have been presented previously.

They are related in 19 of the cases to the

absence of Ac, and in the other 23 cases

to the high dose of Ac present in the endo-

sperms, which so delayed the occurrence

of Ds events that none was observed.

Eight other kernels were selected from

the ears of the mentioned cross because

they showed a very obvious delay in the

time of occurrence of Ds events. Only a

few very late-occurring Ds events were

evident in these kernels. Analysis of the

Ac constitution of the plants derived from

them showed that in 5 cases two non-

linked Ac loci were present. In 3 cases, an

Ac locus inherited as a single unit but

giving a double-dose type of action was

responsible for the delay in the timing of

Ds events.

In 8 more aberrant kernels selected from

the ears of this cross, the dosage-type

action of Ac appeared to have increased

moderately, although not to an extent

resembling the double-dose action in the

above-mentioned cases. The analysis of Ac
action in 7 of the 8 plants derived from

these kernels indicated that the cause for

the altered timing of Ds events was re-

lated to an alteration of Ac that had

occurred in a cell of the parent plant late

in its development. In the eighth case,

the Ac action resembled that given by the

Ac loci in the parent plant; no obvious

change in action was detected.

Tests of Ac action in 21 plants derived

from kernels that showed no alteration

in Ac action in the above-mentioned cross

served as a control. In all 21 cases it was

obvious that no detectable change in Ac
action had occurred in the ancestor cells

of the Ac Ac plant that gave rise to these

kernels. With respect to events that occur

at the Ac loci in some of the Ac Ac (allelic

positions) plants, resulting in transposi-

tion, change in action, or loss of Ac from

the gametic nuclei, the above findings are

similar to those previously described.

Seven independent cases of transposition

of Ac from an unknown location in the

chromosome complement to chromosome

9 have been detected. In 4 of these cases,

Ac was transposed to the long arm of

chromosome 9; in 2 cases, to the short

arm of chromosome 9. In 1 case, the exact
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location of Ac remains to be determined.

The presence of an Ac locus in the short

arm of chromosome 9 is most strategic

for determining the events that occur at

Ac, because of the excellent group of

genetic markers carried by this arm. One
such case has received sufficient study to

permit some definite conclusions regard-

ing events that occur at Ac. Plants were

obtained that carried Ac in one chromo-

some 9 and no Ac in the homologous chro-

mosome 9. The pachytene configurations

in some of these plants were examined.

It was possible to detect in some cells an

alteration in one chromosome 9 at a posi-

tion slightly proximal to the middle of

the arm. At this position, one chromosome

showed a deep-staining chromomere not

present in the homologue. Sometimes a

tiny loop was present at this position in

one chromosome. Linkage experiments,

utilizing markers in the short arm of

chromosome 9, place this Ac locus between

Bz and Wx, at a position approximately

four crossover units distal to the Wx locus.

This position accords well with the posi-

tion of the observed alteration in chromo-

some 9. Although there is not yet enough

evidence to state definitely that the de-

scribed alteration in chromosome 9 is at

the site of the Ac locus, it may be antic-

ipated that a correlation will be found.

Transposition of this Ac locus to another

chromosome of the complement, and

absence of this locus in a few gametes pro-

duced by plants that are homozygous for

it, have been observed.

It has been emphasized that Ds and Ac
are alike in that both undergo the trans-

position phenomenon. Breakage events

will occur at Ds only when Ac is present.

It cannot yet be stated that the reciprocal

is true—that is, that Ds must be present

for Ac to act. This may be difficult to

determine with the required degree of

accuracy in the material now available.

Events occurring at Ds produce chromo-

some breaks, as previously described. That

the transposition of Ds is a reflection of

this type of event has been emphasized.

Is the transposition of Ac brought about

by a similar mechanism? In general, are

the events occurring at Ac similar to those

occurring at Ds? Preliminary study of

chromosome events at the location of Ac
in the short arm of chromosome 9 has

shown that breaks occur at this locus in

somatic cells. In this respect the events

at Ac very much resemble those at Ds.

Consideration of the Chromosome Mate-

rials Responsible for the Origin

and Behavior of Mutable Loci

Because the same types of mutability

as those observed in maize have been

described for a wide variety of organisms,

it is probable that the same events, in-

volving the same chromosome materials,

may occur in all organisms. Heterochro-

matin is suspected to be the nuclear mate-

rial primarily responsible for the origin

and behavior of mutable loci. It has been

observed in many organisms; it appears

to be present in all those examined, and

occupies rather precise positions in the

chromosome and nucleus. Its apparently

universal presence indicates that it must

have a special function in the nucleus.

Since it is suspected that one phase of the

function of heterochromatin may be re-

vealed by the behavior of mutable loci,

it is necessary to explain why heterochro-

matin is believed to be associated with

mutability. Only the more pertinent evi-

dence pointing to this relationship will be

considered here.

In the present study, the original burst

of newly arising mutable loci appeared in

plants whose chromosome-9 short arm had
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been subjected to drastic structural altera-

tions as the consequence of a number of

successive breakage-fusion-bridge cycles

occurring in early developmental periods.

A cytological study was made of the chro-

mosome constitution in a number of these

plants, in order to determine what types

of structural change had occurred. In

addition to the expected types of altera-

tion of the chromosome-9 short arm, a

number of quite unexpected types of chro-

mosomal aberration appeared in many of

the plants. With few exceptions, the

heterochromatic materials—that is, the

centromeres, the knobs, and the nucleolus

organizer—had been involved in events

leading to the unexpected chromosomal

aberrations. In most cases the structural

alteration arose from fusion of the knob or

the centromere of chromosome 9 with

other knobs or centromeres, or with

the nucleolus organizer. Unquestionably,

the somatically occurring breakage-fusion-

bridge cycles involving chromosome 9

were responsible for the origin of these

unusual types of structural alteration in

the chromosome complement.

To assume from the above observations

alone that alterations in heterochromatin

are somehow responsible for the origin of

new mutable loci would not be defensible.

When considered with reference to other

evidence pointing in the same direction,

however, the correlation becomes more

apparent. Some of this additional evidence

will be considered. A case in maize

analogous to the Ac-c1'1' 1
relationship has

been investigated by Dr. M. M. Rhoades.

The activator in this case is designated Dt

(Dotted), and in the strains used was

found to be located in chromosome 9. It

causes a recessive locus in chromosome 3,

fli (colorless aleurone), to mutate to domi-

nant alleles of the Ax phenotype. Just as

f
OT_1 does not mutate unless Ac is present

in the nucleus, neither will ax mutate

unless Dt is present. Tests have shown

that Ac does not substitute for the known
Dt locus; the two appear to be different

controllers of mutable events. The simi-

larities between the two cases are striking,

and a common type of causative factor

undoubtedly exists. That a heterochro-

matic element is involved has been sug-

gested by the genetic studies of Rhoades,

which have placed the examined Dt locus

in the heterochromatic knob terminating

the short arm of chromosome 9. The
following questions arise: Is Dt action a

reflection of some specific alteration in

this heterochromatic material? Could this

alteration be produced anew? It was

thought that since the breakage-fusion-

bridge cycle gives rise to various altera-

tions in heterochromatic elements, it might

be possible, by subjecting tissue to this

cycle, to re-create the Dt effect.

The experimental procedure aimed at

re-creating the Dt effect has been as fol-

lows. The plants used as the female par-

ents had normal chromosome constitu-

tions, were homozygous for a±, and carried

no Dt locus. Extensive tests by several

investigators have shown that no muta-

tions of fli to Ax will occur when such

plants are crossed by plants of similar

chromosomal and genie constitutions. In

this experiment, however, these plants

were crossed by plants that were homo-

zygous for fli and carried no Dt locus,

but whose chromosome constitution was

not normal. In these, one chromosome 9

was deficient for a long terminal segment

of the short arm; the homologous chromo-

some 9 carried an inverted duplication

of the short arm. More than half of

the functioning pollen grains of such

plants carry a chromosome 9 with a newly

broken end; and breakage-fusion-bridge

cycles occur in the endosperms of kernels

receiving such broken chromosomes. If
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the Dt effect is due to a specific structural

alteration in the heterochromatin, then this

particular alteration might be re-created

in some of the kernels as a consequence of

this cycle. Should this occur, the newly

arising D/-type effect would be evident in

the appearance of spots of the A\ pheno-

type in some of the kernels resulting from

this specifically constructed cross. The

kernels on 95 ears resulting from this cross

were examined. Most of them were color-

less, but a total of 15, coming from 14

different ears, had typical Ai spots. Nine

of these kernels had a single A\ spot,

three had 2 A\ spots, two had 4 Ai spots,

and one had 5 Ai spots. The Ai spotting

on these kernels was similar to that pro-

duced by the known Dt locus. These

preliminary results are in accordance with

expectation. The experiment must be con-

tinued, however, to determine whether

or not the mutations arise from altera-

tions in heterochromatic elements, as re-

quired by the basic assumptions.

It is in Drosophila melanogaster that

the greatest body of evidence bearing on

the relation of heterochromatin to genie

instability has been accumulated. The
"position effect" variegations in this or-

ganism have been extensively investi-

gated. Heterochromatin components are

known to control the type and time of

somatically occurring changes in genie

action. Comparisons of the behavior of

the various types of heterochromatically

controlled "position effect" variegations in

Drosophila with the behavior of various

types of mutable loci in maize have shown

a marked similarity in the kinds of varie-

gation expression in these two organisms.

Even the dosage action of the heterochro-

matic Y chromosome in Drosophila and

that of Ac in maize have resemblances

that may not be coincidental. These simi-

larities make it necessary to consider a

common causative mechanism to account

for the occurrence of the same types of

phenotypic expression in the two organ-

isms, especially since the evidence in maize

likewise points toward heterochromatic

control. The converging evidence from

the two organisms may provide the sup-

plemental information necessary for a

better understanding of the normal func-

tion and behavior of heterochromatin.

That an interrelation exists between the

heterochromatic elements of the chromo-

somes and the gene-carrying euchromatic

elements can hardly be questioned. The
apparently universal presence of hetero-

chromatic components of the chromosome

complement, the particular spatial posi-

tions that they occupy in these chromo-

somes and in the working nucleus, the

phenotypic effects produced by altering

the quantity, organization, or position of

heterochromatic elements with respect to

euchromatic elements, and the absence or

infrequent occurrence of phenotypically

recognized Mendelizing units within the

heterochromatin, all suggest a functional

property of heterochromatin quite different

from that expressed by the euchromatic

elements of the chromosome complement.

These interrelations and differences make
it necessary to intensify efforts to clarify

the functional aspects of heterochromatin

in the working nucleus. This must be

done before it will be possible to interpret

adequately the mode of operation of the

euchromatic elements that carry the Men-
delizing units. If further evidence sub-

stantiates the present indication that

changes in heterochromatic elements are

responsible for the origin and behavior

of mutable loci, then all the observations

made concerning the behavior of these loci

will be relevant in unraveling the func-

tional aspects of heterochromatin, and

some of the details of the mode of opera-

tion of heterochromatic elements will be

made evident.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE CHROMOSOME
B. P. Kaufmann, M. R. McDonald, H. Gay, N. O. Belser, J. M. Pennoyer, M. R. Lennihan,

and J. T. Judge

The formulation, during the earlier

years of this century, of the concept that

each chromosome carries a specific set of

genes arranged in linear order served to

define the physical basis of genetic con-

tinuity. The broad, general pattern of

transmission of genes having thus been

established, there remained—and still re-

mains—the exacting task of delineating

the gene in terms of chromosomal mate-

rials. In a restricted sense, the problem

thus presented requires a redescription of

the finer structure of chromosomes in

terms of constituent chemical substances;

but in its more general aspects the prob-

lem of the nature of the gene touches all

phases of cellular biology, and requires

analysis of the materials and gene-directed

reaction systems of cytoplasm as well as

nucleus. In accordance with this more

general point of view, we have continued

during the past year our cytochemical

studies of fixed cells, and analyses of the

action of X-rays on living cells and isolated

cell constituents.

The progress of these studies, in which

cytologists and biochemists have co-oper-

ated, has again been facilitated by a re-

search grant from the National Institutes

of Health, U. S. Public Health Service.

This grant has provided us with the serv-

ices of Helen Gay, Marjorie R. Lennihan,

and Jane T. Judge during the period

covered by the present report.

Cytochemical Studies

Four years ago we initiated a series of

studies employing enzymatic hydrolysis of

cellular materials for cytochemical identi-

fication of nucleic acids and proteins, and

determination of their patterns of associa-

tion (Year Book No. 45) . The preliminary

aspects of these studies were concerned

with the extraction, crystallization, and

purification of a series of nucleases and

proteases, and with the development of

cytochemical procedures adequate to meas-

ure the specific action of the enzymes on

cellular substrates. A series of experiments

carried out during this period, directed

toward controlling the many variables in-

fluencing enzymatic hydrolysis and subse-

quent staining procedures, enabled us to

formulate the conditions essential for the

use of enzymes in cytochemistry (Year

Books Nos. 46—48). It was then possible

to apply these methods to identifying and

localizing cellular ribose and desoxyribose

nucleic acids (RNA and DNA) and pro-

teins. Identification, localization, and

quantification, however, are only the first

approaches to an understanding of the

nature of cellular components. Informa-

tion is also needed about the patterns of

association of these substances. The cyto-

chemical methods that we have developed

offer their greatest promise in this connec-

tion, as was indicated in Year Book No.

48 and further illustrated by our recent

studies of the association of nucleic acids

and proteins in chromosomes.

The complex relations of chromosomal

nucleic acids and proteins. We reported

in Year Book No. 47 that the presence of

ribonucleoprotein in fixed cells can be

demonstrated cytochemically by treating

sections with ribonuclease and staining

with acidic dyes. The action of the enzyme

serves to degrade ribonucleoprotein, there-

by releasing protein, which stains more

intensely with acidic dyes. Cytochemical

tests indicate that at least some of the pro-

tein liberated by the action of ribonuclease
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is rich in the amino acid tryptophane, a

type of protein often described as acidic

(or more acidic than histone). Unfortu-

nately, there is no satisfactory histochemical

test for histone. Mazia, Hayashi, and

Yudowitch described in 1947 experiments

in which pepsin digested soluble and

"fibrous" substrates of the more acidic

proteins but failed to digest histone or

nucleohistone. Since these observations

seemed to offer a possible cytochemical

basis for distinguishing between the two

classes of protein, we attempted to repeat

the experiments on isolated proteins.

Protein substrates were prepared from

solutions of salt-free, crystalline egg al-

bumin (a type of acidic protein), and

from histone and nucleohistone extracted

from cells of the thymus gland of the calf.

These proteins were spread on the surface

of suitable buffers in a shallow trough

(an application of the Devaux technique),

and the films formed thereby were col-

lected by compressing between waxed

barriers. The folded films were transferred

to cover slips, and served as artificial sub-

strates of known composition for cyto-

chemical studies. Pepsin rapidly digested

such "fibers" of egg albumin (and also

spots of this material that had been pre-

pared by dropping the solution on a cover

and evaporating to dryness), thereby con-

firming the statement of Mazia et al. that

pepsin digests the more acidic proteins.

We were not able to verify the statement

of these workers that pepsin does not

digest histone, however, because "fibers"

and spots of this material disappeared

rapidly from the cover slips when treated

with low concentrations of the enzyme.

Therefore these observations, confirmed

by studies with the phase microscope, indi-

cate that pepsin cannot be used cyto-

chemically to discriminate between his-

tories and more acidic proteins. More-

over, they invalidate the assumption, based

on the experiments of Mazia et al. and

presented in Year Book No. 47, that the

cytochemical action of pepsin in fixed

cells is restricted to the nonhistone protein.

In the course of these studies we found

that treatment with 0.02 N hydrochloric

acid impaired acidic-dye stainability of the

histone component of desoxynucleohistone

films and spots, but did not impair stain-

ability of egg albumin films and spots. It

seemed probable, therefore, that if histone

were released from ribonucleoproteins by

the action of ribonuclease on tissue sec-

tions, subsequent treatment with 0.02 N
hydrochloric acid would impair stain-

ability with acidic dyes. When sections of

onion root tip fixed in acetic alcohol were

subjected to this combination treatment

and stained with fast green, cytoplasm and

nucleoli showed a bright green color,

whereas the chromosomes were not col-

ored. Adjoining sections of the root tip

that had been treated with ribonuclease

but not with hydrochloric acid showed

bright green color in chromosomes as

well as in cytoplasm and nucleoli. These

findings suggest that the material in the

chromosomes that stains with acidic dyes

after treatment with ribonuclease may be

of the histone type, whereas that of cyto-

plasm and nucleoli is of the acidic or non-

histone type. Indications of the existence

of a RNA-histone combination serve to

focus attention on the intricate pattern of

association of the materials of the chromo-

some, since chemical-extraction experi-

ments of various workers have indicated

that histone is also combined with DNA.
The use of 0.02 N hydrochloric acid

after desoxyribonuclease has indicated

that DNA may also be combined with

nonhistone protein. When acetic-alcohol-

fixed root tips of onion were digested

with desoxyribonuclease, the chromosomes

stained more intensely with acidic dyes

than the chromosomes of undigested con-
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trols, but there was no marked increase

in stainability of the materials of cyto-

plasm or nucleoli. This stainability of

chromosomes induced by desoxyribonu-

clease was only partially inhibited if treat-

ment with 0.02 N hydrochloric acid fol-

lowed treatment with the enzyme. This

observation suggests that degradation of

chromosomal desoxynucleoprotein releases,

in addition to histone, a protein that re-

tains after treatment with hydrochloric

acid its capacity to combine with acidic

dyes, and therefore appears to be of the

nonhistone type.

Our studies during the past year have

supplied further information concerning

the intimate association of RNA and DNA
in the chromosome. Two color reactions

can be used cytochemically for localizing

DNA in the fixed cell: that produced by

the Feulgen test, which is regarded as

specific for the desoxyribose sugar; and

that produced by purified methyl green,

which colors highly polymerized but not

depolymerized DNA. These two staining

procedures have been applied to sections

of onion root tips and of mouse and axolotl

liver (all fixed in acetic alcohol) after

their treatment with desoxyribonuclease

or ribonuclease. The desoxyribonuclease

treatment (a 0.01 per cent solution for

2 hours) prevented staining of the chro-

mosomes by the Feulgen method or by

methyl green. This suggests that the

enzyme depolymerizes DNA, so that des-

oxyribose is no longer present in the chro-

mosomes to give the characteristic Feulgen

test. Treatment with ribonuclease (con-

centrations ranging from 0.1 to 0.6 per cent,

used from 2 to 24 hours at 37 ° C.) did not

alter the intensity of the Feulgen reaction,

as determined by visual inspection of

digested and undigested sections with the

comparison eyepiece, and by spectropho-

tometric examination. On the other hand,

purified methyl green colored the undi-

gested chromosomes intensely, but did not

color those that had been treated with the

higher concentrations of ribonuclease. The
possibility that this loss of stainability with

methyl green is due to depolymerization

of DNA by a desoxyribonuclease contami-

nant is largely eliminated by the observa-

tion that our ribonuclease did not alter

Feulgen stainability. Moreover, chemical

assay of the ribonuclease had indicated that

the enzyme did not contain more than

one part in 20,000 of a desoxyribonuclease

contaminant (the limit of sensitivity of the

test) ; and concentrations of desoxyribonu-

clease of this order of magnitude, when

used independently under the experi-

mental conditions employed in our studies

with ribonuclease, did not impair the

stainability of the chromosomes with

methyl green. Various other tests on pol-

ymerized and depolymerized DNA pre-

pared from isolated cell constituents have

given additional evidence that the ribonu-

clease used in these studies does not de-

grade DNA in either the polymerized or

the depolymerized state.

The further possibility that degradation

of RNA by ribonuclease leads to a non-

specific loss of DNA and hence to reduc-

tion of its methyl green stainability is also

negated by the failure to detect loss of

DNA by the Feulgen test. The results we

have obtained would be understandable

on the basis that the chromosomes con-

tain a complex nucleic acid composed

of both desoxyribo- and ribonucleotides.

If the ribonucleotides occupy intercalary

positions and the number of adjacent

desoxyribonucleotides is large, removal

of the former by the specific action of

ribonuclease would effectively depoly-

merize the DNA without impairing its

Feulgen stainability. Degradation of the

whole complex by desoxyribonuclease, on

the other hand, would result in the loss of
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stainability with both methyl green and

the Feulgen reagent.

Complex patterns of association of

nucleic acids and proteins have also been

revealed in experiments in which cellular

substrates have been treated with proteo-

lytic enzymes. One illustration is provided

by our analysis of the course of tryptic

digestion.

Cell structure as revealed by digestion

with trypsin. Preliminary studies of the

action of trypsin on salivary-gland chromo-

somes of Chironomus were reported in

Year Book No. 48. During the past year

the course of cellular disintegration in

trypsin-treated cells has been examined in

greater detail in collaboration with Dr.

Robert C. MacDuffee, of the Army Medi-

cal Department Research and Graduate

School.

In these studies salivary glands, fixed

in acetic acid, were placed on a micro-

scope slide in a chamber designed to per-

mit rapid transfer of fluids and to prevent

physical deformation of the cells by pres-

sure of the cover slip. The pattern of

banding in these unstained nuclei was

identifiable with the phase microscope,

and the use of an ocular micrometer per-

mitted accurate measurements of changes

in diameters of cells and nuclei produced

by different reagents flowing through the

treatment chamber.

Treatment of the cells with an aqueous

solution of purified trypsin at pH 6 pro-

duced a slight reduction in volume but

no visible alteration of chromosome struc-

ture. Subsequent short treatment with

electrolytes (e.g., 0.05 M phosphate buffer

or 0.1 M sodium chloride) caused slight

swelling of the cells without effacement of

structural detail. Addition of water after

the electrolytes induced a marked and

rapid swelling, with consequent deforma-

tion of the chromosomes and distortion of

the pattern of banding. Inactivated trypsin

did not induce swelling when followed

by electrolytes and water, nor did egg

albumin, which was also used as a con-

trol. Treatment with electrolytes followed

by treatment with trypsin did not produce

any detectable effect.

Our experiments have shown that the

amount of swelling is dependent on the

concentration of the electrolyte, and on the

concentration of the enzyme and its time

of action. The amount of swelling ob-

tained with different concentrations of a

mixture of mono- and dihydrogen phos-

phate at pH 6 is shown in figure 2. Maxi-

mum swelling occurred at 0.05 molar.

High concentrations of electrolytes not

only are unnecessary, but actually provide

less swelling than solutions of lower

molarity.

By using a 0.05 M solution of phosphate

buffer it has been possible to measure

the amount of swelling produced by dif-

ferent concentrations of trypsin at pH 6

over various periods of time. These meas-

urements are presented in figure 3. The
amount of swelling is a function of the

concentration, being greatest with the

more concentrated solutions. At any one

concentration it reaches a maximum and

then falls off. The preliminary data pre-

sented in figure 3 suggest that maximum
swelling is in general obtained more

slowly with lower concentrations than

with higher ones.

Trypsin-induced swelling of the cells is

not an irreversible process. Treatment of

the swollen cell with dilute acid will

cause shrinkage; and swelling and shrink-

ing can be induced repeatedly in the same

cell, each time with some additional de-

formation of structure. This remarkable

"elasticity" of fixed cells prompted a

further inquiry into the possible influence

of a series of various anions and cations

(Hofmeister series) on the swelling proc-

ess, but the results were inconclusive.
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Much more work must be done to deter-

mine the fundamental nature of the phe-

nomenon; but one series of observations

is illuminating in that it draws attention

to the possible role of nucleic acids in

causing the swelling. It was found that

treatment of cells with either ribonuclease

or desoxyribonuclease or with trichlor-

acetic acid at 90 ° C. before application of

swelling by desoxyribonuclease as well as

by ribonuclease focuses attention on the

possibility, for which no direct experi-

mental evidence is yet available, that the

cytoplasm contains DNA in addition to

RNA.
The method described above for resolv-

ing the process of tryptic digestion into

its component phases also offers a new
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Effect of concentration of potassium phosphate on protoplasmic swelling. Changes in

induced by treating successively with trypsin at pH 6, different concentrations of phos-

, and water. Relative increase in volume is plotted against molar concentrations of the

the trypsin-buffer-water sequence inhibited

swelling. Other observations that we have

made on plant cells indicate that nucleic

acids are actively concerned in the process

of disintegration of cells after treatment

with trypsin. This assumption contrasts

with the classic interpretation that the

nucleic acids are lost from the cell be-

cause of the action of trypsin in dissociat-

ing peptide linkages that serve to main-

tain the continuity of protein substrates.

Moreover, the inhibition of cytoplasmic

experimental approach to problems of

submicroscopic morphology. For example,

it has been possible to preserve salivary-

gland chromosomes of Chironomus and

Drosophila in the expanded state for

studies with the phase and electron micro-

scopes. Similar opportunities are offered

for analysis of the finer structure of proto-

plasm. We are conscious of the inadequacy

of basing inferences about the organiza-

tion of the living cell on studies of fixed

cells; but we are prompted to explore more
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fully the potentialities of the methods here

outlined because they involve treatment

with mild rather than violent chemicals

(the electrolytes, for example, are used in

concentrations approximately equivalent

to those occurring in the living cell).

for any one solution, exponential curves

were obtained when the activity was

plotted against dosage. It was therefore

essential, when comparing various experi-

ments, to do so at a constant level of in-

activation. This level was taken as 63.2

MINUTES IN TRYPSIN SOLUTION AT 39'

C

Fig. 3. Effect of concentration of trypsin on protoplasmic swelling. Changes in cell volume
induced by treating with different concentrations of trypsin at pH 6 for different periods of time,

then with phosphate buffer, and finally with water.

Radiation Studies

Effect of X-radiation on dilute solutions

of crystalline trypsin. Our preliminary

studies of the effect of X-radiation on

dilute solutions of crystalline trypsin in

0.005 N hydrochloric acid were reported

last year. At that time it was noted that

exposure of such solutions to X-rays re-

sulted in loss of tryptic activity; and that

15

per cent, and the amount of radiation

necessary to produce this percentage of

inactivation was called the inactivation

dose. It was found that the inactivation

dose increased as the initial concentration

of enzyme was increased, but that the

increase was not directly proportional in

the range of concentrations then studied

(1.2-344 Mg- Per ml.). This meant that

the ionic yield—that is, the number of
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molecules destroyed per ion pair—was not

constant, but increased markedly with in-

creasing initial concentrations of trypsin.

These studies have now been greatly ex-

tended. Complete inactivation curves (10

to 90 per cent of the trypsin activity de-

stroyed) have been obtained for initial

concentrations of trypsin varying from 3.6

to 793 ug. per ml. (1 X io"
7
to 2X10" 5 M),

and partial inactivation curves (10 to 50

per cent inactivation) for concentrations

up to 7830 ug. per ml. (2X10"4 M). Each

curve has been analyzed by the method
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Fig. 4. Variation in reaction yield with varia-

tion in initial trypsin concentration. Each point

represents the average value of three or more
determinations.

of "least squares," and the individual in-

activation doses have been determined

from the lines of regression. The number
of micromoles of trypsin destroyed per

liter per 1000 r has been calculated from
these figures for each concentration of

trypsin used. The data are summarized

in figure 4. It is evident that the reaction

yield for the inactivation of solutions of

trypsin in 0.005 N hydrochloric acid, in

concentrations ranging from 1 X io"
7

to

2X10"* M, is not constant, but increases

markedly as the initial concentration of

trypsin is increased. This result differs

from those obtained with carboxypepti-

dase, the only other enzyme, so far as we
know, that has been studied extensively

over a wide range of concentrations. Dale

and his coworkers obtained constant ionic

yields for the inactivation of this enzyme

with concentrations between about 6x io"
6

and 6 X io"
3 M, although at lower con-

centrations they observed smaller ionic

yields. Their results over the whole range

of concentrations studied could be fitted

to an equation of the type D/C—P+ Q/C,
where D is the inactivation dose, C is the

initial concentration of enzyme, and P
and Q are constants. Similar results have

been obtained for other compounds. The
results with trypsin more nearly resemble

those obtained by Dale, Davies, and Gil-

bert in a study of the deamination of

glycine by X-radiation, in which they

noted that the ionic yield increases in-

definitely with increasing concentrations

of glycine from dilute (io
-3 M) to nearly

saturated solutions (2.7 M). Whether the

ionic yields with trypsin would continue

to increase indefinitely with concentra-

tions greater than 2 X io"
4 cannot be de-

termined with our present equipment.

That the presence of secondary solutes

can inhibit radiation effects on the primary

solute has been amply demonstrated by

Fricke, Dale, and others. The significance

of this protective effect has not been suffi-

ciently appreciated by many radiation

workers, however, particularly with respect

to the precautions that must be taken to

avoid unintentional addition of substances

other than the one being studied. During

the course of our investigations it was

noted on many occasions that much less

inactivation of the trypsin solutions re-

sulted from a given dose of radiation than

was to be expected on the basis of our

previous studies. These variant results

were finally traced to "protection" of the

trypsin by the inadvertent addition of other

chemicals capable of reacting with "acti-
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vated" water. This was demonstrated in

several ways. Irradiation of trypsin solu-

tions that had stood for 24 hours in lus-

teroid tubes, or had been prepared with

hydrochloric acid that had stood for 24

hours in lusteroid tubes, gave less than

half the amount of inactivation obtained

by irradiation of control solutions stored

for similar periods of time in glass or

quartz tubes. Similar decreases were

noted if the trypsin solution was stirred

before irradiation with a Tygon-coated

magnetic bar, whereas no such decrease

resulted from stirring with a glass-enclosed

magnetic bar. It is apparent that some

substance or substances, probably the plas-

ticizer, can be extracted from "chemically

inert" plastics in quantities sufficient to

give marked protection to trypsin solu-

tions against ionizing radiation.

More troublesome, because more diffi-

cult to control, is adsorption of volatile

chemicals from the atmosphere by the solu-

tions (or any component thereof) before

or during irradiation. It was noted that

if trypsin solutions were prepared for

irradiation in a laboratory in which tissues

were being fixed in Carnoy's acetic alcohol,

extremely variable results were obtained.

This effect was finally traced to contamina-

tion of the trypsin solutions by alcohol

adsorbed from the atmosphere. The effect

on the rate of inactivation by X-rays of

intentional addition of small amounts of

ethyl alcohol to trypsin solutions before

irradiation is illustrated in figure 5. It is

evident that the addition of as little as

one part of alcohol per million markedly

reduces the amount of inactivation effected

by a given dose of radiation. Control ex-

periments clearly demonstrated that under

favorable conditions solutions can easily

adsorb from the atmosphere enough alco-

hol to give concentrations of 1 part in

10,000. Other volatile compounds would

probably behave in a similar fashion.

The data in figure 5 also show that ex-

ponential curves are not obtained when
solutions of trypsin are exposed to ionizing

radiations in the presence of alcohol. Since

with small molecules the reaction-dose

curves are linear, whereas with large mole-

cules they are exponential, it appears that

both the indicator molecule (trypsin) and

the protector (alcohol) are being de-

stroyed simultaneously, an effect which

complicates the kinetics of the reaction.
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Fig. 5. Effect of ethyl alcohol on the inac-

tivation of solutions of crystalline trypsin by

X-rays. Concentration of trypsin: 0.04 mg. per

ml. Solvent: 0.005 N hydrochloric acid con-

taining various amounts of ethyl alcohol to give

the final concentrations indicated on the chart.

Such relations must be considered in any

quantitative study of the protection effect

in radiation chemistry.

Various buffers have also been found

to have a marked effect on the rate of

inactivation of trypsin by X-rays. Some
preliminary data, presented in table 6,

show that whereas phosphate buffer gives

very little protection, Michaelis' universal

buffer (a mixture of sodium acetate,

sodium veronal, sodium chloride, and

hydrochloric acid) gives almost complete

protection. These results have compli-
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cated our efforts to determine the optimum

pH conditions for X-ray inactivation of

trypsin. The hydrogen-ion concentration

of the solution being irradiated does affect

the amount of inactivation; the optimum

pH has not yet been established.

Recent experiments have also shown that

the inactivation dose for any one concen-

tration of trypsin differs, depending upon

A further complicating factor in analyz-

ing the effect of radiation on solutions of

trypsin is the continued inactivation ob-

served when the irradiated solution is

stored at 25 ° C. but not when it is stored

at o° C. Similar results have been reported

for pepsin. For example, a solution of

trypsin that had 48 per cent of its original

activity when assayed immediately after

TABLE 6

The effect of various solvents on the inactivation of trypsin solutions by X-rays

(Concentration of trypsin, 0.04 mg. per ml.; dosage, 10,000 r)

Solvent Molarity
Per cent tryptic

activity left

Water* 14

S0rensen's phosphate buffer, pH 6.1 0.001 17

0.01 20

0.1 31

Water* 20

Walpole's acetate buffer, pH 4.1 0.0025 50

0.005 65

0.01 69

0.05 85

Water* 17

Michaelis' universal buffer, pH 5.3 O.OOlf 95

0.005f 96

0.025f 99

* pH of aqueous solutions adjusted with dilute sodium hydroxide to that of the buffer solutions,

t Molarity calculated on basis of veronal concentration.

whether the solvent is 0.005 N hydro-

chloric, sulfuric, or nitric acid. This raises

the question whether the continuous rise

in reaction yield with increasing initial

concentrations of trypsin, obtained with

hydrochloric acid as the solvent (fig. 4),

would also be obtained with sulfuric or

nitric acid. Preliminary experiments indi-

cate that it would, the entire curve being

shifted to the left. Whether the rise would

exactly parallel that obtained with hydro-

chloric acid has not yet been determined.

irradiation had only 35 and 28 per cent

respectively after standing for 24 and 48

hours at 25 ° C, but 52 and 48 per cent

after standing for 24 and 48 hours at o° C.

Control solutions that had not been irradi-

ated did not lose activity when left at

25 ° C. for the same length of time. A
detailed study of this problem is now being

undertaken. Such results, of course, com-

plicate determinations of the effect of near

infrared radiation on the activity of solu-

tions of trypsin that have been exposed to
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X-radiation—one of the reasons this study

was undertaken. Results obtained so far

in examining another facet of the same

problem, namely, the effect of treatment

with near infrared radiation before X-

radiation, show no significant differences

in rate of inactivation by ionizing radia-

tions between solutions of trypsin pre-

treated with near infrared radiation and

solutions not pretreated. Near infrared

radiation may in itself cause very slight

inactivation of dilute solutions of crystal-

line trypsin. The results are within the

range of experimental error, however, and,

on the basis of present data, not statisti-

cally significant.

Response of Escherichia coli to X-rays.

Discovery of the influence of various en-

vironmental conditions in protecting tryp-

sin against radiation suggests a possible

explanation of the variation observed in

experiments in which bacteria of the B/r

strain of E. coli were irradiated (Year

Book No. 48). Treatment with X-rays

kills these bacteria in such proportions

that exponential survival curves are ob-

tained. These curves have often been

designated as one-hit curves; but it will

be recognized from the results of the

trypsin-inactivation studies that the killing

of an equal proportion of survivors by a

constant dose of X-rays does not neces-

sarily imply that a direct action of radia-

tion alone is involved. Although exponen-

tial curves were obtained in practically all

our experiments, their slopes varied greatly

from experiment to experiment, the

amounts of radiation required to inactivate

63.2 per cent of the bacteria ranging be-

tween 8000 and 21,000 roentgens. Two
previous studies of inactivation of B/r

conducted at this Department gave doses

that fell within these limits but differed

considerably from each other (13,000 r in

Witkin's study, 8600 r in that of Demerec

and Latarjet).

In our experiments all cultures were

prepared initially from bacteria taken from

the same slant. They were then placed in

broth, aerated during growth, centrifuged,

resuspended in a complex solution of

electrolytes (M9 medium without glucose),

and irradiated. No effort was made to con-

trol the chemical conditions of the labora-

tory atmosphere during these various

steps, and it is now apparent from the

trypsin results that the bacteria cultures

may have adsorbed small amounts of

chemicals being used in the laboratory,

which may have varied in type and con-

centration from day to day. These chemi-

cals—to a larger or smaller extent, de-

pending on their nature, concentration,

and reaction with other substances in the

medium—might furnish "protection" to

the bacteria during the period of irradia-

tion by competing for the activated radicals

formed by ionization in the culture me-

dium. Such an explanation, emphasizing

the indirect action of radiation in inacti-

vating bacteria, requires experimental

evaluation, especially with regard to the

more-or-less constant shape of the survival

curves under the varying conditions postu-

lated. Whatever such studies may show

—

and our group is not in a position to con-

tinue the analysis at this time—we feel

that the experiments already completed

serve to direct attention to an important

fundamental aspect of the action of radia-

tion on cells suspended in an aqueous

medium, and to the dangers inherent in

comparison of results that are not obtained

under identical experimental conditions.
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MOUSE LEUKEMIA

E. C. MacDowell, M. J. Taylor, and J. Broadfoot

The interpretations of many of the

earlier experiments on induction of resist-

ance to a certain line of transplanted leu-

kemia in this laboratory have been called

into question by the discovery that a virus

had evidently been associated with this

transplanted leukemia for many years. As

previously reported, the successful elimina-

tion of this virus from the leukemia has

made it possible to test the previous inter-

pretations. Thus it has been found that

the virus was not responsible for the

resistance to line-I leukemia that followed

treatment with normal tissue, nor was it

responsible for the subsequent transfera-

bility of such resistance by living tissue

of these hosts after they had been firmly

immunized by repeated doses of leukemic

cells (Year Book No. 47).

Virus and Leukemic Cells in High
Dilutions

When massive doses are used, the leu-

kemic infiltrations, as reported, kill the

mice within the incubation period of the

virus, that is, before the virus sickness can

be manifested. Even so, the presence of

the virus shortens the interval before death

and reduces the size of the leukemic

spleens. With high dilutions, of the order

of 15 cells per dose as compared with 20

million, a surprisingly different result is

obtained. As the massive dose of cells is

progressively diluted, the climax of leu-

kemic infiltration and the death of the

host are increasingly delayed, until they

occur considerably after virus sickness has

become well developed. With still further

reduction of the dose, survivors begin to

appear; and finally, with the dose of

roughly 15 cells, all survive. Meanwhile,

these dilutions have not lengthened the

incubation period of the virus, nor changed

the course of its sickness, which is non-

lethal in the strain of mice employed

throughout the experiments. Virus-free

line-I leukemia, on the other hand, though

showing the same progressive prolongation

of the interval before death with increasing

dilution of the dose, never produces any of

the signs recognized as virus sickness and

kills practically all the mice even with the

15-cell dose. Thus, in the last eight experi-

ments, over a period of years, in which

the 15-cell dose of virus-carrying line I has

been used, not one of the total of 257 mice

of strain C58 has died with leukemia. The

same dose of virus-free line I, given in

four experiments to 52 of this same strain,

killed all but one. It seems as though the

presence of the virus in large doses of

leukemic cells hastened leukemic death,

and in very small doses enabled the mice

to survive.

A clue to this paradox may possibly be

found in the differential effect of the dilu-

tions used upon the time of climax of the

virus sickness and of the leukemic infiltra-

tion. With massive doses, the height of

the leukemic infiltration precedes clinical

signs of virus sickness, although the virus

has already become active and has wrought

certain changes indicated by organ weights.

With highly dilute doses, the virus sick-

ness becomes fully manifested and the

population of virus units may be supposed

to be very large before the delayed leu-

kemic infiltration has produced more than

a relatively few cells. The existence of an

immunological relation between these two

pathogens is strongly denied by the ease

with which the leukemia was freed from

the virus by using virus-immunized hosts;

the interaction seems more likely to be a

physiological one, such as competition for

some limited growth requirement or
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merely the response to the pathological

action of whichever entity has the ad-

vantage. In massive closes the leukemic

cells have the upper hand, producing fatal

numbers before the virus reaches its cli-

max. This situation might be unfavorable

for the virus particles, but have no more

effect on the course of the virus sickness

than the reduction in their number by very

high dilutions. The preclinical stages of

virus sickness would add further deleteri-

ous action to that of the leukemic cells,

and so hasten death. In very high dilu-

tions, on the other hand, the virus leads

the attack, and sufficiently restricts the

small number of leukemic cells to permit

the developing active resistance of the host

to turn the balance finally to survival.

High Dilutions and Resistance

The first evidence of induced resistance

to transplanted leukemia was found in

this laboratory (Year Book No. 33) . Mice

that survived a highly dilute dose of line I

were firmly immunized by further doses

of increasing size. In the original group

of experiments, 154 mice started with a

dose approximating 250 cells; the sur-

vivors were given a series of two to five

increasing doses before the massive stand-

ard dose. Of the original number, 84.4

per cent survived the massive dose. A few

years later a series of similar experiments

with a different branch of line I was less

successful. Of a total of 444 mice, only a

third were firmly immunized. With virus-

free line I it has proved impossible to dupli-

cate even these results; for, as already

stated, without the virus this line kills in

doses of the order of 15 cells. This finding

strongly suggests that the virus formerly

played a significant part by inhibiting the

reproductive functions of the leukemic cells

without destroying their capacity to induce

resistance. Just how this might be accom-

plished remains an interesting question

for a virologist. But from the standpoint

of the leukemic cells, the importance of the

virus lies in having revealed their immu-

nizing capacity. Though most of the mice

given high dilutions of virus-free line I

have died, occasional survivors have pro-

vided an opportunity to reinoculate with

larger doses. Four individual mice so

treated survived the massive dose. This

result suggests that, without the virus, the

chances are very small of inducing resist-

ance merely by starting with a few cells,

but that the mechanism capable of in-

ducing active resistance to leukemia re-

mains intact. This is amply confirmed by

another approach, in which heat accom-

plishes a result similar to that brought

about by the virus, and accomplishes it far

more easily and directly.

Resistance Induced by Heated Leukemic

Cells

The fourth procedure for inducing re-

sistance to line-I leukemia to be tested with

virus-free line I is treatment with a massive

dose of leukemic cells after they have been

subjected to a temperature of 46 ° C. for

10 minutes or less (Year Book No. 38).

The most impressive feature of this ex-

periment has been the narrowness of the

heat threshold above which resistance to

the test lethal dose was eliminated and

below which the heated cells themselves

produced leukemia. In the original group

of experiments, the leukemic cells, inacti-

vated by 10 minutes in a highly accurate

46 ° water bath, gave protection to 84 per

cent of 137 mice against a subsequent

lethal dose of unheated leukemic cells.

Subsequently the heat sensitivity of the

leukemic cells of this line appeared to

change, for the same procedure protected

only 27 per cent of 144 mice. By reducing

the time in the 46 water bath to 5 or 7
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minutes, however, full protection against

the lethal test dose was attained: with

5 minutes' heating, ioo per cent of 34 mice

were resistant; and with 7 minutes' heat-

ing, 100 per cent of 40 mice were resistant.

In all the above-mentioned heat experi-

ments, about a week after the dose of

heated cells the mice manifested the signs

which are now identified as virus sick-

ness, but which at the time were supposed

to be connected with the induction of

resistance. That the virus was responsible

appears highly probable by reason of the

complete absence of any such sickness in

the current experiments with virus-free

line-I leukemia. The heat treatment that

inactivated the leukemic cells had failed

to inactivate the virus.

Since the elimination of the virus has

greatly reduced the minimum 100 per

cent lethal dose of leukemic cells, it has

become necessary to reduce the test dose

used in testing for all forms of induced

resistance depending on a single treatment

(Year Book No. 47, p. 192). Otherwise

all the procedures have been carried out

as previously standardized, including the

20-day interval before the test dose, adopted

to permit recovery from the "sickness."

The results prove that the virus was not

responsible for the resistance induced by

leukemic cells heated 7 minutes in a 46

°

water bath, nor for the reduction in this

resistance resulting from 3 minutes more

in the water bath. Cells heated for 7

minutes protected 91 per cent of 36 mice;

for 8 minutes, all of 10 mice; for 10

minutes, 36.7 per cent of 47 mice; for 15

minutes, none of 10 mice. But when they

were heated for only 5 minutes, instead of

inducing resistance as before, these cells

produced leukemia in 19 of 20 mice. This

seems to indicate that previously the sur-

vival of the 5-minute group had depended

on an inhibiting effect of the virus upon

leukemic cells, as in the case of very high

dilutions. Without the virus, 2 minutes

longer in the water bath are necessary to

prevent these cells from producing leu-

kemia in almost all cases.

Thus the virus has had no influence on

the primary phenomenon of resistance

induced by heated line-I cells, and the

elimination of the virus has even more

precisely defined the effective heat treat-

ment. In the case of very high dilutions

it was suggested above that the presence

of the virus may inhibit the reproductive

mechanisms of these leukemic cells with-

out destroying their immunizing capacity.

It now appears that the right amount of

heat treatment in the absence of the virus

can accomplish something of the same

kind. The amount of heat treatment (7

minutes) that inactivates the reproductive

mechanism and leaves the immunizing

function intact does not result in any

microscopic differences from unheated

living cells that can be observed with light-

or dark-field illumination or with vital

dyes. On the other hand, in cells that have

received longer heat treatment (10 min-

utes) and lost most of their immunizing

action, the relative refractivity of nucleus

and cytoplasm has been reversed, a condi-

tion suggesting coagulation. This indicates

that the cell must be very nearly in its

living state for the mechanism inducing

resistance to function.

The fact that the heat requirement for

inactivating reproduction without destroy-

ing the resistance-inducing capacity has

changed during the history of a single line

of leukemic cells indicates a close depend-

ence of heat sensitivity upon the specific

constitution of the cells, and further sug-

gests that the failure to demonstrate immu-

nizing action in certain other lines of leu-

kemic cells by heat treatment may have

been due to failure to discover the amount

of heat required by the particular cells,
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or to inactivation of the immunizing mech- production, rather than to the absence of

anism by the heat required to inhibit re- the capacity to induce resistance.

GENE ACTION IN THE AXOLOTL

H. C. Dalton and Jean Hall

Analysis of the action of alleles con-

trolling the development of the white (dd)

and black (DD and Dd) pigment pat-

terns in the Mexican axolotl has been con-

tinued. Methods of tissue culture and

embryonic transplantation have been used

to confirm results reported last year and to

extend the investigation to later stages of

development. Applications of other tech-

niques have produced (i) a phenocopy

of the white pigment pattern in black

larvae and (2) evidence of a gene dosage

effect in heterozygous triploids. A pre-

viously undescribed genetic variant has

been observed, which differs from normal

in the differentiation of yellow pigment

cells and in the development of the hind

limb. A dicentric chromosome retained by

the breakage-fusion-bridge cycle has been

observed in an apparently healthy animal.

We wish to thank Miss Elizabeth Brady

for her help in carrying out these investi-

gations during the winter months.

Embryonic Transplantations

The interpretation of epidermis grafts

reported last year (when it was shown

that the areas of triangular pieces of epi-

dermis grafted from black to white em-

bryos became more densely populated by

melanophores when the base of the tri-

angle was dorsal than when the apex was

dorsal) did not consider the following

question: Could scar tissue at the site of

the graft, even though transient, be re-

sponsible for deflecting migrating melano-

blasts, thereby contributing to the scarcity

of pigment cells in some of the triangular

areas? This question has now been

answered in the negative by the demon-

stration that triangular pieces of epidermis

grafted apex-up from black to black em-

bryos (host and donor, Harrison stage 24)

do not show any reduction in pigmenta-

tion, as they would if scar tissue were

deflecting cells from these graft areas.

This result confirms the interpretation

placed on last year's experiments, that

epidermis of the white genotype inhibits

the migration of pro-pigment cells beneath.

The experiments of last year were

directed exclusively toward analysis of

genie control of pigment-pattern develop-

ment in its initial phases. There is reason

to consider whether factors influencing

pigmentation may not operate continu-

ously throughout later development or

even come into play after the formation

of the initial pattern, as happens for ex-

ample in certain varieties of goldfish. The
problem is being investigated in a series

of neural-fold transplantations, which were

made from the posterior trunk region of

donor embryos in stages 17 to 19 to the

midventral belly region of hosts in stages

19 to 23, in all combinations of the two

strains (black and white) . Of the original

28 hosts, 15 are still alive after three

months, providing 9 white hosts (3 with

black grafts, 6 with white grafts) and 6

black hosts (4 with black grafts and 2 with

white grafts). The ventral extension of

the black melanophore pattern is now
approaching the midventral belly region

in the black hosts, but this region in the

white animals is free of host pigmentation.

A slight reduction in the number of graft

melanophores has been observed in some

white hosts; but this condition does not
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yet permit the conclusion that factors

detrimental to melanophore development

operate in older white larvae. The experi-

ment is still in progress.

Phenocopy of White Pattern

When genetically black embryos were

placed in a 0.5 per cent solution of sodium

sulfadiazine at Harrison stages 14 to 19

and kept in this medium until the pigment

pattern appeared, they resembled white

axolotl larvae in number and distribution

of melanophores. This phenomenon has

been observed in black larvae from three

and the area increase over a 3-day period

was computed. The results from two sets

of tissue cultures are summarized in table

8. There is no evidence that the treated

cells differed from the untreated in migra-

tory capacity. Apparently in the larvae

the agent responsible for the phenocopy

effect does not act directly on the pro-

pigment cells, but influences the relations

between the melanoblasts and their sur-

rounding tissues. In this respect, as well

as in its final effect on the pigment pattern,

the action of sodium sulfadiazine appears

to parallel that of gene d. It may be pos-

TABLE 7

Melanophore counts in corresponding areas (vertical strip 4 mm. wide) in larvae treated with
sodium sulfadiazine and in controls

Treated Control

tSpawning
No.

larvae
Mean ± S. E.

No.

larvae
Mean ± S. E.

P

1 4

19

19

93.75±5.4
59.84±2.65
49.00±3.12

4

19

20

117.75±5.2

106.42±3.90

109.70±3.56

3.21

9.89

12.70

<0.02
2 <0.01
3 <0.01

different spawnings. The general appear-

ance of the phenocopy is shown in plate

3B. Counts of melanophores in correspond-

ing areas of the flank on treated and un-

treated larvae show that the actual reduc-

tion in number of pigment cells is con-

siderable (table 7).

By explanting neural fold from the

posterior trunk region into hanging-drop

preparations it was possible to show that

sodium sulfadiazine in 0.5 per cent solu-

tion does not inhibit movement of pro-

pigment cells in tissue cultures. As a

measure of migration activity, planimeter

readings of camera lucida drawings of

areas occupied by wandering cells in tissue

cultures were made at successive times,

sible by embryonic transplantation to test

whether epidermis treated with this re-

agent inhibits the migration of pro-pig-

ment cells as does epidermis of genotype

dd. If so, this substance may enable further

investigation of possible mechanisms by

which gene d produces its effect on the

pigment pattern.

Gene-Dosage Experiment

The consequences of adding to a de-

veloping system extra genes, located in the

set of chromosomes normally eliminated

from the oocyte at the second maturation

division, can be investigated in amphibians

by preventing the formation of the second

polar body, thus producing triploid ani-



Plate

A. Animal with dicentric chromosome at age 64 days, showing normal appearance. X 3.4.

B. Dicentric chromosome appearing as bridge in tail-tip preparation of animal shown in A, at

age 12 days. X 1500.

C. Chromosome bridge still present in the same animal at age 64 days. Tail-tip preparation.

X 1500.

D. Haploid mitosis in tail-tip preparation of larva from cold-treated egg. Chromosome num-
ber 14. X 1500.

E. Diploid mitosis in tail-tip preparation of control larva. X 1500.

F. Triploid mitosis in tail-tip preparation of larva from cold-treated egg. X 1500.



Plate 3

B
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D

A. Black larva, showing normal distribution of melanophores on flank and dorsal fin. Age 8

days. X 11.3.

B. Phenocopy of white pattern in black larva treated with sodium sulfadiazine, showing mel-

anophores fewer and less scattered than normal. Age 8 days. X11.3.

C. White larva, showing normal white pigment pattern for comparison with black larva and

phenocopy. Age 18 days. X 5.

D. Triploid Ddd larva, showing melanophores fewer than normal but distributed in typical

black pattern. Age 69 days. X 4.

E. Diploid Dd larva control, for comparison with Ddd triploid, showing normal black pattern

characteristic of heterozygotes. Age 69 days. X 4.
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mals. In the light of studies reported on

triploid Triton alpestris-T . palmatus hy-

brids, it was thought desirable to test the

possibility that in the axolotl the recessive

gene d might manifest some expression if

present in double dose with a single domi-

nant allele. Female white axolotls were

mated with black males, and the eggs were

treated with temperature shocks shortly

after fertilization (which occurs as the

eggs are laid) . The resulting triploids pre-

sumably had the genetic constitution Ddd.

If the pigment pattern in animals of this

genotype differs from that of normal

developed into larvae that reached the

age of hatching. Only 2 of these larvae

appeared healthy; the remaining 58 showed

characteristics associated with the haploid

syndrome—that is, dorsal curvature, poor

development of the head, loss of cells from

the surface, blood-vessel irregularities, and

edema. These animals were fixed for

cytological examination, and the 12 for

which chromosome counts are available

at present were all found to be haploid.

Because their pigment pattern was that

of the black axolotl, they were presumably

androgenetic haploids.

TABLE 8

Increase in area occupied by melanophores in tissue cultures treated with 0.5 per cent

sodium sulfadiazine compared with controls

Figures are increments for cultures from two separate spawnings, computed as differences

between planimeter readings of camera lucida drawings at beginning and end of 3-day period

Treated Control

tSpawning
No.

larvae
Mean ± S. E.

No.

larvae
Mean ± S. E.

p

1

2

12

21

1.184±0.0775

0.806±0.0707
7

14

1.375±0.331

0.589±0.104

0.471

1.72

>0.05
>0 05

heterozygotes, the difference must result

from the presence of the recessive gene d

in a double dose—unless it is due in some

degree to triploidy per se, a possibility that

can be tested by comparison with domi-

nant homozygous triploids.

Similar deviations from the Dd pigment

pattern were exhibited by triploid Ddd
animals developed from treated eggs in

two different spawnings. One group of

200 eggs from a dd $ X DD <$ mating was

subjected to cold treatment (o° to i° C.)

for at least 9 hours. This exposure proved

to be too severe, with the result that only

116 eggs (58 per cent) exhibited regular

cleavage and from these only 60 embryos

The two healthy-appearing larvae proved

to be one haploid (without the usual syn-

drome) and one triploid, as evidenced by

chromosome counts of tail-tip prepara-

tions (pi. 2D, F). The triploid had larger

and fewer melanophores than normal Dd
control animals, although their distribu-

tion was that of the black pattern. The
larva with the decreased number of mela-

nophores was so striking in appearance as

to suggest that the double dose of the

recessive gene did indeed affect the pig-

ment pattern. The animal showed signs

of structural abnormality, however, and

died at the age of 66 days.

An experiment was conducted with heat
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treatment of eggs from another spawning

(dd2 X Dd<$). Eggs were placed in a

pan containing over 400 cc. of water, rest-

ing in a water bath at 36.5 ° to 37.0 ° C.

In the hope of approaching the optimum
treatment for production of triploids in

this species, eggs were given exposures of

2, 4, or 6 minutes at 10, 20, or 30 minutes

after fertilization. Of 250 eggs treated, 195

(78 per cent) exhibited regular cleavage,

and of these 122 developed into larvae

reaching the age of hatching. About half

of these (60 larvae) were black animals

suitable for the present investigation. Evi-

dence of triploidy in these animals was of

two sorts, both obtained from examination

of tail-tip preparations. One consisted in

an estimate of nuclear size based on

planimeter measurement of camera lucida

drawings of 10 nuclei of epidermal cells

in corresponding areas of the tail for each

animal. The other and more critical type

of evidence was the chromosome count of

suitable figures in mitosis. These measure-

ments are still in progress, but the infor-

mation now available (summarized in

fig. 6) indicates clearly that 15 of the

experimental animals are triploids.

The Ddd triploids appeared to have

fewer melanophores than their Dd control

siblings (pi. 3D, E). Samples from both

groups were photographed at 18, 22, and

29 days of age, and melanophore counts

were made of a vertical strip 4 mm. wide

on the flank of each animal just anterior to

the cloaca. The results are shown in table

9, where it is apparent that the triploids

had considerably fewer melanophores than

the diploid controls.

Two conclusions seem evident from the

data. At each age compared, triploid

animals showed considerably fewer mela-

nophores than diploids (P<o.oi in all

cases). With increase in age, the counts

in diploids increased, whereas the counts

in triploids did not. The figures in table 9

represent numbers of melanophores in

4-mm. strips in all cases, but it is clear that

a 4-mm. strip on an older larva covers

less of the total pattern than an area of

the same size on a younger animal. To
obtain a better estimate of the magnitude

of melanophore increase, the figures for

each larva were divided by 4 (to get the

number of melanophores per i-mm. strip)

and multiplied by the total length of the

larva. This is obviously an arbitrary pro-

cedure, which does not give the actual

total number of pigment cells because the

flank pattern, although extending over

most of the body, is not exactly duplicated

over all parts; but, by introducing a factor

taking account of the growth of the

animals, it may provide a less misleading

estimate of pigment-cell increase over the

animal as a whole than do the counts of

constant areas at different ages. The

increase for a 7-day period is shown in

figure 7. It is clear that for the diploids

the group means at 22 and 29 days differ

by more than twice their standard errors,

whereas the group means for the corre-

sponding triploids overlap within twice

their standard errors. The Ddd animals

have apparently not increased their mela-

nophore population appreciably during the

time when the Dd animals have added a

considerable number of melanophores to

their pigment-cell complement.

To justify interpretation of this effect as

due to the double dose of the recessive

gene, it must be shown that triploidy

itself does not cause a reduction in mela-

nophore number. There is evidence sug-

gesting that triploidy as such did not pro-

duce the effect observed. A small batch

of 41 eggs from a black DD XDD mating

was treated with cold to produce homo-

zygous black triploids {DDD). Of the 32

larvae produced, none was distinct from
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NUCLEAR SIZE

Fig. 6. Frequencies of nuclear size measurements (planimeter units). Where chromosome

counts are available, the ploidy of individuals is indicated within the appropriate sections of columns

as n, in, or yi. Shaded columns represent larvae from cold-treated eggs, unshaded columns larvae

from heat-treated eggs.

TABLE 9

Number of melanophores in corresponding areas of flank pattern (vertical strip 4 mm. wide)

Ddd TRIPLOIDS Dd DIPLOIDS

tAge (days)

No.

larvae
Mean ± S. E.

No.

larvae
Mean ± S. E.

p

18 9

7

13

161. 1± 6.6

187.5±14.1

160. 6± 2.4

9

10

5

235. 2± 4.9

260. 3± 7.7

272.8±16.5

8.97

4.51

6.75

<0.01
<0.01
<0 01

22

29
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the controls in pigment pattern, all being

typically black. Estimates of nuclear size

indicated that some of these were probably

triploid. Melanophore counts for a group

of 8 larvae with nuclear measurements

ranging from 43 to 63 planimeter units

(cf. fig. 6) did not differ appreciably from

corresponding counts for 10 control animals

of the same batch and age (treated, 326.2±
1 1.6; controls, ^2g.^±g.y, t= o.205, P>
0.50). Chromosome counts are not yet

22 Days 29 Days

Odd TRIPLOIDS

2 Days 29 Days

Dd DIPLOIDS

Fig. 7. Estimate of melanophore increase for

one week (age 22 to 29 days). Ordinates

= number of melanophores per i-mm. vertical

strip multiplied by total length. Height of

column = mean; figures within column = num-
ber of larvae; dotted lines indicate twice the

standard error of the mean.

available for these animals, but tail-tip

preparations have been made and five of

the supposed triploids are still alive for

further checking. Without chromosome

counts, however, their triploidy has not

been definitely established.

It is interesting that a double dose of

the d gene could produce such a striking

effect on the number of melanophores

appearing on the flank without apparently

influencing their distribution. In the

normal white pattern, pigment cells are

fewer and less extensively distributed than

in the black pattern. Because Ddd animals

show reduction in numbers only, it appears

possible that two activities of gene d are

separate, at least to the extent that gene D
may be completely dominant over d with

respect to the mechanisms that determine

distribution of melanophores, but not com-

pletely dominant over d (in Ddd animals)

with respect to activities that determine

melanophore number. If it is possible thus

to separate components of action of these

pattern-determining genes, Ddd animals

will provide useful material for investi-

gating further the mechanisms of gene

action in this case.

A New Genetic Variant

Although the axolotl has been cultured

in biological laboratories for nearly a

hundred years, the number of specific

genes described in this organism is ex-

tremely small. The list consists of genes

for white pigment pattern, disproportion-

ate dwarfism, and fluid imbalance. The

following evidence for a gene affecting

the xanthophores has been accumulated

during the past two breeding seasons. In

five spawnings 3 : 1 ratios have been ap-

proximated, segregating 3 normal larvae

to 1 larva with pale xanthophores differ-

ing slightly in hue as well as in intensity

of color. Table 10 summarizes the data.

Although there appears to be an excess of

the pale type in all but one spawning,

there is no statistical evidence to suggest

that the ratios deviate significantly from

a theoretical 3 : 1 ratio.

Two males and one female have pro-

duced segregating offspring when mated

in more than one combination. After

earlier segregations had been observed, it

was possible to set up a mating for which

predictions could be made. This spawning

(fourth in table 10) segregated as expected,

and also showed that the gene influencing
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xanthophores is not linked to the white-

black genes, because these parents were

heterozygous Dd. Table 11 summarizes

the evidence for independent segregation.

errors might be eliminated by growing all

larvae for several months. Sample larvae

of the pale-xanthophore group, now being

raised for breeding, showed complete loss

TABLE 10

Segregation of animals with dark and pale xanthophores in 3:1 ratio

Spawning
No. Dark Pale Dark Pale Chi-

larvae observed observed expected expected square

1 48 40 8 36.00 12.00 1.78 0.19

2 112 79 33 84.00 28.00 1.19 0.28

3 75 51 24 56.25 18.75 1.95 0.17

4 157 117 40 117.75 39.25 0.00 0.99

5 65 46 19 48.75 16.25 0.62 0.47

Sum of chi-squares 5 . 54 0.36

Totals; average chi-

square 457 333 124 342.75 114.25 1.11 0.30

Heterogeneity chi-square 4 . 43 0.36

TABLE 11

Independent segregation of dark vs. pale xanthophores and black vs. white pigment

patterns in one spawning

Dark Pale
Total

observed

Total

expected

Black 85 28

32 12

113

44

117.75

39.25
X 2 = 0.763;

P = 0.40White

Total observed 117 40

117.75 39.25

x 2 = 0.000;

P = 0.99

One important source of error in these

observations is the difficulty of classify-

ing xanthophore types at the time of hatch-

ing (when all counts recorded were made).

Borderline cases may occasionally have

been included in the wrong group. These

of yellow pigment after a few months.

These larvae also differed strikingly from

the normal group in that their hind limbs

were retarded in time of appearance and

limited in extent of development. This

was true of all 12 larvae that were selected
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earlier for pale xanthophores, and not

true of any of the 12 selected for dark

xanthophores. Either the gene segregat-

ing in 3 : 1 ratio has profound effects on

the morphology of the hind limb in addi-

tion to its influence on the xanthophores,

or this is a case of linkage. Further breed-

ing experiments will give evidence on

this point. In either case, homozygous

stocks will provide useful material for

further investigation of gene action in the

development of xanthophores and of the

hind limb. It is tentatively suggested that

the segregating genes here reported be

designated X and x.

Dicentric Chromosome

Among the animals developing from

eggs treated with heat shock (37 ° C. for

2 minutes, 20 minutes after fertilization)

for the purpose of inducing triploidy, one

was found to have a dicentric chromosome.

Examination of a tail-tip preparation at

age 12 days revealed that the larva was

diploid but showed chromosome bridges

in anaphase and telophase (pi. 2B). The

larva appeared healthy and grew normally

with others of the same batch (pi. 2A).

At 64 days another tail-tip preparation

was made, which showed that the dicentric

chromosome was still present (pi. 2C),

apparently retained by the breakage-fusion-

bridge cycle. In view of the prevalent

opinion that the lethality of radiations may
be due in part to the production of di-

centric chromosomes, it is interesting

that this animal appears to suffer no

deleterious effects. This is, we believe, the

first observation of a breakage-fusion-

bridge cycle in an animal.
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During the period under review all

members of the Division staff were en-

gaged in preparing reports on work done

as part of the inclusive program of Maya
research that is being brought to conclu-

sion at the end of the present calendar year.

By that time there will have been pub-

lished or made ready for the press, or be

close to completion, papers covering all

the Division's major archaeological in-

vestigations in the Maya field.

This has been a long and arduous under-

taking. It is not generally realized, outside

the profession, how great a disproportion

exists between the time spent in excavation

or survey and that required to digest the

results, to make the relevant comparative

studies of the literature and of museum
collections, and finally to combine and

present the information gained in such

form as to be of maximum value to other

students; to say nothing of the reading of

proof. In the case of most archaeological

enterprises, the ratio of desk to field work
must be at least as three or four to one;

when finds are unusually numerous, or

when particularly far-reaching problems

are involved, it may be much greater.

Yet this task must always be carried

through. The duty to record their findings

fully and accurately rests more heavily on

archaeologists than on workers in any

other discipline. Should a biologist or a

student of the physical sciences fail to

report on his research, it is unfortunate;

in most cases, however, only to the extent

that effort and funds have been wasted.

There will always be a continuing supply

of the same raw data for the use of other

observers. But materials for the study of

man's past are not only limited, but also

expendable. Excavation, even if structures

and monuments can be preserved and if

specimens are housed in a museum, in-

evitably leads to removal of graves, refuse

deposits, and invaluable stratigraphic evi-

dence as to the relative age of objects. Once

cleared, a prehistoric site loses much, often

all, meaning, and if the results obtained

have not been adequately recorded, an-

other page will have been ripped from the

already time-mutilated volume of human
history.

The members of the Division staff have

been under special obligation in this respect

because of the unique facilities they have

enjoyed. Nearly all other archaeologists

are employed either by universities or by

museums; many of them hold positions

in both. They carry heavy loads of teach-

ing and curatorial duties. Time for field

work is limited. Under the existing aca-

demic setup, in addition, anyone who
attains distinction in his field is almost

certain to be hampered by administrative

assignments that have little or no bearing

on his intellectual interests. We are freed

from all the above burdens. Furthermore,

it has been made possible for us to publish

promptly.

Thanks to these exceptional oppor-

tunities, the Division has been able to

accomplish a great deal of research and to

produce a large number of reports thereon.

The value of its work has lain, we believe,

in the bringing to bear upon the prob-

lems of Maya history the resources and

the viewpoints of many different disci-

plines. And, on the strictly archaeological

side, the Division has applied to Maya

191
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sites, for the first time on any considerable

scale, methods of stratigraphic excavation

with intensive study of the specimens re-

covered. This "dirt" archaeology, largely

the dissection of refuse middens, has

thrown light on the humbler aspects of

ancient Maya life, has permitted the dat-

ing, relative to one another, of many of

the more spectacular remains, and has

thus rendered more meaningful, in terms

of the evolution of Maya material and

aesthetic culture, the temples and sculp-

tures and hieroglyphic inscriptions to

which the lion's share of attention had

previously been given.

The program of Maya research inaugu-

rated with the establishment of the Divi-

sion in 1929 was a very ambitious one. It

could not be carried through as originally

planned in the hopeful days before the

depression and the war. There is not

space here to review its objectives, to sum-

marize its results, or to consider the rea-

sons for its successes and its failures. This

will be done in a forthcoming report. But,

to anticipate, it may be stated that attempt

was made to cover too great a range of

time and too extensive an area. The work

envisaged for the immediate future, which

will be restricted to the later prehistoric

career of the Maya in northern Yucatan,

will not suffer from these errors.

Active field work in preparation for the

Yucatan program was begun in November

1949, with the mapping of the ruins of

Mayapan by Mr. Morris R. Jones, of the

U. S. Geological Survey, who was kindly

given leave of absence by the Survey to

undertake this long and difficult task. An
accurate map of Mayapan was needed, as

intensive study of that site will commence
during the coming winter. Mayapan has

been chosen for primary attention because

of its great importance as a political center

during the troublous centuries before the

Spanish conquest. It was a member of

the so-called League of Mayapan, and,

when its rulers gained ascendancy, the

heads of other groups were required to

maintain residence there. It is frequently

mentioned in the native chronicles and in

Spanish accounts based on native legendary

histories. It is hoped that its excavation

will yield information as to the later pre-

historic cultures and also provide archae-

ological checks on the reliability of the

chronicles. As Mr. Jones states in the

report that appears below, the dense bush

that covers the site conceals an extraordi-

narily great number of remains.

In Guatemala no new investigation was

initiated, but both Mr. Shook and the

Chairman from time to time found it im-

perative temporarily to abandon their

desks in the Guatemala office to record

finds made at the near-by site of Kaminal-

juyu and elsewhere in the course of road

building and other public and commercial

undertakings. At Kaminaljuyu, Mr. Shook

salvaged materials that would otherwise

have been destroyed, which add enor-

mously to knowledge of the earliest high-

land culture now known. During the year

he has been engaged in preparing reports

on this and other early cultures and on

his very prolific former excavations at

later sites on the Pacific slope.

Mr. R. E. Smith continued the writing

of his monograph on the pottery of Uaxac-

tun, now approaching completion. In addi-

tion to this and his duties as the Division's

representative in Guatemala and those con-

nected with his effective chairmanship of

the Guatemala National Museum's Com-
mittee on Archaeology, Mr. Smith found

time for a short trip to the Department of

El Peten to procure samples of the few

wooden beams still remaining in the ruins

of Uaxactun. These, it is hoped, may be

dated by means of the newly developed

carbon 14 method for determining the age

of organic materials. Other specimens that
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can be used for this potentially most im-

portant type of research were recovered by

Mr. Shook. These consist of charcoal and

wood from several sequent early horizons

at Kaminaljuyu. As their age, relative to

one another, is known from their strati-

graphic relations, they should provide,

when dates in terms of years have been

assigned to them by the above-mentioned

method, a very valuable check on its re-

liability. Because of this, because of their

archaeological importance, and also be-

cause it is unlikely that they can be du-

plicated, it has been decided not to submit

any of these specimens for analysis until

the laboratory techniques involved have

been further perfected and tested.

Dr. Howel Williams, of the University

of California, who was carrying on vol-

canological research in Central America

during the past winter, spent some weeks

at Managua, Nicaragua, studying the past

eruptive conditions that led to an outflow

of now consolidated mud in which foot-

prints of men and animals were impressed.

Dr. Williams' hopes of finding organic

substances for carbon 14 age determina-

tion in the deeply buried footprint stratum

were disappointed. His examination of

the sources and the nature of the various

deposits overlying that stratum leads him
to believe that, although it is of consider-

able antiquity, it was probably laid down
not more than 5000 years ago.

During the year there was published

the monograph of Mr. J. E. S. Thompson
on Maya hieroglyphic writing; that of

Miss Tatiana ProskouriakofT on the sculp-

tured Maya monuments of the Classic

period was completed and sent to press.

They are comprehensive studies of in-

tellectual and artistic activities in which

the Maya surpassed all other peoples of

the New World. Each serves to round

out the more general study of the Maya on

which the Division has so long been en-

gaged, and each lays firm foundations for

work on these important aspects of Maya

culture during the later stages that will be

under investigation by the Division in

future years.

Mr. A. L. Smith's monograph on Uaxac-

tun has been issued. It is a detailed ac-

count of the longest and most thorough

excavation of a Classic Maya city that has

yet been made. Like the above-mentioned

works by Mr. Thompson and Miss Pros-

kouriakoff, it is of value in completing

the old program and provides a basis—in

this case for studies of later architectural

developments—for researches in northern

Yucatan. Mr. Smith is now engaged on

a final report on his archaeological survey

of the Guatemala highlands. Another pub-

lication of much importance will be that

of Mr. Karl Ruppert, on the several build-

ings, not previously reported upon, that

were excavated during the Division's many
years of activity at Chichen Itza.

Dr. Anna O. Shepard has been prepar-

ing a book on ceramic technology for the

use of archaeologists. It should perhaps

be called a ceramic primer, because in spite

of the fact that archaeologists constantly

employ the evidence of pottery for deter-

mining changes in, and contacts between,

cultures, they know far too little of the

fundamentals of pottery making, of the

nature of clays and tempering materials,

and of the behavior of clays under varying

methods of firing. Dr. Shepard has also

been applying the methods of ceramic

technology to a problem that has arisen in

regard to the relationship of two im-

portant prehistoric cultures of the south-

western United States. Her interim report,

which appears below, shows how greatly

laboratory techniques can contribute to

solution of such problems.

Dr. E. H. Morris has completed a report

on excavations in the Durango district of

Colorado, where he discovered the only
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examples of dwellings of the early Basket

Makers that have so far come to light.

There are also included descriptions of

the many artifacts found in the houses.

This is a most valuable addition to knowl-

edge of the beginnings of higher culture

in the Southwest.

Mr. Gustav Stromsvik has closed the

headquarters that the Division has main-

tained since 1936 at the ruins of Copan,

Honduras, and has been engaged in writ-

ing reports on structures excavated at that

site. Dr. J. M. Longyear, now of Colgate

University, has completed a monograph

on the pottery of Copan.

The Chairman, thanks to Dr. Pollock's

having assumed all administrative duties,

has been able to make progress on joint

reports with A. L. Smith on excavations

at Nebaj, in the Guatemala highlands,

and with E. M. Shook on those of the rich

pre-Classic tombs discovered in 1947 and

1948 at Kaminaljuyu, in the outskirts of

Guatemala City.

During the year Mr. Raymond H.
Thompson has been appointed a Car-

negie Institution Fellow for ceramic

studies, and Mr. Robert H. Barlow a part-

time Fellow for research on the docu-

mentary history of the Maya.

The meeting of the 29th International

Congress of Americanists in New York

in September 1949 led a large number of

the Division staff to take advantage of its

accessibility. The Chairman of the Divi-

sion served as Secretary of the Committee

on Organization and later as Secretary

General of the Congress. Papers were

presented by Proskouriakoff, "Non-Classic

traits of Maya sculpture in Yucatan," by

Shook, "Present status of knowledge

on the pre-Classic horizons in Guate-

mala," and by J. E. S. Thompson, "Some

pluvial symbols and glyphic elements com-

mon to Teotihuacan and the classical

Maya." In May 1950 Mr. Shook lectured

at the Guatemalan-American Institute in

Guatemala City on the subject "Develop-

ment of Maya architecture."

Survey and Base Map at Mayapan,

Yucatan

Morris R. Jones

In accordance with arrangements made

by the Institution and the U. S. Geological

Survey, Mr. Morris R. Jones reported to

Washington November 1, 1949, where

papers, instruments, and instructions neces-

sary for his entrance into Yucatan and his

work in the ruins of Mayapan were pro-

cured. Proceeding by way of New Or-

leans, Jones was met in Merida November

4 by Mr. Shook and Mr. Stromsvik of

the staff of the Division. Over the ensuing

week and a half Shook and Stromsvik

assisted Jones in acquiring supplies and

equipment, hiring native labor, and be-

coming acquainted with the ruins.

It was decided that Telchaquillo, a small

village 2 km. north of Mayapan, would be

the best base of operations, and quarters

there were occupied November 10. Telcha-

quillo is accessible from Merida by road, and

throughout the season it did in fact prove

to be a good location, mainly because of

its proximity to the ruins and the fact that

the native labor supply in the village was

both adequate and of good quality, the

natives being interested in, and sympa-

thetic with, the project as work progressed.

Reconnaissance and survey at Mayapan

during the 1938 season by Mr. R. T.

Patton (Year Book No. 37, pp. 141-142)

proved valuable in planning this season's

operations. Several facts were known

about the site. The ancient city is sur-

rounded by a wall, roughly oval, extend-

ing approximately 3200 m. east-west and

2000 m. north-south, the area outlined

being 4.2 sq. km. Ancient gateways are

to be found at intervals along the wall.

A large pyramid, similar to the Castillo at
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Chichen Itza but smaller, many closely

spaced colonnades, small pyramids, and

three round towers form a main group a

little west of the center of the walled area.

Another, rather small ceremonial center

is just inside the eastern limit of the area.

The wall presented a distinct advantage

in the making of the map because it forms

a definite boundary, and during the course

of the work exploration and mapping were

limited to about 75 m. outside the wall.

Ruins were found within this outer fringe,

and it is known that more are beyond it,

but they are sparse and hardly worth the

effort of mapping when so much lies

within the primary area.

A scale of 1:2500 had been decided on;

the contour interval selected was 1 m. As
there is no vertical control in the immedi-

ate area, an elevation of 25 m. above sea

level was assumed for point 0, so that all

elevations and contours are based on this

datum. It may be possible at a later date

to connect the datum with a closed vertical

control line of the Mexican Government.

Actual work was begun November 12

with the selection of a point of origin as

close to the center of the city as could be

determined from information available.

This point, a triangle cut in bedrock, is

located along the trail which connects

Rancho San Joaquin with the main road

running south out of Telchaquillo. It is

31 m. northeast along the trail from the

gateway into the ranch. In beginning the

survey, point o was occupied with transit

and Polaris observations taken at night

in order to determine true north. As an

azimuth mark, a cross was cut in the top

of the southernmost pillar of the gateway

into Rancho San Joaquin. T.he south azi-

muth from point to the mark was com-

puted to be 28 ° 54' 24", and the approxi-

mate magnetic declination for the area

is 6° 30' east.

With the true cardinal directions deter-

mined, a plane-grid system was laid out

over the area, the net, when completed,

giving squares 500 m. on a side with

100-m. stations established along all lines.

Each 500-m. station was marked by a

triangle chiseled in bedrock where pos-

sible or by a large hub where the point

fell on soil. Hundred-meter stations were

marked with hubs surrounded by piles of

stone.

All lines had to be cut, of course, and

four men were kept ahead of the instru-

ment party clearing a path through the

dense growth. Native workmen were

trained to plumb chain and to set stations

exactly on line, work which they learned

quickly and performed accurately. Grid

lines were carried until the wall was en-

countered, where they were discontinued

after explorations just beyond. While this

work was being done, two men were em-

ployed cleaning brush from the wall to

provide easier passage when the time came

to do plane-table mapping along it. Estab-

lishment of the plane-grid network, which

includes about 20 km. of line, was com-

pleted December 31, the density of the

bush slowing the rate of progress.

A system of numbering stations was

established, and the squares formed by the

projection lines were given letters. It was

thought that these 500-m. squares would

provide convenient units for separate ar-

chaeological investigation should such

prove desirable, and an attempt was made

to locate the grid lines so as to include the

Main Group within one square. The cut-

ting of these lines afforded a clue to the

density of remains within the wall, and

the first part of the survey showed that

there are many more ruins at Mayapan

than had hitherto been supposed.

Plane-table topography and culture were

mapped by working first along already

cleared projection lines. An area of ap-

proximately 50 m. on either side of the
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line was included. After a square had

been surrounded, the interior was mapped

by cutting four lines southward from the

four 100-m. stations along the north edge

of the square. By covering the area 50 m.

on either side of each interior line, the

square was completely explored. Each

square was treated similarly. Approxi-

mately 65 per cent of the city was mapped

this season, including the Main Group and

the small ceremonial group to the east.

As the season's operations drew to an

end, a transit station was established atop

the main pyramid in order to triangulate

on three known positions which are part

of a third-order closed triangulation net

of the Mexican Government. The geodetic

co-ordinates of the main pyramid were

determined by this method to be latitude

20 37' 47.88" north, longitude 89 ° 27'

41.40" west.

Two facts concerning Mayapan serve to

verify old records which describe it as a

populous city. In the first place, the density

of remains found within the wall is high.

A rough estimate would set the number

at 3500 individual ruins which still can

be detected, plus many terraces, all within

an area of about 1.6 sq. mi. Many more,

of course, have been erased by the con-

stant stone-robbing that has gone on since

the beginning of the Spanish occupation.

Rancho San Joaquin, within the walled

area, and Hacienda Xcanchakan, 4 km. to

the west, were constructed wholly or

partially of stone from the ruins.

The other fact testifying to the former

population density of Mayapan is the num-
ber of cenotes found within the wall.

During this season seven cenotes were

noted: four leave the water table exposed,

and three give evidence that water was

once obtained from them. It is known
from Patton's survey that more cenotes

will be encountered as the map is com-

pleted. Several others are known within

a 5-km. radius of Mayapan; for example,

the one at Telchaquillo, from which water

is still taken and around which ruins are

to be found.

Only a small percentage of the remains,

those in the Main Group for the most

part, appear to have been ceremonial

structures or the like. Most of the ruins

are small, averaging 10 by 5 m., and hav-

ing a typical floor plan. It seems logical

to assume that these small ruins were

dwellings. More often than not, two or

three are so situated as to form an obvious

unit, the remains being close together and

on the same terrace. Metates are con-

sistently to be found on the smaller, or

smallest, ruin of the group, and in many
cases an altar is a definite part of the unit.

It was noted that some of these units are

made up of ruins slightly larger, better

terraced, and in more choice topographical

locations than the average. In a few cases

drum columns supplement what seems to

have been the standard floor plan.

Some 300 m. east of the main pyramid

are located three relatively large and in-

teresting building units, each quadrangu-

lar, two having vaulted passages connect-

ing their inner courts with the outside.

These structures appear to be of the so-

called palace type. A sacbe, or paved way,

connects the westernmost "palace" with

another relatively large ruin 300 m. to the

southwest.

In summary, the remains found at Maya-

pan are numerous but the architecture

appears to be far inferior to that of the

other great cities of northern Yucatan. As

has been mentioned, the individual ruins

are in an extreme state of disrepair.

At the end of field work a week was

spent in Merida to complete office work on

the map sheets. Mr. Jones left Yucatan

June 17 and reached Washington June 18,

1950.

Although thanks are due to many per-
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sons who assisted in this work, they should

be extended particularly to the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey for its fine co-operation and

the numerous facilities it has provided.

Guatemala

Edwin M. Shook

A major portion of the past year has

been spent in preparing for publication

reports on excavations done in Guatemala

since the war. Some time, however, was

spent on field work as the opportunity

arose. Close attention was given to the

accelerated destruction of Kaminaljuyu as

the modern city of Guatemala encroaches

more and more on the old site. The cut-

ting away of Structure E-III-3, as reported

in Year Books Nos. 47 and 48, exposed

many more architectural features. The

information was salvaged whenever pos-

sible, including that dealing with a fine

broad stairway belonging to one of the

earlier structures in the great mound. Near

by, several other mounds were removed

completely by the Guatemala Government,

the material from them being utilized for

the making of bricks. Before their com-

plete destruction, a large sample of pottery

and artifacts, as well as charcoal samples

for dating purposes, was obtained. Two
of the mounds, E-II-3 and E-III-i, proved

to have been built during Providencia

times, the oldest Miraflores subphase. An-

other huge structure, D-III-10, also dating

from this early period, is being destroyed.

Information was obtained on the adobe

architecture, and from its fill came the

only example of wood, that of a large main

post, ever recovered from Kaminaljuyu.

Structure D-III-13, the cutting away of

which has been going on for several years,

proved to be of considerable interest. The
brickyard workmen discovered a minor

grave, near the mound's base on the west

side, which Shook excavated. Several stuc-

coed-and-painted vessels, minor burial

furniture, and a large sample of charcoal

from fires burned contemporaneously with

the interment were recovered. The pottery

pertained to the Early Classic period, prob-

ably somewhat earlier than the known
part of the Esperanza phase. The dis-

covery of this grave, a plain stela erected

above it, and a part of a red-painted adobe

structure with its stairway beneath still

another stairway of stone plastered with

adobe resulted in our requesting Drs.

Heinrich Berlin and Joel Canby, of the

Institute of Anthropology and History of

Guatemala, to undertake minor excava-

tions. They began at the top of the mound,

working out a number of summit plat-

forms of successive architectural units

much like those found by A. V. Kidder

in Mounds A and B. Their excavations

brought to light more caches of incen-

sarios and many pottery vessels, ampli-

fying knowledge of the early Esperanza

phase in Kaminaljuyu and proving the

existence of considerable architectural

activity at the site between the Miraflores

phase and the construction of Mounds A
and B. Three large charcoal samples from

different architectural stages in Structure

D-III-13 W1^ permit, it is hoped, the accu-

rate dating of this important new material.

In the vicinity of Kaminaljuyu, Shook

discovered and excavated two more pits

containing Las Charcas material, repre-

senting the most ancient cultural horizon

now known in highland Guatemala. Drs.

Foshag and De Borgheyi located, and

kindly informed Shook of, another series

of ancient pits about 1 km. south of the

main site, many of them filled with Las

Charcas phase rubbish. One pit excavated

contained the richest lot of Las Charcas

material, and the only burial, yet recovered.

On the pit's floor lay extended, face up,

the skeleton of a young adult without

ornaments or formal grave furniture. Over
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the body had been dumped an incredibly

rich midden. This consisted of dark brown

soil; ashes; carbonized wood, corncobs,

and fruit seeds; animal bones; disarticu-

lated human bones; fragments of stone

metates, manos, polishers, and simple

sculptures; bone tools; pottery vessels,

figurines, whistles, incensarios, and a large

hollow cylindrical seal. No pottery vessel

was unbroken, and sherds of the same pot

were scattered over the 3-m. diameter of

the pit from the floor to 1 m. above. Many
of the restorable vessels showed consider-

able wear, a further indication that new
pots had not been broken ceremonially

and thrown into the pit. The quality of

pottery and artifacts and the decorative

techniques employed show strikingly that

even though this was a very ancient cul-

tural horizon, it was in no sense primitive.

Further exploration along the Roosevelt

highway west of Guatemala City in the

Department of Sacatepequez disclosed

more sites and deposits of Sacatepequez

phase material, which we believe to be

younger than the Las Charcas and older

than the Miraflores phase. Several new
sites were discovered in the Chimalte-

nango and Antigua valleys. Privately

owned archaeological collections in Anti-

gua were photographed and fully recorded.

These collections often contain excellent

complete specimens which could not be

found by controlled excavation without

considerable expenditure of time and

funds.

The personnel of the United Fruit Com-
pany constantly informs the Division of

discoveries made on the Pacific coastal

plain at Tiquisate, Department of Es-

cuintla. Kidder and Shook, in August

1949, spent four days in Tiquisate recording

and making minor excavations at a large,

hitherto unreported archaeological site

named by them Sin Cabezas. Four beauti-

fully sculptured human figures seated on

pedestals were aligned in front of an

acropolis-like structure at the southern end

of the main plaza. All the statues lacked

heads, and, although the heads were dili-

gently searched for in the immediate

vicinity, none was recovered. It seemed

evident that they had been broken off and

removed from the site, possibly in ancient

times by invaders. The ceramic material

excavated indicated that the ruins had

been occupied principally in the Late

Classic period.

Shook attended the 29th International

Congress of Americanists, held in New
York in September 1949. Opportunity was

taken during this trip to study collections

from Mesoamerica at Tulane University,

the University of Pennsylvania, and the

American Museum of Natural History.

On his return trip to Guatemala a few

days were devoted to studying the site of

Tlatilco, on the outskirts of Mexico City,

and the rich collection of material re-

covered from that site. An attempt to

relate this highly developed culture to the

sequence established in the southern high-

lands of Guatemala was not too successful.

At the moment it appears to fit best in late

Miraflores times, about the Arenal sub-

phase. It should be pointed out, however,

that Shook was unable to identify a single

specimen in the Tlatilco collection which

may have been traded from Guatemala,

nor has he been able to find a Tlatilco

trade piece in Guatemala.

Stromsvik and Shook went to Yucatan

for ten days in November to assist Mr.

Morris Jones in establishing a camp in

Telchaquillo and beginning a detailed

survey map of the ruins of Mayapan.

Nicaragua

Howel Williams

Year Book No. 40 (pp. 300-302) and

No. 41 (pp. 269—271) contain accounts of
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ancient human footprints found at El

Cauce, on the outskirts of Managua, Nica-

ragua. Accompanying these tracks are

those of a large peccary, a bird, a lizard,

and an otter. All are impressed on the

surface of a volcanic mudflow buried to

a depth of approximately 4 m. The event

took place during a violent eruption of

the volcano Masaya, 25 km. to the south-

east. This outburst brought to a close a

long interval of quiet in the Managua

region, indicated by deep decomposition

of the pre-existing ashes. While Masaya

erupted, the winds were blowing to the

west, so that the ejecta fell most heavily

on the slopes south of Managua. Soon

many streams draining these slopes, already

swollen by rains, were choked with falling

debris and with ash washed from the

banks. Torrents of volcanic mud swept

down to the shores of Lake Managua, the

largest following the depression between

Tiscapa Crater and the Nejapa-Asososca

Craters to empty into the lake along El

Cauce. It was over this mudflow, while

it was still wet and the rain of ash con-

tinued, that the men and animals walked.

Soon more voluminous mudflows poured

down to the lake. Before one hardened,

it was buried by the next. The layer

formed in this way now provides the main

building stone of Managua. In El Cauce

it approximates 1 m. in thickness; in the

quarries of El Recreo, 2.5 km. to the south,

the thickness increases to 6 m. Mr. Francis

B. Richardson had already discovered

tracks of bison within the building stone

of El Recreo; recently another was ob-

served by Williams. In addition, Dr. Fer-

nando Fuentes, of Managua, obtained a

small fresh-water shell and part of the

lower jaw of a deer from the same stratum.

The significance of these finds is referred

to in the sequel.

The great eruption of Masaya was now
at an end, and an interval of repose en-

sued. Patches of soil accumulated on top

of the building stone, and streams cut

channels into its surface. One channel,

exposed in El Cauce, is 30 m. wide and

almost 5 m. deep. Shortly before this was

filled by sand and gravel, Masaya again

burst into activity. White pumice fell to

a depth of 50 cm. over El Cauce; nearer

the source it piled to depths of more than

3 m. The eruption lasted only a very short

time and was followed by another period

of quiet, when new patches of soil de-

veloped at El Cauce and streams again

eroded shallow channels. Once more

Masaya erupted; basaltic ash and cinders

fell again on the Sierras de Managua, to

be washed down to El Cauce in the form

of a greenish mudflow. After another non-

persistent layer of soil, up to 30 mm. thick,

had been laid on top of this, the last mud-

flow swept down to Lake Managua.

Finally, the topmost layer of soil, averag-

ing 1.5 m. thick, accumulated at El Cauce

to complete the burial of the footprints.

The upper parts of this highest stratum

contain abundant fragments of pre-Colum-

bian pottery. Such, in brief, is the geo-

logical succession.

Now comes the crucial question: How
old are the footprints? Work done in

1941 had shown that not only the foot-

print layer itself, but also the building

stone and some of the overlying mud-
flows, contain plentiful impressions of

leaves, twigs, branches, and reedlike

plants. It was hoped, therefore, that re-

newed excavations might reveal fragments

of wood or charcoal in sufficient quantity

to permit an estimate of age to be made
by the radiocarbon method. Unfortu-

nately, not a vestige could be found.

Examination of the fossil jaw by Pro-

fessor R. A. Stirton, of the University of

California, and Dr. G. H. H. Tate, of the

American Museum of Natural History,

shows that it belongs to a deer of a dif-
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ferent race from any now living in Cen-

tral America. Besides, Dr. Tate notes that

"a very close match is found in mexicanus

(Valley of Mexico?) and sinaloae (Escui-

napa, Sinaloa) ." In other words, it appears

that when the footprints were made, deer

like those now present in Mexico inhabited

the Managua region. Along with them

were bison. But nobody knows when bison

became extinct in Central America. Ap-

parently the animal is not represented in

any archaeological specimens yet unearthed

there.

From the foregoing it is clear that fossil

evidence as to the antiquity of the human
footprints remains indefinite. Then what

of the pottery? Karl Ruppert found a

copious quantity of sherds in the topmost

soil in and east of El Cauce, some at depths

of 90 cm. where the topmost mudflow lay

at depths of 1.10-2. 15 m. In the quarries

of El Recreo, where the topmost soil was

97 cm. thick, were found two bowls at

the top of the underlying mudflow. The

presumption is that when the pottery was

buried the top layer of soil was consider-

ably thinner than at present. Among the

sherds collected that season was Usulutan

pottery, a ware which, in Guatemala and

El Salvador, is found on the earliest

ceramic horizons now known. Recent

radiocarbon studies suggest that pottery

of apparently the same age as Usulutan

is approximately 2500 years old. This,

therefore, would seem to be the minimum
age of the human footprints.

There can be little doubt that the top-

most layer of soil at El Cauce repre-

sents a longer span of time than all

the other post-footprint beds combined.

This soil and the thinner, lenticular, in-

travolcanic soils below are only to a very

minor extent of sedentary origin; essen-

tially they are transported soils laid down

by wind and running water. As such, their

accumulation must have been quite rapid.

Then how much time was involved in

deposition of the building stone, the foot-

print bed, and the intervening layer of

cinders? Answer to this question can be

made with more assurance. All were pro-

duced during a single explosive outburst

of the volcano Masaya that lasted probably

no more than a few days, weeks, or

months. The overlying sheet of white

pumice was likewise the product of a

single, brief eruption; so was each of the

subsequent layers of volcanic mud. In

brief, the volcanic portion of the section

at El Cauce represents an almost negligible

lapse of time. And the same is probably

true of the stream channel cut through

the footprint layer before deposition of the

pumice.

If these conclusions are warranted, then

the Managua footprints were made at

least 2500 years ago, but not necessarily

more than 5000 years ago. Certainly it

seems safe to repeat the conclusion reached

in 1 941 : the age of the prints is to be

measured in thousands rather than in tens

of thousands of years. One can only hope

that some day sufficient organic material

will be found in the footprint layer to

permit a satisfactory solution of the prob-

lem by the radiocarbon method.

Middle American Art

T. Proskouriakoff

A monograph entitled "A study of

Classic Maya sculpture" was completed

and submitted for publication in Decem-

ber 1949. This study outlines sequent

stages in the development of ornamental

forms on Maya stelae, for which "scroll"

or volute forms furnish the clearest illus-

tration. No attempt is made to compare

this development with others outside the

Maya area, since no sequences of artistic

change have yet been worked out for

other styles. Tracing the history of art is
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extremely difficult where there is no accu-

rate method of dating monuments. It

seemed worth while, however, at this time

to make, as a sequel to the study of Maya

sculpture, a cursory review of art forms

in Mexico, and more particularly to ex-

plore the possibility of using our knowl-

edge of the sequences of pottery wares

to follow the development of those sculp-

tural styles whose ornamental forms are

reflected in pottery decoration.

A working catalogue of Middle Ameri-

can sculpture outside the Maya area was

begun, and an attempt was made at a

preliminary definition of styles, with par-

ticular reference to abstract ornament. The

style formerly called Totonac, more re-

cently Taj in or Tajinoid, is one of the

most distinctive and ornate in Mexico. It

seems to have had a wide influence and

offers the best promise of showing a se-

quence of development as complete as that

of the Maya style, if at least some of its

variations can be correlated with pottery

types and their stratigraphy. Its copious

use of scroll forms, which in the Maya

style proved to be sensitive to general

artistic trends, makes it especially well

suited for such study.

In February 1950 Miss Proskouriakoff

made a trip to Mexico to look over pottery

collections and to judge if their known
sequences might provide clues to chrono-

logically important changes in scroll de-

signs of Taj in type. The stage of archae-

ological research in Mexico at present ap-

pears to be only a little short of making

such an approach to art history extremely

rewarding. An excellent stratified collec-

tion of pottery from Cempoalla, now
being studied by Dr. J. Garcia Payon,

should yield valuable design sequences.

Unfortunately, most of the decorated wares

in this collection and others from Vera-

cruz seem to be concentrated in late, prob-

ably post-Classic, periods. Gulf-coast de-

signs, however, also occur at Teotihuacan,

apparently as an intrusive trait, and there

should be an excellent opportunity to cor-

relate them with stratigraphy once the

full range of stylistic phases at this site

has been worked out. Recent archaeolog-

ical work has uncovered stratigraphic

sequences which are still being studied.

Although at present there is considerable

difference of opinion concerning the chro-

nology of Teotihuacan remains, we may

hope for an early solution to some of the

major problems.

While in Mexico, Miss Proskouriakoff

made a short trip to Taj in, primarily to

obtain photographs of sculptured columns,

which have never been adequately pub-

lished. Taj in sculpture is the only con-

siderable body of material in Mexico which

seems to show a connection with the Late

Classic period of Maya art and at the same

time depicts motifs similar to some found

at Chichen Itza. It is therefore of peculiar

interest to students of the Maya. More-

over, Taj in architecture, though different

in construction from that of the Maya,

is at least as advanced in structural prin-

ciple and also offers interesting stylistic

parallels. It is possible that the sequence

of development in Veracruz, when ade-

quately studied, will provide a correlation

with the Late Classic Maya period, which

we still lack in central Mexico, perhaps

because it was there a period of violent

cultural change reflected in such events

as the apparent destruction of the great

city of Teotihuacan.

An attempt to sketch a history of artistic

styles in Mexico would probably have

little chance of success until archaeological

work there is somewhat further advanced.

Nevertheless, a definition of the variant

forms of one motif, such as the scroll,

including their occurrence in defined pot-

tery complexes, may help to clarify some

of the problems that need to be solved.
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A short paper discussing the types of scroll

designs in Middle America and suggesting

their possible interrelations is now being

prepared.

Ceramic Studies

Raymond H. Thompson

Ceramic studies in connection with the

Division's new program of research in

the archaeology of the historic and proto-

historic periods in northern Yucatan are

being carried on by Raymond H. Thomp-

son under an Institution fellowship.

Thompson, a graduate student at Har-

vard University, will use the results of

his studies for a doctoral dissertation.

Special attention will be focused on pottery

from early colonial and conquest period

sites in an effort to define not only the

time relations involved, but also the de-

velopment, interchange, and persistence of

local cultural trends as reflected in ceramic

traditions. Work was begun in February

1950 on the task of organizing the material

already published and analyzing the avail-

able museum collections. Lengthy visits

with Dr. George W. Brainerd, of the Uni-

versity of California at Los Angeles, and

Dr. Anna O. Shepard were planned in

order to familiarize Thompson with the

results of recent work in the area and with

basic technological methods for use in the

field analysis of pottery fragments.

The bibliographic work was temporarily

abandoned and the conferences with

Brainerd and Shepard were postponed

until the summer in favor of a study of

the ethnographic data on pottery shapes

and functions to be found in the codices,

wall paintings, and other forms of artistic

representation. This project was suggested

by Dr. Shepard, who hoped that some

definition of function according to shape

would result from it. Three months were

spent in carefully searching the literature

for representations of vessels, mainly from

the three Maya codices, wall paintings,

sculptured stone, and painted pottery. An
ink tracing was made of each example

found. Only the container itself was thus

copied. Data on the position of the vessel,

the person holding it, the contents, and

the associated objects were included in a

series of notes organized under the follow-

ing categories: bibliographic reference,

provenience, color, association, contents,

quotation from the literature, and com-

ment on function. The tracing and notes

for each representation were recorded on

cards which were filed according to a

broad shape classification.

The results of a preliminary analysis of

the over 400 examples are disappointing in

terms of a functional study. Several factors

contribute to this. Most of the source

material is concerned with the representa-

tion of ritual events, which gives a cere-

monial bias to any functional conclusions.

The small number of wall paintings and

codices available narrows the range of

shapes and uses. Moreover, the styles of

representation and the different media

used produce too high an individual

variability in the representations of a

single shape to justify a very detailed

shape analysis. Because these factors so

hamper a functional study, the emphasis

has been shifted to a more purely ethno-

graphic approach. A composite "type" of

each of the shape classes will be compared

with pottery vessels excavated from archae-

ological horizons. Thompson plans to

write a short paper based on this compara-

tive study of archaeological vessels and the

representations of them found in Maya art.

Ceramic Technology

Anna O. Shepard

A special study in the Southwestern

field—that of Mogollon pottery—was men-
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tioned in last year's report of the ceramic

technology project. One of the principal

aims of the study was to analyze the postu-

lated Mogollon intrusives found in Pueblo

sites of the northern part of the area and

to examine the theory of southern influ-

ence on northern ceramic practice. In

order to have a sound basis for this in-

vestigation, it was necessary to sample and

analyze extensively the pottery of the

Mogollon area proper, since detailed paste

comparisons were essential for obtaining

evidence of the source of brown and red

pottery found in northern sites. With the

data which have now been accumulated,

it is possible to consider the significance

of the principal samples of Mogollon-like

pottery from the north.

The largest series of Mogollon-like

sherds from an Anasazi site so far sub-

mitted for analysis comes from a Basket

Maker III ruin in the Jeddito region exca-

vated by Peabody Museum. Although

red, brown, and smudged sherds make up

a very small proportion of the total sherds

recovered, there is a sufficient number to

show variations and suggest relationships.

The types had been identified from super-

ficial examinations as Alma Plain, the

typical southern brown ware; San Fran-

cisco Red, the southern slipped red ware;

Forestdale Smudged, red, smudged, and

brown sherds of undetermined type; and
finally a polished red and a smudged sur-

face on what appeared to be Lino or north-

ern pastes. In other words, some of the

sherds appeared to be imported from the

south and others to be local imitations of

them. The site seemed to afford specific

evidence of Pueblo reaction to Mogollon
influence.

Microscopic examination and paste iden-

tification shifted classification of these

sherds in a number of instances and
showed that the evidence of southern influ-

ence was less direct than at first appeared.

Four distinct pastes were found in the

brown and red-brown unslipped types, and

three of the same pastes appeared in

smudged ware. The slipped sherds, on

the other hand, are homogeneous in paste

but variable in surface appearance. Among
them are a few pieces which had been

fully oxidized, possibly by accidental, sec-

ondary firing, and various unsuccessfully

fired pieces which appeared to the unaided

eye to be unslipped brown. The paste of

this red ware is tempered with coarse

quartz sand and corresponds in composi-

tion and texture to the typical early north-

ern paste used in Lino Gray. The surface

of these sherds had been smoothed and

polished with a hard tool, but was variable

in texture and luster. A few sherds have

the granular surface characteristic of Lino

Gray, whereas none has the luster and

smoothness of the best examples of San

Francisco Red. The slip varies from thin

to thick, is soft, and is often considerably

worn. Of greatest interest is the range

of slip and paste colors. The slips are

dark red or reddish brown; a number are

brown or grayish from reduction, and the

only clear reds occur on the fully oxidized

specimens which were mistaken for a

distinct type referred to as terra cotta.

The reduced or smoked sherds are easily

confused with unslipped brown ware. The

paste is gray, and its color range corre-

sponds to that of Lino. Many sherds have

a blackish core resulting from the use of

a carbonaceous clay. All these features

indicate that the pottery was not well

oxidized and that the technique of firing

may not have been very different from

that used in firing the gray wares. The
potters had found a red clay, but had not

mastered the technique of controlling

the draft to give complete oxidation

in firing. They were learning a new
technique or they were firing a new type

of clay with their old technique which
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was not entirely suitable for it. But the

curious circumstance is that the supposed

southern prototypes which should have

suggested to them the use of red slip were

not found. The intrusive types were un-

slipped brown and smudged, and, with

one exception, were sand-tempered. The
majority correspond in texture and com-

position to pastes from the northern

periphery of the Mogollon. The sand

temper of brown ware sherds from Hol-

book, the Petrified Forest, and Forestdale

is medium to fine and distinguished by the

presence of macrocrystalline quartz. The
brown pastes from the Jeddito have

the same characteristics. The exceptional

brown sherd is tempered with a horn-

blende andesite, and although this par-

ticular variety of rock has not been found

in the sampling from the Mogollon proper,

the use of igneous rock temper is a trait

of the central and southern Mogollon.

Smudged ware has the range of sand

tempers characteristic of that of the mar-

ginal area of the Mogollon. Rare Lino-

paste sherds are smudged and some have

a smoother surface than the average, but

there are too few to suggest more than

sporadic trials or, in some cases, accidents

in firing. The southern intrusives of this

site are therefore with one exception from

the peripheral region of the Mogollon,

and, unlike the indigenous red, they are

unslipped.

Relations paralleling those found in the

Jeddito site are indicated by red ware

sherds from Broken Flute cave recovered

in Dr. Morris' work in the Four Corners

region. There is some red slipped pottery

made of typical northern paste, and the

single intrusive sherd, previously identi-

fied as San Francisco Red, was unslipped

and of the medium sandy paste with mi-

crocrystalline quartz typical of the north-

ern periphery of the Mogollon.

It is noteworthy that San Francisco Red,

a rock-tempered type with a highly

polished red slip, is comparatively rare

even in the northern section of the Mogo-

llon region, and that there are no red

slipped types in this northern section which

might be considered imitations of it. In

the Forestdale locality, for example, 8 San

Francisco Red sherds are reported in a

sample of over 22,000 sherds from Bear

Ruin, and the local red ware, which is

unslipped, makes up only 2.1 per cent of

the total sherds thought to be indigenous.

Another postulated red type, Woodruff,

has not been substantiated.

Two ceramic traits suggest that the in-

fluence of the southern Mogollon may

have been stronger in the earliest remains

of the peripheral region. The red ware

from Bluff Ruin in the Forestdale area is

red slipped and the earliest brown pottery

is rock-tempered. That this influence has

become weak in the period of occupation

of Bear Ruin is indicated by the small

number of intrusives of the finer Mogo-

llon types, by the change in paste compo-

sition, and by the dropping out of red

slipped ware. On the other hand, the

direct influence of Lino Gray on the Forest-

dale types is not borne out by paste analy-

sis. It has been suggested that Lino influ-

ence is shown in coarser sand temper

among other traits of the brown pottery

called Forestdale Plain. But this type does

not differ significantly in paste from the

preponderant brown ware, the Forestdale

variety of Alma Plain.

These observations do not indicate that

Mogollon influence on Pueblo pottery has

been strong. In the absence of intrusive

pottery in significant quantity, the tend-

ency is to fall back on the theory of diffu-

sion of ideas and to overlook the impor-

tance as a source of ideas of the craftsman's

experience with new materials. In the

technological approach to ceramic study,

ample evidence is afforded of the stimu-
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lating effect on the potter of experimenta-

tion with new materials and of the tend-

ency in the Basket Maker III period to

experiment.

Southwestern Prehistory

Earl H. Morris

Preparation of a report on early Basket

Maker archaeological remains near Du-

rango, Colorado, was the principal ob-

jective in Southwestern prehistory for the

current year. The Basket Maker, the

earliest stage of Anasazi culture thus far

discovered, was recognized many years

ago from finds made in dry cave shelters

in southeastern Utah and northeastern

Arizona. These finds consisted, for the

most part, of burials and caches. The
wealth of objects recovered from such

sources revealed that when the ancestors

of the modern Pueblo peoples first settled

in the drainage of the San Juan River,

they were possessed of a fairly well de-

veloped but somewhat restricted culture.

For subsistence, they depended about

equally on hunting and the cultivation

of maize and squash. As the name given

to them suggests, they were proficient in

the weaving of basketry, and they were

most adept at fashioning cloth sandals and

bags, but made no pottery whatever. They

did not use the bow and arrow, relying

instead upon the atlatl, or spearthrower,

to propel the darts they used in warfare

and the chase. They did not deform the

heads of their infants, as later became the

custom. With their dead they laid away

rich offerings, and they adorned them-

selves lavishly with necklaces, beads, and

hair ornaments. Where and how they

dwelt was not disclosed by the cave finds.

Previous to the excavations at Durango,

it was believed that the Basket Makers

had no sort of domestic architecture other

than rude brush shelters crudely thrown

17

together as occasion demanded. Neither

did the cave sites elsewhere in the San

Juan country shed more than a glancing

light upon the range of bone and stone

tools with which they combated their en-

vironment, or on the milling practices by

which they reduced their grain to food.

Durango excavations by Carnegie In-

stitution opened two large rock shelters

and an extensive village site situated on

a very steep hillside. All three proved to

have been long-occupied dwelling spots,

as evidenced by the presence of many
house floors and relatively vast accumula-

tions of refuse, which at one point had a

depth of 4 m.

The standard dwelling at Durango

—

and very possibly for the entire Basket

Maker domain—was a roughly circular

structure with a saucer-shaped mud floor

spread over the bottom of a shallow ex-

cavation. The rim of the saucer curved

up against partially buried horizontal foot

logs which served as foundation for the

house wall. The latter was composed of

what may be described as mud-and-wood

masonry. Pieces of timber of all sizes from

slender branches to slabs from storm-

wrecked trees were laid flat, crossed, and

intertwined on top of the previously con-

structed increment. Then mud was pressed

in to fill the interstices and to chink the

surfaces. After being raised with slight

inward batter to a height that would give

the desired head room, the encircling wall

was surmounted by a shallow dome roof

supported by longer horizontal timbers.

Presumably there was a lateral doorway

somewhat above ground level and a hatch-

way near the center of the roof.

Usual floor features were a heating pit

near the center, storage cists, and metates

or grinding stones. Storage cists were of

four varieties: mere excavations into the

earth beneath the floor; similar excavations

lined with slabs of stone; slab-lined bases
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like the preceding, surmounted by bee-

hive-shaped mud domes; and mud domes

without a subfloor basin. The dwellings,

2.5-8 m. in diameter, were snug and sub-

stantial and, except for the storage cists,

very similar to the modern hogan of the

Navajo.

From the refuse heaps adjacent to the

dwellings large collections of bone and

stone tools were recovered. Hammer-
stones and choppers were the general

utility tools, used with no other haft than

the human arm. Chipped implements

consist of dartpoints, knives, and drills of

many forms and materials, shaped with

good but not superlative skill. They were

roughed out by percussion and finished

by pressure flaking.

Bone implements were fashioned, with

rare exceptions, from some part of the deer

skeleton. Awls without distinctive features

are the most prevalent class. Long fleshing

tools made from entire metapodials are

plentiful and characteristic. Notched ribs

and scapulas are present by the score.

Sporadic examples of these implements of

unknown function have come from locali-

ties widely scattered over western North

America, but nowhere else have they been

found in numbers as at Durango.

Metates may be characterized as inter-

mediate between the flat slab of the Plains

Indians and the formalized trough which

somewhat later became the standard type

of the Anasazi. Grinding surfaces are

more or less elliptical, showing that the

stroke of the handstone still was somewhat

rotary instead of fully reciprocal, as upon

the trough metate.

The rock shelters have yielded the

earliest tree-ring dates so far determined

in the Southwest: a.d. 198 and 203. The
latest dates from the hillside village fall

in the early 320's. Thus it is shown that

the pre-pottery Basket Makers intensively

occupied the Durango vicinity for at least

a century and a quarter. During this

interval they experienced no observable

change in material culture. It is felt that

the Durango report will provide a basic

contribution to the archaeology of the

northern Southwest.

History of the Maya Area

Robert H. Barlow

In the search for the missing fragments

of the Maya record, one obvious approach

seems to have been ignored. The collec-

tion and comparative study of folktales

and beliefs in the Maya language have

scarcely been attempted, despite the evi-

dence of a hundred years of study to the

effect that old religions and histories wear

down in time to seemingly idle tales. No
single old man, probably, is going to tell

us the precise meaning of a frieze at

Chichen Itza, but a number of narratives

from a number of old men, accumulated

and worked together in accordance with

the Finnish technique, will certainly throw

some light on the movements of peoples

and concepts in prehispanic Yucatan. That

very old materials survive orally is evident

:

in Guerrero State, Barlow has heard a

witchwoman pray in Nahuatl to the

Thirteen Heavens; as recently noted by

Professor Miguel Barrios E., the Nine

Cardinal Points survive in agricultural

ceremonies of Colima; and in the high

Sierra Madre del Sur a detailed migration

legend at least seven hundred years old

is familiar conversation among the rustics.

The present work in the Maya or Yuca-

tecan language is aimed at the compila-

tion of all folktales, beliefs, and traditions

not evidently European, for the recon-

struction of their prototypes.

In language study, the following ap-

proach has produced, in the year since

Barlow entered the field, the knack of

conversing adequately. With the collabora-
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tion of a native speaker who has had train-

ing with the Summer Institute of Lin-

guistics, a series of dialogue units on the

model of the U. S. Army wartime lan-

guage-teaching projects was blocked out,

and the collaborator worked these up with

grammatical commentary. Together with

this introduction to the tongue—an in-

finitely more rewarding one than plowing

through Latinizing grammars of centuries

back—a series of texts on themes ranging

from how to kill an armadillo to the folk-

tales referred to was acquired from in-

formants hailing from the regions of Peto,

Chichen Itza, Tekax, and Motul. It has

seemed wise to await greater fluency in

Maya before undertaking trips to the

wholly monolingual zones, where the take

should be rich indeed. Field trips to Yuca-

tan were made in May 1949 and June

1950.

Published folktales from Yucatan are

nearly all in Spanish or English and are

nearly all concerned with European themes

—apart, perhaps, from a scrap collected by

Berendt about the time of Maximilian and

republished with such assiduity that one

might think there were no live Maya and

no living oral tradition to explore. It is

improbable, according to D. Juan Mar-

tinez and other eminent students of the

old texts, that much in the way of his-

torical documents remains unknown in

Yucatan.

Publications

Margaret W. Harrison

The publications emanating from the

Division during the year are small in num-
ber but large in bulk. First to come from
the press was volume X of Contributions

to American Anthropology and History

(Publication 585), containing: The Maya

Chronicles (no. 48), by Alfredo Barrera

Vasquez and Sylvanus G. Morley; Guide

to the Codex Perez (no. 49), by Ralph L.

Roys; The Pendleton ruin, Hidalgo

County, New Mexico (no. 50), by A. V.

Kidder and H. S. and C. B. Cosgrove;

and The prophecies for the Maya tuns or

years in the Boo\s of Chilam Balam of

Tizimin and Mani (no. 51), by Ralph L.

Roys.

Next appeared A. Ledyard Smith's

Uaxactun, Guatemala: excavations of

1931-193J (Publication 588). This includes

an introduction by A. V. Kidder, giving

the archaeological background. J. Eric S.

Thompson's Maya hieroglyphic writing:

introduction (Publication 589) was re-

leased in June 1950.

Three books are in process of publica-

tion. Tatiana Proskouriakoff's Study of

Classic Maya sculpture (Publication 593) is

in press. Excavations at Nebaj, Guate-

mala, by A. Ledyard Smith and A. V.

Kidder, with notes on the skeletal material

by T. Dale Stewart, is being edited. Also

being edited is a manuscript by John M.
Longyear III, Copan ceramics: a study of

southeastern Maya pottery.

The only paper published in the series

Notes on Middle American Archaeology

and Ethnology was Tlaloc incensarios in

the Baratta Collection, El Salvador (no.

94), by Stanley H. Boggs. Three are in

press: Certain archaeological specimens

from Guatemala, II (no. 95), by A. V.

Kidder; Tlaloc effigy jar from the Guate-

mala National Museum (no. 96), by

Stephen F. De Borhegyi; and Rim-head

vessels and cone-shaped effigy prongs of

the pre-classic period at Kaminaljuyu,

Guatemala (no. 97), also by Dr. De
Borhegyi.
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SPECIAL PROJECTS: HISTORICAL RESEARCH

E. A. Lowe, The Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey. Collection and

study of paleographical material. (For previous reports see Year Books Nos. 9 to 35,

37 to 40, 47, and 48.)

Work on volume VI of Codices latini and to visit the half a dozen libraries in

antiquiores is proceeding, but progress this the eastern part of France. An article en-

year has been slower than expected. First titled "The Morgan Golden Gospels" was

drafts of all manuscripts examined last finished during the summer. It should

fall have been prepared and a number of appear next year. The fifth volume of

photographs obtained. The task next year Codices latini antiquiores is promised for

will be to get the rest of the photographs the end of this year.
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